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Abstract
An ElectroQuasiStatic (EQS) induction machine has been fabricated and has generated net electric
power. A maximum power output of 192 pW at 235 krpm has been measured under driven excitation
of the six phases. Self excited operation was also demonstrated. Under self-excitation, no external
drive electronics are required and sufficient power was produced to dimly light four LED's on two
of the six phases. This is believed to be the first demonstration of both power generation and
self-excited operation of an EQS induction machine of any scale reported in the open literature.
The generator comprises 5 silicon layers, fusion bonded together, and annealed at 7000C. The
turbine rotor, 4 mm in diameter, is supported on gas bearings. The thrust bearings are formed by
a shallow etch of 1.5 pm to define the thrust bearing gap. Thrust bearing pressurization is through
10 pm diameter nozzles, etched 100 pm deep. The journal bearing is a precision, 20 ± 1 Pm wide,
300 pm deep annular trench around the periphery of the turbine disk. The generator airgap is 3 pm.
The inner radius of the generator is 1.011 mm, and the outer radius 1.87 mm. The machine has
131 poles for each of the 6 phases, for a total of 786 stator electrodes. Precise microfabrication and
aligned, full-wafer fusion bonding enabled turbine generator devices to be operated at rotational
speeds as high as 850 krpm.
A detailed state-space model of the EQS machine and its external parasitics is presented. The
external stray capacitances, and their unbalance, play a critical role in the performance of the
device. A method for estimating the strays experimentally is discussed. This estimated, updated
model made it possible to use computer optimization techniques to find the optimal drive conditions
for the device to generate maximum power.
Carrier depletion in the moderately doped polysilicon rotor conductor film prevented the gener-
ator from producing power at higher voltages, and limited the maximum machine terminal voltage
under self-excitation to approximately 30 Vpp.
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Regions in field problem
Area
Antisymmetric matrix
Magnetic field
Specific available work
Capacitor or capacitance
Constant pressure specific heat
Capacitance matrix
Capacitance matrix
Diameter
Displacement field
Electric field
Young's modulus
Frequency
Gap
Strain energy release rate
Specific enthalpy
Current (general)
Wave number
Length
Length
Inductor/inductance
Inductance matrix
Harmonic number
Mass flow
Harmonic number
Number of phases
Shape matrix relating voltage to Fourier coefficients
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Power
Pressure
Stator potential vector
Quality factor
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s J/kg.K Specific entropy
S W Apparent power
S Fourier sin and cos term matrix
t s Time
T K Temperature
T Nm Torque
TO K Ambient temperature
u V Stator potential Fourier coefficient
U m/s Rotor film speed
v m/s Drift velocity
V V Machine terminal voltage
V V Voltage (general)
V V Voltage vector
w V Voltage on inductor high side
w m Width
W W Rate of work
X Q Reactance
Z Q Impedance
Capacitance function coefficient
Steinmetz exponent for frequency
Capacitance function coefficient
Steinmetz exponent for flux
y Electron or hole exponent
F J/m 2  Interface toughness
6 m Rotor film thickness
6 ielec m Inter-electrode gap
ogg Kronecker delta
A m Oxide thickness
E F/m Permittivity
Co F/m Permittivity of free space
Er Relative permittivity
Efficiency
Voltage ratio
A s-1 Vector of eigenvalues
A s-1 Eigenvalue
A m Wavelength
y Wb/A.m Permeability
V Drift velocity ratio
Field ratio
V Rotor backside potential
p Q.m Resistivity
Os S Rotor sheet conductivity
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o-f C/m 2  Surface charge distribution
T Pa Stress
V Potential
V Potential
x MOS Capacitance ratio
0 V Potential
W rad/s Electrical frequency
Q rad/s Angular speed
Commonly used subscripts
atb Aft Thrust Bearing
A Amplitude
A, B, C Related to regions in field problem
bp Branch point
D Drive
e External
e Exit
eff Effective
E External
fing Finger
ftb Forward Thrust Bearing
G Gap
Inner radius
Phase index
z Inlet
Summation index
ic Interconnect
int Integration
Phase index
Summation index
k Summation index
L Of the inductor
Lp Of the inductor, parallel
m Machine-related to the electric machine
m1 Metal layer 1
m1 Measurement stray 1
m2 Metal layer 2
m2 Measurement stray 2
m3 Measurement stray 2
mach Machine-related to the electric machine
n Harmonic index
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o Outer radius
p - p Peak-to-peak
ph Phase of the machine
r Radius
r Rings
rev Reversible
rms Root mean square
R Rotor
sat Saturation
s Surface
S Stator
SMOS Symmetric Metal Oxide Semiconductor
t Test
tt Turn-to-turn
via Via
Commonly used superscripts
c cos
s sin
Acronyms
BOE Buffered Oxide Etch
CAD Computer Aided Design
CMP Chemical Mechanical Polishing
CTE Coefficient of Thermal Expansion
DRIE Deep Reactive Ion Etching
EDM Electrode Discharge Machining
EQS ElectroQuasiStatic
FD Frequency Domain
FRF Frequency Response Function
HMDS HexaMethylDiSilazane
KCL Kirchhoff's Current Law
KVL Kirchhoff's Voltage Law
LL Lincoln Laboratory
LAN Local Area Network
LHS Left Hand Side
LSQ Least Squares
MIS Metal Insulator Semiconductor
MOP Motor Outer Plenum
MOS
MEMS
NL
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PECVD
RF
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RIE
SEM
SMOS
SRF
SS
SSS
STS
TB
TEOS
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TD
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Metal Oxide Semiconductor
MicroElectroMechanical Systems
Nonlinear
Nonlinear Least Squares
Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition
Radio Frequency
Right Hand Side
Reactive Ion Etching
Scanning Electron Micrograph
Symmetric Metal Oxide Semiconductor
Self-Resonant Frequency
State-Space
Sinusoidal Steady-State
Surface Technology Systems plc
Thrust Bearing
TetraEthyl OrthoSilane
Thick Buried Oxide is Silicon
Time Domain
Virtual Instrument Software Architecture
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Chapter 1
Introduction
T HE last decade of the twentieth century saw a rapid rise in the use of portable electric and elec-tronic apparatus. Cellular phones, laptop computers and portable digital assistants (PDA's)
came into widespread use. Battery-operated power tools also gained increased popularity. Through
a combination of improvements in battery technology and a reduction in power consumption from
the electronics, lightweight, portable devices have become a reality. As we head off into the next
century, the demand for portable power keeps increasing. Batteries however, are reaching what
appears to be the limits of their capabilities and, to address the long-term need for portable power,
alternatives will have to be found.
Currently, the very best commercial primary-non-rechargeable-zinc-air batteries can attain
energy densities of up to 400 W.hr/kg [1], with the very best rechargeable Lithium-ion batteries
having energy densities of only 130 W.hr/kg [2]. By comparison, hydrocarbon fuels have energy
densities of approximately 10000 W.hr/kg, approximately 20 x greater than the best primary bat-
teries, or approximately 80x better than the best rechargeable batteries. Therefore, converting the
energy in a hydrocarbon fuel to electricity by some compact means, with even moderate efficiency,
holds a lot of promise. The use of a hydrocarbon fuel instead of a battery also holds the promise of
greater power density, in addition to energy density. A Zn-air battery with a specific energy content
400 W.hr/kg would be capable of delivering approximately 50 W/kg of power. It is, however, possi-
ble to obtain higher power density from batteries. Nickel Cadmium (NiCd) batteries, for example,
may deliver as much as 1 kW/kg [2], but are limited to lower energy densities of approximately
60 W.hr/kg. Batteries tend to trade power density for energy density and vice versa. This need
not be the case when converting fuel into electricity.
A tremendous amount of work is currently being done to advance fuel cells for exactly this
purpose, and the effort of many years of research is on the verge of bearing fruit [3]. The current
state of the art in small-scale fuel cells, as described in [3] promises efficiencies in excess of 15%.
Yet, it remains difficult to get small fuel cells to function consistently and they require high-purity
fuels to operate reliably for long periods of time.
As an alternative to fuel cells, research started in the mid 1990's at the Gas Turbine Laboratory
(GTL) of MIT to investigate small, microfabricated gas-turbine engines as a means of producing
electric power from hydrocarbon fuels at a small, portable scale [4,5,6,7]. The idea is a sound one.
After all, conventional large-scale Brayton cycles can attain efficiencies of up to 50%, and combined
cycles (Brayton combined with Rankine cycle) can attain efficiencies as high as 70% [8]. The goal
then is to construct a small gas turbine engine, complete with generator, without sacrificing too
much efficiency in the process. This thesis will focus on an ElectroQuasiStatic Generator for such
an engine.
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Figure 1.1: A basic gas turbine generator system
1.1 Objective
This thesis discusses the development of a microfabricated ElectroQuasiStatic (EQS) induction
generator. It forms part of an ongoing effort at MIT to build a microscale gas turbine system that
relies on the following subcomponents:
" a compressor;
" a combustor;
" a turbine;
" a generator;
" high-speed low-loss bearings;
" power electronics to process the electric power generated;
" control electronics;
" a fuel tank;
In the list given above, the first five components form part of a microfabricated device, and the first
four are the basic ingredients in any gas turbine generator system, shown diagrammatically in Figure
1.1. Silicon wafers are used as the starting substrate, and deposition, growth etch and bonding
processes are used in conjunction with photolithography to define the structure of the device. The
generator forms part of this combined subsystem and has to meet the following requirements:
" compatibility with the fabrication process of the microengine;
e compatibility with the temperatures of such a process; (Fusion bonding is used to assemble
the various layer of the microengine, and anneal temperatures could range from 500'C to
1000 0C.)
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" compatibility with the operating temperatures of the engine; (In particular, the generator is
required to withstand temperatures up to 600K.)
" compatibility with the operating speed of the engine-up to 1 Mrpm;
These requirements pose a severe challenge to the electric machinery. Any conventional Magneto-
QuasiStatic (MQS) machine requires the use of magnetic materials such as iron, nickel, samarium
and cobalt. Any permanent magnetic material is limited by its Curie temperature. Furthermore,
magnetic materials have a high specific gravity-much higher than that of silicon-and maintaining
the integrity of a rotating magnetic material structure under high temperatures and high rotational
speeds is challenging.
As an alternative, an ElectroQuasiStatic (EQS) machine can be used. EQS machines require the
use of only insulators and conductors, both of which can be chosen to have a low specific gravity and
capable of withstanding high temperatures. At large scales, EQS machines perform rather poorly
compared to their MQS counterparts. At small scales, where airgap dimensions are comparable to
the mean free path of the gas molecules, breakdown fields tend to increase. At standard atmospheric
pressure, air has a dielectric strength of approximately 3 x 106 V/m. At small airgap lengths, this
increases to approximately 108 V/m [9]. Therefore, EQS machines compare favorably with MQS
machines at smaller scales.
1.2 Previous work
Conventional electric and magnetic machines have been studied for many years, and their micro-
fabricated counterparts have been under investigation for approximately three decades. Presented
here is but a small selection of a wealth of literature.
1.2.1 Large-scale EQS induction machines through the ages
ElectroQuasiStatic motors of various forms have been built through the years. Bart [10], Nagle
[9] and Bolde [11] provide a fairly comprehensive overview of EQS machines, and we mention
only briefly here some previous work. We emphasize that we will focus on induction machines.
Electrostatic generators such as Van de Graaff generators or so-called "triboinduction generators"
[12] that rely on charge transport exist in abundance, and are capable of producing power. Induction
machines as generators, however, are less common. In fact, most of the literature on EQS induction
machines relates to motors.
The first evidence of an EQS induction motor, according to Bollee , is the work of Arno in
1893 [13], where a motor was built that operated at a speed of 250 rpm and an electrical excitation
of 3.8 kV at 40 Hz. According to [14], a torque of approximately 17.6 pNm was developed. Bol6e
cites a thesis by Strobl [15], that presented in 1931 theoretical work on a 2 kV motor. Bolee himself
presented three EQS induction motors in 1969: a cylindrical rotary machine, a disk-type rotary
machine and a linear machine. All three motors employ a continuous thin film rotor conductor. The
cylindrical machine had a rotor diameter of 15 mm, a rotor length of 45 mm, an airgap of 55 pm, 3
phases, 120 electrodes and thus 40 poles. It was operated at 220 V at frequencies of 0 - 60 Hz, and
produced a maximum torque of approximately 5 piNm, when using a rotor sheet conductivities of
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0.011 nS. Sheet conductivities in the range 0.004 - 0.015 nS were investigated in this work. In 1990
Mognaschi and Calderwood [14] reported an EQS motor with a torque of approximately 2.5 piNm
at 250rpm, corresponding to 0.7 mW of power, and followed this up with an improved motor in
1999 [16] that developed 800 pNm at 125rpm, corresponding to 10 mW of power. Many authors
remark on the importance of the rotor conductor in determining the behavior of the EQS induction
machine. In this thesis, the rotor conductor also played a crucial role in the performance of the
generator. Krein [17] addressed nonideal effects in EQS induction motors-corona discharge, time
and space harmonics. This thesis will address space harmonics as well, and expand on this theory
by introducing a general unbalanced machine model.
The only evidence of an attempt to make an EQS induction generator is the work of Willke [18]
under Melcher in 1968. A novel arrangement was used, where a set of tuning forks formed the
electrodes of the stator, and also the resonant elements. Although self-excitation was never attained,
a perturbation was shown to have a longer decay time constant at speeds where self-excitation
should be possible. This machine was limited by corona discharge. Regan [19] demonstrated an
electret-based synchronous generator in 1968 that produced 25 mW. Electrets were not chosen for
the EQS generator in this work due to the anticipated difficulties in patterning the electret, and
the lack of information about whether charge can be stored in an insulator such as silicon dioxide
at elevated temperatures.
1.2.2 Microfabricated EQS machines
Electrostatic actuation is the workhorse actuation method in MEMS, and many examples of elec-
trostatic and EQS machines have been reported. We will focus primarily on EQS devices for power
generation, and mention examples of micromotors and microactuators where applicable.
1.2.2.1 Translating electrostatic and EQS micromachines
The vast majority of EQS machines reported in the literature are of the translating kind. In most
cases the moving component would be tethered to a base substrate with flexures, and the motion
would be oscillatory. Such devices make good accelerometers, and one of the famous MEMS success
stories of our time is the Analog Devices ADXL series accelerometers [20]. In 2001 Meninger et al.
introduced a concept for harvesting ambient vibration using a variable capacitor, and presented an
accompanying power processing circuit [21]. It was theorized that such a system would be capable
of producing 5.6 pW of usable power. Later, Yen and Lang [22, 23] presented generated power
(1.8 puW) based on this concept, but in a macroscale device . Miao et al. presented work at the
Imperial College in London of a variable capacitor energy harvester with a gold proof mass-nothing
less [24]. No power was generated, but a generation rate of 24 pW at 10 Hz is claimed to be possible,
from this 24 x 24 x 2 mm device. Tashiro presented a macroscale variable capacitor energy harvester,
with total mass of approximately 780 g, that produced 36 pW [25] 1. Roundy, Wright and Pister [26]
claim that 116 pW/cm3 is possible from a capacitive MEMS device at 120 Hz, and show SEM's of
an attempt to make such a device. A common thread amongst vibration-to-energy scavenging
'This data was obtained during an animal experiment where the harvester was used to power a pacemaker for a
12kg beagle.
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concepts presented thus far is plenty of analysis but few results, particularly when MEMS devices
are concerned. A concept that does seem to hold a little more promise is an electret-based energy
scavenger. Boland et al. report measured power levels of up to 0.11 pW [27].
1.2.2.2 Rotating microfabricated EQS machines
In contrast to the wealth of translational devices, fewer examples of rotating machinery exist.
Variable capacitance micromotors were studied extensively during the late 1980's by groups at
MIT and Berkeley [28, 29, 30]. These thin film motors were some of the earliest microfabricated
rotating EQS machines that were studied. In 1989 Bart and Lang [10] presented an analysis of
EQS induction micromotors. The generator presented in this thesis is a continuation of the work by
Frechette [31], Nagle [9] and Livermore [32], the only work on rotating microscale EQS induction
machines. Frdchette presented a microfabricated motor-driven compression system, where the
motor component was a microfabricated EQS induction motor. A maximum speed of 15krpm
was attained, but no pressure rise was measured from this system. This motor had a highly
doped polysilicon stator structure and a moderately doped polysilicon rotor conductor. Nagle
demonstrated a tethered micromotor, using a stator and rotor structure similar to that used by
Frechette. A torque of 0.22 pNm was reported. Livermore proceeded to present a microfabricated
motor with improved performance. In this case, a platinum stator structure was used for lower
resistive loss. This device attained a maximum speed of 55 krpm under motoring operation. An
airgap power of 20 mW is reported, along with a torque of 3.3 pNm. The performance of this device
was hampered by the fact that is was hand-assembled and hand-aligned, and not fusion bonded
using wafer-scale microscope alignment. Yet, the microdevice presented by Livermore compares
favorably with some macroscale EQS induction machines.
The generator presented in this thesis is essentially the same device as the one used in [32] as a
motor, with the exception being that it is a full wafer-bonded device, with assembly precision of a
few pm.
A hybrid rotating electret generator has been reported by Boland et al. in 2003 [33]. Measured
power levels of up to 25 [pW were attained with a device that has a rotor diameter of 4 mm. This
device was not a fully integrated MEMS device, and employed a motor to spin the patterned
aluminum rotor.
1.2.3 Microscale and small-scale magnetic machines
Work at the Katholieke Universiteit Leuven is also underway to produce a small-scale gas turbine
generator [34,35]. Using a more conservative approach, all the components are either conventionally
fabricated using EDM, or as is the case with the generator, off-the shelf. At the time of writing,
a power output of 16 W is reported. The generator used in this experiment is in fact a brushless
permanent magnet motor, produced by Faulhaber (Type 1628 T024B K312). It is 16 mm in di-
ameter and 28 mm long and, as a motor, is rated for 2.6 mNm at 65 krpm with an efficiency of
68% [36]. Faulhaber also produces a grain-of-rice-sized magnetic micromotor with diameter 1.9 mm
and length 5.5 mm, and rated to a speed of 100 krpm [37]. Recently, Holmes reported a miniature
axial flux magnetic turbine-generator that produced 1 mW with a rotor diameter of 7.5 mm [38]. As
part of the effort to build a magnetic alternative to EQS generators for the MIT microengine, Das
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et al. reported 1 W of power generated by a permanent magnet device [39]. Neither of the latter
two machines were fully integrated, microfabricated devices. This remains one of the challenges for
microfabricated magnetic machinery.
1.3 Approach
This thesis builds on the work by Frechette [31], Nagle [9] and Livermore [32] and is the continuation
of a research effort with the goal of producing a microfabricated EQS induction generator. Nagle [9]
presents a detailed discussion on the modeling of an EQS induction micromotor, and this thesis uses
the models of Nagle as a starting point. Fr chette [31] produced a high speed (1.4 Mrpm) rotating
machine, as well as an EQS micromotor that operated up to 15 krpm. Livermore [32] expanded on
the work of Frechette, and the result was the high performance micromotor mentioned in Section
1.2.2.2. This thesis builds directly on the work of [32]. The following approach was used to create
and operate a microfabricated EQS generator and produce net electric power.
" An EQS induction turbine-generator was fabricated, using a process similar to those described
in [31] and [32]. This thesis presents further work on the fabrication of high-speed bearings and
procedures to ensure reliable assembly and bonding of the device. In particular, significant
contributions were made towards the etching of precise bearings, and the bonding of a 5-layer
MEMS device, with 100% yield.
" Motoring tests were performed to verify the electromechanical functionality of the device, and
to correlate with existing models, such as those presented in [9].
" A detailed model was developed using [40] as a starting point. This model takes a simplified
approach to the modeling of the strays presented in [9], but accounts for the fact that all the
phases of the machine are not identical and also that the higher spatial harmonics matter.
This detailed, generalized state space model is one of the important contributions of this
thesis, and enabled accurate prediction of the machine performance.
" A more detailed study on the inductors was performed, and expanded on the simplified model
in [40]. The detailed inductor model served to complete the state space model.
" The complete machine model, including inductors, was then fitted to the actual device and
its test apparatus. This thesis shows that it is possible to construct an estimator to determine
the external strays of the EQS machine-23 parameters in total.
" The updated model was used to guide the experiments for maximum power produced.
This approach led to what is believed to be the first demonstration of generated electric power by
an EQS induction machine of any scale in the open literature. The EQS machine was also capable
of self-excitation, making it the first self-excited EQS induction machine reported.
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1.4 Thesis Outline
This thesis starts with a continuation of the fabrication work presented in [32]. Chapter 2 describes
the fabrication of this device and also describes the geometry of the machine in more detail. Chapter
3 deals with the generalized state space model of the EQS induction machine. Chapter 4 presents
the techniques and apparatus used in the experiments, as well as the calibration procedures for the
instrumentation that had to be developed. Chapter 5 presents high speed spinning, motoring and
generating results. Power generated under driven excitation is presented. Results for self-excited
operation are also presented. Chapter 6 discusses the limitations of the generator presented in this
thesis. Chapter 7 presents a summary of the work that led to the successful operation of the EQS
generator to generate power. Chapter 8 presents additional work on the rotor conductor film, the
inductors, crystals as potential substitutes for inductors and the role of the EQS generator in a
microscale gas turbine engine.
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Chapter 2
The EQS generator - description and fabrication
IN Section 1.3 we remarked on the similarity between the EQS induction generator that is the
subject of this thesis, and the EQS motors presented by Frdchette and Livermore [41,32]. Given
that the basic design and fabrication of this particular EQS generator had already been discussed in
previous work, it makes sense to discuss the layout and the fabrication of the actual device early on.
Device design and fabrication remain critical, but the main contributions of this thesis lie primarily
in the results obtained with the EQS machine as a generator and in an improved understanding of
the device. Although suggestions for improved future designs will be made in Chapter 8, we will
deviate from the almost traditional MEMS research approach of model-design-fabricate-test. This
thesis picks up at the latter fabrication stages, and proceeds into testing, with the modeling being
mainly in support of the experiments. Therefore, for a detailed discussion of the modeling and
design considerations that led to the EQS machine in its current form, the reader is referred to the
work by Frechette, Nagle and Livermore [41,9,32]. Chapter 2 thus presents an abbreviated overview
of the fabrication and design considerations associated with the generator. The fabrication of the
device discussed in this thesis followed the same basic steps as previous devices, with the following
notable exceptions.
" A specialized, highly controlled, journal bearing etch procedure was developed. This made it
possible to fabricate deep (300 pm), straight (20 ± 1 pm) journal bearings and enabled high
speed operation up to 850 krpm. (Section 2.2.2)
" Additional attention was given to the stator layer. In particular, the PECVD oxide films had
to undergo repeated deposition and CMP steps to ensure bondability. (Section 2.2.3)
" Furthermore, the PECVD oxide had to be outgassed at elevated temperatures prior to bond-
ing. (Section 2.2.5)
" The full generator device was fusion bonded, whilst retaining the integrity of the platinum
electrode structure. (Section 2.2.5)
e A stator nonuniformity was discovered, as a result of the stator fabrication and planarization
process. Steps were taken to alleviate this problem in newer stators. The actual device was
suspected of having an nonuniform stator, however. (Section 2.2.4)
All subsequent chapters will refer, mostly, to the particular device presented in Chapter 2. In
Chapter 3, some generalizations will be made, but almost all numerical simulations were performed
on this device.
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Figure 2.1: The essence of an EQS induction machine. A basic 6-phase machine consists of a stator
with a set of electrodes arranged such that every 6 th electrode is connected. Sinusoidal voltages on
the six electrode sets, phased 60 degrees apart, produce a traveling wave. This in turn induces a
traveling potential wave on the rotor-a high resistivity polysilicon film in this case.
2.1 Description of the EQS generator device
We begin with a brief overview of the basic principle of operation of an EQS induction machine, as
well as a description of the device. For all its complexity, this device has only one moving part-the
rotor. The passages that supply air to the bearings and to the turbine necessitate three additional
layers of silicon beyond the two wafers that are required to form the essence of the EQS induction
machine-a rotor and a stator.
2.1.1 Principle of operation of an EQS induction machine
Figure 2.1 describes the essence of an EQS induction machine. Every 6 th stator electrode is con-
nected to form a six-phase machine. Sinusoidal voltages on the six phases, phased 60 degrees apart,
produce the traveling stator wave. The rotor in this machine is a high resistivity polysilicon film
that causes the rotor potential to lag or lead the stator potential. The traveling potential wave on
the stator induces a traveling potential wave on the rotor. If the rotor spins slower than the rotor
potential wave, the machine operates as a motor. If the rotor spins faster, as depicted in Figure
2.1, it operates as a generator.
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Figure 2.2: A 3D section view of the generator device.
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Figure 2.3: Detail of the rotor-stator structure. The stator periodicity is reduced for visual clarity.
The actual stator has 786 electrodes.
2.1.2 The EQS induction machine in this work
The actual device is shown in schematic 3D cross-section in Figures 2.2 and 2.3. The device
structure is similar to devices presented earlier [41,9,32]. In Figure 2.2, the first layer, L1, forms
the structural support and provides connections for the turbine main air and front thrust bearing.
Layer L2 is a distribution manifold. The turbine rotor and stator blades are formed on the top side
of L3. The bottom of L3 has the rotor film for the induction machine on top of a thick (10 pm)
oxide island. L4 is the stator, with 786 platinum electrodes arranged in 131 interleaved groups
of 6 electrodes. L5 is the lower structural layer that provides air connections for the rear thrust
bearing and the journal bearing of the turbine. Figure 2.4 is a picture of the actual device. When
assembled, the generator has dimensions of approximately 15 x 15 x 2.5 mm.
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Figure 2.4: Photograph of the generator device
2.2 Fabrication procedures
The generator is fabricated using a combination of standard IC fabrication techniques, deep reactive
ion etching (DRIE), and multi-wafer bonding. Its fabrication is similar to that described in [41]
and [32]. This section will review the fabrication procedures and also discuss additional fabrication
steps required to produce a fully bonded function EQS induction generator.
2.2.1 Basic fabrication process flow
The devices presented by Frechette and Livermore ( [31] and [32]) follow similar fabrication proce-
dures, with the main exception being the fabrication of L4 (See Figure 2.2). In [31] L4 contained a
highly doped polysilicon stator structure, whereas [32] presented a platinum stator structure. The
fabrication of the thick buried oxide islands are also slightly different for the two devices. We will
first discuss the fabrication of the basic structure of the device by referring to the relevant layers.
Layer 1 (2 masks) Li is a simple structural layer to seal off the flowpaths in L2. The process
for Li consists of a single shallow etch (Mask 1) to define align marks and label the dies, and a
through-wafer DRIE etch to define fluid connection ports and electrical access holes (Mask 2). All
DRIE etching was performed on Surface Technology Systems Inductively Coupled Plasma (STS
ICP) etch tools.
Layer 2 (4 masks) The masks for the L2 process are used as follows.
" Mask 1 is used to define the gap for the front thrust bearing. This is a 1.5 pm deep etch, and
the depth of this etch needs to be well-controlled ±0.2 pm. The stiffness of the thrust bearing
depends on this gap.
" Mask 2 is used to etch a second shallow etch on the same side, to define an 8 ±1 pm clearance
for the turbine blades.
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" Mask 3 is a backside deep etch, used to define the supply plena for the turbine, as well as the
thrust bearing.
" Mask 4 is a frontside deep etch, to define the thrust bearing holes and etch the additional
through holes for the electrodes. The thrust bearing holes were designed to be 10 ± 0.5 pm in
diameter and 100 pm deep. The dimensions of the thrust bearing nozzles played an important
role in determining the in the thrust bearing stiffness. [31,42].
Layer 3 The fabrication of L3 is challenging. The process for L3 can be divided into two sections.
1. Create a moderately doped polysilicon rotor conductor film on top of a buried oxide annulus
in the rotor.
2. Etch the turbine blades on the front side of L3, and a journal bearing from the back.
To create the rotor conductor on the buried oxide annulus requires a total of 5 Masks.
9 Mask 1 defines the rear thrust bearing gap etch pattern. This is a 2 pm deep etch into the
silicon substrate, with a tolerance of approximately ±0.2 pm.
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" Mask 2 provides the rotor recesses-an air recess over the area of the stator leads, and a
recess filled with oxide where the rotor conductor lies. This recess etch was 12 Pm deep.
" The thick rotor oxide is deposited after Mask 2. This PECVD TEOS layer was deposited to
be 10 pm thick. It was not densified, initially.
" Mask 3 is used to etch the undensified PECVD TEOS. Undensified oxide has a higher etch
rate in BOE. Photoresist is sufficient as a mask. At this point, the remaining oxide can also
be "trimmed" in BOE to the desired thickness, to ensure that the correct airgap will result
when all is done.
" Then follows a blanket deposition of 0.5 pm of PECVD oxide on the backside, and 1 pm layer
of oxide on the front side.
" Another blanket deposition, this time 0.5 pm of polysilicon, is performed, followed by another
blanket deposition of oxide as an implant shield.
" The wafer is implanted with boron, at 180 keV and a dose of 1012 to 1013 /cm
2
.
" The implant is annealed, and the implant shield stripped. This step also serves to densify the
oxides.
* Mask 4 follows. This clears the polysilicon everywhere except for the rotor conductors that
remain.
" Mask 5 provides a pattern to clear the oxide from all areas required for fusion bonding.
After these steps, we finally have a wafer that is ready for two additional deep etches, and
therefore two additional masks.
* Mask 6 was used to etch the turbine blades into the front side, using DRIE. The depth
of this etch could vary, but was typically 150 pm deep. Therefore, the turbine blades were
approximately 150 pm tall. It was important to ensure that this etch was uniform. The
importance for uniformity is discussed in Section 2.2.2.
" Mask 7, the journal bearing mask, was only used after L3 was bonded to L2. "Snap-off tabs"
were used on L2 with the intention of holding the rotor in place after the journal bearing etch
was complete. Section 2.2.2 addresses the tab-issue further.
Layer 4 L4 also required a combination of thin film and bulk silicon processing. The fabrication
of L4 is described in [32]. Again, 5 masks were used for thin film processing, and 2 masks for bulk
processing. The following steps were used to fabricate the platinum stator structure on a recessed
oxide island.
" Mask 1 defined the 18.5 pm deep pits on the front side of the substrate.
" Aluminum was deposited and Mask 2 was used to clear the Al from the pit areas.
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Figure 2.7: Layer 3
" Then followed a blanket deposition of PECVD TEOS, to a thickness of 18.5 Pm.
" The oxide was then lifted off by etching the Al in an HCl bath. This etch was lengthy and
took approximately one week.
" An additional layer of thin PECVD TEOS was deposited. Then, the stator was planarized by
CMP. This process sounds easier than one might think. Often, the oxide liftoff process would
leave protrusions on the edges of the pits that needed to be planarized. Repeated deposition,
CMP and inspection by profilometry was required to ensure flat stators. After deposition,
and anneal at 11000C was performed.
" Mask 3 defined the Pt interconnect rings in a liftoff resist after a flat, uniform stator substrate
with buried oxide pits was obtained. The 3000A Pt was deposited by e-beam evaporation on
a 200A Ti adhesion layer.
" An interlayer oxide insulator was deposited with PECVD, and Mask 4 was used to pattern
vias in this layer. The mask alignment between Masks 3, 4 and 5 was critical. The electrodes
were approximately 7 pm wide at the points where the vias connected, and the alignment had
to be well within this dimension.
" Mask 5 then defined the Pt electrodes themselves. Liftoff was once again used.
" After this step, an additional oxide deposition was done, and CMP was performed to ensure
a bondable surface. The deposition-CMP sequence was repeated until a bondable surface was
obtained. Section 2.2.5 will discuss this procedure in more detail.
What remained after defining the stator structure was to pattern and etch the thrust bearing
holes and the stator backside plena for thrust and journal bearing pressurization.
o Mask6 was used to define, on the backside, the backside plena using a thick photoresist. An
etch of approximately 400 pm deep was performed to define the plena. The exact depth of
this etch was set by the wafer thickness minus a required 100 pm deep etch for the rear thrust
bearing nozzles.
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Figure 2.8: Layer 4
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Figure 2.9: Layer 5
* The final step, Mask 7, defined the thrust bearing nozzles. As was the case for L2, this etch
was critical. The nozzles again had to be 10 ± 0.5 pm in diameter and 100 pm deep.
Mask 6 and 7 could be reversed, but this would risk a certain amount of "blow out" of the thrust
bearing nozzle entrances. This blow out could reduce the flow resistance, and change the stiffness
of the thrust bearing.
Layer 5 L5 requires 2 mask steps. Mask 1 is used to etch holes halfway through the wafer on
the back side of L5, and Mask 2 is used to etch holes and channels on the front side. The channels
mate with the journal and thrust bearing plena in L4.
Figure 2.10 is a picture of all the layers of the generator device, as fabricated.
2.2.2 Etching a good journal bearing
Creating a good journal bearing was require to enable high speed operation. Without stable, high
speed operation, none of the results in this thesis would have been possible. The journal bearing
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Figure 2.10: Photograph of the layers of the generator device. From [32].
work presented here therefore signifies a significant contribution' that enabled net positive power to
be generated from a microfabricated EQS induction machine. The process started by defining the
appropriate width of the journal bearing mask feature. The journal bearing for the EQS generator
was required to be 20 ± 1 pm wide and 300 pm deep. These specifications were different from the
specification of a 10 pm wide journal bearing in [31], although the device geometry remained the
same. This follows an improved understanding of the journal bearing dynamics.
These bearing dimensions, were based on the requirements of a "singular bearing"2 that was
designed by taking into account the imbalance of the rotor, as measured, and then computing the
most suitable bearing width. A linear model was used to make this prediction. Later work by
Liu revealed that nonlinear effects also need to be considered. The reader is referred to the work
by Liu [43,44] for a treatment on the considerations when designing and specifying short length
high-speed gas bearings.
The imbalance of the rotor was determined by the uniformity of the blade etch (See Section 2.2.1)
as well as the misalignment between the blade mask on the front of L3, and the journal bearing
mask on the back. A balanced rotor is desirable for high speed operation. The issue of unbalance
received a great deal of attention in the microengine project [45]. Because it was nearly impossible
'This contribution was the result of a collective effort on the part of the MIT microengine program to produce
good journal bearings not only for the generator, but also for other microturbomachinery.
2 In this case, the "singularity" hinted that an infinite rotational speed was attainable, provided the correct bearing
width was used for the associated imbalance. Of course, this was only a linear model that did not capture all the
coupled dynamics of the rotor.
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to etch a perfectly uniform, balanced rotor, a different approach was used. The blades were etched,
and then the etch depth was measured on a WYKO surface profilometer, around the periphery
of the rotor. This height variation was then inserted into a solid (CAD) model of the rotor, and
the CAD package was used to determine the moments of inertia, and the location of the center of
mass-and hence, the imbalance. This imbalance was then used, along with linear models of the
rotordynamics, to define a desired journal bearing width.
Therefore, the journal bearing width was only known after the Mask 6 etch step for L3. For this
generator, a 20 ± 1 pm journal bearing width was specified after the blade etch on L3. A 15 pm
wide mask feature was selected to pattern the journal bearings for the specific device discussed in
this thesis.
Etching a good journal bearing did not merely depend on the correct etch parameters. We
learned that total process control was required, every step of the way, to ensure that a repeatable,
to spec journal bearing was etched every time. In particular, the photolithography process proved
crucial in determining the eventual profile of the etched trench. A critical etch, such as the journal
bearing etch, demands that the following aspects be kept in mind:
" A hard mask of the correct thickness. In this case, a 0.5 pm thick oxide hard mask was used.
* Temperature and humidity. Photo process control requires first and foremost a favorable
ambient that is within the manufacturer's recommendations.
* A suitable thick resist. In this case, Clariant AZ9260 was used. The resist had to be stored
at the proper temperature, to avoid degradation.
" Dehydration prior to HMDS and resist coating. A dehydration bake, although not done on the
generator wafers, proved useful in subsequent devices. This also permits working at slightly
higher humidity levels, if required.
" HMDS coating for resist adhesion to the oxide. The wafers were exposed for 5 seconds in a
YES Prime HMDS oven, set at 1500C.
" Coating spin speeds and spin times had to be controlled to keep the resist thickness within
specification.
" Edge bead removal after coating-ensuring that the edge bead does not interfere with any
contact lithography.
" Prebake times were very critical, and were controlled to within approximately 5 minutes.
" Exposure times and develop times had to be tightly controlled.
" Postbake time was also tightly controlled. The postbake time and temperature had an effect
on the photoresist reflow angle, and this angle in turn affected the etch profile.
" Photoresist relaxation time after hardbake. Generally, a wait time of between 10 and 20 hours
was required before etching the underlying oxide in BOE.
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" BOE etch time and etch temperature. The wafers were etched at approximately 36"C. This
both speeded up the etch rate, and reduced the amount of undercut. Although some undercut
was to be expected-after all, BOE is an isotropic etch-there were times when excessive
undercut of approximately 5 to 10 times the oxide film thickness was observed. Performing the
BOE at an elevated temperature, and ensuring good adhesion with proper photolithography,
seemed to alleviate this problem.
" Sonication time during BOE. An ultrasonic bath was used break any bubbles in the trenches.
Prolonged sonication damaged the photoresist layer. In this work, a sonication time of ap-
proximately 5 seconds seemed to work.
" Wafer mounting. The generator wafers were etched by mounting them on a handle wafer
with thick photoresist as a crude "adhesive". This was a critical step, since poor mounting
would result in poor heat conduction through the substrate. Elevated substrate temperatures
would cause an increased etch rate, and add to the variability in the process. This practice
of mounting on a handle wafer was later stopped, for the journal bearing process, in favor
of using Kapton tape on the wafer backside in the areas where the etch would penetrate
through the wafer. Of course, Kapton tape was always applied on a photoresist layer, and
never directly on the wafer surface [46].
" Etching. Of course, the etch parameters played an important role in determining the journal
bearing profile as well. The gas flows, RF power and etch and passivation times all had
to be adjusted to obtain the best sidewall. However, adjustment of the DRIE tool only
commenced after a repeatable journal bearing profile could be etched with a given DRIE
recipe, after performing the same photo procedure a few times to confirm repeatability of the
photo process.
Typically, for any device journal bearing, the procedure was to etch a test wafer, then etch the
device wafer, and then etch another test wafer. The test wafers were sectioned and the profile was
inspected on both. Figure 2.11 shows the SEM of a typical journal bearing trench, as well as the
journal bearing profiles from all the device locations on the test wafers before and after the actual
generator was etched3 . We note that the average width is closer to 21 pm, and the variation is
approximately ± 1 pm. During testing, a device that was partially shorted attained a rotational
speed of 850 krpm before crashing. This confirmed that the journal bearing, as fabricated, was
capable of reaching high speeds close to 1 Mrpm.
Section 2.2.1 discussed rotor retention after the journal bearing etch by using tab structures. The
idea being that "snap-off tabs" on L2 would hold the rotor in position, and then these tabs could
be snapped off to release the rotor after the entire stack was assembled [31]. Unfortunately the
concept did not work very well. Not a single rotor adhered to its tabs after the journal bearing etch,
and the rotors became free during the acetone dismount of the L2-L3 stack from its handle wafer.
Therefore, for this device, the tabs were all broken off-very carefully-before final bonding, and
the rotors were individually dropped into place. The snap-off tab approach terminated with the
EQS generator, and at the time of writing, the current state-of-the-art for building microengines
3 Gwen Donahue is thanked for doing all the SEM work in this case.
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Figure 2.11: An SEM of a typical journal bearing profile, and a graph of the width variation seen
on test wafers etched immediately before and immediately after the journal bearing of the actual
EQS generator device. The thin lines are cubic spline fits through the datapoints-5 per trench.
The thicker lines are the least-squares cubic splines through all the datapoints. SEM courtesy of
Li Wang. Journal bearing profile data courtesy of Gwen Donahue.
is to have the rotors become free after the journal bearing etch, and then to drop them into place
individually. One of the main benefits of this approach is that the journal bearing can be etched
first, on a single layer, with little prior processing. Therefore, if the journal bearing etch is not
ideal, etching another wafer is not a substantial setback. Furthermore, heat conduction from the
single wafer to the helium coolant on the wafer backside is superior. A rotor suspended only by
very thin, fragile tab structures would likely heat up in the etch chamber. Using a single wafer for
this step results in improved uniformity and profile control across the wafer.
Additional information on etching similar, but slightly narrower journal bearing trenches is pro-
vided in [47]. The journal bearing etch process continues to evolve, and at the time of writing,
the established practice is to not etch the oxide hard mask in BOE, but rather to etch it using
the DRIE tool. This allows the photoresist to stabilize. Apparently, a lot of the variability in the
journal bearing process can be attributed to the "settling" of the photoresist in the etch chamber
during the first 30 minutes of exposure to the SF 6 /C 4F8 plasma [46].
2.2.3 Stator fabrication techniques
The stator fabrication process remains one of the challenging aspects of the generator fabrication.
It was required to have 786 discrete electrodes, with every 6 th electrode connected to the same
phase. Therefore, a short circuit between any two of the 786 electrodes would result in a partially
shorted device. Producing a short-free stator was challenging, and the stator wafer yield was less
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than 25% of all stator wafers started 4 . The die yield on the stator wafer for the generator discussed
in this thesis was 50%, only considering shorts. The stator remains a defect prone structure, and
careful, clean processing will always be required to produce a short-free stator.
Low resistance wiring necessitates the use of a metal film, rather than a polysilicon film. The
metal film complicates the fabrication process, and places limitations on the type of equipment
that can be used, as well as the processing temperatures. Platinum provides both low resistivity
and the ability to withstand moderately high processing temperatures. Etching platinum is more
challenging than etching polysilicon.
The challenges associated with using a metal stator is one of the reasons that Frdchette and
Nagle [41,9] shied away from it and chose a heavily doped polysilicon structure instead. Livermore
showed that a polysilicon stator would not allow power generation.
Before the platinum structure can be built, a smooth, preferably planar starting surface is re-
quired. Furthermore, this starting surface has to be a thick oxide, to minimize capacitive coupling
to the stator backside. To minimize wafer bow, the insulator oxide was limited to island areas
where needed.
Oxide Islands Frechette presents two distinct stator process flows to obtain these oxide islands.
The first process, "Thick Buried Oxide in Silicon" or TBOS, is similar to the process used by
Livermore, and also in this work, with the exception of the fact that the thick oxide layer was
etched, rather than lifted off. The second "Recessed Oxide Islands" process did not rely on CMP
at all, and only left isolated islands of oxide inside the stator pits. The disadvantage of this
procedure was that deposition and lithography of the stator electrodes and leads had to be done on
wafer topography of the order of the thickness of the oxide island5 . Deposition of polysilicon may
have been possible, but evaporation of Pt over such a topography would have been problematic.
The Pt patterning approach-liftoff-rendered the "Recessed Oxide Islands" approach impractical
for the EQS generator.
For the EQS generator, the stator oxide was an 18.5 pm PECVD TEOS film. Liftoff of the thick
field oxide provided a highly selective and reliable method for patterning the oxide islands. This
liftoff process had two drawbacks:
* It took a long time. Liftoff typically took more than a week to complete
" There was no reliable way to start the liftoff. Since the Al was buried underneath the oxide,
the only solution was to scratch the oxide in a few places6 to initiate the liftoff. This often
resulted in damage to the underlying wafer surface. Damage to the thrust bearing pads was
observed. A more elegant way would be to etch the oxide in a few select areas, but that would
defeat the purpose of the liftoff procedure.
After the oxide liftoff step followed a sequence of repeated CMP and oxide deposition steps to
ensure flatness of the stator layer. In some cases, multiple deposition and CMP steps were required
to ensure flatness. In fact, CMP played a critical role on two occasions during the stator fabrication:
4 Counting the stators fabricated by Lincoln Laboratory.
5 As well as the depth of the etched trench. In the case of [41], this depth was only 10 pm, compared to the 18.5 pm
of the EQS generator.
Presumably with a diamond scribe...
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Deposit aluminum
Etch aluminum and 20 sm deep pits in silicon
Deposit 20 gm oxide
Liftoff thick oxide, deposit thin oxide
Polish to planarize
Pattern platinum interconnect rings
Deposit interlevel dielectric
Pattern vias, pattern platinum electrodes
Figure 2.12: Stator process flow, with self-aligned Al mask. Adapted from [32].
* During planarization after liftoff of the field oxide.
o After the stator fabrication was complete, to ensure bondability to a known good blank wafer.
The role of CMP will receive further attention in Section 2.2.4 and 2.2.5.
In later stator processes, Masks 1 and 2 were combined into a single, self-aligned mask step.
Furthermore, slight overetching of the silicon was performed. This gave the Al a slight overhang,
resulting in a local stress concentration in the PECVD TEOS film to be deposited afterwards. This
stress concentration ensured a cleaner liftoff of the oxide film. This procedure is the one depicted
in Figure 2.12. The stator used in this work still relied on separate mask steps to define the pits
and the Al liftoff mask.
It was also discovered that Ti-Pt-Ti was preferable over a simple Ti-Pt deposition, to ensure
adhesion not only to the oxide layer below, but also to the oxide layer above. Some peeling of the
final oxide on the electrodes was seen. The oxide often peeled off from the top of the stator leads
and the bond pad and finger areas. In general, the larger the contact area between Pt and oxide,
the more likely peeling would occur. In subsequent designs it may make sense to limit the amount
of continuous metal area over which oxide is deposited. Perforations can be patterned in the metal
film, to ensure intermittent contact between the top and bottom oxides.
For further information on the stator process flow, and, in particular, information about the
integrity of platinum films at elevated temperatures, the reader is referred to [32]. Processing after
Pt deposition was limited to temperatures below 750'C to prevent the hillock formation described
in [32].
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Figure 2.13: Shaded color image of the topography of a stator from the same batch as the stator
of the device tested in this work. Stator 15, die 11.
2.2.4 Chemical Mechanical Polishing of the stator - uniformity and bondability
An important aspect of the fabrication of L4 is the Chemical Mechanical Polishing (CMP) of the
L4 frontside to produce a smooth stator surface, as well as a bondable surface on the entire wafer
of L4.
It was later determined that a combination of fabrication procedures, combined with a stator
structure that is not fully axisymmetric, can produce a nonuniform stator. This would result in a
machine that has a nonuniform airgap. Figures 2.13-2.15 are shaded color images of the topogra-
phies of various stator structures that were produced throughout the history of the development
of the generator presented in this work. The data in these figures was taken during the course of
the research that culminated in this thesis, and required the use of an instrument not available to
previous researchers [41,9,32]. The instrument used was a VEECO Instruments WYKO optical
profiler with a wide field of view. This allowed the imaging of the entire stator in a single scan.
The following parameters were used in the instrument: Image size: 368 x 240 pixels. Sampling at
13.22 pm/pixel. Magnification: 1.3x. Tilt was removed by assuming the central thrust bearing
pad to be the flat reference surface.
Figure 2.16 shows the circumferential height variation of stators produced with various processes.
It is important to note the 20 periodicity in the height variation of some of the stators, especially
in Ox Lift4, Stator 15. And we note that the stator used for the devices that are tested in later
chapters is Stator 16 from the same batch as Stator 15. Referring back to Figure 2.13, we note
that the highest point in the stator is in the region where the stator leads fan out to the connection
pads on the extremity of the die.
This height variation can be attributed to the layout of the "bowtie-like" shape of the thick
buried oxide in L4. The mismatch in CTE between the oxide and the silicon, and additional stress
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Figure 2.14: Shaded color image of the topography of
Lincoln Laboratory. Turbine 8, Wafer 7 Die 1.
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Figure 2.15: Shaded color image of the topography of a stator structure fabricated on a quartz
wafer. This produced the most uniform stator, because no buried oxide was used, or needed to be
planarized.
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in the TBOS can cause local out-of-plane bowing of the wafer. Furthermore, since the oxide is less
stiff than the silicon (by more than a factor of 2), the wafer structure is also more compliant in
bending in the area where the TBOS is deposited. Therefore, during CMP, the wafer may deflect
more into the holder, and away from the pad and the slurry, and therefore less material would be
removed in the region of the stator leads in Figure 2.13.
This circumferential "waviness" of the stator has an impact on the viscous flow in the airgap.
Work by Teo [42] showed that the 2 - 0 waviness has the effect of creating a slight net upward
force on the rotor. A tilt of stator (1 - 0 component), also evident in, e.g. Stator 15, causes a
net tilting moment-speed dependent-on the rotor. This is a very detrimental effect, and can
destabilize the rotor at high speeds. This effect, combined with a predicted tilting instability at
approximately 850 krpm was believed to be the ultimate cause of a high speed crash at that speed
for an electrically shorted device tested to high speeds. Referring to Figure 2.16 we do note that
some stators exhibit better flatness than others.
In Figure 2.16, (1)-(3) are from Quartzmetal, a set of stator structures that were fabricated on
quartz to produce better performing tethered-rotor micromotors7 . (1) was from Die 1, (2) from Die
2 and (3) from Die 4. These stators were, as expected, extremely flat, since the stator substrate is no
longer a bi-layer silicon-oxide structure. Producing a stator entirely from quartz seems to be ideal,
not only from a uniformity point-of-view, but also when considering the added benefit of reduced
backside capacitance. There are, however challenges associated with a quartz stator structure, and
these will be discussed in Section 8.5. Figure 2.16(4) is from a device by Nagle, Lot 2 Die 12.
Figure 2.16(5)-(7) are from the clamped assembly EQS motors used by Livermore. (5) was from
Assembly 5, (6) was from Assembly 9 and (7) from Assembly Fin. Figure 2.16(8) is from LL lot
Ox Lift4, Stator 15, Die 10. Ox Lift4, Stator 16 was used in the device presented here. We note
that all these stators have a similar nonuniformity. The device by Nagle has a stator uniformity
that is less pronounced than those provided by LL, but it also features a much thinner oxide that
required less planarization. Figure 2.16(9) is from LL lot Turbine8, Wafer 7, Die 3. This wafer
was produced by LL after the nonuniformities in previous stator structures were discovered. It
underwent additional oxide deposition and CMP steps. These measures appeared to have worked,
and as a result, this wafer had a much-improved uniformity, comparable with the stators used by
Nagle. Turbine8 was annealed at 1100C for 120 min, and therefore, any post-anneal deformation
and associated nonuniformity is already included in (9).
2.2.5 Bonding techniques
This thesis presents the first fully-bonded microfabricated EQS machine with a metal stator struc-
ture that has low enough resistivity to make power generation possible. A robust, well-bonded
device is required, along with a good journal bearing, to ensure high speed operation-the other pre-
requisite for generation, along with a low-loss stator. Without full-wafer precision aligned (, 2 pm)
fusion bonding, the generator would never be able to attain the high speeds required. The bond-
ing of this EQS generator, with significant bond yield and an understanding of the factors that
affect bondability constitutes a significant contribution that made power generation with the EQS
7 Fabrication performed by A. Forte and P. Maki. Tethered motor experiments by C. Livermore.
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Figure 2.16: Height variation of the stator around its circumference. The data was taken at a
radius of approximately 1.7mm. The data from the following stators are shown: (1)-(3) are from
Quartzmetal. (1): Die 1, (2): Die 2, and (3): Die 4. (4) Is from a device by Nagle, Lot 2 Die
12 (5)-(7) are from the clamped assembly EQS motors used by Livermore. (5): Assembly 5, (6):
Assembly 9, (7): Assembly Fin. (8) is from LL lot Ox Lift4, Stator 15, Die 10. Ox Lift4, Stator
16 was used in the device presented here. (9) is from LL lot Turbine8, Wafer 7, Die 3.
generator possible8
The bonding of all the layers was the final fabrication step. Fusion bonding requires very smooth
surfaces. A roughness requirement of 10-20A is not uncommon. Turner discusses various types of
surface nonuniformities and their effect on bonding [48].
All wafer surfaces were treated with the utmost care, to ensure bondability. Furthermore, all
wafers were tested for bondability with known good blank wafers. After room temperature bonding,
the wafers were separated again.
The bond between L3 and L4 is a fusion bond between a deposited PECVD oxide and silicon.
Therefore, special care and surface preparation was required to ensure bondability. As a final step
in the fabrication of L4, a thin (0.5 pm) oxide capping layer was deposited over the electrodes.
This layer served as the starting layer for a process to produce a bondable surface. After oxide
deposition and an initial CMP, the wafer was tested for bondability against a known good blank
wafer, with recesses etched in the stator areas to prevent damage to the stator electrodes. If the
wafer was not bondable, the oxide deposition, CMP and test bond sequence was repeated until a
bondable surface was obtained. A bondable L4 was then annealed at 7500C for 3 hours to allow
8The preparation for, and the understanding of, the bonding procedure was not an individual effort, but the result
of contributions from the entire microengine group, as part of an effort to understand the bonding of multiple layers
of highly processed wafers.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.17: A sequence of infrared images of the bonding of the generator stack. After contact
and room temperature bonding, a large portion of the stack was still unbonded (a). The regions
shaded in green were unbonded, and fringe motion was seen when those regions were pressed with
a tweezer. After a prolonged-24 hour-room temperature press (b), the bond improved, although
some regions still exhibited fringe motion when pressed. In (c) the shaded blue areas are most likely
particles, but no fringe motion was observed. The result in (c), a 100% bond yield, was obtained
after a further press, this time at 500 0C.
for outgassing of the PECVD oxide prior to bonding9 .
After all the fabrication of the individual layers were complete, we were left with 3 wafers plus a
two wafer stack (L2-L3) all bondable to known good blank wafers. The 5-layer stack was bonded
using a silicon direct bonding sequence in an Electronic Visions EVG620 bond align tool. The result
after stack assembly is shown in Figure 2.17 (a). Some areas remained unbonded. The stack was
then pressed with a uniform load of 3 kN for 24 hours. A uniform steel spreader was used to apply
the normal force to the bonded stack, using an Electronic Visions EVG501 bonder. The result
after this prolonged room-temperature press is shown in Figure 2.17 (b). Although the unbonded
regions became smaller, they were still present. A final press was done, this time with 3 kN for 4 h
at 500 0 C. After this thermal press, no unbonded regions remained, and the bond yield was 100%.
(See Figure 2.17 (c).) After bonding, the stack was annealed for 22.5 hours at 700 0 C.
The bondability verification procedure with known good blank wafers, combined with rework
where needed, enabled the bonding of a 5-layer wafer stack with 100% bond yield.
2.3 Device dimensions as fabricated
Table 2.1 summarizes the dimensions of the device as it was fabricated, and references Figure
2.18. The exception in this list is the values for the machine airgap and the thrust bearing gaps.
These were all fabricated to the specification given, but the actual airgap depended on the nitrogen
pressure settings of the thrust bearings. Figure 2.18 is an idealization of the actual device, and not
to scale. The dominant resistive loss in the stator is due to the thin interconnect rings (5 pm) wide,
9 Work by R. Khanna showed that failure to perform this step can have disastrous consequences for bond yield,
with many voids forming due to outgassing.
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as well as the thin electrodes, each tapering from 4 tm at the inner diameter to approximately
11 im at the outer diameter. Capacitive coupling between the interconnect rings and the phases
will be discussed in Section 3.1.5. In addition, the leads and the bond pads add a certain amount
of capacitive coupling. The wiring loss will be discussed further in Section 3.1.6.
Table 2.1: Device dimensions
Figure 2.18.
as fabricated. The front thrust bearing gap, gftb is not shown in
Figure 2.20 shows the layout of the dies on the wafer stack. There were twelve dies on the wafer.
Two dies were tested to high speed, and one die, Die 6, was used for all electrical experiments
reported in Chapter 5 of this thesis.
2.4 Summary
Chapter 2 provided an overview of the fabrication of the generator device. During the course of
fabricating this particular device, a few issues not mentioned in previous work came to the fore.
* The concept of an optimal journal bearing width, based on the imbalance of the rotor was
introduced. The reader is referred to [45] for more information on this topic.
Parameter Value
G 3 pm
ri 1.011 mm
ro 1.870 mm
AR 10 pm
AS 18.5 pm
Aic 1 Pm
6 0.5 pm
M1 0.3 tm
6m2 0.3 pm
6 ielec 4 pm
1bp 106 pm
Wbp 545 pm
ifing 70 pm
l1ead 3.5 mm
Wlead 65 pm
dpad 500 pm
9ftb 1.5 pm
9atb 1.5 pm
rring {1.598, 1.548, 1.498, 1.448, 1.398, 1.348} mm
Wring 5 pm
p 131
nph 6
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Figure 2.18: Dimensions of the EQS machine. Only the rotor and stator are shown. This figure is
not to scale.
Figure 2.19: Detail of the stator, fingers, branch points and leads. To scale.
" A fabrication process to produce a good, repeatable journal bearing had to be developed to
comply with the specifications of an optimal journal bearing.
" For this particular device, the snap-off tabs designed to hold the rotor in place did not work
as intended. Nevertheless, having the rotors become free after the journal bearing etch, and
replacing them again afterwards prior to bonding did not have any adverse effect on either
the bonding process or the performance of the device. In Section 5.1, we will see that an EQS
generator with shorted electrodes attained a maximum speed of 850 krpm before crashing.
" Further work on the stator layers showed that highlighted the importance of the planarization
process to produce a flat stator and also a bondable surface. Outgassing of the PECVD oxide
was also critical to ensure a good bond between L3 and L4.
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e3 Die4 e5 Die 6
S( 2-3), VOK, EOK, V VB, EOK, DNS: Rotor did not spin
Sp Sp? Sp, Sp EOK: Electrically good
FDC: Failed under DC test
Die 7 e8 e9 e 1: Shorted
VB, EOK, V , I , V , Sp: Rotor did spin
Sp? Sp, 2-3, )), DNS Sp?: Not yet tested for spinning
C VB: Visually bad stator
'e11 -e12VOK: Visually good stator
V , V
S(6p
Sip?
Figure 2.20: Die layout on the wafer. Die 6 was the main focus of this thesis. Even though the
stator looked bad visually (oxide flaking from electrodes, portions of electrodes missing on < 5%
of stator surface, scratches), the device was electrically sound and performed well. In the figure
above the double crosses indicate, at the time of writing, devices that would neither spin, nor are
they electrically good. The single crosses indicate devices that would still spin.
" A stator nonuniformity-an artifact of the circularly nonsymmetric TBOS structure-was
characterized. Additional planarization work on subsequent stators to alleviate this artefact
suggested that even for this nonsymmetric structure, a flatness to within 0.1 im can be
attained.
" A wafer bonding and annealing procedure was presented that yielded 12/12 die in a stack
of 5 100 mm wafers. The lower anneal temperature (7000C) ensured that the Pt electrode
structure remained intact.
The final result of the fabrication process was a fully bonded 5-layer MEMS turbomachine with
a precise 300 pm deep, 20 pm wide journal bearing and a Pt stator structure that had survived a
fusion bond anneal at 7000C for 22.5 hours. The chapters that follow all describe work in support
of the goal of producing electric power with this device. Chapter 3 discusses a detailed model of the
EQS machine and its electronics, and Chapters 4 and 5 deal with the experiments on this machine.
We will now proceed to Chapter 3-a discussion of a detailed model to account for the capacitive
imbalance in the EQS induction machine. Some of the imbalance associated with the machine can
be traced back to the design and layout presented in this chapter. Referring to Figure 2.18, we
note that instead of a symmetric arrangement of the stator leads around the circumference of the
stator, they are grouped into two sets of three to make room for the journal bearing plena. We
would therefore expect greater external capacitive coupling between e.g. Phases 1 and 3-in the
same set-than between Phases 1 and 2-in different sets. Chapter 3 will introduce models that
can capture such imbalances.
Chapter 3
A state space model of the EQS machine
H AVING just discussed the fabricated EQS machine in Chapter 2, the logical next step wouldbe to test the device, and not to dive into a detailed modeling effort. Historically speaking,
the device as described in Chapter 2 was first tested experimentally, but those experiments, guided
by earlier single phase models, were not successful. Neither was it possible to provide a plausible
explanation for why the machine did not work, using the earlier models. The model presented
in this chapter was developed to provide such an explanation and guide successful experiments.
It forms the basis for the chapters that follow. Chapter 4 will present the experimental test rig
that was used to test the generator. The layout of this test rig was guided by what was learned
from numerical analysis, using the state space model of Chapter 3. Chapter 5 then follows with
the experimental results where the model played an important role in guiding the experiments and
determining the suitable speeds and frequencies to operate the machine at to produce meaningful
power.
Previous work on the modeling of EQS induction machines has focused primarily on the fields
problem inside the machine. In the work of Nagle [9], a single phase model, with multiple spatial
harmonics was combined with a single phase model of the external electronics. This model did not
account for any unbalances in the machine. This work was taken further in [40] and Livermore and
Lang developed a polyphase model that accounted for some of the unbalances inside the machine.
The model in [40] featured a simplified inductor model and also accounted for only a single spatial
harmonic. In an unbalanced machine, it is expected that, in general, all of the harmonics should
play a role in the performance of the machine, and not only the harmonics associated with a
balanced machine, where for a polyphase machine with nph phases, the phases should operate
360/nph degrees apart. This chapter describes the development of a state space model for the EQS
induction machine that includes the following:
" a polyphase model that is derived as a general model with an arbitrary number of phases;
" an arbitrary number of spatial harmonics;
" a detailed inductor model that is supported by experimental measurements on actual induc-
tors;
e a discussion of the limitations of this model. (In particular, certain nonlinearities in the device
are explained and modeled.)
Such a state space model would allow 3 types of analyses to be performed: 1) Sinusoidal Steady State
or frequency domain analysis, 2) Eigenvalue analysis and 3) Discrete Time-Domain analysis. In this
work, time domain analysis was not used. Figure 3.1 depicts the role of the model schematically.
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Figure 3.1: A generalized state space model of the EQS machine is derived. Such a model enables
3 types of analyses to be performed: 1) Sinusoidal Steady State or frequency domain analysis, 2)
Eigenvalue analysis and 3) Discrete Time-Domain analysis. In this work, time domain analysis was
not used.
3.1 Machine terminal model
The first step in the development of a full state space model of the EQS machine and its external
electronics is the development of a terminal model of the machine that relates the field theory
describing the rotor and stator half spaces of the machine to the terminal voltages and currents. This
allows the partial differential equations describing the fields to be related to ordinary differential
equations to allow for the inclusion of lumped resistors, inductors and capacitors in the state space
model. The field theory will be solved using Fourier series, and to simplify the procedure, a few
assumptions and approximations were made with regards to the geometry of the machine.
3.1.1 Geometry as modeled and assumptions
The model of the EQS induction machine uses a simplified cartesian version of the machine described
in Chapter 2. The starting point is the essence of the EQS machine, shown again here in Figure
3.2. This radial geometry is unwrapped into a linear geometry, described in Figure 3.3.
Summary of the geometric assumptions In the construction of the model, a few idealizations
and assumptions are made. The following list is a summary of the geometric assumptions on the
geometry described in Figure 3.3.
" Transformation to cartesian coordinates. The polar geometry is unwrapped into a linear
geometry.
" Stator electrodes are adjacent to each other. It is assumed that there is no gap between
electrodes, and there is a step-change in potential between electrodes. This assumption is
discussed at length in [9], and in that work, a potential at the average of the potentials of the
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adjacent electrodes is assumed in the gap between the electrodes. Additional work showed
that the assumption of an average potential is optimistic [49]. In modeling this potential,
the quality of the insulator and the surface contamination also plays a role [9], and therefore
any model that attempts to describe the potential between the electrodes exactly needs to
make assumptions about the insulator. The complexity of dealing with this issue in the state-
space model meant that the best alternative was the assumption of adjacent electrodes, and
experimental results (See Chapter 5) suggest that this assumption was indeed valid.
" The stator electrodes are infinitesimally thin. In reality, their thickness is approximately
0.25 pm, but this is thin in relation to the airgap. Thus, the airgap fields will not change
much, except in the regions very close to the electrodes. For the purposes of predicting torque
and power, the field concentrations around the electrodes do not play a large role.
" The rotor conductor film is infinitesimally thin. In reality, its thickness is approximately
0.5 pm. This assumption is also reasonable, provided that the rotor film is continuous and
equipotential through its thickness.
* The rotor film can be treated as an ohmic conductor. This assumption proved to be valid for
smaller voltages. At higher voltages, the semiconducting nature of the rotor conductor film
limited the maximum power output of the machine. More details are found in Section 6.1.
" All insulators are perfect insulators. This proved to be a good assumption.
" The stator is flat. Measurements (See Section 2.2.4) have shown that the stator is indeed
nonuniform in the actual device. This as attributed to the non-axisymmetric geometry of the
stator structure. For all model-experiment correlation, the use of an "average airgap" proved
to be adequate.
" End effects are ignored. The electrodes are assumed to be long and slender, and fringing
fields and the inner and outer radii of the machine are neglected.
Transformation between polar coordinates to cartesian coordinates We introduce the
following mapping of coordinates, also described in [9]
y -> rO
z -> z
which in turn means that
2nwrpkn = n~ -+ kn = pA r
2rrA
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where k, is the wave number and p is the number of wavelengths along the stator1 .
To model the rotational disk-type EQS machine in polar coordinates, we should use Bessel
functions. An argument is made in [9] that, for the geometries in question, the use of a "wrapped
linear" approximation is a valid one. In fact, closer inspection of the argument in [9] reveals that
the error in the fields solution will be of 0(1%) for typical machine geometries where the radial
dimensions are O(10-3 m) and the vertical dimensions are 0(10-1 m). The approach is outlined
here again in brief. It is assumed, using this transformation, that the solution for the potential in
cartesian coordinates, at an instant in time, will be of the form
(D,,(y, z) ~ sin (k,,y) e ±kz (3.1)
Using the transformation, we arrive at the approximate solution in the wrapped polar coordinates.
oIn(r, 0, z) - sin(pn)e r (3.2)
For every harmonic, Laplace's equation should hold in polar coordinates.
1 8 (,04n 1802 4 2 4 33r± =2 0 ( .3)
r ar or +r2 ggO2 + o Z2
Substituting (3.2) into (3.3), we obtain
pnz p 2 n2 z2 P 2 n2 P2 n2).
3 + 4 - + sin(pn)e± r= 0 (3.4)
r r r2 r2
In this expression, the term
p2 2
T2
cancels, and we are left with the requirement that the error term
pnz p2z2 2 22
r r r2
For the first term on the LHS, the requirement reduces to
z < pnr
We said that the vertical dimensions (z) are O(10-5 m), and the radial dimensions (r) are 0(10-3 m).
Furthermore, for this machine, p 0 O(100). For a maximum value of n = 1, the error due to this
term will be 0(0.01%). For the second term, the requirement is that
z < r
'For the generator device in this thesis, p = 131, and since it is a six-phase machine, this translates to 786 stator
electrodes.
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Rotor wave
Rotor
Stator wave
Stator
Figure 3.2: A 3D view of the rotor and stator of a radial ElectroQuasiStatic Induction machine,
also shown in Figure 2.1.
For z ~ 0(10-5 m), and r ~ O(10--3 M), the error associated with the second term is 0(1%).
3.1.2 Field theory
The fields in the airgap, rotor insulator and stator insulator are described in terms of the stator
potentials, V. Once the fields are known, the stator electrode charges, and currents (ii) can be
calculated. The first step in the solution of the field problem is to define the stator potential as a
Fourier series.
3.1.2.1 Define the stator potential as a Fourier series
When describing the stator potential distribution with a Fourier series, one has the option of using
either sin and cos series or complex exponential terms. For the single phase model, as presented in
Nagle [9], the complex method is the most elegant. If one wants to carry every possible harmonic,
one has to account for both the positive and negative exponential terms in the Fourier series.
Each term will have a Fourier coefficient, in general a complex number. During the numerical
implementation, complex and real parts will have to be separated, and the size of the problem will
double.
In this derivation we will use sin and cos series instead of the complex Fourier state space
description. This will avoid having complex terms in the state matrices later on. Having general,
complex, state matrices will change an n-state problem to a 2n-state problem, with unnecessary
computational overhead. If we assume a zero gap between electrodes, the stator potential for a
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CB
Figure 3.3: A cartesian, linear version of the rotating machine described in Figure 3.2. This is an
unwrapped version of the polar machine.
general, polyphase machine with ni phases, will be
#(y, t) = Vi (i - 1)A <<< Y <
nyp
iA
nph
i E {1, 2, ... , nph}
The stator potential can thus be defined as a Fourier series
00
#(y, t) = uo(t) + (u'(t) sin(ky) + u' (t) cos(kny))
n=1
where kn = 2nr/A. For the sine terms we have
2jA
nph iA
2 Vi(t) sin
i=i nph
2m7ry dy
Similarly for the cosine terms
nph iA
nn(t) = A
i=1 nyh
Vi(t) cos (2mry dy
(3.5)
u,1(t)
(3.6)
t) sin 2ry dy
(3.7)
(3.8)
and, for the uo(t) term
nph i A
uo(t) = Vi(t)dy
i=1 nph
The above equations can be expressed in vector-matrix form
e(t) = NV
where
iA
" ph
sin ( 2 7y) dy
V = [Vi .x.Vi . s.. V tph w
The same relations also hold for the cosine expressions, so that we can combine and write
Um(t) = ,(t) c(t)]T
=NmV
where
NIM
NemI
.. Nim ... NsM
.Nim...NCM
and for uo(t) = #o(t)
Uo(t) 0 (t) = [1
nph
=N oV
... 1)(lxn,)V
(3.13)
referring back to Equation 3.6, we can also use matrix notation
= 0 (t) + Z[sin(kny)
n=1
=q4(t) + Snun(t)
n=1
cos(kny)] }
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(3.9)
(3.10)
(3.11a)
(3.11b)
(3.11c)
(3.12)
I
#(y, t)
N'~ = [Nfm .. Nim ... N,m]
NC~n
n (t)
UCn
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= 0(t) + [Si S2  S3 .--
=0(t) + [Si S2 S3
= (No + SN)V
In the case of a 6-phase machine, N 1 through N 5 will be
1
N1 = -IF
N2=[
4F /3
!1 !
2 2
1
2
0
2 4 4
-1 21
0 3~
2 4J
2
N3 = - 3
r 0
N4 =
3
2 2 2 2 21
3 3 3 3 3
0 0 0 0 0 _
3
0 8
4
N51N F-
1 1
10 5-
8
1 1
10 10
10 10 10
3 0 3
8 48
8 4 8 ..
1 11
5 10
010
3.1.2.2 Solving the field problems
We have three regions in which we need to determine the fields. They are the stator insulator area
(<DA), the airgap (<IB) and the rotor insulator area (<Dc).
With boundary conditions assuming the stator backside and the rotor backside grounded (in
reality, the rotor backside is floating, but we will address this issue in a moment), we can write
down the following expressions for the solutions in regions A, B and C:
ui(t)
u 2 (t)
u 3 (t)
V
(3.14)
N 1
N 2
N 3 I (3.15)
(3.16)
(3.17a)
(3.17b)
(3.17c)
(3.17d)
(3.17e)
8
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An (Y, Z, t)
4) Bn(Y, z, t)
'C n (Y, Z, t)
sinh(kn(As - z))
sinh(knAs)
sinh(kn(G + z)) sinh(knz)
= in(y, t) -ihkG 4n(y, t) .
sinh(knG) sinh(knG)
sinh(kn(AR + G + z))
sinh(klAR)
(3.18)
(3.19)
(3.20)
(3.21)
We note that
#n (y, t) = SnNnV
Nonzero rotor backside potential To have the rotor backside connected through a capacitor
to ground (the actual situation, see Figure 3.3), we can also solve for the case where there is a
time-varying potential ((t), uniform in y, on the rotor backside. Associated with this uniform
potential on the rotor backside will be uniform potentials o(t) and #o(t) on the rotor conductor
and the stator structure respectively. We therefore have a set of solutions for the fields in regions
A, B and C as a function of this zeroth harmonic forcing.
A 8-'AO (Z, t) = 0 (t) G(
AG+ z Cz
AnGo A G-z4c0(z, t) = $0o(t) -RG~ _(t)G
AR A R
(3.22)
(3.23)
(3.24)
This solution needs to be added to the total solution such that
A (y, Z, t) =
DB(y, Z, t) =
c(y, z, t)
00
~AO (Z, t) + E (D'A(Y, Z, t)
n=1
00
'I)BO(Z, t) + E "bBn(Y, Z, t)
n=~1
-1Jco (Z, t) + E 'I Cn (Y, Z, t)
n=1
(3.25)
(3.26)
(3.27)
where we assume that the stator potential will be described exactly by taking an infinite number
of harmonics. Section 3.1.3.4 will show that it is possible to carry too many harmonics.
Charge conservation Continuing with the assumption of a grounded rotor, we can express the
charge density on the rotor conductor as:
a4B 
__C
p(y, t) = -E (9B + C D94 G
0Z z=-G Oz z=-G (3.28)
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This is a surface charge density, with units C/m 2 . We recognize that
-Ezz-G
8z z=-G
= 
-Ecziz=-G
therefore
1
-CBknn(t) sinh(knG) + eskn~n(y, cosh(k+G)sinh(knG)
cosh(knAR)
sinh(knAR)
We will make following substitutions:
1
CBn = EBknh. G
smnh(knG)
cosh(knG)
ECn = IEskn sinh(knG)
cosh(knAR)
+ eck" sinh(kn AR)
so that we can write
pn(y, t) = -EBnqn (y, t) + ECn)n(Y, t)
We also note, for the common mode terms, that
po(t) = -eBO00(t) + Eco4'o(t) - CDO(t)
where:
Egg = -
ECO = A +AR G
6C
EDO = AR
AR
Now, we can apply charge conservation. We will first limit ourselves to harmonic numbers n > 0.
We will deal with the common mode terms later.
(- + U a)P + 0s a
at Oy 9y z- G
= 0 (3.36)
(3.29)
(3.30)
pn(y, t)
(3-31)
(3.32a)
(3.32b)
(3.33)
(3-34)
(3.35a)
(3.35b)
(3.35c)
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+ U - Oa z=-G (337)
Furthermore, we let
On(Y, t) = Sn(y)pn(t) (3.38)
such that
IO(y, t) = SnPn (3.39)
n=1
where
pn(t) = [pn'(t) pcn(t)]T  (3.40)
Just like we have previously defined
On (Y, t) = S n(Y)un (t) (3.41)
let us also define
Cn(y) = Sn(y)
a
- [sin(kny) cos(ky)]
kn[cos(ky) - sin(kny)] (3.42)
and
a2
ay2 Sn(y) = -k S (y) (3.43)
So we can write, for every harmonic n, n > 1
aP = -EBnSnln + Cn S npnat
(-EBnin + ECnn) sin(kny) + (~EBnigc + cCnPn) cos(kny) (3.44)
U = -UEBnCnun + UcCnCnPay
= -knU(--Bnun + ECnPn) sin(kny) + knU(-EBnu4 + ECnPn) cos(kny) (3.45)
o- a 2 -o~sknSnpn
= -uk p, sin(kny) + o-,k p cos(kny) (3.46)
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Equation (3.37) must hold for every harmonic.
=__ - UaPn
at By9 + US a
2 z= G
1By2 z=-G
We can collect sin and cos terms separately and obtain from the charge conservation relation that
= knU(-EBnun + cCnPcn) - ask p
= -knU(-EBnus + ECnPs) - 'skc n
We can write this in matrix form.
{ - krn }~n
and then write
[EBn Ecn]
0
_knUen
: }
=[Usa
n
UCBn -o-skn knUcn 1
0 -knUEcn 
-askn _
UCn]
un
Pn
EBn
UBn
Ucn
and because
-CBn 0
0 -eBn
ECn 0
L- 0 ecn _
0 -knUBn 1
knUEBn 0 _
-knc
-knU'Cn
knUc~n
-oskI
(3.52)
(3.53)
(3.54)
(3.55)
Un = NnV
(3.47)
- EBnn + ECup±
-EBnin + ECni'
-EBn 0 ECn 0
-CBn 0 Cn _
(3.48)
(3.49)
un
pn
(3.50)
{
where
(3.51)
(3.56)
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we get
[EBnN n Ec n] {Vi = [UBnNn
n
The common mode terms At this point we have not added the zeroth harmonic terms yet.
Charge conservation on the rotor conductor for that harmonic simply states that
dpo(t) 0 (3.58)
dt
Therefore, we obtain the following equation for the zeroth harmonic:
-EBOO(t) + 6CO o(t) - EDO(t) = 0
Furthermore, since <o(t) = NOV, we get
-EBONOY + E00 0 - EDO$ = 0
We can add this equation to the whole system.
(3.59)
(3.60)
ECn 0 0
0 6C0 -ED0 j
V
pn
_[nNn Ucn 0 010 0 0 0 j
Because this should hold for every and all harmonics, we can write a general expression containing as
many harmonics as we wish to sum over. The equations for each harmonic remain fully decoupled.
EBN Ec 0
-EBoNo 0 6CO
01
-EDO
V
p UBN
0
Uc 0 01
0 0 0
Ucn]
V
pn
(3.57)
EBnNn
-- EBoNo
V
pn
0
(3.61)
[
V
p
(3.62)
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where
EB1 0 ..'. 0
EB= 0 EB2  (3.63)
.0
0 -.-. 0 E , B j
and we can obtain similar expressions for EC, UB and Uc. N is as defined previously in Equation
(3.16). We note that the matrices Ec, UB and Uc will have dimensions of 2n x 2n, where n in this
case is the number of harmonics over which we sum. The column vector p will have dimensions
2n x 1, V will be of size nph x 1 and N will have dimensions 2n x ni.
Radial dependencies and transformation to polar coordinates We have already intro-
duced the following coordinate mapping:
X*r7, y-ro, z- z
which in turn means that
U-rQ
with Q the angular speed. It follows then that in Equation (3.62), EB, EC, UB and UC are functions
of the radius because the wavelength varies. Strictly speaking, the rotor potential, p, is not constant
in radius and to take account for the radial dependencies properly, one has to divide the machine
into a series of strips. This is one of the artefacts of not using Bessel functions, but rather a wrapped
cartesian geometry.
In the single phase model, it is easy to work with algebraic expressions and integrate them
numerically. This was also the technique used in [9]. To do the equivalent in the state space
system, it will be required to create a new state for every "strip" in the r-integration process. The
simplest may be to assume a linear variation in rotor potential, and thus have a p, vector for the
inner radius and one for the outer radius. This comes at the expense of at least 2n extra states.
An alternative to this technique is to recognize that for the real numbers, any integral has the
following property
f(r)dr = f(r*)(ro - ri)
where r* will be some mean value. If f(r) is constant or linear in r, r* would be the mean value,
ri + ro
2
However, this is true for any function, provided the correct value for r* is chosen. To find the value
for r*, a single phase model was integrated numerically, and compared to an exact, equivalent
state-space model, using an integration radius rint = r*. The value for rint was chosen such that
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Figure 3.4: Determining a suitable integration radius. Using the mean radius slightly overestimates
the power produced. Using an integration radius of rint = ri + 0. 9 ro2ri gives a slightly more
conservative result. Result is for a 1 V amplitude drive voltage at 400 kHz. G = 3 pm, a, = 1.2 nS.
Stator and rotor half spaces only.
the power-speed dependency of the two approaches matched. See Figure 3.42. For the generator
geometry in question, it was found that
rint = ri + 0.9ro - ri (3.64)2
Therefore, we can now write
EB r EBdr ~ (EB lr=rint) (ro - ri) (3.65)
We can directly substitute the integrands into the previous state space equation. To keep the
dimensions consistent, we should technically divide on both sides by a radius, e.g. rm, the mean
radius. This will have no effect on the equation. The integrated state space equation is given in
2We should note that the value for r* will vary as a function of speed, and thus if we assume a constant r*, we
should not expect as perfect match for all speeds, as is shown in Figure 3.4.
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Equation 3.66.
t 0 01
0 ECO -- EDO.
p fJBN
.0
1c 0 0
0 0 0 _
3.1.2.3 The resultant fields in the airgap
Provided V and p are known, we can obtain the electric field in the airgap from
EBn - -V 4DBn
'D~Bn = S sinh(kn(G + z)) sinh(knz)
sinh(kG) sinh(knG)
EBny -- - Bn
ay
sinh(k(G + z)) sinh(kaz)
= -C+ nV_+_Cp__
sinh(knG) sinh(knG)
09Bn
Oz
kn cosh(k,(G + z))
-SnNnV sinh(knG)
kn cosh(knz)
sinh(knG)
if we assume that
we can write:
EBy (CflNflVO sinh(kn(G + z)) +
sinh(knG)
sinh(knz) ejwtCnpno e I
sinh(knG)/
BNO
-EBoNo
V
p
0o
(3.66)
where
(3-67)
(3.68)
(3.69)
(3.70)
(3.71)
(3.72)
V = VoeWt
Pn = PnOe "'t
(3.73)
(3.74)
(3.75)
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Figure 3.5: Stator potential (<bB(y, z = 0, t = 0)) associated with the rotor electric field shown in
3.6. Using a 1 V amplitude drive on a machine, at 411kHz and spinning at 235krpm. 13 harmonics
were used in the summation. The gap was taken to be 4.28 jm and the rotor conductivity was
0.75 nS.
Kz SnNnv0 kn cosh(kn(G + z)) kn cosh(knz) eWt
sinh(knG) sinh(knG) ) (3.76)
3.1.2.4 Fields in the rotor oxide
If we are interested in computing the charge concentration on the rotor, we need to apply Gauss'
law at the rotor conductor interface, and say
n - (DBn - DCn) = n - ( eEBCBn - ECECn) = f (3.77)
Thus, we also need the fields in the rotor oxide. We will not be concerned with the zeroth harmonic
fields, because the total charge on the rotor should be constant, since the model assumes that the
rotor rests on a perfect insulator. We are interested in the y-distribution of the charge, and this is
only affected by the higher harmonics. We recall that for the rotor fields of harmonic n = 1 and
higher, we have
4D~ (Y Z,0 S~nsinh(kn(AR + G + z))
sinh(kAR)
and, similarly to obtaining the airgap fields, we get
(3.78)
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Figure 3.6: y-directed electric field (EBy(y, z = -G, t = 0)) in the rotor film for a 1 V amplitude
drive on a machine, at 411kHz and spinning at 235krpm. 13 harmonics were used in the summation.
The gap was taken to be 4.28 pm and the rotor conductivity was 0.75 nS.
sinh(kn(AR + G + z)) (3.79)
sinh(knAR)
Ecnz -Sn2 n kn cosh(kn(AR + G + z)) (3.80)
sinh(knAR)
This allows us to obtain the charge distribution on the rotor film, in C/m 2
Uf (y, t) = (EBEBnz - EcEcnz) z=-G (3.81)
kn kn cosh(knG) kn cosh(kn AR)
= B~n~n sih(knG) sinh(knG) + ECS sinh(knAR) (3.82)
and the surface carrier concentration will be given by:
n8(y~t) -f(y, t)ne (y, t) = f('t
qe
If we assume that the charge distribution is uniform through the thickness of the rotor film, we can
say that the rotor carrier concentration will be
n(y,t)= f
qe6
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where 6 is the film thickness. The carrier concentration becomes of importance when considering
the semiconducting nature of the polysilicon rotor conductor film, as used for the device described
in Chapter 2. The consequences of having a moderately doped polysilicon rotor conductor will
receive further attention in Section 6.1.
3.1.2.5 Stresses of electric origin
Having solved for the fields in the airgap as a function of (y, z, t) in the Cartesian system, it is now
possible to also describe the stresses on the rotor due to these electric fields. We have a linear EQS
system, and therefore we can use the Maxwell stress tensor [50], defined as
rj - E 63 kEk (3.83)
Since we are interested in the net normal and tangential forces on the rotor, we evaluate this tensor
on a special surface that runs adjacent to the rotor and spans one stator wavelength. This surface
is shown in Figure 3.7. We note that in Cartesian coordinates, T11 and T22 are balanced on either
side of the surface, and thus there is no net force resultant due to r11 and T22. Furthermore, there
are no shear stresses on the 1-plane, since we assume Ei = 0. All that remains are T23 and T33.
T23 = EE 2 E3  (3.84)
T33 = EE3E3 - (E2E 2 + E 3E3) (3.85)2
= (E3E3- E2 E 2 ) (3.86)2
From Section 3.1.2.3 we know that, for each harmonic as usual, at z -G
EB.y =Esn2(y,z = -G, t) = -Cn(y)pn(t) (3.87)
EBnz = EBn3(y, z = -G, t) = -Sn(y)NnV(t) kn + Sn(y)pn(t) k cosh(knG) (3.88)
sinh(knG) smnh(knG)
Let us set
kn
an 
- sinh(knG)
kn cosh(knG)
sinh(knG)
Then,
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Figure 3.7: Surface for evaluating the Maxwell stress tensor.
T23:= -eCnpn (-anSnNnV + 3nSnpn)
T33 = ((-anSnNnV + #nSnpa) 2 - (Cnpn) 2)
(3.89)
(3.90)
We recall the definitions of Sn and Cn are
cos(kny)]
Cn(y) = kn[cos(kny) - sin(kny)]
We are interested in the time-average and space-average torque on the rotor. We will assume that
pn(t) =I e " + c.c.)
We also note that, in general, p', pl E C. In a similar manner, we will recall our earlier definition
of un.
1 nt S *NnV =Un(t) 
- 12 UA s I Jw + C.C.
To find the time and space averages of the shear and normal stresses, we perform the following
operations:
Sn(y) = [sin(kny)
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(T23) = 2TA f ] r23 dydt
(T33) =2A 7 33 dydt
Performing these operations, we find the following expressions:
(23) = 6Ban (u Ap - P Au,)
EB3 B2 2 2 )Bc
(T33) = 8 2A2 n) + 8 (un un)
(3.91)
(3.92)
(3.93)
(3.94)EBnOn8 (upn + pnun)
Where
A = 07-11
uC* n~ { n =[S* pC*]
For this work the software package MATLABTM was used, where At is conveniently defined as
A'. For all of the previous calculations, we have assumed that the machine is modeled at a special
radius, called the integration radius rint. This radius is also used to determine the stresses (T23)n
and (T33)n. We assume that there is a constant, uniform stress on the entire rotor surface. The
integrals to obtain the torque and the normal force become trivial, and we obtain:
27
Tn= -(T23)n (ro-rf) (3.95)
Fn= r (w23 )n (ro - rz) (3.96)
3.1.3 Determining the stator electrode charges
We have already begun to make the transformation to polar coordinates.
use polar coordinates when determining the stator electrode charges. We
contributions. One from the bottom and one from the top.
Let us consider the stator side charge first. In this case, the charge on the
harmonic, is given by
We will continue to
will have two charge
electrode, per spatial
qAi,(t) = I A EAzIz=0 dAj
JA,
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27ri
27 i--1 EA EAzz=0 r dr dO
Pnph
2ri
P h OAn r dO dr (3.97)frOz
Jr ] 2ir(i-1) Dz z=0
pnph =
Similarly, for the rotor side we have
qBin (t j -EBEBz z=O dAi
27ri
-p CB EBz z=0 r dr d0
pnph
27riSph OrBn - dr (3-98)
21r(i-1) Oz
Pnph
The total charge per phase is given by the sum of the charge due to the fields on both sides of
the electrode and the current will be the time derivative of that charge. The current is positive
inwards, meaning a charge accumulation on the electrode:
qin(t) = p(qAin(t) + qBin (t))
isn(t) =M dt
In Equations (3.98) and (3.97) we will, for temporary convenience, consider the charge per unit
radius and drop the integration in r, since we will deal with this by a simple width multiplication
as we did in Section 3.1.2.2. Therefore we will consider
27ri
qAi, (t) = _ --e r d (3.99)
Puph
27ri
q7njp (t) 01(1 r dO (3.100)qBin 2((t1)) Bn z=0pnph
Expanding the integrands, we have
-A OZ r = eApncoth p ) (U (t) sin(pnO) + ' (t) cos(pnO))
Zzz0
(3.101)= EArnPSnun
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27ri
*.-An j EArnPSnUndO
pnph
D(Bn rpnG\
EB = EBPncoth ( (u'(t) sin(pnO) + u'(t) cos(pnO))
Cj z z=0O
- Bp n (p'(t) sin(pnO) + p'(t) cos(pnO))
sinh (pnG)
EBrnPSnun - ECrnPSnPn
.'. qBin(t) =
27ri
CBrnPSnun - ECrnpSnpnd
Pnph
(3.102)
(3.103)
(3.104)
In Equations (3.101) and (3.103) the following is implied:
Sn(kny) -> Sn(pnO)
EArn = CA n coth pnZS
pnG
EBrn = EB n coth pnG
fCrn sinh (pG)
where we recognize the similarity between (3.105b) - (3.105d) and (3.32).
subscript has been added here to highlight the r dependency explicitly.
We also have to deal with the n = 0 terms.
0
-e AOA O
(3.105a)
(3.105b)
(3.105c)
(3.105d)
For clarity, the "r"
r EAro t
z=O = As$0(t)
= CAOro(t) (3.106)
6B OD BO z = Ur0(t) -- r 0(t)
= EBor0$o(t) - EBOr0o(t) (3-107)
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In (3.106), we defined, similar to (3.35):
EA0 E
We also note the similarity between Equation (3.11b) and the following expressions:
27ri
jr(i) sin(pnO) dO
Pnph
27ri
Pph
pnph
cos(priO) dO
Let us define
qAn =
and also define similarly qBn, ZAn and qB.
qA1
qA2,
qAnh n }
We can arrange the integrands (3.109) and (3.110) in a matrix form such that
N* N1*
N*= N* N*
.N,*8  N*C
whephr eph n
where
27ri
Ni* = IPnph sin(pnO) dO
27r(i-1)
Pnph
27ri
N *c = "j( 1) cos(pnO) dO
pnph
(3-108)
(3.109)
(3.110)
(3.111)
(3.112)
(3.113)
(3.114)
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Once again, for a 6-phase machine (nph = 6), we find, for example, when n= 2 (second harmonic)
3 4 ~
4p 4 p
0 o2 p
N 3 V3
4p 4p
N* 3 \/3-
4p 4p
2p
3 /3
4p 4 p
=N2 (3.115)
p
and, in general
N*n = N (3.116)
P
such that
qAin (t) EArn 7r [Nin Nn] un (3.117)
qBin (t) EBrn 7r [Nfn Nicn]un - ECrn 7r [Nin Nfn]pn (3.118)
and therefore
4A,, 6Arn 7r N un (3.119)
4B, = Brn 7 N un - CCrn 7r N T pn (3.120)
The only difference is the factor of wr/p in the Nn matrices. Recognizing that un NnV, we
therefore have
Ein = 7r ((EArn + eBrn) N NnV - eCrn Nnp) (3.12 1)
In a similar fashion, we proceed to obtain the expressions for the common mode terms.
27ri
qAi 2prj 1 ) EAo r O(t)dO
Pnph
2 err I 0(t) (3.122a)
p nph
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27ri
4BiO ( 1)= p EBO r (0 5(t) - o 0t))
pnph
27rr 1
= --- EBO (#o(t) 
- o(t))
P upo
We can also form vector expressions of (3.122), and get
qAo EAo #o(t)
q =-EoOG(~~)-'b~)P27rr T 0 t)_0 t)
qBo = EBoNO (ot ot)
P
where
N T= I[p0 nph
1 . . . 1] T
(3.122b)
(3.123a)
(3.123b)
(3.124)
and because #o = NoV, we can combine again to get
= 27rr TNV- TP
qo = ((Exo + EBO)NO NOV - EBONO) (3.125)
Summing over all harmonics We can then proceed to sum all the harmonics to get the total
charge per harmonic per unit radius.
EO + 7r [ EABriNT EABr2N T
-7r [ EcriNT ECr 2 NI ...
EABrn = EArn + EBrn
and this in turn reduces to
where we have defined
NTAB = [EABriNI
N 1
N 2 V
where
P1
P2 I (3.126)
(3.127)
4 =4o+r[ N T B N
V
P
(3.128)
-Nfc]
EABr2N T (3.129)
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NC = criN Ij eCr2N2 ... ] (3.130)
The current per unit radius, per phase, is given by the time derivative of the charge on all p of the
electrodes of each phase.
i=p-qo + 7rp [ N A N vi (3.131)
Once again, we can integrate. For the io term, we can simply integrate.
io = p aodr
((eAO + EBO)NoNot - e 0ONo'd))
If we let
27r dr
= - r)((EAo + (BO)NONot - eBONo'V))
- r)(CAo -+ eBO)NONo
Cpo = 7r(r2 - r2)eBoNr T
(3.132)
(3.133a)
(3.133b)
(3.134)
we can write
io = CvotC- Co 1 ,
We use the "width and integration radius technique" introduced in Section 3.1.2.2 for the r-
dependent matrices, to obtain the full expression for the stator currents.
i=io+7rp[ &T N
S[rpNT N + Cvo
Vi
pJ
-rpNTc -C'po
As a reminder, the following technique from Section 3.1.2.2 was used to deal with the r-dependent
matrices:
V
:01 (3.135)
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Stator Side
Vi iO
CR Rotor Side
CB
Figure 3.8: Simple view of the machine configuration for the zeroth harmonic.
N = NT dr ~ (NT - r) (3.136)CAB C AB CAB ~rnt)
In Equation (3.135), we note again the dimensions of the submatrices. NT N will have dimen-CAB
sions ny x ny, andNc will have dimensions nph x 2n, where, in this case, n is the number of
harmonics we sum over. The size of V is of course nyh x 1, as is that of i. p will be of size 2n x 1,
to account for the sin and cos terms associated with each harmonic.
3.1.3.1 Final equation for (
To add the two common mode terms V)0 and ( means we have to add two additional state equations.
One equation, Equation (3.60), was obtained from charge conservation on the rotor conductor. We
require one additional equation. For this equation, we simplify the electrical machine to the trivial
circuit shown in Figure 3.8. We can then write
nph
iCB iBo
= lnphiBO
where iBo is the vector of currents associated with the rotor half space of the machine. furthermore,
we define
1 nph [ 1' ' (1Xnph) (3'137)
We obtain iBO by removing the contribution of the stator side from Equation (3.132). This simply
requires that the eAo term be dropped, to give
iBo = -r(ro - r0oNorNoY - EONoO) (3.138)
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Figure 3.9: Basic terminal model of the machine.
We let
CRG = (T2 - T)EBoNTNo (3.139)
and then we can write
iBo = CRGV - 00
-CB + 1nphCRGV 
- lnphCO 0o = 0
(3.140)
(3.141)
3.1.3.2 Preliminary system assembly
We are now ready to construct a basic terminal model of the machine, that relates the electrome-
chanics, the terminal voltage and the terminal current. This terminal model is depicted in a
simplified schematic in Figure 3.9, and will form the starting point of all the models to follow. Let
us now take the vector
IVPibI
as the state vector. Then we can write down the state equations.
83
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EBN(2nxnph)
-EBONo (1xnph)
1
nph CRG (1xnph)
(rpN[AB N + Cvo)(nph Xnph)
E-C(2nx2n)
0(1x2n)
O(1x2n)
EC(nph x 2n)
0(2nx 1)
ECo (1x 1)
0(2nx1) 0 (2nxnph)
-EDO (1 x1) 0(1 xnph)
-InphC (1x1) 0 B(lxl) 0 (lXnph)
)(nph X 1) (nph x 1) 
0 (nph x nph)
UBN(2nxnph)
0 (lxnph)
0 (lxnph)
5C(2nx2n) 0 (2nxl) 0(2nx1) 0 (2nxnph)
O(1x2n) 0(1x1) 0(1x1) O(1xnph)
O(1x2n)
0 (nph x nph) O(nph x 2n) 0 (nphxl) 0 (nphhxl) l(nphxnph)
V
P
7PO (3.142)
We note that in (3.142) the state matrices are of dimension (2n+nph-I-2) x (2n -|2nph +2). Thus,
we still need another nph equations to make the system fully determined. This will be obtained by
closing the circuit from the electrodes through some impedance. The following sections will deal
with the nature and complexity of this impedance.
3.1.3.3 Machine admittance matrix
If we drive the machine directly at the electrodes, V is known, and Equation (3.142) is sufficient.
We assume a solution of the form V = VAejw, and also the same for p and [@bo (]T. Then, we
consider Equation (3.142). From Row 1 of the block matrix we have
JwEBNVA + jwEcpA = UBNVA + UCPA
[jwEC - UC]PA = [OBN - jwEBN]VA
PA = [jwC - Sc] [JBN - jWEBN]VA
.*. PA = M1VA (3.143)
where
= [joEc - Oc] 1 [OBN - JwEBN]
V
p
i
O(1X1) 0(i X 1) O(lxnph)
(3.144)
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We combine Rows 2 and 3 to obtain
-[ BoNo CoO
joJ
1
nph CR -Inph C4o
-EDO VA 0
V)OA = 0
-CB _ 'A 0
CO0 -ED0
M31 C
_ -nphCiPo -CB_
we can write
-M3 O
A
.'. OA
A
= M 2 VA
= -M3 1 M 2 VA
Now we can use Row
at a given frequency
4 to find the relation between the phase currents i and the phase voltages V
iA= (7rpNT N + CVO)VA - jW7rpNc pA + j0- 1 0]OA
= jo((7rp& N + Cvo) - 7rpN Mi - [-Cgo
Ymach = jW(rPN4 N + Cvo) - irpN Mi - [-CI o
0]M IM2) VA
0]M3 1M 2)
From this we have the admittance matrix of the rotor and stator half spaces, combined. The real
part of this matrix will be in the form of a "conductance matrix", and the imaginary part divided
by o will have the form of a "capacitance matrix".
3.1.3.4 Machine admittance matrix results
We can use the results from the machine admittance section to determine the machine capacitance.
We perform the calculation at zero speed, and also with a highly conductive rotor conductor, to
focus primarily on the capacitance. In all cases G = 3 pm, AR = 10 Pm, AS = 18.5 pm, CB = 16 pF.
We compute the capacitance matrix when including various numbers of machine harmonics.
For n = 1, = 1000S, Q = 0
If we let
(3.145)
-EBoNo ]
1 flphCRC
(3.146)
(3.147)
(3.148)
(3.149)
(3.150)
M2 =
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3.071 1.834 -0.640 -1.877 -0.640 1.834
1.834 3.071 1.834 -0.640 -1.877 -0.640
-0.640 1.834 3.071 1.834 -0.640 -1.877
Cmach =
-1.877 -0.640 1.834 3.071 1.834 -0.640
-0.640 -1.877 -0.640 1.834 3.071 1.834
1.834 -0.640 -1.877 -0640 1.834 3.071
Forn=2,o-=100S, 1=0
5.863 0.438 -2.036 0.915 -2.036 0.438
0.438 5.863 0.438 -2.036 0.915 -2.036
-2.036 0.438 5.863 0.438 -2.036 0.915
Cmach 0.915 -2.036 0.438 5.863 0.438 -2.036
-2.036 0.915 -2.036 0.438 5.863 0.438
-0.438 -2036 0.915 -2.036 0.438 5.863_
For n =3, = 1000S, Q =0
8.127 -1.826 0.228 -1.349 0.228 -1.826
-1.826 8.127 -1.826 0.228 -1.349 0.228
0.228 -1.826 8.127 -1.826 0.228 -1.349
Cmach = 
-1.349 0.228 
-1.826 8.127 -
-1.349 0.228 -1.826 8.127 -1.826 0.228
0.228 -1.349 0.228 -1.826 8.127 -1.826
For n =5, o-S =1000, Q = 0
9.668 -2.278 -0.542 -0.446 -0.542 -2.278
-2.278 9.668 -2.278 -0.542 -0.446 -0.542
-0.542 -2.278 9.668 -2.278 -0.542 -0.446
Cmach -0.446 -0.542 -2.278 9.668 -2.278 -0.542
-0.542 -0.446 -0.542 -2.278 9.668 -2.278
-2.278 -0.542 -0.446 -0.542 -2.278 9.668 _
For n = 13, u = 1000 S, Q = 0
11.897 -3.254 -0.618 -0.571 -0.618 -3.254
-3.254 11.897 -3.254 -0.618 -0.571 -0.618
-0.618 -3.254 11.897 -3.254 -0.618 -0.571
Cmach =(31)
-0.571 -0.618 -3.254 11.897 -3.254 -0.618 (3.151)
-0.618 -0.571 -0.618 -3.254 11.897 -3.254
-3.254 -0.618 -0.571 -0.618 -3.254 11.897 .
We can see that the convergence appears to be rather slow. In reality, since the electrodes are
right next to each other, the capacitance between them should be infinite. Therefore, we would not
expect the capacitance matrix to converge when taking an increasing number of harmonics. Figures
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Figure 3.10: Harmonic convergence for a small number of harmonics. It is not clear that convergence
is attained. Also indicated is the result when 13 harmonics are used. This was the number of
harmonics used in all of the simulations presented in this thesis.
3.10 and 3.11 show the convergence of the Cu term, and Figure 3.12 shows that the off-diagonal
C13 and C14 terms converge much faster. This is understandable-non-adjacent phases would not
have an infinite capacitance between them, because their electrodes do not touch, as is the case
with C11 and C12, according to the approximation in the model.
3.1.4 Simplified electrical machine system assembly-adding inductors
At this point it makes sense to assemble a simplified model of the electrical machine, where we
ignore any secondary strays from the ring interconnects, as well as all the packaging and external
parasitics. The equivalent circuit is provided in Figure 3.13. We also use a simplified inductor
model, which models the losses as a resistor in series with the inductor. We will later improve this
model. We will also assume that we drive the system with drive voltages at the other ends of the
inductors, denoted by VDi(t). We will denote the resistor as RLi and the inductor as Li. Applying
KVL, we find that, for the ith phase
di -
Vi + RLiii + Li - - VDi(t) = 0 (3.152)dt
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Figure 3.11: Harmonic convergence for a large number of harmonics. Convergence on the capaci-
tance matrix will likely never be attained. The fact that the electrodes are touching each other in
the model means that the capacitance will likely become infinite for an infinite number of harmonics.
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Figure 3.12: Convergence for the off-diagonal C13 and C14 terms. Note that in this case, the
convergence is rapid. Even 13 harmonics give a good answer.
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Electrodes
of the /A
phase
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Li RDi
iV,
Roo~r and stator models, including 
i
frontside and backside strays from
field theory
Figure 3.13: Basic terminal model with an inductor added.
If we define the resistance and inductance matrices, as well as the drive voltage vector
RL
RL =0
L 0
LL
L = 0
0
V D V D
1 0 ''
RL2
---
0 ---.
L2
0
D 1I
D2
nyh
0
0
0 RLnph
0
0
Lnp
(3.153)
I
(3.154)
(3.155)
we can write the third state equation
Li = -I(nph xnph)V - RLi + VD
to get a fully assembled set of equations.
(3.156)
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stator resistive losses.
Li RL
field theory
Figure 3.14: Basic terminal
stray capacitance.
nodels, including Strays fromkside strays from interconnect
rings, leads
model of the machine, including a basic inductor model and internal
EBN(2nxnph)
-BoNo(1xnph)
1 phCRG (1xnph)
('rpNT N + Cvo)(,
0 (nphxnph)
Ec(2nx2n)
0(1x2n)
0(1x2n)
h xnph) cc (nf a x2n)
0 (nphx2n)
0(2nx1)
ECO (1x 1)
-1nphCIPO (ix 1)
-C Po(n x1)
0 (nph x1)
0(2nxl) 0 (2nxnph)
-- EDO (1x1) 0 (1xnph)
-CB(1x1) 0 (1xnph)
0 (nph x1) 0 (nrph x nh)
0 (nph x1) L(nphxnph) .
UBN(2nxnph)
0 (lxnph)
0 (lxnph)
Uc(2nx2n) 0 (2nxl) 0 (2nxl)
0(1x2n) 0(1x1) 0(1xl)
0(i x2n) 0(1 x1) 0(1x1)
0 (2nxnph)
0 (1xnph)
0 (1xnph)
0 (nphxnph) 0 (nphx2n) 0 (nphx1) 0 (nphXl) I(nph xnph)
[ I(nphxnph) 0 (nphxf2n) 0 (nphXl) 0 (nphxl) -RL(npxnp) .
3.1.5 Adding internal stray parasitics-interconnects and leads
V
p
0 > + <
0
0
0
0
VD
(3.157)
We can add additional backside stray capacitances to the stator structure without adding additional
states to the system. We lump the resistive losses in the stator with the inductor losses, and consider
the added capacitive losses of the interconnects and leads. We will replace the state vector i with
a new state vector im, the current entering the machine plus its backside strays. Figure 3.14 shows
how adding the internal strays affects the equivalent circuit.
Electrodes
of the jth
phase n
V
p
i
The third state equation then becomes (KVL)
Lim = -I(nhxnh)V - RLim + VD
From KCL at the V nodes, we have that
dV +ph d
imi = ii + Csid +(Csijd(Vi 3j=1jii
dVV ph d ph dV-
=ii+Csii +Z Csi d- dCsidt tdj=1 j=1
iji /=i i
nph d14 nph dV3
=i + E Csj dt ECSj dt
j=1 j=1
isii
In vector-matrix notation this becomes
im = i + Cs$V
With CS defined as
-CS12
-CS21 1 Cs23
-CSnphi ...
and, substituting what we know from Equation (3.135), we have
m [rpT N + Cvo + Cs -7rpN4 -Cgpo ]
and we have a new set of state equations.
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(3-158)
(3.159)
_;j Csig
(3.160)
... 
-CSinph
-CS2nph
E=1 CSfp j
(3.161)
ti
p
k0 J
(3.162)
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EBN Nc 0 0 0 Y
-EBoNo 0 ECO -EDO 0 P
1nphCRG 0 -lnhC'O -CB 0
(7rpNB N + Cvo + CS) -7rpNT -Co 0 0
0 0 0 0 L I ,
UBN c 0 0 0 V 0
0 0 0 0 0 p 0
0 000 0 < o + 0 (3.163)
0 0 0 0 I 0
-1 0 0 0 -RL im VD
CS consists of contributions from the interconnect rings, the stator fingers, branch points and leads.
The geometries of these components were introduced in Figures 2.18 and 2.19. The contributions
from the fingers, branch points and leads can be calculated analytically, using a parallel plate
assumption. This contribution will have a small inter-phase component, which we will neglect. We
will define the contribution to CS from the fingers, branch points and leads to be Csi, and the
contribution from the interconnect rings to be CSr. Then,
CS = CSl + CSr
where we recognize that CS1 will be a diagonal matrix with entries Cs1 on the diagonal
Cs1 0 --- 0 ~
Cs= i0 C (3.164)
-. 0
0 --- 0 Csi
and
1
CSi Cfing + Cbp + Clead (3.165)
The 1/v/5 term the above expression is obtained by treating the stator lead structure as a H-
network. The details of this consideration are given in [9]. For the EQS machine described in
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Note: Axes are not proportional. x : y : z ~ 1 : 0.2 : 0.1
Figure 3.15: FastCap mesh for the internal strays. This meshing gave reliable results for the
capacitance matrix. A total of 30438 panels are used in this particular mesh, and includes 3
repetitions of the electrode set, as well as the rings.
Section 2.3, we have
Cfing = 0.08 pF
C = 0.09 pF
Clead = 0.58 pF
Csi = 0.50 pF
To calculate CSr, we turn to FastCap [51,52,53,54], a general 3D capacitance solver. CSr is a
fully populated matrix and in addition, fringing fields have a greater effect on CS, than they do on
Cs1. The method for obtaining CSr is explained in Figure 3.16. A section of stator structure in the
region of the ring interconnects was first analyzed with two-Figure 3.16(a)-and three-Figure
3.16(b)-electrode sets. By subtracting the two sets, the capacitance matrix associated with one
electrode set is obtained, and can be multiplied by 131 to obtain the total capacitance. Then, the
rings were added in both cases-Figure 3.16(c) and Figure 3.16(d)-and by subtracting (c) and
(d), the capacitance matrix of the rings and the electrodes is obtained. Subtracting the two final
results gives the capacitance contribution for the rings only.
The following capacitance matrices were obtained from FastCap using the above procedure with
4WPW,.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.16: Method for obtaining the internal strays. A stator structure was first analyzed with (a)
two and (b) three electrode sets. By subtracting the two sets, the capacitance matrix associated with
one electrode set is obtained, and can be multiplied by 131 to obtain the total capacitance. Then,
the rings were added in both cases, (c) and (d), and by subtracting (c) and (d), the capacitance
matrix of the rings and the electrodes is obtained. Subtracting the two final results gives the
capacitance contribution for the rings only.
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G = 20 pm, EA = EB = 3-9E0. It was necessary to increase the airgap to 20 pm to ensure numerical
stability. Furthermore, to reduce the number of panels required, only the region of the stator over
the interconnect rings was analyzed. The inner radius was taken to be 1.3mm and the outer radius
was defined as 1.65 mm. Care had to be taken with the meshing, to ensure that a capacitance
matrix with negative off-diagonal entries was obtained. A mesh with a total of 30438 panels was
used to give reliable, converged capacitance matrices.
Electrodes only:
5.16
-1.47
-0.13
-0.04
-0.12
-1.47
5.16
-1.50
-0.12
-0.04
-1.50 -0.13
-0.13 -0.04 -0.12 -1.50
-1.50 -0.12 -0.04 -0.13
5.27 -1.52 -0.13 -0.03
-1.52 5.24 -1.51 -0.13 pF
-0.13 -1.51 5.22 -1.52
-0.03 -0.13 -1.52 5.26 .
Electrodes and rings:
Celec+rings
7.63
-1.84
-0.74
-0.64
-0.57
-1.90
-1.84
7.15
-1.87
-0.59
-0.37
-0.54
-0.74
-1.87
7.71
-1.99
-0.59
-0.60
-0.64
-0.59
-1.99
7.61
-1.84
-0.65
-0.57
-0.37
-0.59
-1.84
7.11
-1.81
-1.90
-0.54
-0.60
-0.65
-1.81
7.46
pF (3.167)
Rings only:
Cr-
2.47
-0.36
-0.61
-0.60
-0.44
-0.41
-0.36
1.99
-0.37
-0.46
-0.34
-0.41
-0.61
-0.37
2.44
-0.47
-0.46
-0.56
-0.60
-0.46
-0.47
2.37
-0.33
-0.52
-0.44
-0.34
-0.46
-0.33
1.89
-0.29
-0.41
-0.41
-0.56
-0.52
-0.29
2.20
(3.168)
The reader will note that the capacitance matrix as obtained in Equation (3.166) is not exactly the
same as the one that was used in the models, obtained from field theory and using 13 harmonics.
(Equation (3.151)). Of course, the first difference is that (3.151) was obtained by taking ri =
1.011 mm, r, = 1.870 mm. Therefore, the actual machine has a stator width of 0.859 mm, as
compared to the 0.35 mm wide strip used to compute the contribution of the rings. If we multiply
Celec (3.166)
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Figure 3.17: Terminal model of the machine including internal and external strays. A basic inductor
model is used.
(3.166) by 0.245, we obtain
12.66 -3.61 -0.32 -0.10 -0.29 -3.68 ~
-3.61 12.66 -3.68 -0.29 -0.10 -0.32
Celec -0.32 -3.68 12.93 -3.73 -0.32 -0.07 pF (3.169)
-0.10 -0.29 -3.73 12.86 -3.71 -0.32
-0.29 -0.10 -0.32 -3.71 12.81 -3.73
-3.68 -0.32 -0.07 -0.32 -3.73 12.91 _
and we note that the diagonal entries, with an average value of 12.81, are within 8% of the diagonal
values from the field theory, using 13 harmonics. The first off-diagonal entries, with average value
-3.691 are within 14% of -3.254. The errors on the second, third and fourth diagonals are greater,
and it is presumed that the numerical technique used by FastCap does not capture this type of
capacitive coupling-with conductors all flat surfaces, in the same plane, with other conductors
between them, shielding the fields-very well. Nevertheless, we believe that the contribution of the
rings is accurately captured, because each ring passes directly under the electrode of each phase.
FastCap is capable of giving accurate results for parallel plate-type structures, provided a fine mesh
is used. Hence, the use of 30438 panels for what seems to be a fairly simple structure.
3.1.6 Adding external stray parasitics
We now add internal wiring loss explicitly (Figure 3.17), and remove it from the lumped resistor
in series with the inductor. Furthermore, we add external capacitive coupling that will come, in
the case of the experimental EQS generator described in Chapter 2, from pogo pin contacts to
the device, the wiring and also the inductors that are external to the device. For a more detailed
description of the test rig layout, and the sources of the external capacitive coupling, please refer
to Chapter 4. In this case another set of states, the voltages at the external connection points, are
added. Thus, the state matrices will grow in size by nph. We name the external voltage node for
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each phase wi. We will again replace the current state vector, this time from im to i,. From KVL
in Loop 1 we have that:
wi = Rmjimi + Vi
.. W = Rmim + V
with
Rm=4
Rmi
0
0
(3.170)
(3.171)
0... 0
Rm2 0
Rmnph 
.
(3.172)
and we know that
im = [ 7pN N + CvO + Cs-C
.-. w Rm [TrpE N + Cvo + Cs
rpNT -CGo ]
-7rpNT -CGo
This gives the additional state equation. And from KCL at wi, we have, similar to Equation (3.159)
d -=
sewi = mi + CEii d
nph
+ ZCEij (Wi
j=1
jii
nph d ph
= imi + CEij d Ei d
j=1 j=1
jfi
.. iw = im + CE*
Combining with Equation (3.162), we have
vi
:1
V+V
p0
(3.173)
(3.174)
wj) (3-175)
(3.176)
(3.177)
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S[pN&T N + Cvo + Cs -7rpN c -Co]
We can also apply KVL to loop 2, and we have that
Lim = - 1 (nph xnph)W - RLiw + VD
and we again have a new set of state equations.
v
+ CE*
NBN
-EBONo
Ec
0
0 0 0 0
ECO -EDO
ph CRG 0 1nph CIPO
Cv -Cp -co
RmCv -RmCp -RmCoo
0 0
-CB
0 0
0 0
0 CE 0
0 0 0
0 0 L
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 I
-I 0 0 0 I 0
0 0 0 0 -I -RL
where we have also defined
CV = 7rpNT,Cp =pN cAB
p E
N + Cvo + Cs
(3.178)
(3-179)
*
i 1w0
UBN Uc 0 0 0 0 V
p
w
iw
0
0
0
0
0
VD
(3.180)
(3.181)
(3.182)
1
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Figure 3.18: Machine resistance
We now need to define two additional matrices-Rm and CE. For the EQS machine
Section 2.3, the resistance network between wi and Vi is shown in Figure 3.18 and Rm
described in
is defined as
Rm = Rlead + Rfing + Reiec,o +Ria + Rring + Rvia + Reiec,oReiec'i
n fing ufing Reiec,o + Reiec,i
with
Rlead Pm2llead
Alead
Rfing =fingPm2 1f ing in W 1 ingl
m(Wfingl - Wfing2) Wfing2
Rvia 7 Q
Rring = Rringsector
Rringsector pm1 't  2 rring
Rriector A'" toAringsector' p
Reiec,o = Pm26  - ?ring in WelecO
6m2(Welec,O - Welec,ring) Welec,ring
Reieci Pm2 rring - i In Welec,ring
6m2(Welec,ring - Welec,i) Welec,i
where Welec,ring is the width of an electrode at the particular ring radius in question. The via
resistance, Roia, was measured experimentally. For more details regarding the calculation of the
machine resistances, the reader is referred to [9]. Because the ring radii were not identical, different
values were seen for the different phase resistances. The resistance matrix that was used in all
(3.183)
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calculations was
124.4 0 0 0 0 0 ~
0 123.0 0 0 0 0
0 0 121.4 0 0 0
0 0 0 119.6 0 0 (3.184)
0 0 0 0 117.6 0
_ 0 0 0 0 0 115.4 _
where Pmi = Pm2 = 14.7 pQ.cm [32].
The matrix CE is considered to be composed of two parts. The first component is related to the
contribution from the stator leads and the bond pads on the die itself, and is defined as CEl. The
second component is related to the external strays, and is defined as CEe. Therefore
CE = CEl + CEe
The entries CEI on the diagonal of matrix CE, can be approximated analytically as follows:
CE = Clead + Opad (3.185)
and the expression for CE, becomes
~CE1 0 ''' 0
0 *01
CE= (3.186)
:0
0 --- 0 CE1
with CEl = 0.610pF for the EQS machine as described in Section 2.3.
Obtaining CEe is an intractable analytical problem. FastCap was used to determine an estimate
for CEe. By using FastCap, a suitable geometry was defined and later constructed as the experi-
mental setup that was used for all the tests. The experimental setup is described in Section 4.5. A
typical external capacitance matrix CEe is provided here. The associated FastCap mesh that was
used is given in Figure 3.19. This capacitance matrix was used to provide an initial guess to an
estimator used in the experiments, and discussed in Section 5.3.3.
2.083 -0.194 -0.572 -0.102 -0.186 -0.101
-0.194 2.083 -0.102 -0.186 -0.102 -0.571
-0.572 -0.102 2.260 -0.095 -0.572 -0.078
CEe = -0.102 -0.186 -0.095 2.072 -0.152 -0.571 pF (3.187)
-0.186 -0.102 -0.572 -0.152 2.072 -0.096
-0.101 -0.571 -0.078 -0.571 -0.096 2.260 _
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Figure 3.19: FastCap mesh for the external strays. This mesh was easier to solve for than the
internal stray mesh.
Li(O) RLiO)
Basic inductor model
RLPi RLP,
Li RDi Li RDi
CLi CLi Rc,
Inductor model 1 Inductor model 2
Figure 3.20: Inductor models considered for the state space model. The basic inductor model is
often limited to a particular frequency. Inductor models 1 and 2 are more likely to give an accurate
inductor model over a wide frequency range whilst retaining constant values for the equivalent
circuit elements.
3.2 Adding realistic inductor models
Until now we have modeled the inductor as a resistor in series with an ideal inductor. This section
will explore two more detailed inductor models in addition to the basic models. The three models
that were considered for the state space model are given in Figure 3.20. This basic inductor model
is often limited to a particular electric frequency, and the values of L and RL are used to capture the
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imaginary and real components of the complex impedance of the actual inductor. We now propose
two more realistic models for a real inductor. Inductor models 1 and 2 are more likely to give
an accurate inductor model over a wide frequency range whilst retaining constant values for the
equivalent circuit elements. These models can be fitted to experimental impedance measurements
on real inductors, to obtain an improved model of the entire electric machine.
We will add these two inductors to the existing state space model. In both cases the current
through the inductor will be a state variable.
3.2.1 Inductor model 1
/
Di
Rotor and
stator models,
including
frontside and
backside strays
from fields
theory
Strays from Strays from Inductor model Voltage source
interconnect leads, probes,
rings, leads external wiring
Figure 3.21: State space model with inductor model 1. With this model, the time derivative of the
drive voltage is also required, in addition to the drive voltage itself.
When using the first inductor model, as depicted in Figure 3.21, no additional states are added
to the state space model. We take KVL around Loop 2, and find
and
and in vector-matrix form
diLl
wi + Li + RLiiLi + iRLpi) VDidt
diLi
iRLpi = R Li dt
.wi + Li(1 + RLiR + RLiiLi = VDi
L(I+RLR IL -W RLiL + VD
(3.188)
(3.189)
(3.190)
(3.191)
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From Equation (3.177) we have that
iW = CvY - Cpf - C5bO0 + CE*
but, in this case, iwi is also given by
iwi = iLi + iRLpi + iCi
diLi d
= iLi + R-Li dt+ CLi (VDi -- Wi)
to give us the following state equation:
iL + CLC D p - C ±050 + (CE + CL)* - IL-
Replacing rows 2 and 4 of Equation (3.180), we get
NBN No 0 0 0 0 Y
-EBoNo 0 CO -EDO 0 0
1Ph CRG 0 -nphCO -CB 0 0
CV -Cp -Coo 0 (CE + CL) -LR2
RmCV RmCp -RmCiOp 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 L(I+RLR21) L ,
BN UC 0 0 0 0 V 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 p 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 400 0 0
+ + (3.193)
0 0 00 0 I 0 CLYD
-I 0 0 0 1 0 w 0 0
0 0 0 0 -I -RL iL VD 0
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3.2.2 Inductor model 2
VDi
Rotor and
stator models,
including
frontside and
backside strays
from fields
theory
Strays from Strays from Inductor model Voltage source
interconnect leads, probes,
rings, leads external wiring
Figure 3.22: State space model with inductor model 2
Figure 3.22 is the state space model of the machine that incorporates inductor model 2. This
inductor model is the model that will be used in all subsequent analyses. The added resistance,
RC, can be seen as a lumped combination of losses associated with the dielectric insulation of
the wires, as well as possible proximity losses in the windings. The value of RC was small-
approximately 100 times less-compared to the impedance of CL for all frequencies of interest.
From a modeling point of view, we get rid of the time derivative of the drive voltage, VD, at the
expense of adding nph states to the model.
KVL around Loop 2 remains the same, as was defined in Equations (3.190) and (3.191). Thus,
that state equation remains unchanged. KCL at nodes wi is still defined as
iW = Cv$ - Cp - Co4o + CE*
and in this case iwi is also given by
iwi = iLi + iRLpi + iCi
= iLi + RL Li diLi + CLi (VCi - Wi)
to give us the following state equation:
iL =C V - CpN - C,0 40 + (CE + CL)* - CLVC - LR-iL
(3.194)
(3.195)
We need one additional state equation. We take KVL around Loop 3, the inductor loop, and get
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VRLi + VLi i(VC - wi) + VRoi
RLi(iLi + iRLpi) + Lii = Vci - wi + Rciici (3.196)
Li(1 + RLiRZ1) + RLiLi Ci - Wi + RcdCtd (YCi - Wi) (3.197)
which gives us the following additional state equation:
L(I + RLR)L - RcCL(VC - W) -RLiL + Vc -w (3.198)
We can then combine to, once more, obtain a new set of state equations.
EBN NC 0 0 0 0 0 ~
-EBONO 0 Eco -EDO 0 0 0
1nl CRG 0 -1nph CPO -CB 0 0 0
CV -Cp - C'o 0 (CE + CL) -CL -LR2
RmCV -RmCp -RmCpo 0 0 0 0 W
0 0 0 0 RLCL -RLCL L(I+ RLR1) 9c
0 0 0 0 0 0 L(I+ RLR21) IL ,
BN c 0 0 0 0 0 V 0 '
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 p 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0o 0
= 0 0 0 0 0 0 I < + 0 (3.199)
-I 0 0 0 1 0 0 w 0
0 0 0 0 -II -RL Vc 0
0 0 0 0 -1 0 -RL iL VD
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Inductor Model
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Figure 3.23: Model of the inductor
This equation is of the form
AX- BX + D (3.200)
and, as usual, for SSS conditions, this reduces to the following linear system that is easily solved
for:
(jwA - B)X = D (3.201)
3.2.3 An introduction to inductor parameter estimation
It makes sense to briefly consider the method for obtaining the parameters (L, RL, RLy, CL, Rc)
for Inductor Model 2. The inductor played an important role in the performance of the EQS
generator, and more attention will be given to inductor characterization experiments in Sections
5.3.1 and 6.2.1, and also in Appendix A.
The parameters for the inductor model, shown again if Figure 3.23, were estimated using a
frequency sweep, followed by an NLLSQ fit to the measured data. By comparing the impedance
magnitude and phase, as well as the quality factor, to the measured values, very good fits to the
measured data was obtained. The impedance of the inductor model is derived in (3.202).
1
Z1C= + RcjwCL
Z2 XL//RLp
jwL RLp)
Z 3  Z 2 + RL
Z =Z1/7Z3
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+ - (3.202)
Zi Z3
Figure 3.24 shows the agreement between the fitted model and the measured impedance mag-
nitude, phase, and also the quality factor of the inductor. This particular inductor was a J.W.
Miller 4671 inductor with a nominal inductance of 8.2pH. The parameters values obtained from
the fitting were:
L = 8.289 mH
CL = 1.709 pF
RL = 36-77Q
RLp= 1.881 MQ
RC = 1529 Q
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Figure 3.24: Impedance magnitude, phase and quality factor of a typical inductor. This particular
inductor was a J.W. Miller 4671 inductor with a nominal inductance of 8.2 H.
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3.3 Secondary effects
By now, the procedure for inserting additional elements into the state matrix system is straight-
forward. Two additional elements need to be added to the state space system to ensure that the
model accurately captures the actual device, and its experimental configuration, as discussed in
Section 4.5. The two elements we need-source resistance and probe resistance-are associated
with the instrumentation used to test the generator.
3.3.1 Adding a source resistance
\C.. / \ C_. / Lpi
Rotor and
stator
models,
including
frontside and
backside
strays from
fields theory
ICsi IC Ei I Ici Ci .VDi
- Inductor -
Strays from Strays from model Voltage source
interconnect leads, probes, with source
rings, leads external wiring resistance
Figure 3.25: Machine model with source resistance added
In Figure 3.25 a source resistor, Rs, was added. In the actual experiment, the per phase power
produced by the machine was measured at points Vji. The currents, ii on all the phases, were also
measured. The voltage and the current was then multiplied in real time using an analog multiplier.
The details of this technique are described in Section 4.1. In Figure 3.25, Rs is associated with
both the function generator source impedance of 50 Q, as well as the resistance used to measure the
current. The current sense resistor was approximately 1 kQ. Provided the voltage measurement is
made at points Vji, power measured by taking the V - I product will be the power produced by the
machine, and thus Rs will not have an effect on the power seen at points Vji. Rs does affect the
magnitude of the voltage applied to each phase, and needs to be included if good model-experiment
correlation is desired. In this case, Equation (3.190) changes as follows:
wi + Lj(1 + RLiRi)d + RL iL=Vdt
and we note that
VDj = VDi - Rsiiwi
(3.203)
(3.204)
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We can write this in vector-matrix form.
L(I + RLR- )iL w - RLiL + VD - Rsiw (3.205)
We know from Equation (3.194) that
i = Cv$ -CpP - Cgod + CE*
RsCV - RSCpn - RsCgopO, + RsCEW + L(I + RLR)L -W - RLIL + VD (3.206)
The new state equations then become
EBN EC 0 0 0 0 0 ~
-fBNo 0 ECO -DO 0 0 0
1nphCRG 0 ~1npGCIPo -CB 0 0 0
CCp Cgo 0 (CE + CL) -CL -LR
RmCv -RmCp -RmCo 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 RLCL -RLCL L(I + RLR- ) YC
RsCV -RSCp -RsCpo 0 RsCE 0 L(I + RLR2 ) lL
BN c 0 0 0 0 0 V 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 p 0
0 0 0000 0 0 0
- 0 0 0 0 0 0 I < + 0 (3.207)
-I 0 0 0 1 0 0 w 0
0 0 0 0 -I I -RL VC 0
0 0 0 0 -I 0 -RL VD
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Figure 3.26: Machine model with probe resistance added
3.3.2 Adding probe resistance to the model
The probes used to measure the voltages wi on the generator device had a signal loading of
2.5 pF1|10 MQ. Although a signal loading of 10 MQ may not seem like a lot, we have to bear
in mind that the voltage wi needs to be high-300 V amplitude design, - 15 V amplitude exper-
imental. At an amplitude of - 15V, the power dissipated in one probe can be approximately
10 pW, with a total of 60 ptW for the six-phase machine. The best result reported in Chapter 5 is
192 pW, and 60 pW is a significant portion of that power. It is for this reason that all experiments
testing for generated power were conducted with the probes on wi removed or-as was the case
for some of the self-excitation experiments in Section 5.5-coupled to points wi through a small
(< 1 pF) capacitor. For the frequency domain characterization in Section 5.3.2, the probes were
required and because they had a noticeable effect on the behavior of the device, it was decided to
include their effect in the model. We define the resistance associated with the probes as RE, and
for a polyphase machine, this translates into a diagonal matrix RE for the state space system. If
we include RE in the SS system, Equation (3.177) changes to the following:
i=im + CEN +R w
iW = CVV - CpP - COdo + CE* + RE1 w (3.208)
and
i, = iL + LR-iL + CLVC - CLW
so we can rewrite the state equation for iL as follows:
L- Rfw CV -- Cpp - Cgoo + (CE + CL)* - CLVC - LR-IL
(3.209)
(3.210)
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We also have to modify equation (3.206) since it also relies on is:
RsCV - RsCpP - RsCPodo + RsCEW + L(I + RLR)iLI
We once again obtain a new set of state equations.
-(I + RSR 1 )w - RLiL + VD
(3.211)
0
ECo0
0 -1nph CPO
-Cp
0 0
0
-EDO
0
0
-CB 0
0
0
0
0 (CE + CL) -CL
0 0 0
0
0
0
-LR2
0
0 RLCL -RLCL L(I + RLR2 )
RsCV -RsCp -RsCpo 0 RSCE 0 L(I + RLR- )
UBN Uc 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0
0
0
0 0 0 0 -R-1
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Equation (3.212) was the model that was used for all model results in this chapter, and also for
Chapter 5. Equation (3.212) represents the most general linear model that was constructed for the
EQS generator. In most cases, the probe resistance could be removed for all intents and purposes
by setting RE = 1 TQ. Whenever the wi probes were attached, 2.5 pF had to be added to the
diagonal of CEe, and the diagonal entries on RE would be set to 10 MQ. If 13 harmonics are used
with a 6-phase machine, (3.212) results in a 52 state model.
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3.4 Selected Numerical Results
At this point we have a detailed model that can capture the behavior of the EQS induction machine
for a range of speeds and electrical frequencies. This model has a structure that we describe
schematically in Figure 3.27. It is also a model that can capture the effect of any unbalances on the
generator. This section presents a selection of numerical results for the EQS induction machine,
as modeled here. We will begin with the standard results-torque-speed and power-speed curves.
Frequency response results will also be presented, to provide an indication of the quality factor of
the generator. We will also investigate the effect of having the rotor backside float vs. previous
models where the rotor backside was assumed to be grounded. Because the state space model
lends itself to both sinusoidal steady state (SSS) and eigenvalue analysis, we will also look at the
eigenvalues of the machine. Further numerical results are presented in Chapter 5, where the role
of the model in the context of the experiments will become clearer.
ive voages Frequen B)eaedown
Power|GoetyStrays Out
G, as
>Driven State)X_ 0
State Space Model Analysis (cA-BX=D Vco
- Eigenvalue ->eAI)Eigenvectors,
Anlyi 1B EigenvaluesSpeed |Inductor|
Figure 3.27: Basic model structure and how the simulations were run
Given here is a list of the machine parameters used to produce the results. We start with the
inductors.
L = 8.289 mH
CL = 1.709 pF
RL = 36.77 Q
RLp= 1.881 MQ
RC = 1529 Q
The external capacitance matrix was the same as in Equation (3.187). The gap was taken to
be 4.15 pm. The drive was a balanced drive condition-phases 60' apart-unless otherwise noted.
The rotor conductivity was set at 1.2 nS. p = 131, and the other dimensions were the same as in
Table 2.1. We will also assume that Rs = 0 and RE = 1 TQ, unless otherwise noted. The results
presented in this section are shown to illustrate the behavior of the machine, and not to show the
maximum predicted performance. Later chapters will deal with this aspect, when a more complete
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discussion of the inductors and the rotor conductor has been presented.
3.4.1 Torque-speed and power-speed characteristics
For any electric machine, the torque-speed and power-speed characteristics are of paramount im-
portance. Figure 3.28 shows the torque, normal force and power as a function of speed for a 1 V
amplitude drive, or 2 Vpp. Had only the field theory been modeled, the maximum and minimum
values on the torque-speed curve would have had the same absolute value. Here, resonant effects
result in higher stator voltages at higher speeds, and thus more torque. In this particular case the
efficiency of the machine is very low. Much more attention will be given to the performance of
the machine and its efficiency in Section 5.4.3.4. The poor performance seen in Figure 3.28 is in
part due to the imbalance of the machine. A balanced drive condition is not necessarily optima
if the machine is unbalanced. Section 5.4.1 will discuss the optimization of the drive condition in
greater detail. Figure 3.29 shows that the per phase power levels are not balanced, even though
the excitation is.
3.4.2 Frequency response of the generator
Because the EQS machine is a resonant system, it is also interesting to look at the frequency
response of the phases of the generator. In this section we will investigate the frequency response
when driving the generator with a balanced excitation-all the sources VDi are 600 apart. The
drive amplitude is 1 V, or 2 Vp-p . Figure 3.30 shows the frequency response of the phases when the
speed is set to 50 krpm. Figure 3.31 shows the frequency response of the phases when the speed
is set to 250 krpm. We note that the quality factor of the highest resonant peak is approximately
100.
At a speed of 250krpm, using the 8.2mH inductors, we would expect the machine to generate
power at some frequencies. This is indeed the case. Figure 3.32 shows both the per-phase power,
as well as the power sum, as a function of frequency. The figures are cropped, because the positive
power associated with resonance is approximately 2mW for the per-phase powers, and 13mW
for the sum. We are interested in the generated power, where, according to the definition we
chose, negative power indicates generated power. We note that the sum of the generated power,
approximately 35 tW, is less than the maximum per-phase generated power of 200 pW, due the
imbalance in the machine. We also note that the frequency range where the maximum power sum
is obtained spans a band of approximately 4kHz, for a deviation of approximately 2% from the
maximum generated power. Therefore, frequency precision to 1% is required in this case to drive
the machine at a frequency where it will generate maximum power.
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Figure 3.28: Torque, normal force and power as a function of speed.
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Figure 3.29: Power as a function of speed. Note that the power is different for all the phases, even
though the excitation is balanced.
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Figure 3.30: Frequency response of the generator at 50 krpm. 13 Harmonics were used. The
dominant frequency peak is indicated. The phases are relative to Phase 1. The dotted line shows
the actual phase of Phase 1 relative to the drive voltage.
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Figure 3.31: Frequency response of the generator at 250 krpm. 13 Harmonics were used. The
dominant frequency peak is indicated. It is at this frequency that generation is most likely to
occur, when assuming the device is linear. The phases are relative to Phase 1. The dotted line
shows the actual phase of Phase 1 relative to the drive voltage.
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Figure 3.32: Power as a function of frequency at 250 krpm. 13 Harmonics were used. We note that
even though the individual phases can produce almost 200 pW, the total power produced is never
higher than 40 yW, due to imbalances in the machine. Negative power indicates power generated.
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3.4.3 The effect of adding the zeroth spatial harmonic and having the rotor backside
float
Prior to this thesis, all previous models for the EQS generator [9,40] have neglected the fact that
the rotor backside is floating. Indeed, when modeling the device as a motor, taking account of this
term is of little use, as it has no effect on the torque produced, and only a limited effect on the
power consumed. In fact, if the voltages on the stator are balanced, i.e. all 60 degrees apart, this
term vanishes and there is no need to carry it. Only in the unbalanced case does this term ever
play any role.
Nevertheless, experiments on the actual device suggest that this term is of some importance when
trying to accurately model the full device. In particular, it does affect the frequency response of
the device. It was therefore added to the actual generator model presented here. When discussing
the effect of the zeroth harmonic, we have three options:
1. ignore it, as was previously done;
2. include it, but keep the rotor backside grounded;
3. include it, and have the rotor backside floating through some capacitance CB to ground.
In the derivation thus far, the third option was used, and the rotor backside was kept floating
through the capacitance CB. Here, we will consider all three options, and look at the effect this
has on the frequency response of the machine. We will start with the model as we derived it.
The full model, including all backside capacitances We repeat Equation (3.199) here for
clarity as Equation (3.213). This is the full model for the machine, including all of the harmonics.
This is also the most general form of the model, and accounts for a floating rotor at any potential,
coupled to the rest of the die through an arbitrary capacitance CB. We omit the secondary effects
of the source impedance and the probe resistance for the purpose of this study.
EBN Ec 0 0 0 0 0 V
~EBONO 0 EcO -- EDO 0 0 0 P
1np CRG 0 -1nph CPO -CB 0 0 0
Cv -C -Co 0 (CE + CL) -CL -LR2
RmCV -RmCp -RC1 GO 0 0 0 0 v
0 0 0 0 RLCL -RLCL L(I+ RLR2 ) 90
0 0 0 0 0 0 L(I+ RLR ) iL ,
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UBN Uc 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 I
-I 0 0 0 I 0 0
S0 0 0 -II -RL
0 0 0 -IO -RL
CV = rPN N + CVo + CS
Cp= A
V
p
0
w
VC
As we mentioned before, this equation is of the form
A = BX + D
and, as usual, for sinusoidal steady state conditions, this reduces to the
that is easily solved for
(jwA - B)X = D
(3.214)
following linear system,
(3.215)
Grounding the rotor To ground the rotor we need to force ( to zero by changing the second
and third rows in the block matrix A on the LHS of (3.213) in the following manner:
-EDO - 0
lphCRG > 0
1
nPh CPO - 0
-CB - 1
This ensures that ( is completely decoupled from the rest of the system, and is merely carried along
in the state space system. Then, AX becomes
+ -
0
0
0
0
0
0
VD
where, also:
> (3.213)
'
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The RHS of Equation (3.213) remains unchanged when grounding the rotor.
Neglecting the zeroth harmonic terms altogether To neglect the 0th harmonic terms alto-
gether, we have to make the following additional changes to (3.216):
CV = grPN N + Cvo + Cs-> C rpN N+Cs
-EBONO - 0
EcO 1
This decouples V5o from the equation,
system. Now, AX becomes
and ensures that it is merely carried along in the state space
NBN Ec0
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0 0 0
1 0 0
0 1 0
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0
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AX =
b
I
1L
(3.216)
AX =
0 0
P
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<
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(3.217)
Model parameters For each of the three aforementioned configurations-rotor floating, rotor
grounded and zeroth harmonic terms neglected-we consider the situation where we are driving
Phase 2 and looking at the response of Phase 1 at point wi, in Figure 3.22. When driving the
machine at Phase 2, a frequency response as shown in Figure 3.33 is obtained. Indicated on Figure
3.33 is the common mode resonance. It is the frequency at which this peak occurs that varies,
depending on the choice of rotor potential. The results of the three configurations, and the effect
they have on this common mode peak, are shown in Figure 3.34. For this numerical experiment,
we set the speed, (Q = 0), and the machine resistance, Rm = 0. Also, we set the rotor sheet
conductivity, o-, = nS, as opposed to its normal value of O(10-'). A gap G = 3.3 pm was used,
along with 13 harmonics. The inductors had the following parameters, as before.
L = 8.289 mH
CL = 1.709pF
RL = 36.77 Q
RLp = 1.881 MQ
RC = 1529 Q
We can explain the result in Figure 3.34 as follows: the lowest common mode resonant frequency
occurs when we ground the rotor but still carry the zeroth harmonic terms, equivalent to having
an infinite capacitor to ground. We have the highest common mode resonant frequency when we
neglect the zeroth harmonic altogether. Note that neglecting the zeroth terms also neglects iAO
in Figure 3.8. Therefore simply adding the zeroth harmonic, whilst keeping CB = 0 would still
cause a reduction in the frequency associated with the common mode. In other words, "grounding
the rotor backside" requires that the zeroth harmonic be taken into account. It is also important
to note that CB has a very small effect on the behavior of the machine at lower frequencies. For
the particular machine configuration shown here, the machine would be operated at a frequency
3between 300 and 400 kHz, and not at the common mode resonance
The same result as seen in Figure 3.34 for the "neglect the zeroth harmonic" case was also
obtained with a former model where they were indeed neglected, and 00 and ( do not exist. The
state equations are then given by Equation (3.218). In order to match the measured frequency
domain data that will be presented in Section 5.3.2, it was required to account for the effect of CB-
3 The exact frequency is not specified, because we chose to set the rotor conductivity to 1 nS, and the speed to
0 rpm. Suitable operating frequencies and speeds will receive more attention in the sections that follow.
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Figure 3.33: Frequency response of all the phases of the EQS machine
on Phase 2. Also indicated is the common mode resonance.
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Figure 3.34: Result when using (3.213), (3.216) and (3.217). Note that neglecting the zeroth terms
also neglects iAO in Figure 3.8. Therefore simply adding the zeroth harmonic, whilst keeping
CB = 0 would still cause a reduction in the frequency associated with the common mode.
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3.4.4 The effect of probe resistance on generator performance
-100
200
0 50 100 150 200
Speed (krpm)
250 300 350
Figure 3.35: Effect of adding 10MQ, probes to the inductor high sides of the generator. The resis-
tance has a more detrimental effect than the additional capacitive loading of a set of 2.5 pF 10 MQ
probes.
Even a rather large probe resistance of 10MQ can have a significant effect on the performance
of the device. Given that this probe is on the high voltage side of the inductor, the V 2 /R power
dissipated could be quite significant. Figure 3.35 illustrates the effect of adding probes with a
10MQ resistance to the inductor high sides (points wi) of the generator. In this case, the model
parameters were the same as those used for the model result in Figure 5.19. The probes account
for a loss of approximately 60 pW.
3.4.5 Eigenvalue analysis and typical eigenmodes
Eigenvalue analyses were useful for determining whether a particular generator-inductor configu-
ration could self-excite or not. If the eigenvalue analysis revealed an eigenvalue with a positive
real component, that eigenvalue would be associated with the self-excited mode, and self-excitation
would be possible. Figure 3.36 shows the eigenfrequency as a function of speed for the generator.
Also shown is the eigenmode. In this case, the eigenmode is highly unbalanced and non-symmetrical.
An adjustment of the external capacitance matrix may help to improved the symmetry of the
machine, but at the expense of additional capacitive loading. Figure 3.37 shows the associated
eigenvalue locus. Only a part of the entire eigenvalue locus plot is shown, with the entire eigen-
value locus space spanning a domain of approximately (-1010, 104) on the real axis and a range of
(-108,108) on the imaginary axis.
Figure 3.38 is the result of an attempt to balance the machine be using the balanced capac-
itance matrix give in Equation (3.219). An improvement in the symmetry of the eigenmode is
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Figure 3.36: Result of an eigenvalue analysis. Shown on the left is the eigenfrequency as a function
of the speed, and on the right, the associated partial eigenmode of only the vector V.
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Figure 3.37: Partial eigenvalue locus showing an eigenvalue with a positive real part. As was the
case in Figure 3.36, the speed was swept through the self-excitation window.
seen. Furthermore, the maximum real value in the "self excitation window" was 8106 in this case,
compared to 1191 (See Figure 3.37) in the previous case. Therefore, balancing can help to improve
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the performance of the EQS generator.
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Figure 3.38: Result of an eigenvalue analysis. Shown on the left is the eigenfrequency as a function
of the speed, and on the right, the associated partial eigenmode of only the vector V.
3.4.6 The relative importance of imbalance versus capacitive loading
The eigenvalue locus (Figure 3.37) provides a convenient way to assess the relative importance
of imbalance versus capacitive loading on the machine. The question we would like to answer is
whether added imbalance or added uniform capacitive loading does the most harm to the generator
performance. By starting with a basic capacitance matrix CEe and sweeping speed we can find the
eigenvalue with the largest positive real part. We repeat this procedure for different configurations
of CEe that may include a uniform capacitive loading on the diagonal, or single point imbalances,
or a combined, general imbalance. By comparing the effect a given capacitive disturbance has on
the largest positive real part of any eigenvalue found in the speed sweep, we can obtain an indication
of what type of capacitive loading-unbalanced on the diagonal, unbalanced on the off-diagonal or
uniformly loaded-has the greatest effect on this largest positive real part. As a starting point, CE
was defined as in Equation (3.219). A capacitance was selectively added to either the entire diagonal
(uniform), to Cu (diagonal unbalance) or to C12 or C14 (off-diagonal, inter-phase imbalance). The
result is provided in Figure 3.39. In this numerical result, the inductor Q was artificially increased
to approximately 260 by letting
RL, --+ 10RLp
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--............-  .. .. . ........
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Adding an unbalance to the diagonal of CEe has a greater effect than adding the same amount
of capacitance in a uniform sense. Adding more capacitance to an off-diagonal coupling element
can have a substantial effect (C14), or a lesser effect (C12), depending on where the capacitance is
added.
Co
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Figure 3.39: Relative importance of imbalance versus uniform capacitive loading.
Another question one may ask is whether it is possible to improve the machine performance
by adding capacitance, in the case where the machine is initially imbalanced. To investigate this,
we repeat the previous simulation, but use the following external capacitance matrix as a starting
point:
CEe
3.0
-0.5
-0.5
-0.5
-0.5
-0.5
-0.5
7.0
-0.5
-0.5
-0.5
-0.5
-0.5
-0.5
7.0
-0.5
-0.5
-0.5
-0.5
-0.5
-0.5
7.0
-0.5
-0.5
-0.5
-0.5
-0.5
-0.5
7.0
-0.5
-0.5
-0.5
-0.5
-0.5
-0.5
7.0 _
pF (3.220)
The result is Figure 3.40. As expected, raising the added C11 term by up to 3 pF causes an
improvement. Note that the maximum improvement is not seen when all the diagonal entries
are equal with C1 = 4pF. Therefore, total capacitive loading, as well as balance, matters. the
surprising result is that a small increase in C14 also causes an improvement. The improvement is
even more rapid than what was obtained by increasing Cn.
We can conclude that both capacitive loading and imbalance are detrimental to an EQS machine
that is initially balanced. If the machine is initially imbalanced, capacitance may be added in
suitable locations to improve the balance and performance of the machine. Adding capacitance
to improve machine performance was attempted in actual experiments, but without much success.
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Figure 3.40: Balancing an initially unbalanced machine. Increasing either C1 or C14 would yield
an improvement in this case.
The balancing effort was not model guided. In later, model-guided experiments, such as those
presented in Chapter 5, the use of added capacitance to improve model performance was deemed
impractical and difficult to control, in particular where adding off-diagonal capacitance is concerned.
When adding an off-diagonal capacitance from one phase to another, one would have to place the
required wiring in the vicinity of neighboring phases, thus changing other inter-phase capacitances
in addition to the one that was targeted.
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3.5 Introducing nonlinearities into the state space model
In the experiments (Section 5.4.4) a significant nonlinearity was discovered, that limited machine
performance. This nonlinearity was attributed to the moderately doped polysilicon rotor conductor
film of the machine. Subsequently, this nonlinearity was characterized and the dominant effect
manifested itself as a nonlinear capacitor in the rotor equivalent circuit. This is described in detail
in Section 6.1.
Here, we will attempt to model the capacitor nonlinearity as an equivalent gap-voltage non-
linearity. Thus, the effective airgap of the machine changes with voltage, although the physical
airgap stays the same. This work is mostly empirical, and avoids modeling the complexities of the
semiconductor physics in the rotor conductor itself.
To establish an empirical relationship between gap and voltage, the machine model was first
fitted using first frequency domain data, and then refined using power-speed sweep data under low
voltage - linear - excitation. Afterwards, data from high voltage experiments was used, and
the only parameter that was used to fit the predicted to the measured power was the airgap. If
a correlation was found, it would mean that an "effective airgap" model may suffice to predict
performance in the generator when increasing speeds and changing to different inductors.
We propose to model the voltage-effective gap relationship with the following nondimensionalized
formula:
1
7G G(tanh(aG(qG - 1)) + 1) + 1 (3.221)2
where
G 
_ V AG
Go Vsat Go
For the purposes of model implementation, we will use the formula in the following, dimensional
form. We note that the definition of aG has changed slightly:
1
G = AG(tanh(aG(V - Vsat)) + 1) + GO (3.222)2
After fitting to the data shown previously, we obtain the following values for the parameters:
AG = 4 .0 pm aG = 0.2 Vsat = 31V Go = 4.28 pm
The model with these parameters is shown in Figure 5.35. This model was subsequently im-
plemented in the full model for the EQS induction machine. Figure 3.41 shows the method of
implementation, as an add-on to the existing linear SS model. The results of a model run with
8.2 mH inductors is shown in Figure 3.42. Figure 3.43 is a plot of the output power versus drive
voltage squared, for various frequencies. This apparent frequency dependence is due to the fact that
the various frequencies are in the vicinity of a fairly steep resonance peak. Section 5.4.4 in Chapter
5 will compare this method of accounting for the rotor conductor nonlinearity with measured data.
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Figure 3.41: Structure of the nonlinear model of the generator. A voltage-dependent effective
airgap is combined with the linear state space model.
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Figure 3.42: Power versus speed for the generator, including a voltage dependent gap in the State
Space model. The frequency is 411 kHz in this case. The different lines show different voltages.
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Figure 3.43: Power versus peak-to-peak voltage squared for the generator, including a voltage
dependent gap in the State Space model. The different lines show different frequencies. The speed
was held at 235 krpm.
3.6 Summary
A number of topics were addressed in Chapter 3, and they are listed here in brief.
" A generalized polyphase model with an arbitrary number of spatial harmonics was derived for
the rotor and stator half spaces of the EQS machine. This model was combined with lumped
models of the external electronics to give a full state-space model of the EQS machine and
its external electronics and strays.
" We showed that the rotor y-directed field is approximately 0.15 kV/cm per unit volt amplitude
of stator excitation V4.
" A matrix expression for the rotor forces was derived.
" The rotor backside capacitance, and the fact that the rotor is floating were accounted for.
Simulations showed the difference between having the rotor floating or having it grounded.
" We found that the exact solution to the field theory will not be obtained when summing
over an infinite number of spatial harmonics. This is due to the assumption that the stator
electrodes are touching each other. It was decided to use the first 13 harmonics, based on
results from a FastCap numerical simulation. This meant that a 52 state model was used.
" Numerical models of the internal and external strays were constructed. (In FastCap)
" A detailed inductor model was introduced, as well as the technique for estimating the inductor
parameters.
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" Simulations showed that adding ordinary voltage probes to the inductor high sides of the
machine can cause noticeable loss in generated power. For an inductor high side voltage of
30 Vp, approximately 60 pW is lost in the 10 MQ probe resistances.
* We showed that both uniform capacitive loading and imbalanced capacitive loading can cause
a decrease in generator performance. Imbalance seemed to have a more detrimental effect
than uniform capacitive loading.
" For an unbalanced machine, adding a suitable amount of capacitance can improve the per-
formance of the generator.
" We introduced a nonlinear version of the state space model, and showed that in the nonlinear
case, increasing the drive voltage may result in a reduction of net power produced, rather
than an increase.
Chapter 4
Experimental techniques
M AKING reliable measurements on a device this small proved to be a challenge. Since no doc-umented proof of electric power generated with an EQS machine was found, the development
of the instrumentation and operating protocols for the generator were also part of the learning ex-
perience. Where Chapter 3 dealt with the modeling of the machine and its parasitics, this chapter
discusses the practical origin of many of the parasitics, and practical techniques that were used to
minimize them. This chapter also describes techniques used to measure all the relevant electrical
quantities: power, current and voltage on all the phases. These measurements are in addition
to all the flow and pressure instrumentation required to operate the turbine-generator device at
high rotational speeds. To minimise the effect of the instrumentation on the device performance, a
fair amount of dedicated instrumentation had to be developed. In every case, we will present the
approach, and also typical calibration data for the instrument that was used. The complete set of
calibration data for all dedicated instruments developed for the EQS induction machine is given in
Appendix E.
4.1 Power measurement
Measuring the power out of the generator can be a challenge. One option is to try and measure the
output directly at the generator terminals, by measuring both the voltage and the current. This
technique is problematic because the quantity of interest, the real power, is very small compared
to the reactive power. In addition, any instrumentation added to the terminals of the machine is
likely to have capacitances of the order of the machine itself, making it difficult to measure the
power and even to compensate for the strays introduced by the instrumentation. This problem
may be circumvented by performing the current measurement at the "low" side of the voltage
sources, but brings with it the complexity of having six floating function generators. If commercial,
off-the-shelf signal generators are to be used, there is also the additional challenge of placing six
large instruments around a very tiny MEMS device.
The approach taken here is to attempt to measure the per phase power of the machine including
its inductors, which is a more realistic representation of what the generator system would look
like in real life. Here, one measures the voltage and current at the inductor low voltage ends, and
multiplies them.
An IC analog multiplier (Analog Devices AD835 voltage output 4 quadrant multiplier) was used
to multiply the voltage and current in real time. One set of differential inputs with a sense resistor
was used to measure current and another set was used to measure voltage.
This arrangement is shown in Figure 4.1. Also shown in this figure are the strays associated
with the measurement setup. The strays, Rmi, Rm2, Rm3, Cml, Cm2 are associated with the input
impedances of the AD835 multipliers. The values are approximately [55]:
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Rsource ARsense
VD Cm2 1 Rm 2  Cm 1 1 Rmi C
RJ
+ AD835
Vo,0 a Power
Figure 4.1: Power test measurement circuit
Rmi = 500 k, Rm2 = 2Rmi1 MQ, Rm3 = 100 kQ
Cmi = 4pF, Cm2 = Cmi = 2pF2
For all calibration experiments, the voltage applied was measured at point A in Figure 4.1. The
power delivered to the test load, Rt in series with Ct was calculated by taking into account the
strays, as well as the sense resistor R.ense. Although these strays were taken into account during the
calibration for the sake of completeness, their effect on the calibration factors was calculated to be
less than 1%, for the frequency ranges of interest. Figure 4.2 shows the comparison between what
one would expect to measure from the power measurement circuitry, and an actual measurement.
This takes into account the strays, and treats the multiplier as a perfect multiplier. What Figure
4.2 tells us is that the multipliers have very little error, and that it is possible to predict their output
over the frequency ranges of interest by only considering their input impedances and a know test
impedance.
4.1.1 Calibration of the power sense boards for the electrostatic generator
Each of the power sense boards for the EQS generator was calibrated using the procedure given
here.
* A known test load was used. It was the similar to the load shown in the Figure 4.1. It was
a 96.1pF capacitor in series with a 998Q resistor. This is an impedance comparable to that
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of one of the phases of the actual generator device. Both the capacitor and the resistor were
measured on a HP 4192 impedance analyser at a frequency of 350kHz.
" The sense resistors took the following values for phases 1-6: 996,997,997,995,998, 996Q
" The frequency was swept in 10 steps from 300kHz to 700kHz.
" The voltage was swept in 5 steps from 50mVpp (taken to be zero) to 2.8Vpp (the maximum
that can be supplied to the AD835 multipliers).
* The oscilloscopes were dynamically rescaled to provide the maximum resolution.
" 16 Averages were used, and a large horizontal timebase was used to ensure that waveform
"end effects" were not impacting the averaging in a major way. (A low-pass filter to only
measure the DC component of the waveform may have been a simpler alternative, but then
waveform errors such as clipping etc. may not have been immediately noticeable.)
" The data was zero'd (zero was taken at the 50mVpp drive condition) and fitted using a linear
least squares regression, with the y-intercept set to 0.
" The slope of the line was the calibration factor, and the standard error was also calculated.
An example of the calibration result from one of the boards is given in Figure 4.3. The calibration
results for all of the generation 1 test boards are shown in Figures E.1-E.3 in Appendix E.
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Figure 4.3: Test setup generation 1, board 1.
4.1.2 Calibration of the generation 2 test boards
After initial experiments, a second generation test board was designed to not only measure voltage
and power under driven excitation, but also voltage and current under self-excitation conditions.
An example of the calibration results for the power sensor on one of these boards is given in Figure
4.4. Figures E.4-E.6 in Appendix E is the complete set of calibration results.
4.1.3 Measurement of a representative RLC resonant circuit
Two additional tests were performed to verify the integrity of the power measurement circuitry. The
first of these was a test on a representative LC resonant circuit. The standard test load was replaced
with an 8.2 mH inductor, like the one shown in Figure 6.25. The measurement circuit is shown
schematically in Figure 4.1. Typical values for the components in Figure 4.5 are given in Table 4.1.
This circuit is more representative of the actual device under test. However, given the uncertainty
of the inductor as a calibrated test load, this test was used for verification only. Experiments on this
circuit showed that the measured power delivered to the inductor was comparable to the measured
power from the multiplier, assuming the calibration data presented in Section 4.1.1.
* Experimental Data
-- Linear LSQ Estimate
. . ±2a lines (-95% confidence) -
Linear Ist sqr coeff (W/V): -1.220e- 0 0 3 ",
Frequency: 300.0kHz to 700.0kHz -
Voltage: 0.050Vpp to 2.800Vpp ~
Test Capacitance (Ct): 96.1 pF
Test Resistance (Rt): 998...
Sense Resistor (Rsense): 995.091
DC Offset removed: 0.037V
Standard error (pW): 3.192
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Figure 4.4: Test setup generation 2. Calibration data contained in
Caldata-PowerBoard-1-13MarO5. mat
Rsource Rsense
VDL C2- R 2 CR m I Rml
Figure 4.5: Power test measurement circuit with an inductor and capacitor
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* Experimental Data
Linear LSQ Estimate
-... -----,''-, --  - ---- .... .... ±2a lines (-95% confidence)-
Linear Ist sqr coeff (WN): -1.111e-003
Frequency: 300.0kHz to 700.0kHz
Voltage: 0.050Vpp to 2.800Vpp - -
Test Capacitance (Ct): 96.OpF
Test Resistance (Rt): 990.00
Sense Resistor (Rsense): 990.09
DC Offset removed: 0.032V
Standard error (pW): 1.712
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Component Value
Rsource 500
Rmi 500 kQ
Rm 2  1MQ
Rm 3  100kQ
Rsense 1 kQ
RL 40 Q
RLp 1M
RC 1 kQ
RE 10 OMQ
L 8.2mH
Cmi 4pF
Cm 2  2 pF
CL 2 pF
Ct 25 pF
Table 4.1: Component values for power measurement tests on a representative RLC circuit.
4.1.4 Verification of negative power measurement
The second test that was performed as a final check on the integrity of the power measurement
circuitry was a test to ensure that negative power can in fact be measured. The reader will note
that all power calibration in Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 was done for positive power delivered to a
test load. To verify negative power measurement, an arrangement as shown in Figure 4.6 was used.
Figure 4.7 shows that negative power levels can be measured, and that the linearity is the same for
both positive and negative power levels.
We can therefore conclude that the approach to use an analog multiplier to measure the per
phase powers of the generator is a valid one, and that the power sensors are linear for over the
desired range of power to be measured-approximately ±100 tW.
4.2 Current measurement
For the characterization of self-excited behavior, measuring the per-phase voltages and currents
is a useful exercise. Because of the limitations of the particular generator device tested in this
work-i.e. a rotor conductor nonlinearity that limited the per-phase voltage to approximately
40 Vyp--the maximum currents that one can expect were rather low-of the order of approxi-
mately 2 mA. Therefore, a simple high-speed operational amplifier employed as a current amplifier
would suffice. For this work, a Linear Technology LT1819 400 MHz operational amplifier was used
in the configuration shown in Figure 4.8a.
In this case, the voltage-current relationship is given by:
V=iRf
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Figure 4.6: Measurement arrangement for verifying negative power. Rtest = 100 Q, and all other
parameters are the same as in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.7: Verification of negative power linearity
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R
(a) (b)
Figure 4.8: Options for current measurement. In (a), a simple current amplifier, and in (b), a
voltage amplifier that amplifies the voltage on a sense resistor. In both cases a source with a test
resistor is also shown. This was the arrangement for calibration of the current sensors.
If we want a current of 2 mA to produce a voltage of 4 V, we need to have a feedback resistor
with value 2kQ. For this gain setting, one can expect to have stable operation of the amplifier.
It is recommended [56] that a feedback capacitor be placed in parallel with this resistor for best
performance such that
CF > Cin
In this case, Cin ~ 10 pF. Thus, in parallel with a 2 kQ resistor, we get a time constant that
translates to a frequency of 50 MHz. For higher values of RF that capacitor may be omitted,
experience has shown. For higher currents and lower gains, a shunt resistor can be used instead,
and voltage measured across this resistor would be proportional to the current, as shown in Figure
4.8(b).
For current measurements during self excitation, either a 2.1 kQ 10 pF or a 750 Q | 10 pF feed-
back impedance was used. The calibration procedure is listed below.
" A known input resistance (Rt in Figure 4.8(a)) of 995 Q was used.
" The frequency was swept in 3 steps from 300 kHz to 1 MHz.
" The voltage was swept in 7 steps from 50 mVp-p (taken to be zero) to 4 Vpp (corresponding
to the maximum current that can be measured with a 2.1 kQ feedback resistor). For the 750 Q
resistors a voltage range of 50 mVp (taken to be zero) to 10 Vp-p was used
" The oscilloscope was dynamically rescaled to provide the maximum resolution. A Tektronix
TDS3014 oscilloscope was used.
" 16 Averages were used, with a wait time of 1.4 seconds between measurements.
" The data was fitted using a linear least squares regression, with the y-intercept set to 0.
" The slope of the line was the calibration factor, and the standard error was also calculated.
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Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show the calibration data for the 750 Q and the 2.1 kQ feedback impedances
respectively. The rest of the calibration data is provided in Appendix E.
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Linear Ist sqr coeff (mA/V): 0.449
Frequency: 300.0kHz to 1000.0kHz
Voltage: 0.050Vpp to 4.00OVpp
Test Resistance (Rt): 995Q
Sense Resistor (Rsense): 2100. .............
Standard error (mA): 0.010
Experimental Data
- Linear LSQ Estimate
±2a lines (-95% confidence)
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Current signal voltage measured (V _,)
Figure 4.9: Calibration data contained in Caldata-IBoard-1-18MarO5. mat
4.3 Voltage measurement
To measure the voltage at the inductor high side during self-excitation, a small coupling capacitor,
formed on the printed circuit board as a set of interdigitated fingers (See Figure 4.21) was used
to further reduce the capacitive loading on the high side of the generator. For each board, this
capacitor structure was calibrated using the procedure given below.
" A function generator was used to apply a sinusoidal voltage on what would be the inductor
high side of the sense board.
" The frequency was swept in 20 steps from 100 kHz to 2 MHz.
" The voltage was swept in 5 steps from 1 Vp_ to 20 Vpp.
" The oscilloscope was dynamically rescaled to provide the maximum resolution. A Tektronix
TDS3014 oscilloscope was used.
" 16 Averages were used, with a wait time of 1.2 seconds per measurement.
" The data was fitted using a linear least squares regression, with the y-intercept set to 0. For
the range of frequencies and voltages over which the test was performed, a linear regression
was found to be adequate.
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10Linear ist sqr coeff (mAV): 1.251
9 Frequency: 300.0kHz to 1 000.0kMI . .
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*eExperimental Data
1 Test packaging for.rduce Linear LSQ Estimate
±2a lines (-95% confidence
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Current signal voltage measured (V P_)
Figure 4.10: Calibration data contained in Caldata.1 oard164AprO575Rsense . mat
T The slope of the line was the calibration factor, and the standard error was also calculated.
Figures 4.11 and 4.12 show the calibration data for divider capacitances of 0.83pF and 0.25pF
respectively. The rest of the calibration data is provided in Appendix E.
4.4 Test packaging for reduced stray capacitance
To reduce the capacitive coupling between the leads in the test packaging of the device, six miniature
pogo, pin contacts were used (Interconnect Devices Inc. 100938-016, 0.53 mm dia. 5.72 mm long).-
These pogo pins were the shortest, smallest pogo pins that were still practical for use with the
generator test jig. A comparison of the new pogo pins, and a set of longer pogo pins that were
used for initial motoring experiments is shown in Figure 4.13. The die was clamped with a Delrin
machined piece, and PC boards were used to define the traces that connected to the pogo pins, as
well as the traces that led out to the test boards. See Figure 4.14.
4.5 The EQS induction machine test rig
Figures 4.15 to 4.21 are various photographs of the test rig for the EQS induction generator. Figure
4.15 shows all the equipment used to conduct the experiments, except for the computer used to
control the electric generator-specific instrumentation. The rest of the instrumentation consisted
of:
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25 Linear Ist sqr coeff (VN): 4.007
Frequency: 100.0kHz to 2000.0kHz
Voltage: 1.00OVpp to 20.00OVpp
20 Probe Resistance (Rp): 10.OM -
Probe Capcitance (Cp): 2.5OpF
Divider Capcitance (Cp): 0.83pF
Standard error (V): 0.139
1 5 -- -- -------- ... ---- --- ............... . ..---- -.-- ---- -.-  .- -.
15
Experimental Data
Linear LSQ Estimate
±2; lines (-95% confidence)
00 1 2 3 4 5
Voltage measured (V,_)
Figure 4.11: Calibration data contained in CaldataVDivBoard125MarO5.mat.
25 Linear Ist sqr coeff (VN): 10.958
Frequency: 300.0kHz to 700.0kHz:
Voltage: 1.00OVpp to 20.00OVpp
20 Probe Resistance (Rp): 10.0M .. . ............... .......... +
Probe Capacitance (Cp): 2.5OpF
Divider Capacitance (Cp): 0.25pF
Standard error (V): 0.248
±cLine LS Estniene
0
0 0.5 1 1.5 2
Voltage measured (V,_)
Figure 4.12: Calibration data contained in CaldataVDivBoard1Cfg216AprO5.mat.
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Figure 4.13: Reducing the stray capacitance in the packaging: On the left, the pogo pins that
were initially used for making contact to the device. On the right, the reduced-size pogo pins
(Interconnect Devices Inc. 100938-016, 0.53 mm dia. 5.72 mm long).
Figure 4.14: Close-up of the device packaging
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" two computers for both slow and high-speed data acquisition of flow data and rotational
speed;
* a spectrum analyzer for obtaining the rotational speed with a fiber optic speed sensor;
" a gas flow and pressure control panel with pressure regulators and mass flow controllers;
" a damped air table;
" a microscope;
" a rack for all the electrical generator-specific instruments.
The generator-specific instruments, shown in Figure 4.16, consist of the six dedicated instru-
mentation boards, the four oscilloscopes and the six function generators. All the generator-specific
instruments were connected to their own dedicated LAN, and communication between the instru-
ments and the computer was via Ethernet, using the VISA protocol. Figure 4.17 shows the LAN
hookup for the instruments, as well as the synchronization connection between the six function
generators, to ensure that they run off the same clock.
Figure 4.18 shows the connection of the function generators and the oscilloscopes for all driven
excitation experiments. Per phase power was measured on the top two TDS2024 oscilloscopes, and
the bottom two TDS3014 instruments were used to align the phases to the desired phase angles.
They were connected directly to the function generator output. A realignment of the phases was
required every time testing shifted to a new frequency point. The reason for this choice of instrument
layout was that the TDS3014 units had the capability of measuring the phase between two signals,
whereas the TD2024 units did not.
Figures 4.19 and 4.20 are closer views of the test layout arrangement around the device itself. A
fiber optic probe (Philtec) was mounted in a Delrin clamp, and positioned to detect the rotational
speed. The device is surrounded by six dedicated test boards, one for each phase.
Figure 4.21 is a picture of the newer generation test board, that includes both power and current
measurement capability. It also has three configurations for measuring the phase voltage on the
inductor high side: 1) Direct, 2) Low-C coupling (0.83 pF) and 3) Very low C coupling (0.25 pF).
Also visible are the LED's, attached to the inductor high side through a variable coupling capacitor
(Johanson Manufacturing 27271 0.6-4.5 pF GigaTrim tunable capacitor, sapphire dielectric).
To make the test rig layout a little more modular, six identical test boards were used, instead of
a single, large, fixed board for all six phases. In such an arrangement, should the instrumentation
on one board fail, only that board would need to be replaced. The modularity also reduced the
cost of the printed circuit board fabrication, and shortened the circuit layout time.
4.6 Summary
Chapter 4 presented the considerations that went into the instrumentation setup for the EQS
generator. The experimental setup was qualitatively guided by what was learned from the models
in Chapter 3-that the external strays of the generator have to be kept to a minimum, and that
they should also be as balanced as possible. The following aspects were addressed:
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Figure 4.15: The entire test rig for the EQS machine.
" the circuitry for power measurement and the calibration thereof;
" the circuitry for current measurement and the calibration thereof;
" the circuitry for voltage measurement with low capacitive signal loading, and the calibration
thereof;
" a revised test jig layout with small pogo pins for reduced inter-phase capacitive coupling;
" the test rig that combines all the instrumentation in a symmetrically arranged setup.
Chapter 5 will now follow, with experimental results using this experimental setup.
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Figure 4.16: The generator portion of the test rig. This shows in more detail the device test jig,
the six instrumentation boards, the four oscilloscopes and the six function generators.
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Figure 4.17: Rear view of the function generators and oscilloscopes, showing the ethernet connection
to hubs, and the synchronization cable that connected all the function generators to the same clock.
Figure 4.18: Instrument arrangement for power measurement. The power probes were attached
to the top two TDS2024 oscilloscopes, and the function generator outputs were connected to the
bottom two TDS3014 oscilloscopes. Function generator 1 (bottom left) provided the trigger signal
to the four oscilloscopes.
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Figure 4.19: Top view of the generator test layout
Figure 4.20: A closer view of the generator test layout. Note that the inductors were raised off the
PC boards to further reduce capacitive coupling.
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Figure 4.21: A test board for one of the phases. On the board, the locations of the wi, power
and current probes are marked. Also shown are two LED's that were used during self-excitation
experiments. The interdigitated capacitive divider on the wi probe is also shown.
Chapter 5
Experimental results
V ARIOUS tests were performed on the generator device and its system components. This chap-ter is a discu sion of the experimental procedures that led to the demonstration of generated
power with the EQS generator, as well as demonstrated self-excited operation.
Initial experiments on the bonded device, as presented in Chapter 2 did not yield any demonstra-
tion of net generated power. Although the external wiring and experimental setup of the machine
had been adequate to deliver power to the EQS machine and drive it as a motor, greater finesse
was required to ensure that any generated power would not be completely drowned by the external
strays. In addition, since the machine was known to be unbalanced, it was not clear that a balanced
drive condition for the VDi sources would result in net power being generated. Determining the
drive conditions with the frequency, speed, 5 phase angles and 6 drive voltages as parameters-11
parameters in total-was an intractable experimental problem. This led to the development of the
detailed model in Chapter 3, and the refinements to the test rig described in Chapter 4.
What remained before any tests could be performed was a detailed characterization of the pa-
rameters that make up the SS model. This allowed the SS model to be used, in conjunction with
a computer optimization algorithm, to define suitable drive conditions for the generator to maxi-
mize the power output. This chapter therefore starts off by describing the initial characterization
experiments that were required to update the SS model. This model is shown again schematically
in Figure 5.1.
The reasoning behind performing driven experiments instead of going directly to self-excited
experiments was that under driven excitation, the maximum voltage that the machine would see
would be limited by the amplitude of VDi, driving through a suitably large source resistance Rs.
This would allow for detailed characterization of the machine in a safe manner, before attempting
to have the machine excite itself to what could be arbitrarily large voltages that would result in
the failure of the machine by, say, electrical breakdown.
Convenient methods for limiting the phase voltage wi of the machine, without adding additional
stray capacitance (> 1pF), were not readily available. However, the driven experiments exposed
an intrinsic limiting nonlinearity in the rotor conductor film, that limited the machine to very low
voltages. This allowed ample data to be obtained under self excitation as well, and this chapter ends
by describing what is believed to be the first report of self-excited operation of an EQS induction
machine.
Before any steps were taken to operate the machine as a generator, experiments had to be done
to verify that the device would be able to spin to high rotational speeds, and also that it would be
capable of operating as a motor. This chapter starts off by describing the motoring experiments,
and then provides a discussion of a procedure that yielded the first generation results as well as the
self-excitation results. Chapter 5 is not a chronological account of the experimental procedure, but
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Figure 5.1: Machine schematic. This schematic forms the basis for all the model results that will
be presented in Chapter 5.
rather an account of the thought process that led to the results1 . Where they occur, discrepancies
between the ideal procedure and what actually happened during the experiments will be pointed
out.
5.1 Verification of high-speed operation
Of the 12 dies that had been produced in the fabrication of the generator, several were electrically
shorted (Figure 2.20). Of these, two dies were chosen to be tested primarily for the purpose of
evaluating the high speed operation of the device. The first test was on Die 1. This die attained
a speed of approximately 560 krpm before crashing2 . Die 9 was tested to 850 krpm. This device
was partially shorted between phases 2 and 3 and phases 4,5 and 6. In the process of going to
increasingly high speeds, rudimentary electrical tests were also performed on this device. It was
driven as a 3-phase device, at voltages up to 100 V_p. This verified that, for moderate voltages,
high speed operation was possible without any adverse effect from the pull-in force and negative
stiffness of the electrostatic machine.
5.2 Verification of motoring operation
Two dies failed due to an improper breakdown test at zero speed. A DC voltage was applied
between two phases, with the rotor stationary. This presumably resulted in arcing that destroyed
the devices. Die 6 was the first electrically good die that was tested. Motoring tests were performed
where this device was driven as a 6-phase machine. In the motoring tests, a known voltage was
'Because, as is the nature with these things, experiments often lead to revelations that would have been nice to
know ahead of time. The reader is furnished with the luxury of knowing ahead of time!2
"Crashing" refers to the turbine rotor colliding with either the journal bearing wall, the thrust bearing pad, or
both. At speeds beyond approximately 100 krpm a crash would generally destroy the device. That being said, one
of the devices, Die 6, did survive a "soft crash" at 150krpm when the forward thrust bearing supply line popped off
and thrust bearing pressure was lost.
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applied to the stator. The machine was therefore operated without its inductors. No electric power
quantities were measured, but by calculating the viscous drag in the airgap, the torque could be
inferred.
Two types of apparatus were used to drive the machine. The first kind was an operational
amplifier based circuit, and the second kind a high frequency inverter device [57]. A motoring
result, using the operational amplifier circuit, is shown in Figure 5.2. These motoring tests were
used to obtain an initial estimate of the airgap and the rotor conductivity. For Figure 5.2, a gap
of 4 jm and a rotor conductivity of 1.2 nS were used in the model.
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Figure 5.2: Torque versus frequency under motoring operation. Die 6.
5.3 Characterization in the frequency domain
The motoring experiments presented in Section 5.2 were all performed by driving the EQS machine
at its terminals-commanding wi. No inductors were used, and it was not a resonant system.
The importance of balance and stray capacitance was therefore not a concern for the motoring
experiments.
For any driven experiments on the full generator system with its inductors, the excitation is no
longer applied at the machine terminals, and the reactive power associated with the strays translate
into losses in the inductors. These losses can be large enough to overcome the power produced by
the machine, if the machine is sufficiently unbalanced and suitable drive conditions are not used.
To determine these drive conditions one has, at one's disposal, 13 knobs in total to turn:
* 6 Phase voltage amplitudes
* 5 Relative phase angles
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" Speed
* Electrical frequency
Finding the optimal combination of these parameters for driven excitation is an intractable
experimental problem, and a computer optimizer is better suited for the job. Although it would
have been possible to have a computer optimizer operate on the actual device test rig-the one
described in Section 4.5-the time to test the device at each measurement point is lengthy, and there
is always the risk that the computer can apply a drive condition that can damage the device. The
advantage, of course, is that no assumptions are made about the device, because the optimization
is performed on the real thing.
Nevertheless, performing optimization on an accurate model is a safer-and faster-alternative.
It also allows one to look at quantities that cannot be measured easily, such as the rotor potential
distribution. Furthermore, it provides an indication of the significance of the various operating
parameters and how they relate to how much power can be generated. The challenge is now to
have an accurate model.
The model as presented in Chapter 3 is very extensive. For motoring operation, the fields-part
of the model, described in Section 3.1.2, is sufficient to predict the behavior of the machine fairly
accurately, as demonstrated in Figure 5.2. Section 3.1.2 relies entirely on the geometries in Figures
3.2 and 3.3. The only parameters that are not known from the defined, design geometry of the
3device are
" The gap, G
" The rotor conductivity, o-,
" The backside capacitance, CB
The gap and the rotor conductivity can be adjusted self-consistently to obtain the curve in Figure
5.2. CB has no effect on the torque produced.
For generating operation, many additional parameters need to be defined accurately to have an
accurate model. They are:
* 5 parameters per inductor, for a total of 30 parameters for the inductors.
* 21 parameters for the symmetric external stray capacitance matrix CE-
Therefore, a total of 51 additional parameters are required. Fortunately, the inductors can be
characterized individually, in the frequency domain. The 21 coefficients of CE had to be estimated
using a frequency domain system identification on the entire machine. The following sections
describe how the inductors and CE were estimated. We start with the inductors.
3 Bearing in mind the assumptions in Section 3.1.1
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5.3.1 Inductor characterization
The inductors used for all experiments were six J.W. Miller 4671 inductors, with a nominal value
of 8.2 mH. More details of all inductors considered for possible use in the EQS generator are given
in Section 6.2.
For inductor characterization an HP4194a Impedance/Gain-Phase analyzer was used. The in-
ductors were characterized at 300 datapoints over a logarithmic frequency range from 1kHz to
10 MHz, and at a voltage of 1 Vrms. For each inductor measurement, care was taken to maintain
a distance of 20 mm between the inductor and the test fixture of the HP4194a. This distance was
chosen as a comfortable distance away from the test fixture, still allowing enough of the component
leads to enter the fixture, while keeping the inductor away from the metal test fixture. This limited
the effect of eddy currents induced in the test fixture shield.
The inductor model used was introduced in Chapter 3, and is restated here in Figure 5.3. The
parameters to be determined for each inductor were L, CL, RL, RLp and R0 .
The fitting was performed using a nonlinear least squares technique. The error at each of the
n = 300 datapoints was defined as
n
err2 (log (|Zi,exp| log (|Zi,mod|)) 2
i=1
n
+ Xph (arg (Zi,exp) - arg (Zi,mod)) 2  (5.1)
i=1
n
- XQ (Qi,exp - Qi,mod)2
i=1
where
Xph = .7 , XQl
were the error fractions for the phase and the quality factor respectively. Therefore, both impedance
magnitude, phase and quality factor were considered in the fitting of the parameters. This gave
reliable, repeatable convergence that accurately described, in particular, the quality factor of the
inductor over the frequency ranges of interest. Figure 5.4 shows the impedance as measured on an
inductor with a nominal inductance of 8.2 mH. The experimental results and the fitted model are
almost indistinguishable.
5.3.2 Frequency domain testing of the generator with its inductors
Work on a capacitor star test structure showed that it was possible to perform a suitable set of FD
experiments and obtain a set of FRF's that can be used to fit model parameters to. This work is
described in detail in Appendix B. The same technique was used here. The generator device was
characterized by sweeping frequency from 100 to 600 kHz with the device spinning at 50 krpm. For
each frequency sweep, one phase was driven and all the others were grounded. Then, the frequency
was swept and the responses (Voltages, wi) of the other phases was measured. For this 6-phase
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Figure 5.4: Impedance magnitude and quality factor for a typical J.W. Miller 8 mH inductor.
machine, it meant performing 6 sweeps with each sweep yielding 6 frequency spectra, for a total of
36 spectra. This procedure is shown schematically in Figure 5.5.
Performing system identification of the generator device in a safe manner Given that
the quality factor of the generator device could be large (0(100)), care should be taken in the selec-
tion of the drive voltage at each frequency point during the frequency sweep. For these frequency
sweeps, a starting drive voltage of 100mV was used on each phase. This voltage was the adaptively
adjusted to obtain approximately 1OV_ on the inductor high sides (Points wi in the model). This
was done by first measuring the amplitude for each phase at each frequency point. Then it was
assumed that the system is linear, and the voltage was adjusted such that:
VDnew= VD,old X
Wmax,desired
max(wi, i C {1, 2,. .. , nph})
Each sweep consisted of a sinusoidal steady state drive at 30 points equally distributed between
100 to 600kHz. Therefore, for each sweep, 180 data points were taken, and for the total experiment,
after all 6 phases were tested, at total of 1080 datapoints were gathered.
(5.2)
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Figure 5.5: Parameter estimation flow diagram
5.3.3 Parameter estimation using nonlinear least squares
The state space model as presented in Section 3.1 was fitted to the FD data using a nonlinear least
squares technique, with the following error function that had to be minimized:
nph nptf ntcfg
err 2  1 E (log IWexpijkl - log IWtheoijk1)
i=1 j=1 k=1
(5.3)
The choice to use only magnitude in this error function stems from the fact that low signal
amplitudes on the non-driven phases sometimes results in a large measurement error on the phase
quantities of the non-driven phases4 . We note that the units on both wexp,ijk and Wtheo,ijk are in
V/V, because they are referenced to the drive voltage amplitude VD.
The following parameters were adjusted to minimize the error:
* CE - the external capacitance matrix with 21 independent coefficients;
" G - the airgap;
" CB - the rotor backside capacitance;
The rotor conductivity, o-,, was not used as a parameter, but fixed, based initially on the value
obtained from the motoring experiments (Section 5.2). The optimization problem presented here-a
nonlinear optimization problem with 23 independent coefficients-is quite formidable. By exploiting
4 One alternative is to only consider the phase on that particular driven phase, and add it to the error function.
This alternative was not explored in detail, but is offered here as a suggestion.
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what we know about the system, we can make our life a little easier. In particular, although the
matrix CE has 21 independent coefficients, it is not completely unstructured. Since the experiment
on the generator is performed by attaching probes to points wi, and since these probes have a
capacitance of 2.5 pF, this value is immediately a lower bound for the optimization. We further
note that all the off-diagonal entries, as predicted by FastCap, and also from intuition about the
geometry of the test rig layout, are approximately 1 pF or less. Therefore, CE should be diagonally
dominant when the wi probes are attached. Furthermore, one would not expect the phase-to-ground
components of the diagonal entries of CE to differ by much from each other5
Therefore, we can use the structure in CE to place meaningful bounds on the parameters in CE-
We can also use the numerical estimate of the external capacitance matrix, obtained by FastCap
(See Figure 3.19), as an initial guess for the capacitance matrix. The initial guesses are listed here.
For CE, in pF,
5.183 -0.194 -0.572 -0.102 -0.186 -0.101 ~
-0.194 5.183 -0.102 -0.186 -0.102 -0.571
CE -0.572 -0.102 5.361 -0.095 -0.572 -0.078
-0.102 -0.186 -0.095 5.171 -0.152 -0.571
-0.186 -0.102 -0.572 -0.152 5.173 -0.096
-0.101 -0.571 -0.078 -0.571 -0.096 5.359 _
where we note that this matrix is the same as in Equation (3.187), but with an additional 2.5 pF +
0.6 pF added to the diagonal entries to account for the probes plus a small amount of additional
capacitance associated with tuning capacitors that were attached to the inductor high sides on the
per-phase test boards used in this experiment6 .
This capacitance matrix obtained by using the FastCap result and adding terms for the probes
and the tuning capacitors has the following associated CE, parameter array:
4.028 0.194 0.572 0.102 0.186 0.101
4.028 0.102 0.186 0.102 0.571
3.942 0.095 0.572 0.078
4.065 0.152 0.571
4.065 0.096
3.942
For G and CB we have
G = 4pm (5.5)
CB = 10pF (5.6)
5We recall that the diagonal entries of CE are made up by saying for each CEkk, the diagonal entry in the matrix,
CEkk = CEii - Z 4 ,i CEij, where CEji is the phase-to-ground capacitance and CEij is the inter-phase capacitance.
6We note that two different sets of test boards were used for the experiments. For the first set of experimental
results, the first generation boards were used. The second set of boards only featured in the experiments under self
excitation, in Section 5.5.
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The optimization bounds were set as follows:
0.1CEoij < CEij < 7 CEoij, i r j
2.5 pF < CEii < 7 CEoii
2 pm < G < 4.5 pm
0.05CBo < CB < 3 00 Bo
where CEO, composed of CEOij and CBO, is the initial guess.
The optimization procedure that was used was first tested on a capacitor star test structure. The
details of the development of the optimization procedure are described in Appendix B. Here we
will summarize procedure developed in Appendix B: The function was initially minimized using
the MATLABTM function fmincon. Then, the results were perturbed ("jiggled") as for the capaci-
tor star experiments, first using the following perturbation sequence: 20%, 20%, 5%, 5%, 50%, 80%.
This was followed by another optimization run and then another jiggling sequence: 20%, 20%, 5%, 5%, 50%, 80%.
A final optimization run was then performed. The total error after convergence, measured in
(log(V/V))2 , was approximately 30.31. This translates to an average error of 0.17 log(V/V) for the
1080 datapoints.
The converged results were
5.591 -0.020 -0.541 -0.214 -0.492 -0.011 ~
-0.020 5.228 -0.010 -0.665 -0.430 -0.940
CE -0.541 -0.010 4.2263 -0.009 -0.730 -0.235 pF (5.7)
-0.214 -0.665 -0.009 4.884 -0.015 -0.931
-0.492 -0.430 -0.730 -0.015 6.408 -0.010
_ -0.011 -0.940 -0.235 -0.931 -0.010 6.858 _
G = 4.016 pm
CB = 16.1 pF
The above results are in fact quite plausible. The value of CB is approximately what one would
expect, and the gap is also a realistic value.
Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show the relation correlation between magnitude and phase for the measured
data, and the fitted model, post-optimization. Good agreement is seen on the magnitude plots, and
the phase plots are also in good agreement with the model. Therefore, we conclude that, for realistic
parameter values, the dynamics of the EQS generator and its strays are captured accurately by the
model.
5.3.4 Sensitivity of the error to the various parameters
The sensitivity to the error to the various parameters can provide an indication of how much trust
can be placed in the final converged capacitance matrices. To obtain an indication of the sensitivity
of the error function to various parameter values, the following parameter variation (both positive
and negative) was used to perform the sensitivity analysis:
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0.500 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125
0.500 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125
0.500 0.125 0.125 0.125
~Cvect = 0.500 0.125 0.125 pF
0.500 0.125
0.500
AG = 0.200, Pm ACB = 10.000 pF
The sensitivity analysis was performed on the previous converged dataset with a final minimized
error, after NLLSQ, of 30.31. The associated average change during sensitivity analysis, in this
error function value was:
8.893 0.924 1.795 2.192 1.936 0.725 ~
0.924 9.173 1.697 1.407 2.272 1.157
Aerr2  1.795 1.697 11.603 1.752 1.273 2.739
ave 2.192 1.407 1.752 10.507 1.038 2.158
1.936 2.272 1.273 1.038 9.240 0.836
L 0.725 1.157 2.739 2.158 0.836 9.587 _
AerrG = 0.360, AerrCB = 4.268
This is the average change between the change due to a positive parameter variation and a
negative parameter variation. The associated average sensitivity was:
1.02 0.00 0.26 0.12 0.25 0.00
0.00 1.16 0.00 0.25 0.26 0.29
0.26 0.00 1.10 0.00 0.25 0.17
Save 0.12 0.25 0.00 1.30 0.00 0.53
0.25 0.26 0.25 0.00 1.35 0.00
_ 0.00 0.29 0.17 0.53 0.00 1.61 _
Save,G 0.238, Save,CB 0.227
Where s is defined as:
Aerr2/err2
And the average, save was once again the average sensitivity between the sensitivities associated
with the positive and negative parameter variations. The above results indicate that the error is
most sensitive to variations in the diagonal entries in the capacitance matrix. Thus, the phase-to-
ground capacitances dominate. What is somewhat surprising is that the airgap does not play such
a significant role. This is likely due to the fact that the external strays are large compared to the
internal capacitance, and thus variations in the airgap will not have such a substantial effect on
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the frequency response.
5.3.5 Final remarks about the parameter estimation procedure
The results indicate that it is possible to perform a set of experiments on the EQS induction
machine and fit the external stray parameters to the measured data. All values obtained from the
optimizer are realistic values. In some cases, the values are at the optimization bounds. Although
this is an indication of a non-ideal fit, the model, as estimated using these experiments, proved
accurate enough to be used to define the drive conditions needed to guide the experiments to obtain
power generation with the EQS machine. Parameter estimation experiments at higher speeds than
50 krpm were not considered, mainly due to the lengthy nature of the parameter estimation tests
and the risk associated with operating at higher speeds. Although the external strays should not be
different at lower or higher speeds, higher overall quality factors can be attained in the "generating
window" of the machine. Thus, parameter estimation experiments at higher speeds may yield
better data for the estimation experiments. The following section will deal with the role of the
estimated model in the experiments under driven excitation.
5.4 Experiments under driven excitation
The first experiments performed on the generator were experiments under driven excitation. By
now, the reader will have appreciated the fact that the machine and its strays is, in general,
unbalanced, and thus a balanced drive condition to produce maximum power would not suffice.
This section starts off by discussing a second round of optimization-this time, not to obtain the
parameters, but to maximize the generated power. Section 5.4.1 is dedicated to this topic. Results
under driven excitation follow in Section 5.4.3. First, results under low voltage excitation are
presented, and then results when higher drive voltages are used. A limiting nonlinearity in the
machine is exposed, discussed and modeled.
5.4.1 Determining suitable drive conditions for an unbalanced EQS generator
The previous section explained the process to perform a series of tests on the generator device, fit
the model to the data and, as a result, obtain an updated model that would be able to predict
the performance of the device to a reasonable degree of accuracy. The assumption being that the
linear model can indeed predict the performance of the generator.
This model then becomes a tool to further guide the experiments-to determine the best me-
chanical speed and electrical frequency at which to operate the device for maximum power output.
Furthermore, since the device is, in general, unbalanced there is no reason to expect that the drive
voltage amplitude should be the same for all the phases, or that the phase drive voltages should all
be 60 degrees apart in order to generate maximum power, in the case of a 6-phase machine.
An optimization algorithm would provide the best drive conditions for the machine. Once again,
as was the case in Section 5.3.3, good initial guesses for the optimization are helpful. The frequency
response of the generator has many peaks and valleys and drive condition optimization without
a suitable initial guess often resulted in a converged drive condition that was not the optimum.
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One starting point is to assume that the optimal frequency of operation under driven excitation
should be close or at the eigenfrequency associated with the self-excited mode of the generator. 7
An eigenvalue analysis can thus be used to find a good initial guess for the electrical frequency.
Because electrical frequency and operating speed are related to each other, a good initial guess for
the speed is also possible. To find the optimal generator drive conditions we propose the following
procedure:
" Perform an eigenvalue analysis to find the range of speeds for which the generator can self-
excite, as well as the eigenfrequency.
" With this result as an initial guess, perform an optimization to find the best drive conditions
for the generator, using the linear model.
5.4.1.1 Eigenvalue analysis
To perform an eigenvalue analysis that is meaningful, one needs to identify the eigenvalue associated
with the self-excited mode8 . This would be the eigenvalue with a positive real component or, in the
rare case of more than one eigenvalue having a positive real component, it will be the one with the
largest positive real component. In general, for an arbitrary inductor, and an arbitrary imbalance
configuration of the machine and arbitrary speed, one may find that there is no eigenvalue with a
positive real part. In this case, it may not be immediately obvious which eigenvalue is associated
with the self-excited mode9 . To overcome this potential problem, we recognize that the dominant
electrical loss element in the system is the resistor associated with the core loss of the inductor,
RLpl 0 . If the core loss is low, the machine would more likely have an eigenvalue with a positive
real part. Once such an eigenvalue is identified, it could be tracked as a function of the variation
of any parameter in the system. The following strategy was used to identify the correct eigenvalue
and then track it for a range of quality factors of the inductor:
1. Start by picking a very large value for RLp. A value 10 times higher than the actual value
worked well in the work presented here. This reduces the core loss in the inductor by approx-
imately a factor of 10.
2. Perform a speed-sweep with this value for RLp, and determine the speed at which the real
part of the self-excited eigenvalue reaches a maximum. This gives the preliminary optimal
speed, and operating frequency, the eigenfrequency. See Figure 5.8
3. Using this preliminary optimal speed, sweep 11 RLp and determine at what value of RLp the
machine ceases to self excite. Compute the quality factor. This is the critical quality factor,
7This assumption was not immediately obvious. Therefore, most of the experiments relied on drive conditions
where the optimizer was seeded with nothing more than a "reasonable guess". Later work revealed that the eigen-
frequency is indeed the "most reasonable guess", provided the system is linear.
8Otherwise, an incorrect eigenfrequency would be used as an initial guess in the drive condition optimization.
91f this is indeed the case, for an actual machine configuration, with actual inductors, the prognosis is rather bleak
for obtaining power from the machine. This will be discussed further in Chapter 6
i0Once again, not something that was immediately obvious, but later determined to be the case for the inductors
used in the generator.
"This is a logarithmic sweep
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Figure 5.8: Using an eigenvalue analysis to find initial guesses for the frequency and the speed
required of the inductor for that particular machine configuration, to ensure that the machine
self-excites. See Figure 5.9
4. If the actual quality factor of the inductor is greater than the critical value, self-excitation-
and generation-is possible.
5. If generation is possible, insert this initial guess into a new optimization routine and find the
optimal drive conditions under driven excitation.
Using this procedure, we can perform an eigenvalue analysis, using the model from Section 3.3.2,
the rotor conductivity from Section 5.2, the inductor data from Section 5.3.1 and the external
capacitance data and gap from 5.3.3. Figure 5.10 shows the evolution of the eigenfrequency as
a function of speed for the generator, where the Q was artificially set to 266. The actual Q
of the inductors was approximately 75, with the critical Q being 70, at an eigenfrequency of
approximately 386kHz. Therefore, generation is possible in this case. The eigenmode is also
shown. The eigenmode-although varying slightly as a function of speed-is approximately:
V1 = 0.84Z0.00
V2
V3
V4
V5
V6
= 0.55Z
= 1.0z
= 0.73Z
= 0.59Z
= 0.83Z
70.42
147.21
194.78
276.78
327.67
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Figure 5.9: Using an eigenvalue analysis to determine the critical quality factor for the inductor
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Figure 5.10: Eigenfrequency versus speed when using the 8.2mH inductors and a 4.02pm gap.
Also shown is the eigenmode associated with the speed where the self-exciting eigenvalue has a
maximum positive real part.
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Removing the inductor high side probes Up until now we have assumed that the converged
capacitance matrix in Equation (5.7) corresponds to the actual configuration that we will use to
test the generator device. Removing the probes that were measuring wi in the FD characterization
would reduce the phase-to-ground capacitive loading by approximately 2.5 rmpF|10 MQ on each
phase 1 2 . The probes used were Agilent 10440B 100:1 probes, with a low signal loading. They
were not needed for the power-under-driven-excitation experiments, because the only quantities of
interest were:
" The per phase power signals from the AD835 multipliers (See Section 4.1).
" The signal generator voltages and phases, that could be measured directly at the function
generator outputs.
Removing the inductor high side probes results in the capacitance matrix given in Equation (5.8):
3.091 -0.020 -0.542 -0.214 -0.493 -0.011 ~
-0.020 2.728 -0.010 -0.665 -0.430 -0.940
CE -0.542 -0.010 1.726 -0.010 -0.730 -0.235 pF (5.8)
-0.214 -0.665 -0.010 2.384 -0.015 -0.931
-0.493 -0.430 -0.730 -0.015 3.908 -0.010
_ -0.011 -0.940 -0.235 -0.931 -0.010 4.358 _
We retain the gap and rotor conductivity at G = 4.016 im and CB = 16.1 pF respectively. Rerun-
ning the eigenvalue analysis, we obtain the result in Figure 5.11. The associated eigenmode, in this
case, is:
V1 = 0.84Z0.00
V2 = 0.54Z - 71.24
V3 = 1.OO - 147.63
V4 = 0.72/ - 194.85
V5 = 0.58Z - 277.65
V6 = 0.83/ - 328.04
and the critical quality factor reduces from 70 in the previous case to 61 here, while the actual
quality factor reduces from 75 to 71. Therefore, the difference between the actual and the critical
quality factor increases with a reduction in the capacitive loading. The unbalance, however, seems
to be slightly worse, comparing the phasor diagrams in Figures 5.10 and 5.11. The difference is
within the accuracy of the model.
We now have two sets of eigenvalue-provided initial guesses: for a generator with inductor high-
side probes attached, and for a generator without them. The associated parameters are listed in
Table 5.1
12 This little bit of "insight" originated, as did many others, during the experiments
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Figure 5.11: Eigenfrequency versus speed when
Here, the inductor high side probes are removed.
using the 8.2 mH inductors and a 4.02 pm gap.
Configuration Frequency Speed
With wi probes 386 kHz 285 krpm
Without wi probes 412 kHz 300 krpm
Table 5.1: Initial guesses from the eigenvalue analysis
5.4.1.2 Optimization of the drive conditions
With the eigenvalue analysis providing a good initial guess, we can proceed to optimize the power
produced by the generator. If we let the general drive voltage vector VD be:
VD ^ '
VA
V2Aej-21
V4Aej041
V6Aej'
V6Ae~
(5.9)
As we had said before, for a six-phase machine there are 13 independent drive parameters to be set
to optimize the power output-6 voltage amplitudes and 5 phases, plus the speed and the electrical
frequency. For maximum power output, it will always be a bounded optimization, since simply
scaling up all the voltage amplitudes will cause the generated power to increase in an unbounded
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13
manner
We define a new parameter vector to be passed to a new optimization function. In this case
the objective will not be to minimize the error between the measured results and the model, but
to maximize the generated real power. In this particular case, we will attempt to minimize the
negative real power. The vector of parameters is constructed as follows:
X = [VA ... V6 A 021 ... 461 J e]T (5.10)
where n and fe are suitably normalized 0(1) versions of the mechanical speed and the electrical
frequency. And we also define a numerical function such that:
PoUt,sum = P(X) (5.11)
and the optimization goal is to minimize P(X) with respect to X.
Generator with probes attached We first consider the machine in a configuration where
the probes are attached. Before drive condition optimization, using a VD = 1.60 Vpp balanced
excitation in the model, we obtain the predicted result in Figure 5.12. After optimization on the
matrix of the generator with its probes attached, we find the following drive conditions as the
optimal drive configuration:
VD = 1.60 Vp-p (5.12)
0.0
-57.3
-113.4
201.9 egrees (5.13)
-243.7
-272.9
QM = 293 krpm (5.14)
felec = 385.1 kHz (5.15)
A total of 135 pW is predicted at this operating condition. This is in comparison to 118 piW
predicted for a balanced excitation. In this case, drive condition optimization provides an improve-
ment of approximately 14%. The change in the power-speed relationship is shown in Figure 5.13.
We note that even though there are large variations in the per-phase power levels between balanced
and unbalanced excitation, the difference in the total power is smaller.
Although the six drive voltage amplitudes were independent parameters in the optimization, they
almost always converged to the upper bound. Only in extreme unbalanced cases14 was a deviation
13 Assuming, yet again, that the system is linear.
14 Theoretical cases, unrelated to the actual device
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Figure 5.12: Predicted result before drive optimization, for the machine with its wi probes still
attached. On the left is the sum of all the powers from all the phases, and on the right are the
individual per-phase powers. Even for a balanced excitation, the per-phase powers are unbalanced.
VD = 1.60 Vpp and felec = 385.1kHz
from the maximum drive voltage observed. In these cases, the generated power was low.
Generator with probes removed Removing the wi probes from CE, and rerunning the op-
timizer, a new set of preferred drive conditions emerge. This time, the predicted power for the
optimized drive condition improves from the previous 135 pW to 235 psW-a 74% improvement.
For a balanced drive condition, 207pW is possible. Therefore, the optimization in this case again
gives an improvement of approximately 14%. Figure 5.14 shows the result for both the balanced and
unbalanced drive conditions at VD = 1.60 Vpp and feec = 411.4kHz. The behavior of the model
is qualitatively similar to the result in Figure 5.13. In summary, the optimized drive conditions
were:
VD = 1.60 Vpp (5.16)
0.0
-56.2
1vect -206.5 degrees (5.17)
-243.9
-272.7 J
QM = 305 krpm (5.18)
feec = 411.4 kHz (5.19)
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Figure 5.13: Predicted result after drive optimization, for the machine with its wi probes still
attached. On the left is the sum of all the powers from all the phases, and on the right are the
individual per-phase powers. Also shown again is the result from the balanced excitation. We note
that even though there are large variations in the per-phase power levels, the difference in the total
power is smaller. VD = 1.60 Vpp and felec = 385.1 kHz
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Figure 5.14: Predicted result after drive optimization, for the machine with its wi probes removed.
On the left is the sum of all the powers from all the phases, and on the right are the individual
per-phase powers. Also shown in the dotted lines is the result from the balanced excitation. VD
1.60Vpp and feiec = 411.4 kHz.
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Figure 5.15: Predicted result after drive optimization, for the machine with its wi probes removed,
a rotor conductivity of 0.75 nS. On the left is the sum of all the powers from all the phases, and
on the right are the individual per-phase powers. Also shown in the dotted lines is the result from
the balanced excitation. VD = 1.60 Vpp and feiec = 411.4 kHz.
Optimization after a change in the rotor conductivity Subsequent experiments on the
generator will show that a rotor conductivity of 0.75 nS gives a better approximation to the behavior
of the actual device. The following drive conditions gave the best predicted performance for o-=
0.75 nS, and all other parameters the same15 :
VD = 1.60
4
vect
0.0
-57.1
-107.4
-204.0
-244.7
-273.7
QM 261
felec = 411.4
(5.20)
(5.21)I
(5.22)
(5.23)
The predicted unbalanced and balanced power levels were 236 pW and 209 pW respectively. The
power-speed relationship is given in Figure 5.15.
15 Here, the initial guess was still the one associated with a 1.2 nS rotor conductivity. Nevertheless, convergence
was still possible.
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5.4.1.3 Nonlinear effects
Obtaining a suitable drive condition has until now centered around a linear SS model of the EQS
induction machine plus its strays. Section 3.5 already hinted at possible nonlinear effects in the EQS
machine. Later on, in Section 5.4.4, the nonlinear effects in the actual generator device will come
to the fore, and Section 6.1 is devoted to a detailed explanation of these effects. When operating in
the nonlinear regime, some of the assumptions with regards to the optimization procedure need to
be changed. In particular, the optimal frequency may not be the eigenfrequency anymore. Neither
would driving the machine with as high a voltage as possible necessarily result in the most amount
of power being generated. The reader is referred to Section 5.4.4 and Figure 5.39 for a further
discussion of this topic.
5.4.1.4 Conclusions from the drive optimization effort
Section 5.4.1 focused on techniques for obtaining improved drive conditions for a general unbalanced
EQS machine. As a starting point, an eigenvalue analysis is proposed to find a suitable initial guess
for an optimization routine. The subsequent drive condition optimization can be based on either
a linear or a nonlinear model of the machine. For the linear case, the optimal voltage will always
be near or at the upper bound of the allowed drive voltages. For the nonlinear case, a optimal
voltage will also exist. In both cases, having suitable drive phase angles can result in a 10 - 20%
improvement in the power levels when compared to a balanced excitation.
Drive condition optimization played a key role in determining the drive conditions for the EQS
generator. The following experimental sections will rely on a drive condition that was the result of
such an optimization. The drive angles that were used for most of the data that will be presented
were
04,7 -30.414, -110.124, -195.710, -217.714, -254.644
with an electrical frequency of 402.9 kHz.
The reader will note that these drive angles and also the electrical frequency do not correspond
to previous suggested optimal drive conditions. This is due to the use of an erroneous CE when
the drive conditions were specified for these experiments16 . The results of this section suggest that
the machine performance is perhaps not as sensitive to drive phase angles as initially thought. The
following experiments can be seen as general unbalanced drive experiments on a general unbalanced
EQS generator. Even for unbalanced non-optimal drive conditions, the validity of the model can
be demonstrated 17
5.4.2 Testing protocols
With the parameter estimation and drive condition optimization complete, we are now ready to
proceed with the experiments on the actual device. Under driven excitation, the machine was
16 And therefore, the claim in [58] that these were the optimal drive conditions should be revised to read that "a
representative unbalanced drive" was used.
17 Provided the correct CE is used this time, of course!
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Compressed Tubine 6-Phase Pout
Air Supply ->Generator-~Poe
Device --- Electronics
Load
Figure 5.16: Basic power flow diagram for driven excitation. In this case, the load is the impedance
of the sources VDi combined with the sense resistors R,.
excited with the six function generator sources VD. Three types of test were performed:
" Speed-sweep tests, holding voltage, frequency and phase angle constant
* Voltage-sweep tests at a given speed
" Selected frequency-dependence tests
The phases had to be set by zeroing the phases of all six function generators with respect to
each other at a given electrical frequency. This was done by means of a computer algorithm
communicating with the instruments over VISA. Then, the relative phases were dialed in using a
computer algorithm. The equipment used were described in Section 4.5, and the configuration of
the instruments is shown in Figure 4.18. The basic power flow under driven excitation is depicted
in Figure 5.16.
5.4.3 Testing at low voltages-linear behavior and correlation to models
This section presents power-speed data at a low drive voltage. The following drive condition was
used for all data presented in this section:
VD= 1.6Vpp
0.00
-30.41
-110.12 (5.24)
-195.71
-217.71
-254.64
felec 402.9 kHz
Figure 5.17 shows the sum of the power from all the phases of the generator, with Figure 5.18
showing the per-phase power levels. The model prediction is also shown in Figures 5.17 and 5.18.
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Figure 5.17: Sum of the per phase powers versus mechanical speed. Negative power indicates power
generated, according to the sign convention that power entering the device is positive. Tested at
402.9kHz and 1.6 Vpp.
In this case, the model is based on the parameter values associated with a converged capacitance
matrix minus the wi probes, as presented in Section 5.4.1.2:
CE
3.091
-0.020
-0.542
-0.214
-0.493
-0.011
-0.020
2.728
-0.010
-0.665
-0.430
-0.940
-0.542
-0.010
1.726
-0.010
-0.730
-0.235
-0.214
-0.665
-0.010
2.384
-0.015
-0.931
-0.493
-0.430
-0.730
-0.015
3.908
-0.010
-0.011
-0.940
-0.235
-0.931
-0.010
4.358
pF (5.25)
G = 4.02 pm
a, = 0.75nS
CB = 16.1 pF
With these parameters, the model predicts the behavior of the generator fairly well.
5.4.3.1 Parameter updating after driven excitation experiments
One may ask whether large variations in the parameter values are required to make the model
and the data in Figures 5.17 and 5.18 match better. Since we have 210 datapoints (6 x 35) for
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Figure 5.18: Per phase power levels of the EQS generator. Tested at 402.9kHz and 1.6Vp-p.
the per phase experiment, we could re-run our parameter fits for the capacitance matrix, the gap,
the backside capacitance and also the rotor conductivity using this data. Using a similar NLLSQ
scheme as was used before, we obtain the following updated values for the external capacitance
matrix, the gap and the rotor backside capacitance:
CE=
3.258
-0.018
-0.599
-0.305
-0.501
-0.005
-0.018
2.998
-0.010
-0.818
-0.479
-1.085
-0.599
-0.010
1.681
-0.003
-0.659
-0.240
-0.305
-0.818
-0.003
2.521
-0.039
-0.815
-0.501
-0.479
-0.659
-0.039
4.040
-0.002
-0.005
-1.085
-0.240
-0.815
-0.002
4.134
pF (5.26)
G 4.16 pm
O-s 0.75nS
CB 1.61 pF
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The absolute value of the difference between the new capacitance matrix and the previous one is
0.181 0.002 0.058 0.091 0.009 0.005
0.002 0.422 0.000 0.153 0.048 0.145
0.058 0.000 0.171 0.006 0.071 0.005
0.091 0.153 0.006 0.397 0.023 0.116
0.009 0.048 0.071 0.023 0.291 0.008
0.005 0.145 0.005 0.116 0.008 0.522 _
We see that the initial value for the capacitance matrix was within 0.6 pF for all diagonal entries
and within 0.2 pF for all off-diagonal entries.
Although CB is very small in this case (1.61 pF), we note that the effect of CB on the error is
also small. We consider the error from the power fitting algorithm for two cases of CB.
errC3=6pf = 0.012808
errCB1 6 Pf = 0.012592
The per-phase plots are indistinguishable for the two values of CB. This is correlated by prior
work (Figure 3.34), where it was shown that CB really only affects the response spectra around
the region of the common mode peak, at a much higher frequency than the frequency of operation,
402.9kHz.
Figures 5.19 and 5.20 are the sum and the individual per phase powers respectively, along with the
updated models. The model now correlates to the experiment within the error of the measurement.
5.4.3.2 Revisiting the drive condition optimization
We have mentioned before that the drive condition used in this section was not optimal. An
optimization was performed on the new, updated model with the external capacitance matrix
given in Equation (5.26). The following drive angles resulted. The frequency was held fixed at
402.9 kHz:
0.0
-40.9
-ve -128.8 ddc = -192.0 degrees (5.28)
-244.0
-296.6 J
Figure 5.21 adds the new, optimized predictions to Figure 5.19. The total predicted improvement
is approximately 13%.
We can conclude that for moderate drive voltages, the state space model can describe the be-
havior of the EQS machine accurately. Small parameter changes to the model brought the model
prediction to within the error bounds of the measured data. Drive condition optimization on the
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Figure 5.19: Sum of the per phase powers versus mechanical speed. Negative power indicates power
generated, according to the sign convention that power entering the device is positive. Tested at
402.9 kHz and 1.6 Vyp . Improved correlation with the models is observed, for small changes in the
parameter values.
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Figure 5.20: Per phase power levels of the EQS generator. Tested at 402.9 kHz and 1.6Vp~p
Improved correlation with the models is observed, for small changes in the parameter values.
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Figure 5.21: Sum of the per phase powers versus mechanical speed. Negative power indicates power
generated, according to the sign convention that power entering the device is positive. Reoptimiza-
tion of the drive conditions suggest an improvement of approximately 13% is possible.
new, adjusted capacitance matrix could potentially have resulted in an improvement in generated
power of approximately 13%. The updated model, in agreement with the experiments, can now be
used to look at other aspects of the EQS machine. Of particular interest is the loss breakdown-
how much power is produced at the machine terminals, and where is it lost? The next two sections
will deal with this aspect.
5.4.3.3 Turbine fluid power considerations
Fluid power is supplied to the device in the following forms:
" Fluid power to the turbine
" Fluid power to the thrust bearings
* Fluid power to the journal bearings
For these three components, at a given speed, one can compute the loss in available work in the
generator device ( [59,60]), to define an overall efficiency for the device. This can also be called the
reversible work, as illustrated in Figure 5.22. We can write for the available work of a gas stream
undergoing a steady-state, steady flow process that
W < rh(bi - be) = mh ((hi - Tosi) - (he - TOse)) (5.29)
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For an ideal gas, the enthalpy only depends on temperature. If we assume that Te ; T, then
hi = he. The equation simplifies to:
/ Te Pe P-W <hTo (se - si) ~ ATo Cpln Te-- Rln P =AToRln- (5.30)
Ti Pi) Pe
Therefore, the maximum available power is given by
P-
Wrev = riToRln * (5.31)
Pe
We can compute the change in available power for the turbine, the journal bearing and the thrust
bearings respectively. This would be the total fluid power entering device. The pressures and
flow rates supplied to the EQS machine depended almost exclusively on the rotational speed. The
torque of the electric machine was small compared to the viscous drag in the system, and had
little effect on the required pressures and flow rates at a given speed. Therefore, the typical, as-
measured pressure and flow rate dependencies on speed, shown in Figures 5.23 to 5.25, can be used
to compute the fluid power into the machine at any speed, regardless of the power output of the
electric machine, for the power levels attained in this thesis-0(100 pW). Figure 5.26 shows the
change in available fluid power through the turbine, the thrust and journal bearings, as well as the
total change in available fluid power. Fitting a parabola to the turbine fluid power, we obtain:
Pturbine a 3.62 x 10-72 + 3.14 x 10-3Q (5.32)
for the speed range of interest, where S is in rad/s, and the units of Pturbine are in mW.
Compressed m Generator m Compressed
nitrogen in devio nitrogen out
Ti= TO Q Te =To
///////////////To
Figure 5.22: The reversible work from the turbine, when taking interaction with its surroundings
into account. We assume that the inlet and outlet temperatures are approximately at the ambient
temperature.
Ignoring the thrust and journal bearing air power requirements, at 245krpm a total of approx-
imately 300 mW enters the turbine in the airstream"8 . Turbine inefficiencies dissipate 219 mW.
18In an integrated microengine device hydrodynamic thrust bearings may be used, and these would not require
seperate air pressurization, although they do require very small gaps [59]. We also expect that the journal bearing
flow can be reduced.
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Figure 5.23: Turbine main air pressure and flow
and flow data were not recorded at every speed
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Figure 5.24: Journal bearing pressure and flow rate. This is data as recorded. Typically, pressure
and flow data were not recorded at every speed increment.
This is understandable, given that the design speed of the turbine is 2.4 Mrpm. Assuming laminar,
simple Couette flow in the thrust bearings and the airgap, a further 54 mW is dissipated in airgap
viscous losses, with 26.7mW accounting for journal and thrust bearing viscous losses19.
19 A better treatment of the thrust bearing viscous losses is presented in [421.
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Figure 5.25: Thrust bearing pressure and flow rate. This is data as recorded. Typically, pressure
and flow data were not recorded at every speed increment.
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Figure 5.26: Fluid power consumed by the various components. This is data as recorded. Typically,
pressure and flow data were not recorded at every speed increment. For all efficiency calculations
in this thesis, the air power consumed by the bearings was neglected.
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5.4.3.4 EQS machine power breakdown
Continuing our discussion at 245krpm and working further with model as fitted to the data in
Figure 5.19, a negative torque of 0.03 pNm is produced by the airgap electric fields, corresponding
to a mechanical power input to the generator of 790 pW. Of this shaft power, 255 pW is lost
in the rotor conductor and 535 pW enters the external circuit depicted in Figure 5.1. Internal
machine interconnect and wiring resistances account for 75 pW of the losses. The bulk of the power
from the machine, 280 pW, is dissipated in the inductor core, with inductor wiring and dielectric
and proximity losses accounting for 50 pW and 22 pW respectively. The peak airflow to electric
efficiency20 of the device is 0.036% and the mechanical to net electrical efficiency is 14%, excluding
airgap viscous losses. If the airgap losses are included, the efficiency is 0.16%.
Figure 5.27 shows the power breakdown for the generator at 245 krpm, with an 8.24 mH inductor.
We note that the dominant loss element in Figure 5.1 is RLp, the resistor associated with the core
loss in the inductor.
0 350
- 100 ----- ---- - - - - - 300 - - - - - -- -. -
-200200- -.-.-.-.
E -300 - -
11 0 --0 - - - - - -
E -400 0 - - -
_ 50 1.....50....(
0 100 -
-60 0 .. .... . ... ... . .. .. ... .... .
- 7 0 0 -------- ----- ------------ -.-. ----------- 5 0 - -- ----- ---
-800 0
Mech Airgap Machine Net Internal Core L Wire L Cap. L Sum Probes
Point in the system Component
Figure 5.27: Power at various points in the generator, as well as a loss breakdown. Speed: 245 krpm,
Inductor Size: 8.24mH and frequency: 402.6kHz. G = 4.16 pm, a = 0.75nS
Figure 5.28 uses the updated model to show the power at various points in the generator versus
speed. This figure starts with the power received by the generator in the form of a mechanical
torque. The mechanical power is given by
Pmech = T
A large amount of power is lost in the rotor conductor, with the inductor being the other dominant
loss element. The losses are shown in Figure 5.29. It is apparent that the inductor core is a
dominant loss element. Figure 5.30 takes the previous results and show them as an efficiency.
Figure 5.30 (a) is the efficiency defined as:
2 0Ignoring power lost to pressurize the bearings. Adding this would reduce the overall efficiency to - 0.012%.
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Figure 5.28: Power at various points in the generator. These points correspond to points in Figure
5.1.
Peh, Emech > 0
elec
lUmech jP=
elec
, E mech < 0
mech
and Figure 5.30 (b) compares the electric power to the fluid power delivered to the turbine:
Pelec77tot = P ,le' Pmech < 0
turbine
Except for very low speeds, the machine torque always had to be augmented by the turbine.
Therefore, for the purposes of Figure 5.30 (b), negative efficiency values associated with low-speed
motoring are ignored. We wrap up the section on the low voltage experiments with Figure 5.31 that
show the typical torque-speed and normal force-speed characteristic associated with the updated
model, for the test condition that was discussed.
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Figure 5.29: Losses associated with the inductor and the wiring of the generator. Probe losses are
zero in this case, because the probes were removed for the experiment.
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Figure 5.30: Shown in (a) is the machine efficiency with respect to the mechanical power delivered
to the machine, and in (b), the overall efficiency, with respect to the incoming airstream that drives
the turbine.
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Figure 5.31: Torque and normal force and a function of speed for the generator as tests
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5.4.4 Testing at higher voltages-nonlinear behavior and discussion
Further experiments showed that the generator exhibited nonlinear behavior at higher drive volt-
ages. In contrast to the expected increase in power as the voltage is increased", a decrease in
power was observed with moderately high drive voltages. The drive phase angles used for these
experiments were, as before:
0", -30.44, -110.14, -195.70, -227.14, -254.644
Figure 5.32 shows the sum of the powers of all the phases of the generator versus the peak-to-peak
voltage squared, measured at frequencies ranging from 395 kHz to 411 kHz. The speed was held
constant at 235 krpm. Figures 5.33 and 5.34 are the per-phase real and reactive power components,
respectively. The test was performed at various frequencies. If the machine would have behaved
linearly, all the lines in Figure 5.32 should have been straight lines. We note that for certain frequen-
cies, as the voltage is increased beyond a certain point, the power generated goes down. For very
large drive voltages, the machine ceases to generate power. This apparent frequency dependence
can be attributed to the fact that the generator plus its inductors constitute a moderately high-Q
system, and the maximum terminal voltage of the machine will depend on the drive frequency. I.e.
driving close to the eigenfrequency will result in larger terminal voltages. An eigenvalue analysis
shows that for this machine, using the updated external capacitance matrix from Equation (5.26),
an eigenfrequency of approximately 411 kHz is predicted at a speed of 235 krpm. Therefore, the
terminal voltages are expected to be the largest with respect to the drive voltage at that frequency.
Referring to Figure 5.32, the most pronounced nonlinear behavior is also seen at 411 kHz.
This effect is attributed mainly to carrier depletion of the polysilicon rotor conductor film. A
more detailed discussion of the nonlinearity in the rotor conductor film can be found in Section 6.1.
We can incorporate the nonlinearity in the rotor conductor film by introducing a variable "ef-
fective gap" in the model, that would depend on the terminal voltage of the machine. Figure 5.35
shows the effective gap as a function of the terminal voltage of the machine. This relationship is
the culmination of a sequence of model-experiment operations, and we summarize them here:
1. Analytical and numerical modeling of the generator and its strays.
2. Frequency Domain (FD) experiments to better define the inductor parameters.
3. Updating of the model by fitting to the FD data.
4. Determining the optimal drive conditions, assuming a linear model.
5. Performing power-speed sweep experiments under driven excitation, for various voltages.
6. Updating the SS model with data from power-speed experiments at a low drive voltage
(1.6Vp p).
7. Using the updated model, with only the airgap G as fitting parameter, for the higher drive
voltages. (See Figure 5.36)
2 1 The power should be linear with V 2
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Figure 5.32: Sum of the per phase powers versus drive voltage squared, for various drive frequencies.
All data taken at a speed of 235 krpm.
8. Fitting a describing function to the effective airgap-voltage relationship.
A gap-voltage relationship of the following form was defined (See also Section 3.5):
G = -AG(tanh(aG(V - Vsat)) + 1) + Go (5.33)2
The following parameter values were used:
AG = 4.0 pm aG = 0.2 Vsat = 31 V Go = 4.28 pm (5.34)
This gap-voltage relationship was used to add the carrier depletion nonlinearity to the model. A
more correct way is to see this as an "effective capacitance" -voltage relationship. For the EQS
machine, the per-phase capacitance is closely related to the gap. Figure 5.37 gives the relationship
between the airgap of the EQS generator, and the terminal capacitance. This relationship was
obtained by considering only the stator and rotor fields, and ignoring all the strays, both internal
and external. Furthermore, a balanced excitation was used on the SS model. The impedance for
each phase is then obtained by
iZi = -i
and then the capacitance is given by
C-=~1
wIm(Zi)
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Figure 5.33: Real component of the per phase powers versus drive voltage
at a speed of 235 krpm. For a legend, please see Figure 5.32.
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Figure 5.34: Reactive component of the per phase powers versus drive voltage
taken at a speed of 235 krpm. For a legend, please see Figure 5.32.
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Figure 5.35: Effective gap versus computed average stator voltage for a range of driven experiments
from 395 to 411 kHz and 0 to 3 Vp_p. The quality factor is approximately 20, meaning that a 1.5 V
amplitude drive results in a stator voltage ampltude of 30 V.
Then, it is possible to construct an effective capacitance-voltage relation, as shown in Figure 5.38,
for a normalized effective gap and normalized effective capacitance.
Using the parameter values in Equation (5.34), we can evaluate the model over the range of
voltages and frequencies seen in Figure 5.32. Figure 5.39 is the result. The power output versus
00
V,2_ is plotted for 395, 406 and 411 kHz. The corresponding model data from Figure 5.32 is also
shown. Good agreement is observed. This is to be expected, since the data from Figure 5.32
was used in determining the "effective gap"-voltage relationship. The conclusion is unfortunate-
the generator is limited by its polysilicon rotor conductor, and increasing the voltage to produce
more power-the strongest parameter to do this with-will not work for this particular machine.
Chapters 6 and 8 will explore the limiting nonlinearity in more detail, and make suggestions for
future work.
It is now fitting to display the final22 result-the result where the maximum measure power level
was generated. Figur e ap vshos om power sum of the generator as a function of speed for a
drive voltage of 2.4Vy I Also shown is the model result, where the nonlinear model is displayed,
for two values of the rotor conductivity. The nonlinear gap variation and the rotor conductivity
aside, all other parameters in this model are identical to the model used in Figure 5.19. In this
case, the linear model gave an almost identical answer to that of the NL model. Referring back to
Figure 5.32, we note that for 402.9 kHz, linearity between V 2 and power is still good at voltages of
2.4Vpp, or 5.76V,4_ Another interesting aspect of Figure 5.40 is the fact that better agreement
is seen when a rotor conductivity of 0.6nS is used. This is attributed to a small amount of carrier
22Where we note that, hisay was actually the very first result of power generation neasured!
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Figure 5.36: A reality check: Confirmation that the gap fitting algorithm worked - after refitting
for only the gap, the average power matches exactly for all datapoints. Negative power indicates
generated power. A few isolated points were measured where the generated power was higher than
200 pW.
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Figure 5.38: Normalized effective gap and per-phase capacitance relations as a function of voltage.
The values for Go and Co were 4.28 pm and 8.7 pF respectively. Here, the nonlinear arctanh function
is extended to show qualitatively that the increase in effective gap, and associated reduction in
effective capacitance, is likely to be bounded. No data was taken to confirm this expectation, but
it is shown here as a reminder.
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Figure 5.40: Best performance obtained by the generator. The drive voltage was 2.4 Vpp, and the
frequency 402.9 kHz. A maximum power output of 192 pW was obtained at 235 krpm.
drift velocity saturation at high rotor fields. Chapter 6 will also discuss the effect of drift velocity
saturation in further detail.
5.4.5 Testing at higher speeds
The possibility of operating at high speeds was explored, but it turned out that the inductors
that were available imposed a severe limitation on the maximum power that could be produced.
This is due to the fact that the required quality factor for breakeven generation increases as a
function of speed, due to the increase in electrical frequency and associated increased inductor
reactive currents. The actual quality factor, on the other hand, goes down. See Figure 5.41. The
inductor-related challenges associated with going to high speed will be further addressed in Section
6.2
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Figure 5.41: Required and actual quality factor for the inductors available for use in the EQS
generator. At each point, the required Q represents that value for which the generator would barely
self-excite. The actual Q is the quality factor of the inductor at the particular eigenfrequency. The
machine was simulated with G = 4.15 im and o-, = 0.75 nS.
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5.5 Experiments under self excitation
The self-limiting nature of the machine-disappointing as it was in preventing more power to
be generated-provided a convenient safe limit to the maximum voltage attainable under self-
excitation. In comparison to the experiments under driven excitation, the experiments under self
excitation were straightforward. No drive conditions needed to be specified, and the only parameter
that could be varied was rotational speed.
5.5.1 Testing protocols
The power generated under self-excitation was not directly measured. The following experiments
were performed under self-excitation:
" Measuring the per-phase currents while leaving the inductor high side voltage probes (wi)
disconnected.
" Measuring the per-phase currents with the inductor high side voltage probes connected. This
added a little bit of capacitive loading (Approximately 1 pF from each phase to ground).
" Measuring the per-phase voltages with the inductor high side voltage probes.
* Connecting LED's to the inductor high sides via tunable coupling capacitors, and tuning the
machine such that the LED's on one or more of the phases light up.
5.5.2 Self-excitation results
Figures 5.42 through 5.47 show the results of all the self-excitation experiments. The variation of
eigenfrequency as a function of speed (Figures 5.42 and 5.43) is also seen in the models. Reasonable
agreement between the model and the experiment is observed. The agreement is slightly better
when the probes are attached. This is attributed to the fact that the model was fitted to the
configuration with the probes attached, and it is presumed that during the fitting of parameters,
the off-diagonal capacitances might have been estimated with a slight error. This error is more
pronounced when the diagonal capacitances are reduced by removing the probes. In both Figure
5.42 and 5.43, the start and end points of the predicted "self-excitation window" are indicated on
the graphs. The predicted start point agrees with the measured start point to within approximately
5 krpm-an error of less than 2.5%. The endpoints were not correlated, because the machine was
not tested beyond 300 krpm, due to concerns of the bearing experts.
A maximum current magnitude of approximately 1.5 mAp-p was measured (Figure 5.46). The
speed was intentionally kept below 300 krpm, and therefore the full self-excitation window was not
explored. The current phase angles are shown in Figure 5.45. Agreement between the phase angles
is acceptable, but there seems to be some indication that some of the off-diagonal terms of the
capacitance matrix might be incorrect. The nonlinearity in the machine could also contribute to a
difference in the phase angles predicted by the linear model, and those measured.
23 A special thanks again to C.J. Teo for faithfully taking care of the rotordynamics.
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Figure 5.42: Eigenfrequency versus speed for the generator. No wi probes are attached. The error
bars are small and indicate the error associated with the TDS3000 oscilloscope used.
Figure 5.47 shows the terminal voltage of the machine. The maximum voltage attained under
self-excitation was approximately 29Vp p. This is approximately 20 times lower than the design
voltage of 600 Vp-p, and therefore penalizes the generator power output by a factor of 400, when
compared to the original design values.
The generator is indeed also capable of providing power to a meaningful load in the form of four
superbright LED's connected to phases 4 and 5. Figure 5.49 is a photograph of this result, taken
in a dimly-lit cleanroom with a 15 second exposure. With the visibility threshold of a read LED
requiring approximately 35 pW of power 2 4 , it is estimated that approximately 70 pW was delivered
to each pair of LED's, for a total net power generation under self-excitation of approximately
140 pW. To obtain this result, it was necessary to couple the LED's to the inductor high sides
(again, points wi) through adjustable coupling capacitors25 . The equivalent circuit is shown in
Figure 5.48. The machine was then tuned, manually, with these capacitors to deliver power to
Phases 4 and 5. This meant increasing the capacitance on Phases 4 and 5 to increase the coupling,
and appropriately reducing it on the others until the LED's lit up. A measurement of the voltages
and the currents under self excitation was made, and the following results were obtained:
V1 = 15.53/ 0.00
V2 - 35.73Z - 37.85
V3 = 41.54Z - 109.16
24 Obtained by performing a DC voltage experiment.
25Johanson Manufacturing 27271 0.6-4.5 pF GigaTrim tunable capacitor, sapphire dielectric
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Figure 5.43: Eigenfrequency versus speed for the generator. With wi probes attached. The large
scatter in the data is attributed to small variation in the airgap due to presumed non-identical
thrust bearing pressures at the same operating speed. The error bars are small and indicate the
error associated with the TDS3000 oscilloscope used.
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Figure 5.44: Average current magnitude versus speed for the generator. With and without wi
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Figure 5.47: Average voltage magnitude versus speed for the generator. With wi probes attached.
V4 = 31.06/ - 179.09
V5 = 39.07/ - 212.20
V6 = 30.86/ - 275.52
where the voltages are in V_ and the angles are in degrees and
where the currents are in mA,_, and
2i = 1.38/ 0.00
i2 =1.19/ - 50.26
i3 =1.40/ - 119.42
i4= 1.02/ - 189.90
i= 1.30/ - 226.84
i6= 1.05/ - 286.88
the angles are again in degrees.
5.6 Summary
Provided here is a combined list of conclusions, accomplishments and things learnt from the exper-
iments on the microfabricated EQS generator.
* High speed operation, up to 850krpm was attained.
" Motoring operation was verified, and correlation to a single phase model was shown.
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I
Figure 5.48: Machine per-phase equivalent circuit under self-excitation.
Figure 5.49: The self-excited EQS generator produced enough power to light up four high-intensity
LED's on two of the phases, Phases 4 and 5. The LED's on Phase 6 remain unlit. Picture taken
with a Canon Powershot A80 camera in a dimly lit room. Exposure time: 15 seconds, ISO speed
100, Aperture value 3.2.
* An estimator was constructed to determine the external stray capacitance matrix of the
generator. The estimator was able to provide realistic values for the 21 external capacitance
matrix coefficients, as well as for the gap and the backside capacitance.
" We learned that the model was essential in guiding the experiments by defining the best speed
and electrical frequency at which to operate.
" It was shown that the model could also be used to optimize the drive power angles and thus
define a drive condition to obtain maximum power from the generator. Predicted improve-
ments from this procedure were typically - 14%.
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" The EQS generator produced meaningful power under both driven and self excited operation.
Under driven excitation, a maximum of 192 tW was measured at a speed of 235 krpm.
" For lower drive voltages, good correlation with the linear models was observed.
" The model was used to obtain a breakdown of the power, and it showed that for this generator
device, at the speeds tested, the inductor core was the dominant loss element.
" Experiments at higher voltages exposed a nonlinearity in the rotor conductor film-attributed
to carrier depletion-that limited the power generated.
" The nonlinearity was added to the state space model of the EQS induction machine and
agreement was seen between the high voltage data and the nonlinear model.
" Self-excitation experiments showed that the generator is limited to phase voltages of approx-
imately 29 Vpp, 20 times lower than the original design voltage.
" The attainable power, compared to the design value, is 400 less than the design value due to
the limiting nonlinearity.
" Electric power was delivered to four LED's under self excitation. It is estimated that approx-
imately 140 pW was produced.
Despite the limitations of the current EQS generator, this chapter presented what is believed to
be the first results of electric power generated from an EQS induction machine of any scale, as
well as the first report of self excited operation and the first report of electric power delivered to a
meaningful load under self excitation.
Chapter 6
Limitations of the current EQS machine
M EASUREMENTS on the device and its electronics revealed two components that limited theperformance attainable from the EQS machine as a generator. The two components with
their associated limitations were:
" The polysilicon rotor conductor film. This moderately doped film had a nonlinear character-
istic, typical of Metal-Insulator-Semiconductor (MIS) structures.
" The inductors. Although the inductors did not behave nonlinearly, the quality factor of the
commercially available inductors degraded with increasing frequency.
This chapter aims to discuss the limitations of these two components in more detail. Suggestions
for future work to improve on these components are made in Chapter 8.
6.1 The rotor conductor
Chapters 1, 3 and 5 made brief references to Chapter 6 and the nonlinearities in the rotor conductor
film. This section will deal with the nonlinearity in the rotor conductor film in a more in-depth
manner and make suggestions about possible future improvements. The discussion will center
around a set of experiments performed on a rotor conductor test structure. This is the same test
structure as used by Nagle [9].
6.1.1 The rotor conductor test structure
The rotor conductor film used in the generator was a polysilicon film of moderate doping concen-
tration. The resistivity of polysilicon is a strong, nonlinear function of the dopant concentration,
dominated by the effect of the grain boundaries [61]. Because of the critical role of the rotor con-
ductor in determining the performance of the EQS generator, much attention has been given in [9]
to the development of a suitable rotor conductor.
An important concept discussed in Kamins [62] is that of the critical dopant concentration, N*.
This is the dopant concentration where all the grain boundary traps are occupied by carriers from
the dopant atoms. Below N*, the free carrier concentration is low, and the resistivity high. Above
N*, the resistivity rapidly drops as a function of the dopant concentration. We note that the
polysilicon films used for the generator had dopant concentrations near or slightly beyond the
critical dopant concentration.
Due to the high resistivity that was required of the rotor conductor films, simple contact-type
measurement techniques were not used. A contact measurement would risk injecting carriers from
the electrodes of a four-point probe into the polysilicon. These injected carriers can fill additional
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Figure 6.1: Small coarse rotor conductor test structure
grain boundary traps. As a result, an incorrect, lower resistivity reading would result [9,62]. To
overcome this problem, capacitive coupling to the rotor conductor test film was used. This prevents
carrier injection, but does complicate the measurement procedure and the interpretation of the data
somewhat.
One of the rotor conductor test structures that was used is shown in Figure 6.1. There were
four structures of different geometries, outlined in Table 6.1. The structure shown in Figure 6.1
corresponds to the "Small Coarse" test structure. A cross-section of the test structure is shown in
Figure 6.2. Nagle presents an in-depth discussion on various polysilicon processing techniques to
obtain a desired target rotor conductivity [9]. A series of test wafers were fabricated, each with
test structures like the one in Figure 6.1 patterned as the final, single, mask step.
The parameters used during the processing of the polysilicon test structures used in [9] are given
below.
e Type of polysilicon: Fine grain 585'C and coarse grain 625'C.
* Implant dose: Various levels from 10 12/cm 2 to 10 13 /cm 2.
* Implant energy fixed at 180 keV.
e Implant activation at 1000 0 C for 20 min.
e Polysilicon layer thickness fixed at 5000A.
* Thin oxide layer thickness fixed at 1000A. PECVD oxide densified in N2 for 1 hr at 11000C.
e Thick oxide layer thickness fixed at 1pm. PECVD oxide densified in N2 for 1 hr at 11000C.
* Electrode thickness fixed at 5000A. Aluminium sintered at 4000C for 20 min in H2 .
In [9], a series of tests are presented where the rotor conductor test structures were tested in the
frequency domain using a Hewlett Packard HP4194a impedance analyzer. The impedance obtained
from the analyzer can be converted into capacitance-phase data by
1
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Figure 6.2: Rotor conductor test structure cross section
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Figure 6.3: Typical capacitance curve for the rotor conductor test structure. Also shown is the
effect of rotor resistivity on the behavior of the graph. The position of the peak in the phase curve
is inversely proportional to film resistivity, or proportional to film conductivity.
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Description Electrode Electrode Inter Number of Overall size
Width Length Electrode Electrodes (mm)
Space
Coarse Small 20 1460 20 52 2.10 x 1.55
Coarse Large 20 3710 20 100 4.02 x 3.80
Fine Small 10 1460 10 100 2.01 x 1.51
Fine Large 10 3710 10 200 4.01 x 3.76
Table 6.1: Dimensions of the rotor conductor test structures. All dimensions in ym, except where
noted.
The phase angle is given by argument(Z). Figure 6.3 is a typical capacitance-phase plot versus
frequency for an idealized model of the structure in Figure 6.2. This model could be fitted with
reasonable accuracy to measured data, provided that care was taken when performing the measure-
ments. All measurements were taken on full wafers, using a probe station. It was therefore necessary
to determine the strays associated with the probes, and subtract them from any impedance mea-
surement. On the HP4194a, an "open-short" compensation was performed, and the instrument
took care of the compensation.
For all voltages applied by the HP4194a-up to approximately 1 Vrms-reliable agreement with
model data was obtained. What follows is a discussion of a series of tests on the same rotor
conductor test structures used by Nagle, but at higher voltages. In order to perform these tests,
dedicated instrumentation had to be developed, to overcome the voltage limitations of the com-
mercial impedance analyzers.
6.1.2 Experimental techniques for high voltage tests
In this section we will expand on the tests as performed by Nagle and add tests for voltage de-
pendence. The impedance analyzers used in [9] (HP4192/HP4194a) had a maximum excitation
voltage of approximately 1 Vrms. This amplitude was insufficient to produce the magnitude of the
0-directed electric fields found in the generator. For testing at higher voltages, dedicated test
circuitry had to be designed. The simplest form of such a circuit is shown in Figure 6.4. This
circuit has the following limitations:
1. low signal level for low excitation voltages, if a small Rsense is used;
2. limited bandwidth. (Since the test structure is capacitive, Ztest oc 11w, and at higher fre-
quencies, Rsense ~ZtestI.)
Provided that the drive signal VD is sufficiently high (~ 5 - 20 Vpp), it is possible that even
such a simple circuit (Figure 6.4) may work for high voltage characterization. To test the rotor
conductor test structures at moderately high voltages of up to 5 Vp p, a current amplifier circuit,
shown in Figure 6.5 was used. The current amplifier circuit overcomes the low signal level problems,
but is limited by:
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Figure 6.4: Basic rotor conductor test circuit. In this circuit, the
VRsense/Rsense. This assumption only holds when Rsense << IZiestl.
assumption is made that i
Jumper
Select
Agilent
connector
7 Probe 2
U1: LT1819
Power Supply in
AMP connector
Figure 6.5: Low-current high-bandwidth sense circuit: For high current sensitivity, this circuit was
used. This circuit is limited for low gains by the stability of the operational amplifier and for
high gains by the associated reduced bandwidth and also the rail limits of the chosen operational
amplifier (Linear Technologies LT1819).
1. the rail voltages of the operational amplifier; (This limits the practical range for this circuit)
2. instability of the operational amplifier at lower gains.
Therefore, the circuit in Figure 6.4 was used for higher voltages, and the circuit in Figure 6.5 for
lower voltages. In either case, the voltage and current was measured and displayed on a digital
oscilloscope (Tektronix TDS3014). From the oscilloscope, the waveforms were downloaded onto a
PC. The voltage was applied with an Agilent 30220 function generator. Figure 6.6 is a picture
of the printed circuit board corresponding to the circuit in Figure 6.5. Table 6.2 is a list of the
components required.
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Name Value Description Package
Ri 1k, 10k, 100k Resistor, 1/4W 5% 1206 SMT
U1 N/A Linear Technology LT1819 S08
Dual High Speed Op. Amp.
C1, C3 100nF Capacitor, Ceramic, for de- 1206 SMT
coupling power supply
C2, C4 10 pF Capacitor, Tantalum, for de- Nichicon A/B
l coupling power supply
Table 6.2: List of components for the rotor conductor instrumentation board
Figure 6.6: Photograph of the high gain rotor conductor test board. This board was used for lower
drive voltages up to 5 Vpp, whilst a simpler circuit as shown in Figure 6.4 was used for higher
drive voltages from 1 Vpp to 20 Vyp.
6.1.3 Test results at higher voltages
Using the instrumentation discussed in Section 6.1.2, the voltage and current was measured at a
range of drive voltage levels and frequencies for one of the rotor conductor test structures. This test
structure was a "large coarse" test structure, made from 585'C fine-grain polysilicon, implanted
with a dose of 1012/cm 2 . The drive voltage was linearly varied from 1Vy p to 20 Vyp, and
the frequency was logarithmically varied from 10 kHz to 1 MHz. Figures 6.7, 6.8 and 6.9 are the
measured results. In these figures, the current was normalized to have a unity amplitude when the
voltage had a 1 V amplitude. If the rotor conductor impedance was linear, the current and voltage
traces would have had the same amplitude regardless of the drive voltage level. Figures 6.7 to 6.9
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Figure 6.7: Normalized voltage and current at 10kHz
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Figure 6.8: Normalized voltage and current at 113kHz
indicate that this was not the case. In Figure 6.7, the departure from sinusoidal behavior is rather
apparent. The next four sections will address this nonlinearity. Section 6.1.4 will discuss a lumped
parameter equivalent circuit model, Section 6.1.5 will introduce a nonlinear resistor model, Section
6.1.6 will discuss a nonlinear capacitor model and Section 6.1.7 will compare the modeled results
with the measured results in Figures 6.7 to 6.9.
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Figure 6.9: Normalized voltage and current at 1MHz
6.1.4 A lumped parameter model of the rotor conductor test structure
The rotor conductor test structure, in its simplest form, can be approximated by an equivalent
circuit as shown in Figure 6.10.
VD( C3
Figure 6.10: Rotor conductor equivalent circuit
We will now derive the state equations for this circuit. For KCL at node 1 we have
(6.1)
(6.2)
C2 = iC3 + inRi
d V 2 dV V3
-C2 t= C3 + R
where
V-Vc 1 , V2 VC2 , V3 Vc3
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For KCL at node 2 we have
iR4 = ici - iC2  (6.3)
dV2  dV3VD - V2 - V3 = R5(C +C2) + RC 1 - (6.4)dt dt
We are now interested in capturing the nonlinear effects. If we assume that the polysilicon film has
nonlinear characteristic, it would make R1 nonlinear, and, in general, that component would have
a general nonlinear i - v characteristic
iR1 f(V3)
Similarly, if, for some reason, there is a nonlinearity associated with C2, as can be found in a MOS
capacitor, we would have
dV2ic 2 = g(V 2) dtdt
The state equations then become, in general
RsC1(V2 + 3 ) + g(V2 )2 + V2 + V3 - VD = 0
g(V 2 ) 2 - /3 - f (V3 ) = 0 (6.5)
This is a set of equations - nonlinear, in general - in V2 and 13, and can be solved in discrete
time, with any time-marching method, such as a Runga-Kutta 45 method. In this particular case,
variable order methods were used1 . The next sections will explore the functions f and g.
6.1.5 A nonlinear resistor model
In Sze [63], the following equation is given for the carrier drift velocity at high fields
v = 1 (6.6)
(1 + 5-7
where y is 1 for holes and 2 for electrons, and
v E
Vsat Esat
with v the drift velocity and E the electric field. The relationship in Equation (6.6) is shown in
Figure 6.11. Also indicated on figure 6.11 is a line at 9 kV/cm. The rotor film in the EQS generator
described in this thesis would experience field strengths of similar magnitude at some of the higher
drive voltages reported in Section 5.4.4.
'In this thesis, odel5s in MatlabTM was used
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Figure 6.11: Drift velocity for high fields. Adapted from [63].
If one were to turn Equation (6.6) into a lumped element model, one would be able to write
i 1 =f(V) (6.7)
(1+ ( ')i
where, in this case, we slightly modified the meaning of ( to
Vsat
Equation (6.6) is plotted in Figure 6.12. It has a behavior similar to the familiar arctan(x) function.
In fact,
__ 2
~2-arctan( ) V ( E [-10, 10]1 + |( 7r
In Figure 6.12, the absolute value of ( is taken in the drift velocity equation, to make the relationship
antisymmetric for positive and negative potentials. Using an arctan(()-function does not require
the use of an absolute value.
6.1.6 A nonlinear capacitor model
To find an expression for g we note that the rotor conductor, with electrodes above it, such as
described in Figure 6.2, resembles a Metal-Insulator-Semiconductor structure. It would thus be
susceptible to all the nonlinearities of MIS structures [64]. We will use the terminology in Pierret
[65]. A set of C - V curves for an ideal MOS (Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor) capacitor in bulk silicon
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Figure 6.12: Candidate describing functions for the rotor conductor nonlinearity
is given in Figure 6.13. We will use the bulk silicon model as an approximation, and assume that
the C-V characteristics of a thin-film Metal-Insulator-Polysilicon structure will be similar to the
bulk behavior for comparable doping levels and moderate voltages. Throughout this discussion, we
must keep this idealization in mind. For large voltages, a thin polysilicon film may deplete beyond
the film thickness. The behavior is not captured in the idealized MIS model, and may make the
effect of large voltages more pronounced.
Referring back to Figure 6.13, large variations in the capacitance as a function of voltage are
observed for low to moderate doping levels. Inversion, as indicated by the dotted lines in Figure
6.13, occurs only at very low frequencies (< 10Hz) [65]. Therefore, the only nonlinear effect that
the rotor conductor structure, or the generator rotor conductor film, will exhibit is depletion. At
higher doping levels, this effect is reduced. The dopant concentrations in the rotor conductor film,
assuming an implant dose of 1012 /cm 2 to 10 13 /cm 2 , would be approximately 10 16/cm 3 to 10 17/cm 3 .
At these dopant levels, a noticeable capacitance variation of between 20% and 50% can occur for
large voltage swings, according to this simplified bulk silicon model.
The structure in Figure 6.2 can be considered a symmetric MIS capacitor. Because of the
double-electrode nature, the terminal capacitance would never be determined by accumulation.
The maximum capacitance one would notice is the flatband capacitance2 . On either side of the
C - V curve, for both positive and negative voltages, depletion would occur at one terminal or the
other, and the capacitance would drop. For higher voltages, depletion would continue to dominate
the terminal capacitance. The total capacitance of the structure would be that of two capacitors
in series. If we now consider the curves in Figure 6.13, we can say that
C
= XMS(VG, NA, XO)
2 The flatband capacitance can also be seen as the zero-bias capacitance. There is no bending of the energy bands
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To produce a curve of the symmetric structure, we say:
XSMOS (VGI NA, xo) = +f(VG, NA,XO) f(-VG, NA, Xo)
and we redefine C
= XSMOS
Co
by taking Co as the zero-bias capacitance. The result is shown in Figure 6.14, for a symmetric
MOS structure, with a 0.1 pm gap.
0C,
0
-2 0 2 4 6 8 10
VG (V)
Figure 6.13: MOS capacitor C-V
300 K. Adapted from [65].
curves for various dopant levels. Oxide thickness: 0.1 pm, T -
We note that the C - V relations in Figure 6.14 are similar to a well-known function of the form3
1
Y 1+ x2
As it turns out, the choice for g in the following relation gave a very good correlation to the
measured data.
(6.8)g (V2) = 2' +1 + (ar/)
3This function is also known as the "Witch of Agnesi", and has the same form as the Lorentzian function [661.
The name apparently stems from an incorrect translation of the Latin or old Italian word "la versiera" to indicate
"versed sine curve" as "l'aversiera", meaning "wife of the devil" or "witch". [67]
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Figure 6.14: Symmetric MOS capacitor
0.1 pm, T = 300 K. Adapted from Figure
10
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V2sat
We note, however, that for this equation, the Agnesi-form is used to provide not the capacitance,
but the term
dC
C±+VdV
where we acknowledge that
Q=CV, dQ C(V(t))dt ± dC(V(t))dV (t) )
dV(t)
dt
We can solve to find the expression for the symmetric capacitance, XSMOS. We let
r/- + X 1- +
dr/ + (ar/)2
.D (X) = (a+)
(1 - #)arctan(ar/) ± + C1
a
(6.10)
(6.11)
(6.12)
with
(6.9)
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(1 - O)arctan(aq) 0 C1
.-. ? x +#+ - (6.13)
For n = 0, X = 1. This requires that C1 = 0.
(1 - #)arctan(aj)
ax7
(6.14)
Figure 6.15 shows both g and x, for a = 7 and 0 = 0.1. Figure 6.16 is a confirmation that, as the
capacitor voltage increases, the charge also increases.
CO
C
CO,
0
_0(D
N
0Z
0
Normalized voltage
10
Figure 6.15: Nonlinear capacitor functions
6.1.7 Results after adding nonlinearities to the rotor conductor model
Figures 6.17 to 6.22 are results of a time-domain simulation with a nonlinear capacitor model.
Referring back to Figure 6.10, the following parameter values were used:
R1
Rs
C1
C20 = C2
C3
Vsat
a
= 5000 Q
=100Q
=2 pF
= 1nF
= 1nF
=1 V
=7
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Figure 6.16: Verifying the integrity of the capacitor functions. This curve needs to be monotonic,
and it is.
0.1
-Y = 1
The results indicate that the assumption of a nonlinear capacitor for C2 in Figure 6.10, with suitable
and reasonable parameter values, gives good agreement with the measured results. Although the
nonlinear resistor model was also included in the simulation, the results were found to be dominated
by the depletion effect.
6.1.8 Temperature dependence
In addition to exhibiting a nonlinear voltage dependence, the rotor conductor also exhibited a
strong temperature dependence. Preliminary experiments were performed on rotor conductor test
structures with polysilicon films, as well as test structures with tantalum-silicon-nitride (TaSiN)
high resistivity films.
Figure 6.23 shows frequency data taken on the rotor conductor test structures. We note that for
a temperature change of approximately 50'C, the peak on the phase curve moves by approximately
a factor 6 for the TaSiN film, and a factor 30 for the polysilicon film. This is a rather discouraging
result, and is attributed to the low dopant concentrations in the film. At these concentrations,
there still seems to be some intrinsic-like behavior, that gives a strong temperature dependence.
Techniques for reducing the temperature dependence of the rotor conductor films will be pre-
sented in Chapter 8.
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Figure 6.17: Current and voltage waveforms at 1 Vp p and 10 kHz. Simulated and measured
results.
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Figure 6.18: Current and voltage waveforms at 1 Vy _ and 113 kHz. Simulated and measured
results.
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Figure 6.19: Current and voltage waveforms at 1 Vp p and 1 MHz. Simulated and measured
results.
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Figure 6.20: Current and voltage waveforms at 20 Vp p and 10 kHz. Simulated and measured
results.
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Figure 6.21: Current and voltage waveforms at 20 Vp p and 113 kHz. Simulated and measured
results.
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Figure 6.22: Current and voltage waveforms at 20 Vp-p and 1 MHz. Simulated and measured
results.
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Figure 6.23: Capacitance and phase curves for two test structures. The red lines indicate data
taken at 700C, and the blue lines are data at 180C. The dotted lines are from a polysilicon test
structure, implanted with a dose of 1012/cm 2 . The solid lines are for a TaSiN test structure, Lot
1, Wafer 1. Silicon thickness 1000 A, N2 flow 36sccm.
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Manufacturer Nominal value (mH) Nominal Q Part number
S.D. Umans 0.35 135 @ 2 MHz N/A
J.W. Miller 0.75 56 @ 790 kHz 4651
J.W. Miller 1.5 82 @ 252 kHz 4664
J.W. Miller 2.5 95 @ 252 kHz 6302
J.W. Miller 5 80 @ 252 kHz 6304
J.W. Miller 6.2 89 @ 252 kHz 4670
J.W. Miller 8.2 83 @ 252 kHz 4671
Table 6.3: Inductors considered for the EQS generator. Dr. S.D. Umans provided a set of handmade
inductors for the EQS generator discussed in this thesis. All other inductors were commercial, J.W.
Miller inductors.
Figure 6.24: Inductor model
6.2 Inductor considerations
The resonant elements of the EQS generator system play a critical role in the overall system
performance. This section builds on the discussions of the inductors presented in Chapters 3 and
5.
6.2.1 The inductors considered for the EQS generator
For the work presented here, the choice was made to use commercially available inductors, and
thus rely on the repeatability of a industrial process to provide inductors with fairly consistent
properties. Table 6.3 summarizes the inductors considered for the EQS generator. Further details
on the inductor parameters can be found in Appendix A.
6.2.1.1 Characterization of the inductors in the frequency domain
Figures 6.26 through 6.31 are data taken from all the inductors considered for possible use in the
EQS generator. The data was taken with an HP4194a impedance analyzer. The inductors were all
2.5 mH 5 mH
Figure 6.25: Inductors considered for the EQS generator.
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Figure 6.26: Impedance magnitude and quality factor for a typical J.W. Miller 8 mH inductor.
positioned with their axes 20 mm away from the text fixture, to minimise interference of the test
fixture with the leakage flux in the inductors. The characterization was performed over a frequency
range from 10 kHz to 10 MHz. In all cases, a model was fitted, using the same method described
in Section 5.3.1.
6.2.1.2 Comparison of all the inductors tested
Figure 6.32 and 6.33 are combined plots for all the inductors considered. Except for the 750 PH
J.W. Miller inductors, all the other inductors from J.W. Miller had their maximum quality factor
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Figure 6.27: Impedance magnitude and quality factor for a typical J.W. Miller 6.2 mH inductor.
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Figure 6.28: Impedance magnitude and quality factor for a typical J.W. Miller 5 mH inductor.
between 100 and 300 kHz. The custom (SDU) inductors had a much higher Q at these low voltages,
and also up to much higher frequencies. These inductors saw a degradation of their Q at higher
voltages [68]. Section 6.2.1.4 will address the performance of the J.W. Miller inductors at higher
voltages in more detail.
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Figure 6.29: Impedance magnitude and quality factor for a typical J.W. Miller 2.5 mH inductor.
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Figure 6.30: Impedance magnitude and quality factor for a typical J.W. Miller 1.5 mH inductor.
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Figure 6.31: Impedance magnitude and quality factor for a typical J.W. Miller 750 pH inductor.
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Figure 6.32: Comparison of all the inductors considered for the EQS generator. Impedance mag-
nitude and phase. Tests were performed at 1 Vrms
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6.2.1.3 Limitations when going to higher speeds
In Section 5.4.5 the issues related to higher speed operation and the associated increase in inductor
loss were introduced. We relist the principal result, Figure 6.34 here, and we also note that the
inductor current increases as the speed goes up. (Figure 6.35)
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Figure 6.34: Required and actual quality factor for the inductors available for use in the EQS
generator. At each point, the required Q represents that value for which the generator would barely
self-excite. The actual Q is the quality factor of the inductor at the particular eigenfrequency. The
machine was simulated with G = 4.15 pm and a = 0.75 nS.
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Figure 6.35: Ratio of the magnitude of the machine terminal voltages and the inductor currents
in the eigenvector associated with the self-excited mode. (1/6 (iLi I / IVi)) The machine was
simulated with G = 4.15 pm and -, = 0.75 nS.
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Figure 6.36: Testing for inductor quality factor at higher voltage, using a 10 pF capacitor in series
with the inductor. The high side voltage is measured with a 14 pF 10 MQ probe.
6.2.1.4 Tests to evaluate the inductors at higher voltages
A series of tests were performed to try and determine whether the inductor Q suffers at higher
voltages. This was done by resonating the inductor, J.W. Miller 4671, 8.2 mH, in series with a
capacitor and measuring both the driving voltage and the inductor high side voltage. We then can
plot
VL
Vdrive
to get an estimate of the system Q at the resonant frequency. The plot of one of these experiments,
for different values of Vdrive, is shown in Figure 6.36. Figure 6.37 shows that a high Q is maintained
at high voltages. Up to inductor voltages of approximately 200 Vp-p very little, if any, degradation
in Q is observed. This is in part due to the low permeability of the inductor cores, and associated
low flux levels. The measured Q in this experiment also compares reasonably with the predicted Q
from a model-fitted with a low voltage impedance measurement-of the inductor.
6.2.2 Scaling of losses in representative inductors
Although we cannot provide a generalized discussion on the scaling of inductor losses, we can provide
some suggestion of how the inductor losses may scale, in general, for EQS generator applications.
We will use what we know from the lumped parameter model as a starting point, and look at the
three loss mechanisms separately.
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Figure 6.37: Inductor quality factor at higher voltage for three test capacitors: 10, 32 and 64 pF.
The three frequency points are associated with these three capacitance values.
6.2.2.1 Core losses
The core loss in the inductor is typically modeled with the empirical Steinmetz equation, of the
form:
Poss,core = af"BO
where f is the frequency and B is the magnitude of the flux in the core. The B field is given by
B - oNi
L
Nominally,3 2, which then says that the core loss scales inversely with approximately L2
6.2.2.2 Wiring losses
Wiring losses can be approximated rather well by assuming that the wire resistance is given by
RL = *1"Aw
Therefore, the power lost in the wiring also scales inversely with L2
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6.2.2.3 Capacitive coupling and associated losses
The self-capacitance of the inductor (CL) is a very challenging parameter to compute. A common
approach for computing this capacitance is to approximate the inductor as a series of adjacent
toroids, each at their own potential, and compute the capacitance of such a structure. See e.g.
[69, 70, 71]. Figure 6.38 is a 3-D view of such a collection of toroids. In an actual inductor, the
turn packing would be much denser. Although structures such as this one have been modeled in
FastCap, mixed results were obtained. In [70], a few rule-of-thumb equations are given for the
asymptotes of inductors with many turns:
Single layer coil with conductive core: CL ~ 1.366Cut
Two layer coil with air core: CL ~ 1-61 8Ctt
Three layer coil with conductive core: CL ~ 1.8 3 0Ct
Three layer coil with air core: CL ~ 0.573Ct
Ctt is the turn-to-turn capacitance. Once again, calculating this quantity is not trivial, although [70]
gives what appears to be a reasonable approximate formula, based on a hexagonal unit cell packing
of the windings.
arctan ((2 - /5) 1)Ctt = 2eoerlt va-
a = 2Er + d
d = 1nD
De
Where Dc and Do are the wire core and wire total diameters, respectively. The losses associated with
the capacitor, represented as RC in the inductor model, are generally not important in determining
the overall loss in the inductor. For the purposes of studying the general scaling of the inductors,
it is safe to assume that the quality factor of the capacitor, CL will be approximately QC = 100 at
the SRF, and at that SRF, the value of the resistor is then given by
1
RC ~ WSRCQC
6.2.2.4 Summary of the losses in the inductors, and their scaling
To summarize the losses in the inductors, we can look at the scaling of the individual quality factors
related to the core, the resistance and the capacitance.
For the core loss, we define
S fLQco = (6.15)re Poss,core faB
with
B - poNi
L
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Figure 6.38: Inductor as discrete tori for capacitance calculation
where S is the reactive power. Therefore, for a ~ 1 and 3 - 2, the Q related to the core loss scales
as L2 , with the frequency not really having an effect. Therefore, for smaller sizes, one can generally
expect more core losses per unit reactive power processed.
For the wiring loss, we can say
Qwire = fLAW (6.16)
Poss,wire P1w
Thus, higher frequencies, associated with smaller sizes, will benefit the Q related to wiring losses.
But yet again, this Q also scales with L2 .
Self capacitance determines the Self Resonant Frequency (SRF). It is preferable to have a high
SRF, by looking at the overall Q - f curves of the inductors. Complexities of the turn-to-turn
capacitance aside, we can say that capacitance scales proportional to L. The inductance scales as
L too. And the self-resonant frequency is given by
1 1 1SRF ~ ~ ~ (6.17)
-V U' -vaLbL Lv' als
Therefore, the SRF is inversely proportional to L. We can argue that although smaller-size inductors
will benefit from a higher self-resonant frequency, their performance will ultimately be limited by
core losses, in the case where magnetic materials are used for cores. If air cores are used, only
wiring losses, and also proximity losses, matter. This would, however mean a significant increase in
inductor size (with low permeability cores having tr 5 - 10, we can estimate a factor 5-10 increase
in size), and with that comes a drop in SRF.
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6.3 Summary
We mention here briefly the topics that were discussed in Chapter 6.
" A series of high voltage tests were performed on a rotor conductor test structure, and a
nonlinearity was identified.
" We constructed a model that captured this nonlinearity. Although this was a lumped-
parameter model, the behavior of the semiconductor physics was captured in the nonlinear
functions.
" A set of inductors with values from 0.35 to 8.2 mH was characterized.
" We learned that a reduction in Q at higher frequencies prevented all but the 8.2 mH inductors
from being used for the EQS generator.
" It was shown that the commercially available inductors can retain their quality factor at high
voltages, up to 200 Vpp.
" A brief discussion on inductor scaling is presented, and the conclusion is that the quality
factors related to core and resistive losses scale proportional to L2 . Therefore, scaling down
in size will also reduce the Q.
Chapter 7
Summary and Conclusions
S EVERAL technological contributions were required to enable the main accomplishments of thisthesis:
" the first demonstration of generated power for an EQS induction machine of any scale;
" the first demonstration of self-excitation for an EQS induction machine of any scale;
* the first demonstration of electric power delivered to a meaningful load (four LED's) for an
EQS induction machine of any scale.
These contributions will be discussed in further detail in this chapter, along with conclusions about
the EQS generator and its performance. The role of an EQS generator in a microfabricated gas
turbine engine, as well as the future of EQS induction machines, are discussed within the context
of the accomplishments and contributions of this thesis.
7.1 Summary of the accomplishments
The following list is a summary of the achievements that culminated in the main accomplishments
that are the first demonstration of net electric power generation by an EQS induction machine,
and the first demonstration of self-excited operation and electric power delivered to a useful load.
" A 5-layer fully bonded MEMS device with a metal stator structure was fabricated. The metal
stator was required for low resistive losses, and the device had to be precisely aligned and
bonded to ensure stable operation at high speeds. (Chapter 2)
" A precise journal bearing etch procedure was developed, that gave a journal bearing profile
of 20 i 1 pm over a 300 pm etch depth. This tolerance was a prerequisite given by the models
for attaining high speed operation. (Section 2.2.2)
" A generalized state-space model for the EQS induction machine was derived. This model
accounts for internal as well as external imbalances in the machine and enables an arbi-
trary number of phases to be modeled, along with an arbitrary number of spatial harmonics.
This machine model highlighted the importance of having minimal, balanced external strays,
confirmed by simulation in Section 3.4.6. (Chapter 3)
" As part of the derivation of the EQS induction machine model, the significance of the fact
that the rotor is floating was demonstrated. (Section 3.4.3)
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" A discrete numerical model (FastCap) was constructed to model the capacitance contribution
of the interconnect rings inside the device. This made it possible to obtain an accurate
estimate of the inter-phase capacitive coupling associated with the ring interconnect structure
of the EQS machine. (Section 3.1.5)
" An accurate lumped-parameter model of the inductors was formulated, and good agreement
with measured data was demonstrated over the frequency range of interest. It was then
possible to include this inductor model as part of the full state-space model and in this way
ensure that the state space model was able to accurately capture the dynamics of the EQS
machine and its electronics. (Section 3.2)
" A discrete numerical model (FastCap) was constructed to model the external stray capaci-
tances. This model provided an early indication of the magnitude of the external capacitive
coupling. It was shown that the inter-phase capacitive coupling was approximately 0.1-1 pF.
Numerical experiments such as the one in Section 3.4.5 showed that both the magnitude and
the unbalance of the external capacitance matrix can hurt the performance of the generator.
(Section 3.1.6)
" A test rig and associated instrumentation was developed that enabled the real-time measure-
ment of the per-phase power produced by the generator, as well as the per phase currents and
voltages. The layout of the test rig was guided, at least qualitatively, by what was learned
from the models-that the external test rig arrangement matters, and that the arrangement
should ensure that both the inter-phase capacitances as well as the phase-to-ground capaci-
tances are minimized. (Chapter 4)
" A parameter estimator was developed to estimate the external strays from experimental data,
as well as the gap, based on frequency domain data. This estimator provided realistic pa-
rameter values, that enabled the determination of optimal drive conditions for the generator.
(Section 5.3.3)
" The EQS generator developed net power. This is the first demonstration of net power gener-
ation by a machine of this class in the open literature. A maximum of 192 pW was generated
under driven excitation-the most of any electrostatic or EQS MEMS power generating device
reported to date. (Section 5.4)
* The generator was also operated in a self-excited mode, and thus became the first machine
of this class reported to self-excite. (Section 5.5)
* Power was delivered to a useful load (4 red LED's consuming approximately 140 pW), making
it the first EQS induction generator to deliver power to a useful load. It is also, to the best
knowledge of the author, the first demonstration of useful electric power, aside from power
shunted across a resistor, delivered by any MEMS EQS machine. (Section 5.5)
" Carrier depletion was identified as a limiting nonlinearity in the polysilicon rotor conductor.
(Section 6.1) Suggestions are made in Section 8.1 to improve future designs.
" The future of the EQS machine is evaluated and recommendations are made. (Sections 7.10
and 8.)
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The above accomplishments brought about several important conclusions about the various pro-
cedures and techniques required to make an EQS induction generator work. They are listed here
under their respective topics.
7.2 Fabrication of a 5-layer MEMS device
Although earlier work demonstrated 5-layer microfabricated, fusion-bonded, high-speed turboma-
chines, this thesis introduced in Chapter 2 a device with a platinum electrode structure for low loss,
as well as an exceptional bond yield. Bonding the 5 layers with a 100% bond yield (Section 2.2.5)
also represented a significant accomplishment. We found that repeated oxide deposition and CMP
was required to ensure a bondable stator surface. Furthermore, outgassing of the oxide at 7500C
was required to prevent void formation during bonding. To etch a high quality straight, narrow,
deep journal bearing trench, we found that is was necessary to take into account not only the etch
parameters during the DRIE, but also that the combined resist processing and etch mask prepa-
ration plays a critical role in determining the final profile of the trench. (Section 2.2.2) Due to
the sensitive nature of the photoresist to the ambient-humidity and temperature-as well as bake
times, relaxation times and exposure and develop times, critical control had to be exerted over all
these parameters to ensure that a reliable, repeatable journal bearing can be etched.
7.3 The state space model of the EQS generator
A state space model of a general polyphase EQS induction machine was developed. (Chapter 3)
This model (Section 3.4.6) showed that both the imbalance and the magnitude of the external strays
can harm the performance of the generator. Simulations similar to those shown in Section 3.4.6, but
on an actual generator device, indicate that single off-diagonal imbalances of as little as 1pF could
prevent generation. See Figure 7.1. Evidence from the experiments confirmed this. Sections 3.4.5
and 3.4.6 also show that the performance of the generator can improve with a balanced capacitance
matrix. The SS model also showed that, for a general unbalanced polyphase machine, the power
under driven excitation will not necessarily be a maximum when the drive condition is balanced, but
an unbalanced drive condition will, in general, yield the maximum power produced1 . (Section 5.4.1)
We learned that for the external capacitance matrices seen in this thesis (See, e.g. Equation
(5.26)), with approximately 1 pF variation in the off-diagonal terms, and 2 pF on the diagonals,
the drive voltages for all the phases should typically be at a maximum, but the phase angles will
not necessarily be 3 6 0/nph degrees apart. For the device presented in this thesis, drive condition
optimization can yield an improvement of approximately 14% in the power produced, according to
the model.
'This aspect was unfortunately not validated experimentally, due to an error during the drive condition optimiza-
tion of the generator device.
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7.4 System identification of the six phase EQS machine
A method was discussed (Section 5.3.3) to estimate the external stray capacitance matrix for the
EQS machine. This work showed that, with suitable initial guesses, this 24-parameter nonlinear
least squares optimization problem can be solved to the degree of accuracy required for the model
to be of quantitative use in guiding the operation of the EQS machine during experiments. The
estimator was capable of determining the external stray capacitances to within approximately 1 pF.
Convergence was typically attained after approximately 5000 error function evaluations, where each
error function is the sum of the error squared over all the datapoints in the dataset associated with
the FD system identification experiments.
7.5 Performance of the EQS generator
For low and moderate speeds (0 - 300 krpm), and low voltages (1.6 Vyp-) drive voltage, ~ 20 Vp-p
at the machine terminals), this EQS generator performed in agreement with the generalized state
space model. At higher voltages, a nonlinearity was identified and attributed, through experimental
verification in Chapter 6, to carrier depletion in the moderately doped polysilicon rotor conductor
film. The depletion model was added as a gap-voltage dependence to the state space model (Sections
3.5 and 5.4.4), and good agreement with the measured data was obtained. A maximum power
output of 192 pW was measured (Figure 5.40) under driven excitation, at a frequency of 402.92 kHz
and a speed of 235 krpm, with a drive voltage of 2.4 Vpp.
7.6 Self-excited operation
This work shows that an EQS generator can be constructed to excite itself, and also to produce
meaningful power. (Section 5.5) Self-excitation was observed at speeds greater than 220 krpm. The
self-excitation window was predicted to within 5 krpm or 2.5% by the SS model. The phase current
magnitudes were a maximum of approximately 1.35 mAp-p at 260 krpm, and the phase voltages
were approximately 29 Vpp at 260 krpm. It was possible to deliver enough power to light four
LED's. An estimated total of 140 pW was delivered.
7.7 The importance of capacitive coupling
The capacitive coupling between the phases of the machine, described in the model by CS and CE,
and the fact that this capacitive coupling is unbalanced, is directly responsible for a departure from
the ideal, balanced behavior of the EQS generator. A good example was provided in Figure 3.29,
where even though the excitation was balanced, the per-phase powers were not. We also showed
that both capacitive loading and imbalance can reduce the performance of the generator. Figure 7.1
is a study on the effect of capacitive loading and imbalance on the adjusted model of the generator
from Section 5.4.3.1. This same simulation technique as in Section 3.4.6 was used. Figure 7.1 shows
that a small amount of additional capacitance may improve the performance of the machine if it
helps to reduce imbalance, but that, in general, capacitive loading and in particular, imbalance,
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Figure 7.1: Effect of capacitive loading and imbalance on a model of the actual generator device.
hurts machine performance. The EQS machine discussed here was not designed with inter-phase
capacitive coupling in mind. The symmetric stator layout suggested in Section 8 should help to
improve the capacitive balance between the phases and also reduce the capacitive coupling between
any two phases for future EQS generators. From a practical standpoint, we also learned that it
is easy to add a few picofarads of capacitive coupling, either between phases, or between a phase
and ground, by careless arrangement of the test setup. There is a reason for the structure and
symmetry in Figure 4.19.
7.8 Limitations of the inductors
A detailed lumped-element inductor model was developed (Section 3.2) for insertion into the state
space model. This is a two-state model with state variables for the inductor current and the
capacitor voltage. This model was fitted to measured frequency-domain data of the inductors, and
realistic parameter values were obtained. Inductors remained the Achilles Heel of the generator. By
using the model, we showed that the inductor core loss is the dominant loss in the EQS generator
system. The inductors are also physically very large compared to the device itself. It was also
shown that the commercial inductors considered for the EQS generator did not allow for higher
speed operation. As the generator speed increased, the required quality factor of the inductor went
up, whereas the actual measured quality factor went down. (Figure 6.34).
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7.9 Limitations of the rotor conductor
Carrier depletion in the polysilicon rotor conductor film was identified as the dominant limiting
nonlinearity. (Chapter 6) This occurred at a voltage approximately 20 times less than the design
voltage amplitude of 300 V. As a result, the maximum power attainable with this device was
limited to approximately 1/400 of the design value. Suggestions for future designs will be proposed
in Chapter 8.
7.10 The EQS generator as part of a microfabricated gas turbine engine
This work started out with the goal to develop an EQS generator for a microfabricated gas turbine
engine. The question now remains whether the concept of an EQS machine remains a feasible
one for such an engine. Referring back to Section 1.1, we recall that the goal was to develop a
microfabricated gas turbine-generator system, integrated on a single die. In light of that goal, this
thesis represents a significant step in the right direction. This EQS generator is, to date, the only
fully-integrated, demonstrated MEMS generator that could be built in the same process flow 2 as
3the rest of the microengine device
The next question is whether the performance of the generator is sufficient to make building
a microengine system that relies on it worthwhile. To cast judgment on this aspect, a suitable
metric is required. We recall from Chapter 1 that the eventual goal of the microengine concept is
to provide an alternative power source with higher power and energy density than a battery. We
therefore have two possible metrics for comparison: power density and energy density.
If power density is the only metric, it would be reasonable to compare the power density of the
microengine system with that of a battery. In this comparison, one need not count the mass of the
fuel, and one could simply compare the mass of the microengine and its electronics with that of a
battery. Typically, this comparison would be in favor of the microengine, even if the device is not
very efficient.
If, on the other hand, energy density is the metric, or if we perhaps have a combined metric, the
volume of the fuel tank does matter. In fact, since the power density of the microengine would be
high by design, the microengine may be quite small compared to its fuel tank. If the mass of the
fuel dominates, the deciding factor is how much of that fuel can be converted into useful energy.
Therefore, efficiency becomes the metric to consider when designing the microengine system and
the component efficiency of each of the subcomponents-the generator is one of them-of the
microengine becomes important.
The mechanical to electrical efficiency of the EQS generator studied in this work was 14%, not
accounting for viscous losses in the airgap. When viscous losses4 are added, this number reduces
to 0.16%. Since we said in Chapter 1 that hydrocarbon fuels have an energy density 20 - 30 times
greater than the best batteries, the entire microengine system efficiency needs to be at the very
2 And adding the appropriate additional steps to make the rotor and the stator, where needed.
3 The process flow for the microengine would be an expansion of the process described in [47].
4 This does not include turbine losses. Including turbine losses reduces this number to 0.036%, as indicated in
Figure 5.30(b)
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least 5% to compete with batteries 5 . Ideally, a system efficiency of at least 10 - 15% is desired.
From this perspective, it is certain that the generator in its current form will not suffice for the
engine.
One of the main culprits is the viscous loss in the airgap. There are two options to reduce
the effect of the air in the gap: run the machine in a vacuum, or increase the amount of power
transferred across the gap in relation to the power lost in the gap. The first option is impractical
for the microengine. The second one is not.
We had mentioned in Section 5.6 that the machine voltage was limited to 1/20 of the design value,
and therefore the power was limited to 1/400 of the design power level. With a few modifications
to the EQS generator and its electronics, this power discrepancy can be recovered. Improvements
to recover this factor 400 in power will be discussed in Chapter 8. If we assume that suitable
improvements can be made and multiply the maximum power measured-192 IW-by 400, we get
76.8 mW. Then, at the same speed, the airgap viscous losses-54 mW-change from being 280
times greater than the output power, to being approximately 70% thereof.
A generator that can operate at higher voltages is therefore desirable, and may be a feasible
option for a microengine. Any future generator will have to be redesigned to match the power
output of a future microengine. This presents an opportunity to optimize the generator geometry
along with that of the engine to create a system with maximum efficiency.
To better understand how the efficiency of the generator as a component scales when the machine
scales, a study was done using an idealized model of the generator. We revert back to a single
phase, single harmonic model, and assume that we have an airgap of 3 Pm. We further assume an
inductor with Q = 100, and rotor and stator oxide thicknesses of 50 pm. We assume that the stator
interconnect geometry remains the same as described in Section 2.3, except for the interconnect ring
width being increased to 10 pm. An external capacitive loading of 3 pF per phase is assumed. This
may seem small, but it is approximately three times the value of the phase-to-ground capacitance
seen in the experiments on the actual generator in this thesis, and is therefore considered a safe
and conservative estimate. The model was similar to the model in [9], and is provided as a set of
MATLABTM subroutines in Appendix F.2.
The machine inner radius, as well as the electrode width were varied. The speed was held
fixed. For each radius and width, at the predetermined speed, a generator was designed to produce
optimal power. This meant adjusting the rotor conductivity6 , the number of poles and the electrical
frequency. In all cases a slip of s = -0.15 was assumed at the operating point. Figures 7.2 and
7.3 show the result for a speed of 1 Mrpm, and Figures 7.4 and 7.5 were produced for a speed of
300 krpm. At 1 Mrpm the peak efficiency is reduced from approximately 70% to 40% by the airgap
viscous losses. At 300 krpm the peak efficiency remains approximately 70% without viscous losses,
but only drops to 57% with the airgap viscous losses included. Including viscous losses, for the
same power level, a larger machine at 300 krpm will be more efficient than a smaller machine at
1 Mrpm.
Therefore, from an efficiency standpoint, the machine needs to be larger and operate at a lower
speed if the same power level is required. Embedded in Figures 7.2 through 7.5 is the assumption
5 Here we assume that we can neglect the mass of the engine itself
6 Where we assume an ideal, ohmic rotor conductor for this experiment
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Figure 7.2: Efficiency (%) including airgap viscous losses for various radii and widths, at 1 Mrpm.
that an airgap of 3 pm can be maintained over any rotor size. For larger rotors, stator uniformity
would become increasingly crucial if smaller airgaps are desired.
One interesting aspect to note is that the EQS generator that was the topic of this thesis, with
ri ~1 mm and w 1 mm, is near the optimal size for maximum efficiency, when viscous losses are
accounted for. An overall efficiency of between 40% and 50% seems to be the maximum attainable
with a small EQS induction generator that follows the basic design and layout as discussed in
Chapter 2.
If we have a 60% efficient generator, the rest of the microengine device needs to be 30% efficient
in order to obtain an overall efficiency of 15%. Although 30% may not seem like a lot, it is in fact
challenging to design and build an efficient microengine. Even conventionally fabricated micro gas
turbines that are much larger (~ 30 kW) have efficiencies of approximately 25 - 35% [72].
Returning to the topic of power density, recent work on microengine cycle modeling suggests
that there exists an optimal size for obtaining maximum power density from a small gas turbine
engine [73]. Therefore, there may be a drive to make the microengine itself larger. At larger sizes-
required if the EQS machine is to handle all the power produced by the engine-the generator
efficiency suffers, as seen in Figures 7.2 and 7.4.
Magnetic machines also become more attractive at larger sizes. Magnetic machines can be run
at much larger airgaps, with much less viscous loss. Yet, the three main concerns for magnetic
machines-fabrication compatibility, magnetic material integrity at high temperatures and struc-
tural integrity at high speeds- remain. Therefore, for a small gas turbine cycle that is designed to
operate at very high (> 500 krpm)speeds, high temperatures and that requires a radial disk-type
electric machine, EQS machines may be the only option. Higher speeds, however, do not favor the
EQS machine. If one were able to make a cylindrical-conventional-machine, and thus keep the
circumferential speed of the electric machine low, a lower-speed EQS machine could be coupled to
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Figure 7.4: Efficiency (%) including airgap viscous losses for various radii and widths, at 300 krpm.
the gas turbine. But then, small-scale cylindrical magnetic machines already exist in abundance,
and conventional fabrication techniques for those are well-established. Recent results obtained in a
collaboration between MIT and the Georgia Institute of Technology seem to suggest that magnetic
machines hold the most promise for generating power with small gas turbine engines [39].
This thesis suggests that EQS generators for microscale power production are limited to ap-
plications where magnetic machines cannot operate. The circumstances under which this would
occur would be under either high operating temperatures, where the magnetic materials degrade,
or very high (> 500 krpm) rotational speeds7 , where the magnetic materials are too heavy and the
rotor of a magnetic machine would self-destruct, or where the fabrication of the magnetic machine
cannot be combined with the fabrication flow of the rest of a small gas turbine. Magnetic machines
also do not scale down well to small sizes, and a magnetic generator of the form in shown in [39]
would not be able to generate any power, had it been only 4 mm in diameter, like the current EQS
generator [74].
From a systems design point of view, any design point where a magnetic machine is feasible from
structural, thermal and fabrication considerations would most likely favor the use of a magnetic
generator. Nevertheless, for current microengine concepts, such as the turbocharger device dis-
cussed in [47], the EQS generator is the only option that does not require a significant departure
from the standard process flow and design methodologies.
A possible middle ground is combined systems. Design configurations where an electric machine
is embedded in the thrust bearings of an engine, combined with a magnetic machine on the outer
radius, could provide the best of both worlds, and use thrust bearing area to develop useful power.
It it anticipated, however, that in such a configuration the magnetic machine would still produce
7At the time of writing, the generator in [39] was unable to operate at speeds beyond 300 krpm
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the majority of the power, and adding an electric machine will likely not be worth the added
complexity.
7.11 On the future of EQS induction machines
This thesis has demonstrated, for the first time, net electric power generated with an EQS induction
machine. We have also shown that the main factors to take into account when designing and
operating these devices are:
" the fabrication of a precise device with a well-controlled airgap, good bearings and good
bonding;
" internal and external parasitic capacitances that need to be kept small and balanced;
" the design and fabrication of a suitable rotor conductor film;
" the choice of resonant elements-inductors, or as will be mentioned in Chapter 8, crystals as
inductor substitutes.
In Chapter 2, significant progress was shown in terms of the fabrication, and Chapter 3 provided
a comprehensive treatment of the internal and external parasitic capacitances and their imbalance.
What remains for future devices of this kind is to find suitable, small, low-loss inductors (or
crystals), and a good rotor conductor that is temperature-stable and does not deplete. In fact,
a starting point for the inductors is already given in the form of the SDU inductors shown in
Figure 6.25.
Section 7.10 presented a study where an idealized generator model predicted the machine perfor-
mance depending on the inner radius and width of the stator. Here, we will remove the idealization
of a balanced machine and investigate what could happen if we had a suitable inductor, and were
able to operate the device-the generator that is the topic of this thesis-at high speed, high
frequency and-assuming the rotor conductor was linear, with a conductivity of 0.75 nS-at high
voltage. We will retain the same external capacitance matrix that was obtained in Equation (5.26),
after refitting to data on the actual generator. All other parameters are also the same as those
used in Section 5.4.3.1. We construct an idealized inductor with characteristics similar to that of
the SDU inductors (Figure 6.33), and use the following parameters: L = 400 pH, CL = 1.7 pF,
RL = 13Q, RLp = 24.8MQ, Rc = 1.7kQ. At an electrical frequency of 1810kHz, the idealized
inductors had a quality factor of Q = 157. This quality factor is comparable to the Q of the
SDU inductors in Figure 6.33, and is therefore not an entirely unrealistic Q8. The result is given
in Figure 7.6. We note that at this higher frequency of 1810kHz, the internal resistance in the
machine plays a much greater role, and becomes the major loss component. Figure 7.7 shows the
associated efficiency. The situation looks better if the metal thickness is increased by four times, as
shown in Figure 7.8. In this case, 0.4 W is generated at 950 krpm, with a mechanical to electrical
efficiency of 45%. In both cases, the drive voltage was: VDi = 25 Vp with a balanced excitation,
phase angles 601 apart. At the speed where maximum power was obtained, the terminal voltage
on the machine, V, was approximately 600 Vyp.
8Although we remind ourselves that the actual inductors would not retain this Q at 300 V.
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Figure 7.6: Power at various points in the generator as a function of the speed. An idealized
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We can also consider the power density of the EQS machine. Power density is a useful metric to
compare this generator to other MEMS EQS devices. Figure 5.40 reported a maximum of 192 pW
of net generated power. 192 piW of net power translates into a power density of 17.1 kW/m 3 if one
only considers the active volume of the device, or 341 W/m 3, if one takes into account the volume
of the generator die. If we postulate that the inductor volume can be made to be twice the volume
of the machine, the combined power density will be 48 W/m 3 . With the actual inductors used, this
number reduces to 18 W/m 3 .
These numbers convert to approximately 35 MW/m 3, 700 kW/m 3 , 100 kW/m 3 and 40 kW/m 3
respectively, if one assumes that the design voltage of 600 Vpp and a speed of 950 krpm can be
attained, with 0.4W of power being produced. In this scenario, however, it is assumed that the
inductors are adjacent to the generator itself. From the results in this thesis, such a configuration
will likely result in a lot of stray inter-phase capacitance, unless the inductors can be properly
shielded, adding extra volume.
Things start to get interesting if the airgap fields can be increased by another factor of 3. This
will translate into a factor 9 increase in power, and then the previous highest number, 35 MW/m 3 ,
becomes 315 MW/m 3 . Therefore, in applications where it may be possible to use a gas with high
dielectric strength, or a vacuum, the EQS machine as either a motor or a generator stands a better
chance against its magnetic equivalent. That being said, the breakdown properties of vacuums and
gases at small gaps may not differ as much as they do for large gaps.
In comparison to other EQS MEMS devices or small EQS generators, the device presented here
achieved some of the best performance reported to date. Capacitive vibration to electric energy
harvesters have been predicted to be capable of producing up to 100 pW/cm3 , or 100 W/m 3 [26].
The EQS generator, together with its inductors, is within almost 20% of this prediction, with
18 W/m 3 already demonstrated'. Only a limited amount of data has been reported on capacitive
vibration to electric energy harvesters, with recent results being reported by Yen [22,23] (1.8 pW)
and Tashiro [25] (36 pW). Based on the proof mass of 780 g used in [25], a power density of
36 pW/kg was attained. For the generator, with its inductors, the power density was estimated to
be - 10 mW/kg. Electret generators by Boland [33,27] have demonstrated up to 25 pW of generated
power. The 25 pW result in [33] was not a fully integrated device and also relied on a PTFE film
to create the electret. This device is therefore limited to lower temperatures of operation. The
predicted maximum power output of this device, 1 mW, falls short of the 0.4W predicted for the
EQS induction generator.
Ultimately, in any real-world application, an EQS machine will be competing with its MQS
counterpart. At large scales, it is clear that MQS machines have the upper hand. At smaller scales,
an EQS machine offers the benefits of a device that has only conductors and insulators, that is
compatible with common microfabrication process flows and that would be capable of surviving
high process and operating temperatures. This comes at the expense of the required micrometer-
size airgaps with their associated viscous losses. High field strengths are required to maximize the
electric power transferred in relation to the viscous power loss.
In [75], Mulcahy and Bell conclude the chapter on electrostatic generators by quoting Felici
[76]: "No quick progress can be achieved in a field which does not rouse collective enthusiasm,
9 And it is not clear that the volume of the electronics and packaging is fully accounted for in [26].
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and, moreover, the actual results always seem, to the scientifically minded critic, to fall far below
reasonable expectancies. This sober appraisal should be kept in mind when comparing present-
day electrostatic machines, which are still waiting for their Watt or their Siemens, to be more
fully developed kinds of equipment. It also means, however, that most of the potentialities of
electrostatic generation are still untapped...".
This work has proven that MEMS-scale ElectroQuasiStatic induction machines can be fabricated
to operate at high speeds and act as both motors and generators. Microfabrication technology
enabled us to make a device that can generate meaningful power-an elusive achievement until
now. At 192pW, this machine has produced the most power of any electrostatic MEMS device
to date. It is clear that a microfabricated EQS induction turbine generator can have superior
performance compared to its macroscale counterparts, and signifies a significant stride towards
tapping "the potentialities of electrostatic generation".
It is the hope of the author that the linear state-space models presented here, in good correlation
with the experiments, as well as the understanding of the dominant nonlinear effects and loss
mechanisms in the device and its electronics, will be helpful when considering rotational EQS
induction machines for future actuation and power generation applications.
Chapter 8
Recommendations for future work
W E end our discussion by outlining some of the work that would be required to ensure thatfuture EQS induction machines designed according to the results in this thesis would perform
better. The following aspects are addressed:
" the rotor conductor-improving its temperature stability and reducing the carrier depletion
effect;
" the inductors-reducing their core loss and size;
" crystals as substitutes for inductors-to have smaller resonant elements, possibly with lower
loss;
" additional design considerations for future EQS devices-how the layout and design of future
devices should be modified to improve performance.
8.1 Improvements on the rotor conductor film
The rotor conductor films used for the generator had two critical drawbacks, and one lesser problem:
" high temperature coefficient of resistance;
" depletion at higher voltages;
* carrier drift velocity saturation.
The first two problems can be addressed by increasing the dopant level in the rotor conductor films.
At higher dopant levels, intrinsic carrier concentration-strongly temperature dependent-has a
small effect on the resistivity. At high carrier concentrations, the effect of depletion on the C - V
curve is also much reduced [64]. (See Figure 6.13, from [65]).
Increased dopant level, however, would mean a reduced resistivity of the rotor film, and the
performance of the machine would be compromised. We note, however, that the rotor film only
needs a high resistivity in the circumferential direction, and not in the radial direction. One simple
solution to attain anisotropic conduction in the rotor film is to fabricate a segmented rotor, as is
shown in Figure 8.1. In this configuration the bars would be highly doped polysilicon or TaSiN,
and the outer ring would be doped to attain the required resistivity. Initial calculations indicate
that this is feasible. With such a configuration, the outer ring could be 100 times less resistive than
the continuous film. This would mean that the dopant concentration can be approximately 100
times higher, of the order 10 18 /cm 3 to 10 19/cm 3 , compared to the previous 10 16 /cm 3 to 10 17 /cm 3.
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(a) (b)
Figure 8.1: Alternative rotor conductor concept: Instead of using a continuous film (a), a segmented
polysilicon rotor film (b) is proposed. Such a geometry would allow the resistivity in the outer
connecting ring to be approximately 100 times lower than if a continuous were to be used.
Referring back to Figure 6.13, depletion would occur only at much higher voltages, and if it occurs,
it will occur in the ring, and not in the whole film.
As an alternative to the ring concept in Figure 8.1, tunnelling was also proposed' as a means
of obtaining a rotor conductor with a reduced temperature dependence. A two-layer segmented
rotor such as in Figure 8.1, but without the outer ring, only the bars, can be envisioned, where the
two segmented, non-connected layers are separated by a very thin oxide such that tunnelling can
occur through this thin oxide. The nonlinear nature of tunnelling conduction might be problematic
[64], but this concept is nevertheless offered as a second alternative to address the temperature
dependence issue.
Supposing that the depletion problem can be solved, it is reasonable to expect that carrier drift
velocity saturation will set in at higher field levels. There is not a clear path to preventing this
effect from happening. However, numerical experiments on the generator have shown that drift
velocity saturation merely has the effect of reducing the rotor conductivity, which actually tends
to improve the peak efficiency, although the speed window for generation becomes considerably
narrower. In all experiments, both speed and electrical frequency could be controlled with much
greater accuracy than required, and it is believed that a narrowing of the speed window should not
be a critical concern.
8.2 Further work on the inductors
If inductors are chosen as the resonant elements for the EQS generator, the core loss needs improve-
ment. The generator was prevented from operating at higher speeds due to excessive core losses
at higher frequencies. This, however, seems to be a material property-related problem, and it is
not immediately clear whether a better material can readily be found. The inductors produced by
Umans showed that it is indeed possible to use existing off-the-shelf cores and wind inductors with
very high quality factors. One word of caution is that those inductors, in particular, were prone to
saturation [68], and did not maintain their good quality factors as the J.W. Miller inductors with
their low permeability cores did.
'Originally, to the best knowledge of the author, by S.D. Senturia.
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Figure 8.2: A lumped parameter circuit equivalent model of a crystal
8.3 Crystals as inductor substitutes
Piezoelectric crystals offer a potential alternative to inductors. Although a piezoelectric crystal is
typically capacitive, it behaves as an inductor over a very narrow frequency range. To obtain an
indication of the feasibility of including crystals as inductor substitutes in a generator, we present
a series of measurements performed on piezoelectric ceramic crystals manufactured by Murata.
8.3.1 Equivalent circuit model of a crystal
Figure 8.2 is a lumped parameter equivalent circuit model of a piezoelectric crystal. For this model,
we can derive the following frequency-dependent impedance expression:
Zxm = jw Lxm + . +I x 81
wCx +R m (8.1)
Yx = jwCxe + + 1 (8.2)
Rxe ZXm
1
Zx = 1(8.3)
Yx
where Lxm, CXm and Rxm are the motional inductance, capacitance and resistance, respectively,
and are associated with the mechanical domain-the resonator. CXe and Rxe are the electrical
capacitance and leakage resistance. Figure 8.3 is a photograph of the crystals that were evaluated,
and Figure 8.4 is a photograph of a resonator that has been opened.
8.3.2 Measured impedance of typical ceramic crystals
Figures 8.5 to 8.8 show the impedance magnitude and phase as well as the effective inductance
and quality factor for a number of Murata ceramic crystals tested for possible use in the generator.
Unfortunately, none of the piezoelectric crystals have a quality factor high enough to make them
useful for the EQS generator. For the generator, a Q of at least 60 is desired, and the highest Q
seen in Figures 8.6 and 8.8 is approximately 50. We also note the very large variation in inductance
over a very narrow frequency range. With this, the danger exists that at a given frequency, there
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1Z
10mm
Figure 8.3: The crystals that were tested for possible use in the EQS generator
Figure 8.4: The innards of a typical piezoelectric ceramic resonator. The resonator itself, in this
case a 400 kHz resonator, has dimensions of approximately 5.6 x 5.6 x 0.53 mm.
may be a large variation in effective inductance for various crystals. This would render the crystal
set useless, since the inductances for the generator would be poorly matched.
8.3.3 Recommendations on crystals
Crystals as inductor substitutes should receive further consideration for any small-scale EQS in-
duction machine. They may offer the ability to have resonant elements that are of significantly
smaller size than inductors, if only for a very narrow frequency band. Ceramic piezoelectric res-
onators do not appear to have sufficiently low loss for use in the generator system. The highest
quality factor measured was approximately 50. A less lossy resonator material will help. This work
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Figure 8.5: Frequency response of various ceramic crystals, manufactured by Murata.
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Figure 8.6: Frequency response of various ceramic crystals, manufactured by Murata.
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did not allow for the testing of single crystal piezoelectric materials such as PZN-PT [77]. These
materials promise lower loss and higher electromechanical coupling, and may result in crystals with
sufficiently high quality factors for this application. Another aspect that needs to be addressed
is the amount of power that can be transferred through a piezoelectric resonator. The resonator
size is determined by the desired resonant frequency. Unfortunately, the size also has an impact
on the amount of heat that can be dissipated from the crystal at a given temperature. Therefore,
resonator integrity becomes a concern at higher power levels. This is in addition to the fact that
nonlinearities in the crystals may increase the lossyness of the resonator at higher drive levels, and
the low voltage Q may become significantly worse at increased voltages. Frequency matching of the
resonators to ensure that the same effective inductance is seen on all the phases of the EQS ma-
chine is also anticipated to be a challenge. Even small variations in the crystal resonant frequency
may result in large variations in the effective inductance, due to the "steepness" of the inductance
curve. (See Figures 8.6 and 8.8.) Despite these issues, the author feels that crystals warrant further
investigation, if only thanks to their promise of substantially smaller size.
8.4 Power electronics for rectification
In any practical application, a switched rectification scheme will likely be the preferred approach to
rectify the power from the generator and to store it in a battery or a capacitor. Passive rectification,
with diodes, would be too lossy. Therefore, it is anticipated that a real-world application of such
a generator would be under driven excitation, and not self-excitation. For this purpose, power
electronics will have to be developed that can excite the machine and direct energy to a DC source.
Because this occurs on the low side of the inductors, where the machine is more tolerant to stray
capacitances, the power electronics do not seem to be a major challenge, and compact, low-loss, high
frequency, low-voltage dedicated power electronics could be designed and fabricated fairly easily.
These electronics could also be designed with low capacitive loading and low capacitive imbalance
in mind. Numerical and actual experiments also showed that the resonant peak associated with
generation is not a very steep one, and it should be possible to lock in on such a peak with suitable
power electronics (See Figure 3.31).
8.5 Quartz and other materials for stators
Bulk quartz as a stator material presents the possibility of having an even thicker stator oxide layer,
and, if quartz can be reliably micromachined 2 , then quartz rotors are also not out of the question.
In the case of quartz as a rotor material, rotor integrity and creep at elevated temperatures should
be borne in mind, and a bi-layer silicon-quartz rotor may be more feasible. Silicon will remain
a familiar, strong and process-compatible material in a microfabrication environment, and it is
likely that the quartz layers may have to form part of a stack of wafers that also includes silicon
layers. Differences in CTE can cause failures, and, in particular, there are four failure modes to be
concerned with [79]:
2 And recent evidence from STS Systems [78] seems to indicate that it can.
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" crazing (free surface cracking) of Layer 1;
" crazing (free surface cracking) of Layer 2;
" interfacial fracture;
" spalling in the layer with the lower CTE.
These considerations limit the maximum thicknesses of layers that can be bonded, and also
the maximum anneal temperatures. We will consider here two scenarios of bonded quartz-silicon
stacks3 . Scenario 1 is a quartz-silicon bi-layer, and Scenario 2 is a symmetric quartz-silicon tri-layer.
In both cases we will assume bonding at room temperature, with subsequent annealing required to
strengthen the bond. For Scenario 1, the silicon layer thickness was set to h2 = 500 prm and quartz
layer thicknesses of hi c (0.1h 2 ,0.5h 2 ,0.8h 2 } were considered. For Scenario 2, the silicon layer
thickness was also set to h2 = 500 pm and quartz layer thicknesses of hi = h3 C {0.1h 2 , 0.5h 2 , 1.0h2}
were considered. For failure due to crazing, we would be concerned with the maximum stress in the
layup. Figures 8.9(a) and 8.11(a) show the maximum stress in the layup, for both the two-layer
and the three-layer cases, as function of a temperature rise from room temperature, AT. For these
layups failure due to crazing does not appear to be a concern, because the maximum tensile stress
in the either layup will not exceed the fracture strength of either the silicon or the quartz.
For failure due to interfacial fracture, or delamination, we need to consider how the strain energy
release rate (G) compares with the interface toughness (F). For the bond to hold, we require
G < F. The value for F at various temperatures was obtained from [80], and is shown in Figures
8.9(b) and 8.11(b), along with G for the various configurations. For the 2-layer case, G < F for
temperatures up to 3000 C for all the layups. Therefore, it would be safe to anneal the bonded
stack at approximately 300 0 C. For the case where hi = 0.1h 2 , the allowable temperature goes up
to 500 0C. The problem however, is that the 2-layer configuration bows a lot. Figure 8.10 indicates
that as much as 0.8 mm of bow can be expected at the anneal temperature. The symmetric 3-layer
arrangement does not bow, but only for the case hi = h3 = 0.1h 2 can anneal temperatures of 300 0 C
be used. This means that , if one were to anneal the bonded stack, a quartz layer thicker than 50 prm
may delaminate at 300 0 C. As it turns out, 50 pm may well be sufficient for the purposes of the
EQS generator. The only challenge would be working with a 50 pm thick quartz wafer. One option
may be to bond thicker quartz layers and do a low temperature anneal at approximately 50 0C, and
then polish down, little by little on either side, until the quartz is 50 pim thick on both sides. Then,
a higher temperature (300 0 C) anneal can be performed to produce a starting substrate for stator
fabrication. This process may seem tedious, but the bonding does not require any alignment, since
it is the starting step. The grinding/polishing step can be performed in a batch mode as well.
The benefits of a very thick quartz stator to the EQS machine can easily be evaluated with
a model of the machine. This was done, and it was found that for the stator periodicity and
electrode width of the current EQS generator, oxide thicknesses of greater than 25 pim, for both
rotor and stator, appear to have little effect on the power and efficiency of the machine. For a
slightly larger, 6 mm diameter machine, oxide thicknesses larger than approximately 35 prm gave
3 The contribution of K.T. Turner is gratefully acknowledged for the entire discussion on the mechanics of quartz
bonding.
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Figure 8.10: Bow for a 2-layer quartz-silicon stack.
diminishing returns in terms of power and efficiency (less that 2 percentage points i.t.o. efficiency).
Therefore, an oxide thickness of 50 pm should be adequate. It is important that this material be
oxide, or a material with a low dielectric constant. Typical glasses, e.g. PyrexTM (Er ~ 5), will
result in a reduction of machine efficiency and power, even for much greater insulator thicknesses.
At this point it may seem as if the deposition of very thick oxide films might be the simplest
route, and sufficient for EQS machines that are approximately 4 -10 mm in diameter. The use of a
uniform, bulk quartz layer holds additional promise for stator uniformity, however. This topic will
be discussed in the next section. Further investigation into the feasibility of bonded quartz stators
as discussed in this section is therefore warranted.
a-
E
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Figure 8.11: Stress, strain energy release rate and interface toughness for a 3-layer bonded stack.
hi = h3 are quartz, and h2 is silicon. In this case, h2 = 500 pm.
8.6 Stator layout to reduce nonuniformity and capacitive unbalance
In Chapter 2 a nonuniformity associated with the current stator geometry and its processing was
discovered. This nonuniformity translated into a gap variation of as much as 0.6 pm around the
circumference of the stator-20% of the design airgap of 3 pm. Although it was possible to use an
effective airgap for the purposes of the models, this nonuniformity should be avoided. In particular,
a 1 - 0 or tilt nonuniformity is undesirable, because it gives rise to a hydrodynamic tilting moment
on the rotor at high speeds [81]. One way to avoid this is to ensure that the buried oxide island has
six individual trenches for each of the six leads, instead of placing them into two groups of three
apiece. By spacing these leads 60" apart, there is an added benefit that the capacitive coupling
between phases will be slightly better balanced. This lead arrangement, however, will complicate
the air feeds to the journal bearing. Another solution is to use a uniform thick quartz wafer instead.
This, however, brings with it the complication of bonding quartz to silicon-two materials with
vastly different CTE's (2.6 ppm for Si vs. 0.55 ppm for quartz, at room temperature).
A stator layout that is circularly symmetric will also have the added potential benefit of more
balanced external capacitive coupling between the phases, and future generator designs should keep
this aspect in mind.
8.7 Improvements in the parameter estimation algorithms
Numerical optimization was a valuable tool in this thesis. This work, however, is not a treatise on
numerical optimization. The parameter estimation problem presented in Section 5.3.3 deserves to
be improved, if only by implementing it in a compiler rather than as an interpreted code. That
would significantly speed up the system identification process, which can currently take as long
as 10 hours to complete. The details of the fitting algorithm also need improvement. The fitting
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algorithm is presented in a rather ad-hoc manner, and there is an opportunity identify the best
optimization strategy from the wealth of optimization and system identification literature already
available.
8.8 Summary
This chapter addressed considerations for future work that should help to improve the performance
of future generators. We briefly relist the suggested improvements, in order of importance4
1. A rotor conductor that does not deplete and that is stable over a wider temperature range
needs to be found.
2. Inductors need to fabricated such that the peak quality factor is reached at the desired
frequency of operation. This should alleviate some of the core loss problems that plagued the
J.W. Miller inductors that were earmarked for higher speed operation.
3. Crystals as inductor substitutes warrants a closer look. In particular, it is suggested that the
feasibility of using single crystal piezoelectric materials is explored.
4. In a future design iteration, an improved stator layout is suggested to alleviate nonuniformity
and capacitive unbalance issues.
5. In any new design iteration, it would be worth investigating quartz bonding as an alternative
to the TBOS structures in an attempt to obtain thicker oxides.
6. If a new generator is designed, dedicated power electronics are suggested that can rectify the
generated power and direct it to a battery. A self-contained turbine-generator with power
electronics and resonant elements in a compact arrangement should be the future goal.
These improvements will hopefully ensure that future EQS machines can generate sufficient power
with sufficient efficiency to make them feasible for compact portable power generation applications.
4 In the opinion of the author, at least!
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Appendix A
Inductor parameters
Provided here are all the parameters for all the inductors considered for use in the EQS generator.
In summary, inductors with the following nominal values were tested:
Manufacturer Nominal value (mH) Nominal Q Part number
S.D. Umansa 0.35 135 @ 2 MHz N/A
J.W. Miller 0.75 56 @ 790 kHz 4651
J.W. Miller 1.5 82 ( 252 kHz 4664
J.W. Miller 2.5 95 @ 252 kHz 6302
J.W. Miller 5 80 @ 252 kHz 6304
J.W. Miller 6.2 89 @ 252 kHz 4670
J.W. Miller 8.2 83 @ 252 kHz 4671
aThese inductors were custom made by Dr. S.D. Umans for the EQS generator discussed in this thesis.
It is important to note that the quality factor is only specified at a particular frequency when, in
reality, it is a rather strong function of frequency. This should be borne in mind when using such
an inductor for a device such as the EQS generator. The following parameter values were obtained
for the J.W. Miller inductors, using an inductor model as shown in Figure A.1
Figure A.1: Inductor model
For the 8 mH inductors:
******Results from data fitting*************
Filename: DataHp4194_12Mar04_03_L1.mat
L = 8.289 mH
CL = 1.709 pF
RL = 36.77 Ohm
R_Lp = 1.881e+006 Ohm
RC = 1529 Ohm
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******Results from data fitting*************
Filename: DataHp4194_12Mar04_05_L2.mat
L = 8.240 mH
CL = 1.701 pF
R L = 37.43 Ohm
R_Lp = 1.884e+006 Ohm
RC = 1532 Ohm
******Results from data fitting*************
Filename: DataHp4194_12Mar04_07_L3.mat
L = 8.238 mH
CL = 1.658 pF
RL = 38.61 Ohm
R_Lp = 2.153e+006 Ohm
RC = 1751 Ohm
******Results from data fitting*************
Filename: DataHp4194_12Mar04_O9_L4.mat
L = 8.213 mH
CL = 1.736 pF
RL = 38.74 Ohm
R_Lp = 2.173e+006 Ohm
RC = 1766 Ohm
******Results from data fitting*************
Filename: DataHp4194_12Mar04_016_L5.mat
L = 8.225 mH
CL = 1.672 pF
RL = 38.76 Ohm
R_Lp = 2.056e+006 Ohm
RC = 1671 Ohm
******Results from data fitting*************
Filename: DataHp4194_12Mar04_017_L6.mat
L = 8.212 mH
CL = 1.670 pF
RL = 39.91 Ohm
R_Lp = 2.249e+006 Ohm
RC = 1829 Ohm
For the 6.2 mH inductors:
Filename: EGEN_6p2mH_170205_L1.mat
L = 5.993 mH
CL = 1.614 pF
RL = 32.6 Ohm
R_Lp = 2.052e+006 Ohm
RC = 2052 Ohm
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Filename: EGEN_6p2mH_170205_L2.mat
L = 6.152 mH
CL = 1.670 pF
RL = 32.8 Ohm
R_Lp 2.107e+006 Ohm
RC = 2107 Ohm
Filename: EGEN_6p2mH_170205_L3.mat
L = 6.097 mH
CL = 1.472 pF
RL = 32.71 Ohm
R_Lp = 2.1e+006 Ohm
RC = 2100 Ohm
Filename: EGEN_6p2mH_170205_L4.mat
L = 6.047 mH
CL = 1.551 pF
RL = 32.65 Ohm
R_Lp = 2.063e+006 Ohm
R.C = 2063 Ohm
Filename: EGEN_6p2mH_170205_L5.mat
L = 6.152 mH
CL = 1.577 pF
RL = 32.7 Ohm
R_Lp = 2.082e+006 Ohm
RC = 2082 Ohm
Filename: EGEN_6p2mH_170205_L6.mat
L = 6.012 mH
CL = 1.511 pF
RL = 32.48 Ohm
R_Lp = 2.058e+006 Ohm
RC = 2058 Ohm
For the 5 mH inductors:
******Results from data fitting*************
Filename: EGEN_5mH_170205_L1.mat
L = 4.922 mH
CL = 1.562 pF
RL = 15.36 Ohm
R_Lp = 1.273e+006 Ohm
RC = 1273 Ohm
******Results from data fitting*************
Filename: EGEN_5mH_170205_L2.mat
L = 4.961 mH
CL = 1.630 pF
RL = 15.59 Ohm
R_Lp = 1.272e+006 Ohm
RC = 1272 Ohm
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******Results from data fitting*************
Filename: EGEN_5mH_170205_L3.mat
L = 4.913 mH
CL = 1.537 pF
RL = 16.42 Ohm
R_Lp = 1.235e+006 Ohm
RC 1235 Ohm
******Results from data fitting*************
Filename: EGEN_5mH_170205_L4.mat
L = 4.904 mH
CL = 1.591 pF
RL = 16.68 Ohm
R_Lp = 1.227e+006 Ohm
RC = 1227 Ohm
******Results from data fitting*************
Filename: EGEN_5mH_170205_L5.mat
L = 4.924 mH
CL = 1.554 pF
RL = 16.13 Ohm
R_Lp = 1.241e+006 Ohm
RC = 1241 Ohm
******Results from data fitting*************
Filename: EGEN_5mH_170205_L6.mat
L = 4.903 mH
CL = 1.668 pF
RL = 15.99 Ohm
R_Lp = 1.215e+006 Ohm
RC = 1215 Ohm
For the 2.5 mH inductors:
Filename: EGEN_2p5mH_170205L1.mat
L = 2.471 mH
CL = 2.049 pF
RL = 9.91 Ohm
R_Lp = 7.663e+005 Ohm
RC = 766.3 Ohm
Filename: EGEN_2p5mH_170205_L2.mat
L = 2.498 mH
CL = 2.033 pF
RL = 9.916 Ohm
R_Lp = 7.638e+005 Ohm
RC = 763.8 Ohm
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Filename: EGEN_2p5mH_170205_L3.mat
L = 2.471 mH
CL = 1.971 pF
RL = 10.12 Ohm
R_Lp = 7.611e+005 Ohm
RC = 761.1 Ohm
Filename: EGEN_2p5mH_170205_L4.mat
L = 2.481 mH
CL = 2.051 pF
RL = 10.3 Ohm
R_Lp = 7.573e+005 Ohm
RC = 757.3 Ohm
Filename: EGEN_2p5mH_170205_L5.mat
L = 2.470 mH
CL = 1.966 pF
RL = 9.939 Ohm
R_Lp = 7.735e+005 Ohm
RC = 773.5 Ohm
Filename: EGEN_2p5mH_170205_L6.mat
L = 2.508 mH
CL = 2.036 pF
RL = 9.802 Ohm
R_Lp = 7.72e+005 Ohm
RC = 772 Ohm
For the 1.5 mH inductors:
Filename: EGEN_1p5mH_170205_L1.mat
L = 1.495 mH
CL = 1.904 pF
RL = 9.746 Ohm
R_Lp = 4.151e+005 Ohm
RC = 415.1 Ohm
Filename: EGEN_1p5mH_1702O5_L2.mat
L = 1.501 mH
CL = 1.847 pF
RL = 9.736 Ohm
R_Lp = 4.141e+005 Ohm
RC = 414.1 Ohm
Filename: EGEN_1p5mH_1702O5_L3.mat
L = 1.504 mH
CL = 1.814 pF
RL = 9.648 Ohm
RLp = 4.197e+005 Ohm
RC = 419.7 Ohm
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Filename: EGEN_1p5mH_170205_L4.mat
L = 1.507 mH
CL = 1.791 pF
RL = 9.812 Ohm
R_Lp = 4.206e+005 Ohm
RC = 420.6 Ohm
Filename: EGEN_1p5mH_170205_L5.mat
L = 1.505 mH
CL = 1.915 pF
RL = 9.73 Ohm
R_Lp = 4.197e+005 Ohm
RC = 419.7 Ohm
Filename: EGEN_1p5mH_170205_L6.mat
L = 1.489 mH
CL = 1.862 pF
RL = 9.814 Ohm
RLp = 4.le+005 Ohm
RC = 410 Ohm
For the 750 pH inductors:
Filename: EGEN_75uH_170205_L1.mat
L =0.700 mH
CL = 1.040 pF
RL =12.13 Ohm
R_Lp = 3.523e+005 Ohm
R C = 352.3 Ohm
Filename: EGEN_750uH_170205_L2.mat
L = 0.700 mH
CL 1.143 pF
RL = 12.22 Ohm
R_Lp = 3.374e+005 Ohm
RC = 337.4 Ohm
Filename: EGEN_750uH_170205_L3.mat
L = 0.708 mH
CL = 1.056 pF
RL = 12.11 Ohm
R_Lp = 3.538e+005 Ohm
RC = 353.8 Ohm
Filename: EGEN_750uH_170205_L4.mat
L = 0.714 mH
CL = 1.044 pF
RL = 12.18 Ohm
R_Lp = 3.61e+005 Ohm
RC = 361 Ohm
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Filename: EGEN_750uH_170205_L5.mat
L = 0.707 mH
CL = 1.147 pF
RL = 12.12 Ohm
R_Lp = 3.542e+005 Ohm
RC = 354.2 Ohm
Filename: EGEN_750uH_170205_L6.mat
L = 0.696 mH
CL = 1.070 pF
RL = 11.96 Ohm
R_Lp 3.48e+005 Ohm
RC = 348 Ohm
For the S.D. Umans inductors, no parameters were obtained because the inductor model as shown
in Figure A.1 did not capture the behavior of the SDU inductors very accurately. In fact, since
the SDU inductors are made up of four smaller inductors in series (See Figure 6.25), a higher order
model, containing at least two-or, better yet, four-models as in Figure A.1, connected together
in series, would be able to provide a more accurate estimate. The use of such a model would also
require additional states to be added to the SS model in Equation (3.212).
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Appendix B
A capacitor star test structure
Any test that required an EQS induction machine spinning at high speed was always a tedious
one, with a lot of risks associated with it. Therefore, it was useful to make a capacitor-only test
structure as an approximation of actual system. With such a structure, the following experiments
could be performed:
" testing various system identification techniques on a representative system;
" testing various inductor models and their validity;
" developing a better understanding of tuning techniques on an actual system, and the effect
that adding one inter-phase capacitor has on another inter-phase coupling. (Due to the small
values of the capacitances involved, this effect very much depends on the actual geometry,
and may be difficult to model either analytically or with a numerical method (e.g. FastCap).)
B.1 State space model for the capacitor star
The state space model for the capacitor star structure follows a very similar structure to that of
the full machine. The circuit can be seen schematically in Figure B.1.
We take KVL around Loop 2, and find
wi + Li + RLi (Li + iRLpi) VDi (B.1)dt
and
iRLpi = R-- L (B.2)
wi + Li( + RLR+ RLiLi Di (B.3)
and in vector-matrix form
L(I + RLR )iL -W - RLJL + VD (B.4)
Also, we have that KCL at nodes wi is, similar to the full machine model, defined as
iw = CE*
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Figure B.1: A simple capacitor star structure with the inductor models added. Wiring resistance
in the star structure is neglected.
and in this case i 2i is given by
iwi = iLi + '1RLpi + iCi
=iLi +R 1 Li dil + CLi (Vi-wi)
To give us the following state equation
iL = (CE + CL)* - CLVC - LRZ iL (B.5)
and we take Loop 3 inside the inductor model. KVL gives
VRLi + VLi  (VCi - wi) + VRci
diLiRL i + RLpi) -- L =VCi - wi + Rcii' (B.6)R~i('Li+ + Lidt i
Lj(1 + RRLiR ) + Li'Li Ci -di + RCiCL (VCi - wi) (B.7)
which gives us the additional state equation
L(I + RLRJ)iL - RCCL(VC - -RLiL + VC - w (B.-8)
B.1 State space model for the capacitor star
(CE + CL)
RCCL
0
-CL -LR2
-RCCL L(I + RLR-p)
0 L(I+RLR- ) {wvciLJ
~ 0
[-I
This equation is of the form
AX = BX + D
and, as usual, for sinusoidal
which is easily solved for:
steady state conditions, this reduces to the following linear system,
(jwA - B)X = D (B.11)
B.1.1 Implementation in MATLABTM: A matrix labeling scheme for vectorizing the
parameters
In MATLAB TM , the computing language used in this work, variables in the fitting algorithms are
best fed back and forth in terms of vectors, rather than matrices. However, if we want to estimate a
capacitance matrix, we can either attempt to solve for the matrix, or for a vector of its coefficients.
The latter method is the preferred way, but the construction of such a vector warrants some thought.
One notes that the capacitance matrix CE is symmetric, and in general will have 21 undetermined
coefficients. The other matrices are all diagonal, and have six independent coefficients each. One
way is to go by diagonal. A vector of coefficients would then have the form
[Cn1 C22 ... C12 C23 -- - C566
In this case, nph= 6. Another option is to construct the vector in "row major form". This is also
the method of choice in this case, as it makes for slightly cleaner code. In this case, the vector will
be of the form
[Cn1 C12 . .. C16 C22 -- C26 - C55 C56 C66]T
Of course, the size of this vector is simply the sum of the simple arithmetic series, given by
Size of vector = 2(ph 1
2
Thus, to set up the state space matrices, the following vectors will be passed to the function that
0 1
I -RL
o -RL 
_
w
VC
iLI + 00VD (B.9)
(B.10)
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creates the state matrices:
CEv, RLp, Lv, RLo, Rc, CLv
The "v" subscript was added to indicate vector quantities.
B.2 Numerical experiments on the capacitor star structure
Before attempting to correlate the model in Equation (B.9) with any experimental data, it is wise
to investigate the feasibility of fitting parameters in this model to a well-defined numerical dataset.
The goal of such numerical experiments is to obtain a better idea of the amount of trust that can
be placed in a give fitted set of parameters on an experimental dataset. There will always be a
number of uncertainties, and any attempt to estimate parameters in a model such as Equation
(B.9) should keep them in mind. Provided is a partial list of the uncertainties.
" Uncertainties in the inductor models. The inductor models are by no means exact. Fur-
thermore, the actual inductance may be a slight function of effects such as temperature and
mounting geometry.
" Uncertainties in the capacitor star model. This model neglects all losses and inductances.
This is a reasonable approximation.
" Measurement noise and error. This can be minimized, but at low voltage amplitudes, this
may still be a problem.
" Uncertainties in the numerical fitting algorithm. We are performing a nonlinear least squares
curve fit, with multiple local minima. The initial guess can play a large role in the eventual
answer, which may be quite incorrect.
This section will attempt to address issues relating to the inductor model uncertainties and also
uncertainties associated with numerical fitting.
The numerical experiment A numerical experiment was performed with the following param-
eters:
L (mH):
8 0 0 0 0 0
0 8 0 0 0 0
0 0 8 0 0 0
0 0 0 8 0 0
0 0 0 0 8 0
0 0 0 0 0 8
B.2 Numerical experiments on the capacitor star structure
CL (pF):
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
RLp (MQ):
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
RL (Q):
100
0
0
0
0
0
0
100
0
0
0
0
0
0
100
0
0
0
0
0
0
100
0
0
0
0
0
0
100
0
0
0
0
0
0
100
Rc (Q):
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
10
The vector CT (pF)
10 2 1.1 1.4 0.8 1.3 10 0.6 1.2 1.5 2.1 10 0.5 1.6 1.8 10 1.5 1.4 10 0.9 10
that gives the matrix CE (pF)
16.6
-2.0
-1. 1
-1.4
-0.8
-1.3
-2.0
17.4
-0.6
-1.2
-1.5
-2.1
-1.1
-0.6
15.6
-0.5
-1.6
-1.8
-1.4
-1.2
-0.5
16.0
-1.5
-1.4
-0.8
-1.5
-1.6
-1.5
16.3
-0.9
-1.3
-2.1
-1.8
-1.4
-0.9
17.5
Electrical frequency range: 30 points, linearly spaced, 100kHz to 1.2MHz Drive voltage vector:
Six different drive voltage vectors were used, to produce six datasets, where each dataset contains
six frequency responses for each wi (See Equation (B.3)), for a total of 36 frequency responses.
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They were
10 0 '0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
V1= g ,VD2 = 0 ,V3= g ,D4= , VD5= ,VD= g
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
(B.12)
Figure B.2 shows the response of the numerical experiment for all six phases for the case where
VD = VD6. This is thus 1 / 6 th of the total dataset. Note that the danger exists of losing a lot of
important features of the graphs by taking only 30 points per sweep. This was done to speed up
the fitting procedure. More points can be taken, at the cost of more computational time needed to
fit the parameters.
For all data fitting purposes, the error squared is defined as
nph nptf fetcfg
err2 = E E 3 (log IWexpijkI - log IWtheo,ijk 1)2 (B.13)
i=1 j=1 k=1
where nph is the number of phases, as previously defined, nptf is the number of frequency points
per spectrum, and ntcfg the number of different test configurations (i.e. VD vectors).
B.3 Optimization algorithms and other techniques for parameter esti-
mation
For this capacitor star structure, described mathematically in Equation (B.9), the experimental
goal would be to run a sequence of tests and then, from these tests, attempt to fit the model to the
data by adjusting the coefficients in the matrix CE. The tests would be performed in the frequency
domain. The fitting is a nonlinear least squares fit. Because CE is a symmetric matrix, it can
have a maximum of 21 unknown coefficients for a six-phase machine (nph = 6). Therefore, to fit
the model to the data, one has to minimize the least square error of a 21-parameter system. This
presents a problem, and it became apparent that a good initial guess was required to converge to
the correct solution for CE-
Results: Constrained minimization The first attempt at fitting was done with the MATLABTM
function fmincon. m. All parameters were exactly the same as in the numerical experiment itself,
except for the matrix CE and it's associated parameter vector CE,, that was "guessed" to be the
following:
10 1 1 1 1 1 10 1 1 1 2 10 1 1 2 10 1.5 1.4 10 0.9 10
Using fmincon.m, the following solution was obtained for the capacitance matrix.
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Phases 1,2 and 3
5 10 15
Frequency (Hz) x 106
5 10 15
Frequency (Hz) x 105
Phases 4,5 and 6
C
0I
10
lq-4
-- 5
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10-
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10- 0 5 10 15
Frequency (Hz) X 1
2)nn
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.100
-200 L0 5 10 15
Frequency (Hz) x 10
Figure B.2: Frequency response of the numerical experiment for all six phases, VD = VD6. Note
that the danger exists of losing a lot of important features of the graphs by taking only 30 points
per sweep. This was done to speed up the fitting procedure. More points can be taken, at the cost
of more computational time needed to fit the parameters.
The converged vector CT (pF):
Capacitance parameter array after fmincon (pF):
2.08 1.10 1.47 0.59 1.36 9.87 0.77 1.19
9.95 0.57 1.55 1.69 9.86 1.54 1.36 10.07
1.63 (cont'd)
0.92 10.21
Error after fmincon as a fraction of the correct value:
0.008 0.039 0.004 0.048 0.259 0.047 0.013 0.279 0.012 0.086 (cont'd)
0.042 0.005 0.148 0.033 0.062 0.014 0.029 0.031 0.007 0.026 0.021
The error fraction is defined as
CE,exad - CE,exact
err frac CEexa
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Error in each matrix entry
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Figure B.3: Bar graph of the error in each matrix entry for a given parameter fitting run.
Capacitance
16.6768
-2.0775
-1.0955
-1.4668
-0.5930
-1.3605
matrix after fmincon
-2.0775 -1.0955
17.5415 -0.7675
-0.7675 15.6236
-1.1858 -0.5739
-1.6283 -1.5480
-2.0112 -1.6882
Error fraction matrix
0.0046 0.0387
0.0387 0.0081
0.0041 0.2791
0.0477 0.0118
0.2588 0.0855
0.0466 0.0423
(pF):
-1.4668
-1.1858
-0.5739
15.9854
-1.5433
-1.3573
after fmincon:
0.0041 0.0477
0.2791 0.0118
0.0015 0.1479
0.1479 0.0009
0.0325 0.0289
0.0621 0.0305
Figure B.3 shows this error graphically.
"Jiggling" of variables By reconsidering Figure B.3, one notes that, for the most part, the
convergence is within ~ 5% of the exact values. However, a few variables seem to be off by as much
-0.5930
-1.6283
-1.5480
-1.5433
16.3093
-0.9230
0.2588
0.0855
0.0325
0.0289
0.0006
0.0255
-1.3605
-2.0112
-1.6882
-1.3573
-0.9230
17.5545
0.0466
0.0423
0.0621
0.0305
0.0255
0.0031
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as 20%. Although it is not feasible to explore the entire solution space, benefits may be had from
simply changing individual variables, one at a time, by a larger amount, say, 20% or so, than a
typical optimizer would try.
After jiggling twice with a 20% jiggle, and twice with a 5% jiggle, and rerunning the fmincon
algorithm, the following capacitance matrix was obtained:
Capacitance matrix at this function evaluation (pF):
16.5761 -2.0210 -1.0838 -1.3901 -0.7977 -1.3008
-2.0210 17.4113 -0.5974 -1.1871 -1.5186 -2.1147
-1.0838 -0.5974 15.5564 -0.5627 -1.5594 -1.7818
-1.3901 -1.1871 -0.5627 15.9861 -1.4816 -1.3780
-0.7977 -1.5186 -1.5594 -1.4816 16.2892 -0.8949
-1.3008 -2.1147 -1.7818 -1.3780 -0.8949 17.5253
Error fraction matrix after fmincon:
0.0014 0.0105 0.0147 0.0071 0.0029 0.0006
0.0105 0.0006 0.0043 0.0108 0.0124 0.0070
0.0147 0.0043 0.0028 0.1255 0.0254 0.0101
0.0071 0.0108 0.1255 0.0009 0.0123 0.0157
0.0029 0.0124 0.0254 0.0123 0.0007 0.0057
0.0006 0.0070 0.0101 0.0157 0.0057 0.0014
The only major error remaining is a 10% error in one off-diagonal term. This error was not corrected
with a 5% jiggle, but with a 10% jiggle. See Figure B.4
The total number of function evaluations to get to this point was approximately 3000. This becomes
approximately 5 minutes of computational time on an AMD Athlon XP 1800+ desktop computer
at the time of writing. This is a reasonable amount of time for system identification.
Change detection ability Having estimated a set of parameters, although they may not be
correct, the question then becomes what would happen if we changed one of the inter-phase ca-
pacitances by a small amount and re-run the simulation? Would we still be able to pick up the
change?
As an initial guess, the converged capacitance matrix after "jiggling", with the 10% error remaining,
was used.
Initial guess capacitance matrix (pF):
16.5761 -2.0210 -1.0838 -1.3901 -0.7977 -1.3008
-2.0210 17.4113 -0.5974 -1.1871 -1.5186 -2.1147
-1.0838 -0.5974 15.5564 -0.5627 -1.5594 -1.7818
-1.3901 -1.1871 -0.5627 15.9861 -1.4816 -1.3780
-0.7977 -1.5186 -1.5594 -1.4816 16.2892 -0.8949
-1.3008 -2.1147 -1.7818 -1.3780 -0.8949 17.5253
A value of 0.5pF was added to CE13 and CE34 in the original capacitance matrix.
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Results after jiggling and rerunning optimizer
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Figure B.4: Bar graph of the error in each matrix entry after "jiggling". Compare with Figure B.3
New capacitance matrix (pF):
17.1 -2.0 -1.6 -1.4 -0.8 -1.3
-2.0 17.4 -0.6 -1.2 -1.5 -2.1
-1.6 -0.6 16.6 -1.0 -1.6 -1.8
-1.4 -1.2 -1.0 16.5 -1.5 -1.4
-0.8 -1.5 -1.6 -1.5 16.3 -0.9
-1.3 -2.1 -1.8 -1.4 -0.9 17.5
This time, perhaps with a fair amount of luck, the optimizer converged to the correct value. The
final capacitance matrix was
Converged capacitance matrix (pF):
17.1000 -1.9999 -1.6000 -1.4000 -0.8000 -1.3000
-1.9999 17.3999 -0.6000 -1.2000 -1.5000 -2.1000
-1.6000 -0.6000 16.6002 -0.9999 -1.6001 -1.8000
-1.4000 -1.2000 -0.9999 16.4998 -1.4998 -1.4000
-0.8000 -1.5000 -1.6001 -1.4998 16.2997 -0.9000
-1.3000 -2.1000 -1.8000 -1.4000 -0.9000 17.4999
The error on any given entry was 0(0.01%) or less. One must bear in mind, however, that this
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is just one example. We have already illustrated that one of these parameter fitting problems can
possess many local minima, and it should not be taken for granted that the final converged solution
is indeed the correct one. In an actual experiment, one would once again check the last result for
CE with a little bit of "jiggling" to see if one of the variables had not converged to the wrong value.
Genetic algorithms Genetic algorithms were briefly explored, but as of the time of writing this,
it has not been possible to make a genetic algorithm perform well. It seems that a fair amount of
tuning may be required, which would extend beyond the scope allocated to this part of the thesis
work.
Initially estimating the phase-to-ground capacitances from initial experimental data
If one makes the assumption that CE is diagonally dominant (which it is), it is possible to get
a reasonable estimate of the phase-to-ground capacitances by simply considering the first peaks
in the frequency response of each phase. This technique may have the potential of reducing the
number of parameters to solve for by nyp variables. The subtle problem with this technique, of
course, is that, to locate the peaks, one needs to find them with some degree of accuracy, requiring
more scan points and a longer experiment duration.
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Figure B.5: A simple capacitor star structure with the inductor models added. Wiring resistance
in the star structure is neglected.
B.4 Adding a rotor backside equivalent capacitor to the capacitor star
structure
Although the previous capacitor star is a reasonably good approximation to the generator device,
it neglects the fact that the rotor backside is indeed floating and not grounded. We can add
another capacitor, CB, into which all of the other capacitors feed. The state space model for this
capacitor star structure follows a very similar structure to that of the full machine. It can be seen
schematically in Figure B.5.
We take KVL around Loop 2, and find
( + Wi + Li + RLi(Li + iRLpi) VDi (B.14)
dt
and
diLiRLpi -Rjj L d (B.15)
.+wi + L(1 + RLiR)d - + RLiiLi VDi (B.16)
and in vector-matrix form
L(I + RLR 1 )iL = -1 p w - RLJL + VD (B.17)
We recall the definition of 1ph in (3.137). Also, we have that KCL at nodes wi is, similar to the
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full machine model, defined as
iW = CE*
and in this case ici is given by
iwi = iLi + iRLpi + iCi
diLi
= iLi + R-Lidt + CLi (VCi - W)
to give us the following state equation:
iL = (CE + CL)* - CLVC - LR-IL
We take Loop 3 inside the inductor model. KVL gives
VRLi VLi (VCi Wi) + VRci
RLi (iLi + iRLpi) + Li dt
dt
Lj(1 + RLiRZ') dR + RLiiLi
= Vci - wi + Rciici
SVci - wi + RCiCLi (VCi - wi)
which gives us the additional state equation.
L(I + RLR2')iL - RCCL(VC - W) = -RLiL + VC - w
In this case we need one more equation: KCL at node (.
nph
iCB = SCEi
i=1
nph
.-.CB CEii tbi - 0)
i=1
We write this in vector-matrix notation as follows:
(CB + CED1 ph)$ - CED* = 0
where we defined CED as
CED = CE11 CE22 ... CEnphnph ]
We obtain the following state-space equation:
(B.18)
(B.19)
(B.20)
(B.21)
(B.22)
(B.23)
(B.24)
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CB + CED1 ph -CED 0 0
0 (CE + CL) -CL -LR- wLp
0 RCCL -RCCL L(I + RLR2) 1c
0 0 0 L(I+RLR-1) L
~ 0 0 0 0 ' ( ' ' 0 '
0 0 0 I w 0
+ (B.25)
0 -II -RL VC 0
-1T -I 0 -RL iL VD
This equation is of the form
AX = BX + D (B.26)
and, as usual, for sinusoidal steady state conditions, this reduces to the following linear system,
which is easily solved for:
(jwA - B)X = D (B.27)
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Figure B.6: The effect of adding CB on the frequency response of the capacitor star structure.
Shown is the FRF of Phase 1 under excitation from Phase 2, for a 6-phase structure.
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Figure B.7: This 3D view shows the common mode nature of the peak associated with CB. Once
again, Phase 2 is the driven phase.
Appendix C
Pull-in of delaminated electrodes
This is a brief discussion where we investigate whether the electrodes, if they are slightly delami-
nated, can be pulled up to the rotor and thus be damaged. We will solve this problem using energy
methods. We define the total potential energy of the system in the following manner:
Utot = Uelastic + Uloads (C.1)
The elastic potential energy for a beam is given by
Ubeam j = i (W")2dx (C.2)
0 2
where for plate-like beams we'd rather use the plate modulus: 5 E/(1 - v2 ). The energy of the
load is given by
Ueiectric = - 2  1 dx (C.3)0 2 go - w
If we let w(x) = go6(x), we get
Z 1g (6X1) EV2 b
Utot j((x)")2dx - dx (C.4)2 JO 2go o 1 - 6 (x)
We can do an approximate Raleigh-Ritz analysis by assuming a trial function and minimizing Utot
w.r.t. the coefficients of 6(x). Let us assume 6(x) ~ a3x 3 + a 2x 2 . This satisfies w(O) 0 and
w'(0) = 0. It will also satisfy w"(l) = 0 if we let
a 3 -- - 6(x) = a2 (- x3 +x 2) (C.5)31 31
Figure C.1 shows the tip deflection for a beam with the following parameters:
E: 1.7100e+011 - Young's modulus
b: 5.00OOe-006 - width
h: 2.00OOe-007 - thickness
nu: 0.2500 - Poisson's ratio
epsilon: 8.8300e-012 - permittivity
gO: 3.00OOe-006 - initial gap
1: 2.00OOe-005 - length
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0 .2 -- ... -- ... - ......--  .-.-.-.-.-.- - .-.- - .- .- .-- .- .- .--. -
0 .1 --.. ... - ..........--  .-----. -. ...-. .- -. .
0
0 5 10 15 20Position along beam (g m)
Figure C.1: Electrode delamination for a 60 V actuation. A tip deflection of 0.3 Pm is observed.
This is small compared to the airgap distance, and in this case electrode pull-in does not seem to
be a problem.
Appendix D
Capacitance between two cylinders
One of the more useful formulas that was used in this work, was that for the capacitance between
two cylinders. We simply state the formula here. This describes the capacitance between two
cylinders with radius a, separation D and length 1.
C2cyl = 2eoerl (D.1)
In -L+ ()
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Appendix E
Calibration data
A certain amount of dedicated instrumentation had to be developed for the EQS induction genera-
tor. The details of the instrumentation are described in Chapter 4. The calibration data for these
instruments is given here.
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Power Signal Voltage measured (mV)
*0
a
3
0
azu
* Experimental Data
Linear LSQ Estimate
100 - ±2-- lines (-95% confidence) -
8 0 - - --- - - - - - - -
6 0 -- -. .-. . .. .-. ..-.- -. .-. .- - .- ..- 
40-
Linear Ist sqr coeff (WN): -1.231e-003
Frequency: 300.0kHz to 700.0kHz
20 Voltage: 0.050Vpp to 2.800Vpp
Test Capacitance (Ct): 96.1 pF
Test Resistance (Rt): 998.On
0 Sense Resistor (Rsense): 995.On
DC Offset removed: 0.033V
Standard error (gW): 3.136
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Power Signal Voltage measured (mV)
Figure E.1: Test setup generation 1. Boards 1 and 2.
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Figure E.2: Test setup generation 1. Boards 3 and 4.
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* Expenmental Data
- Linear LSQ Estimate*
nce) ---:-. - . .... ±2a lines (-95% confide
Linear Ist sqr coeff (WN): -1.220e-0034-
Frequency: 300.0kHz to 700.0kHz
Voltage: 0.050Vpp to 2.800Vpp
Test Capacitance (Ct): 96.1 pF
Test Resistance (Rt): 998.M
Sense Resistor (Rsense): 995.00
DC Offset removed: 0.037V
Standard error (gW): 3.192
N
0
0
-o
* Experimental Data
- Linear LSQ Estimate
-.... ... - .-.-..-.-. 
- -. ±2a lines (-95% confidence) 
-
.. . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . .. . .. . ... . .
Linear Ist sqr coeff (WN): -1.162e-003
Frequency: 300.0kHz to 700.0kHz
-- Voltage: 0.05OVpp to 2.80Vpp -- -.-.-.--
Test Capacitance (Ct): 96.1pF '''-
Test Resistance (Rt): 998.1
-. Sense Resistor (Rsense): 995.00 --..---..--
DC Offset removed: 0.026V
Standard error (gW): 3.384
* Experimental Data
- Linear LSQ Estimate
- I -.. -.-.-.-.- .-..-.-.-.- ±2a lines (-95% confidence) -
Linear ist sqr coeff (WN): -1.143e-003':
Frequency: 300.0kHz to 700.0kHz
-. Voltage: 0.05OVpp to 2.800Vpp 
-Test Capacitance (Ct): 96.1 pF
Test Resistance (Rt): 998.W
-- Sense Resistor (Rsense): 995.00
DC Offset removed: 0.027V
Standard error (gW): 2.624
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Figure E.3: Test setup generation 1. Boards 5 and 6.
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Figure E.4: Calibration data contained
Caldata-PowerBoard-2-13MarO5. mat
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in Caldata-PowerBoard-1-13MarO5.mat
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-o
0
* Experimental Data
- Linear LSQ Estimate
-- -- ±2o lines (-95% confidenc
Linear Ist sqr coeff (WN): -1.224e-003
Frequency: 300.0kHz to 700.0kHz
Voltage: 0.05OVpp to 2.800Vpp
Test Capacitance (Ct): 96.1 pF
Test Resistance (Rt): 998. -
Sense Resistor (Rsense): 995.00
DC Offset removed: 0.033V
Standard error (gW): 3.432
* Experimental Data
- Linear LSQ Estimate
. .- - 2o lines (-95% confidence)
Linear Ist sqr coeff (WN): -1.228e- 00 3w
Frequency: 300.0kHz to 700.0kHz
Voltage: 0.05OVpp to 2.800Vpp
Test Capacitance (Ct): 96.1 pF
Test Resistance (Rt): 998.M
Sense Resistor (Rsense): 995.0
DC Offset removed: 0.033V
Standard error (gW): 4.250
0 10
. Experimental Data
-- Linear LSQ Estimate
-.--- ±2 lines (-95% confidence
Linear Ist sqr coeff (W/V): -1. 111e-003
Frequency: 300.0kHz to 700.0kHz
Voltage: 0.05OVpp to 2-800Vpp ----.
Test Capacitance (Ct): 96.OpF
Test Resistance (R1): 990.0
Sense Resistor (Rsense): 990.0I O-. -.-.-.-.-.
DC Offset removed: 0.032V
Standard error (IW): 1.712
* Experimental Data
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-.-- ±2a lines (-95/. confidence
Linear ist sqr coeff (W/V): -1.089e-003*
Frequency: 300.0kHz to 700.0kHz
Voltage: 0.05OVpp to 2.800Vpp -
Test Capacitance (Ct): 96.OpF
Test Resistance (Rt): 990.M
Sense Resistor (Rsense): 995.0! 
DC Offset removed: 0.043V
Standard error (pW): 1.685
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Figure E.5: Calibration data contained in:
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Caldata-PowerBoard-3-13MarO5. mat and Caldata-PowerBoard-4-13MarO5. mat
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Figure E.6: Calibration data contained in:
Caldata-PowerBoard-5-13MarO5. mat and Caldata-PowerBoard-6-13MarO5. mat
* Experimental Data
Linear LSO Estimate
- ±2 lines (-95% confidencel
Linear ist sqr coeff 91.0 94
Frequency: 300.0kHz to 700.0k~z
Voltage: 0.050Vpp to 2.800Vpp - -.. - .-.. 
Test Capacitance (Ct): 96.0pF 
-
Test Resistance (Rt): 990.M
Sense Resistor (Rsense): 992.0n - .-.-.-.
DC Offset removed: 0.045V
Standard error (pW): 2.152
* Experimental Data
- Linear LSO Estimate
- -2a lines (-95%/ confidence
Linear Ist sqr coeff (WN): -1.074e-003
Frequency: 300.0kHz to 700.0kHz
Voltage: 0.050Vpp to 2.800Vpp
Test Capacitance (Ct): 96.OpF
Test Resistance (Rt): 990.0-
Sense Resistor (Rsense): 994.00 - --- --
DC Offset removed: 0.039V
Standard error (pW): 1.782
0
* Experimental Data
Linear LSQ Estimate
±2- lines (~95% confidencel
Linear Ist sqr coeff (WN) -1.092e-003
Frequency: 300.0kHz to 700.0kHz
Voltage: 0.050Vpp to 2.800Vpp --- -.-.-.
Test Capacitance (Ct): 96.OpF
Test Resistance (Rt): 990. M
Sense Resistor (Rsense): 993.00 -.-.-.-.-.- .  -'-,.-.
DC Offset removed: 0.044V
Standard error (IW): 1.709
Experimental Data
Linear LSO Estimate
-- ....... -- -±2a lines (-95%/ confidence
Linear Ist sqr coeff (WN): -1.072e-003
Frequency: 300.OkHz to 700.0kHz
Voltage: 0.05OVpp to 2.800Vpp . ..
Test Capacitance (Ct): 96.OpF
Test Resistance (Rt): 990.0Q
Sense Resistor (Rsense): 997.00 - - - -
DC Offset removed: 0.042V
Standard error (LW): 2.321
0
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Figure E.7: Calibration data contained in:
Caldata-IBoard-1-18MarO5.mat and Caldata-IBoard-2-18MarO5.mat
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Figure E.8: Calibration data contained in:
CaldataIBoard38MarO5. mat and CaldataIBoard4l8MarO5. mat
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E
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Linear ist sqr coeff (mAN): 0.449
Frequency: 300.0kHz to 1000.OkHz
Voltage: 0.05OVpp to 4.00OVpp
Test Resistance (Rt): 99M
Sense Resistor (Rsense): 21001
Standard error (mA): 0.010
. Experimental Data
- Linear LSQ Estimate
±2a lines (-95% confidencel
Linear ist sqr coeff (mAV): 0.444
Frequency: 300.0kHz to 1000.0kHz
Voltage: 0.05OVpp to 4.000Vpp
Test Resistance (Rt): 99&1
Sense Resistor (Rsense): 21000
Standard error (mA): 0.014
. Experimental Data
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±2a lines (-95% confidence
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Test Resistance (Rt): 99S
Sense Resistor (Rsense): 21 . ... ..... .-- ------
Standard error (mA): 0.012
--.-.-.- -.-. - * Experimental Data
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Standard error (mA): 0.011
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Figure E.9: Calibration data contained in:
CaldataIBoard518Mar05. mat and CaldataIBoard618Mar05. mat
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Figure E.10: Calibration data contained in:
CaldataIBoard114Apr05750Rsense .mat and
C
0
Linear ist sqr coeff (mA/V): 1.234
9 Frequency: 300.0kHz to 1 000.OkF-z ..Voltage: 0.05OVpp to 1 0.OOOVpp
8 Test Resistance (Rt): 993 ........
Sense Resistor (Rsense): 7500
7 Standard error (mA): 0.009
53 - -. . .--. -
4 0 1 --- - 3 - 4 5 6 - 7-.- .
2 -.. ---..  . -. ....-  ....- ...- - -.. .. - . ...
* Experimental Data
1 --- - ----- -- - Linear LSQ Estimate
.±2a lines (-95% confidence
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Current signal voltage measured (V )
CaldataIBoard2l4AprO575ORsense.mat
Linear Ist sqr coeff (mA/V): 0.452
Frequency: 300.0kHz to 1000.0kHz
Voltage: 0.05OVpp to 4.00OVpp -.. --..-
Test Resistance (Rt): 99M
Sense Resistor (Rsense): 21000 ......
Standard error (mA): 0.011
* Experimental Data
- Linear LSO Estimate
±2y lines (-95% confidence
Linear Ist sqr coeff (mAN): 0.448
Frequency: 300.0kHz to 1000.0kHz
Voltage: 0.05OVpp to 4.00OVpp - . .-.-.
Test Resistance (Rt): 99M
Sense Resistor (Rsense): 2100.
Standard error (mA): 0.011
* Experimental Data
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±2a lines (-95% confidence
Linear Ist sqr coeff (mAV): 1.251
9 Frequency: 300.0kHz to 1000.OkHz . ... ....
Voltage: 0.05OVpp to 10.OOOVpp
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7 Standard error (mA): 0.013 .-
4 -.. . -.. ...... . .
2 --. ...--- -. .. .-. ..-- -. ..-.  --. -..-- - : -- - -
* Experimental Data
1 -. .. -........ - - - - - -- Linear LSQ Estimate
±2a lines (-95% confidence
n, I
Linear Ist sqr coeff (mA/V): 1.253
9 Frequency: 300.0kHz to 1 000.0k-tz.........
Voltage: 0.05OVpp to 10.OOOVpp
8 Test Resistance (Rt): 99M . -. -
Sense Resistor (Rsense): 7500
7 Standard error (mA): 0.008 ...
5 - ---. -------. -. ... .-.-.-.- .-.
3 -- - - .- ... -. -- - --. . - . - .- .
2 - -- -.. . .- - --. .. - ...- . -.-...-.
* Experimental Data
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Figure E.11: Calibration data contained in:
CaldataIBoard34Apr575ORsense. mat and
E
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E
Linear Ist sqr coeff (mAN): 1.247
9 Frequency: 300.0kHz to 1000.Ok-t........k...z...
Voltage: 0.05OVpp to 1 O.00Vpp
8 Test Resistance (Rt): 99M .
Sense Resistor (Rsense): 750M
7 Standard error (mA): 0.006. ...........................
2 .- -.--.--. - -.
Experimental Data
1 ---.-..-..-.--.--.- .. -- Linear LSO Estimate
±2o lines (-95% confidence
nr
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Current signal voltage measured (V Id
CaldataIBoard44Apr575ORsense.mat
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Current signal voltage measured (V4
Figure E.12: Calibration data contained in
CaldataIBoard514Apr575ORsense mat and CaldataIBoard614Apr575ORsense mat
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E
0-
E
a.
Linear Ist sqr coeff (mANV): 1.259
Frequency: 300.0kHz to 1000.0k ........ ..............
Voltage: 0.05OVpp to 1 0.OOOVpp,
Test Resistance (Rt): 99M -. . -. -.-.-.-.-. -
Sense Resistor (Rsense): 7500
Standard error (mA): 0.014
* Experimental Data
-- LUnear LSQ Estimate -
2tines (~95% confidence
Th
Linear Ist sqr coeff (mA/V): 1.242
9 Frequency: 300.0kHz to 1000.0kH...
Voltage: 0.05OVpp to 1 0.OOOVpp
8 Test Resistance (Rt): 99M
Sense Resistor (Rsense): 750..
7 Standard error (mA): 0.015
6a
eExperimental Data
1 -----.-- ---.- - Linear LSQ Estimate
2altines (~95% confidence
lu.
304 E Calibration data
0 1 2 3
Voltage measured (V )
20
15
5
5
P
P
D
S
Linear Ist sqr coeff (V/V): 4.166
Frequency: 100.0kHz to 2000.0kHz
Voltage: 1.000Vpp to 20.000Vpp
robe Resistance (Rp): 10.0M ............................
robe Capcitance (Cp): 2.5OpF
ivider Capcitance (Cp): 0.79pF
tandard error (V): 0.159
* Experimental Data
Linear LSQ Estimate
.2 lines (~95% contidence
0 1 2 3
Voltage measured (V )
4 5
Figure E.13: Calibration data contained in
CaldataVDivBoard125MarO5. mat and CaldataVDivBoard225MarO5. mat
0 1 2 3
Voltage measured (V )
&
20
15
5 0 1 2 3
Voltage measured (V )
Figure E.14: Calibration data contained in
CaldataVDivBoard325MarO5. mat and CaldataVDivBoard425MarO5. mat
-b
20
&
oi
Linear Ist sqr coeff (VN): 4.224
Frequency: 100.0kHz to 2000.0kHz
Voltage: 1.00OVpp to 20.00OVpp
Probe Resistance (Rp): 10.OM .- ...-
Probe Capcitance (Cp): 2.50pF
Divider Capcitance (Cp): 0.78pF
Standard error (V): 0.186
-..-.-.-.-.-.
* Experimental Data
- Linear LSQ Estimate
±2o lines (-95% confidence)
Linear Ist sqr coeff (VN): 4.144
Frequency: 100.0kHz to 2000.0kHz
Voltage: 1.00OVpp to 20.000Vpp
Probe Resistance (Rp): 10.0M
Probe Capcitance (Cp): 2.5OpF
Divider Capcitance (Cp): 0.80pF
Standard error (V): 0.093
* Experimental Data
-- Linear LSQ Estimate
-±2a lines (-95% confidence
4 5
9V 9r
15
5 5
Voltage measured (V )
20
15
5
0 1 2 3
Voltage measured (VW
Figure E.15: Calibration data contained in
CaldataVDivBoard525MarO5. mat and CaldataVDivBoard625MarO5. mat
Voltage measured (V )
>
20
15
10
5
1.5 2 0.5
Voltage measured (VW
1.5 2
Figure E.16: Calibration data contained in
CaldataVDivBoard1Cf g216Apr05. mat and CaldataVDivBoard2Cf g216AprO5. mat
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20
15
5
Linear ist sqr coeff (VN): 4.161
Frequency: 100.0kHz to 2000.OkHz
Voltage: 1.00OVpp to 20.00OVpp
Probe Resistance (Rp): 10.OM ......... .............
Probe Capcitance (Cp): 2.50pF
Divider Capcitance (Cp): 0.79pF ..-
Standard error (V): 0.286
* Experimental Data
Linear LSQ Estimate
±2a lines (~95% confidence)
0 1
Linear Ist sqr coeff (V/V): 4.148
Frequency: 100.0kHz to 2000.0kHz
Voltage: 1.00OVpp to 20.000Vpp
Probe Resistance (Rp): 10.0Mn . .............. .........
Probe Capcitance (Cp): 2.5OpF
Divider Capcitance (Cp): 0.79pF
Standard error (V): 0.178
. Experimental Data
- Linear LSQ Estimate
±2o lines (-95% confidence
4 5
20
15
10
5
Linear Ist sqr coeff (V/V): 10.958
Frequency: 300.0kHz to 700.0kHz:
Voltage: 1.00OVpp to 20.00OVpp
Probe Resistance (Rp): 10.0MA . ....... ......-- .--- ---- --
Probe Capacitance (Cp): 2.50pF
Divider Capacitance (Cp): 0.25pF
Standard error (V): 0.248
eExperimental Data
Linear LSQ Estimate
±2a lines (-95% confidencel
Linear Ist sqr coeff (VN): 11.237
Frequency: 300.0kHz to 700.0kHz
Voltage: 1.00OVpp to 20.00OVpp
Probe Resistance (Rp): 10.OMfl *
Probe Capacitance (Cp): 2.5OpF
Divider Capacitance (Cp): 0.24pF
Standard error (V): 0.263
* Experimental Data
Linear LSQ Estimate
S±2a lines (-95% confidence:
0.5
n'
0
ca
306 E Calibration data
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6
Voltage measured (V ,)
20
15
10
5
1.8 0 0.5
Voltage measured (V )
1.5 2
Figure E.17: Calibration data contained in
CaldataVDivBoard3Cf g216Apr05. mat and CaldataVDivBoard4Cf g216Apr05. mat
u0 0.5 1 1.5
Voltage measured (VI)
20
15
10
-&
0.5
Voltage measured (V )
1.5
Figure E.18: Calibration data contained in
CaldataVDivBoard5Cf g216AprO5. mat and CaldataVDivBoard6Cf g216Apr05. mat
20
Linear ist sqr coeff (VN): 11.668
Frequency: 300.0kHz to 700.0kHz
Voltage: 1.00OVpp to 20.00OVpp
Probe Resistance (Rp): 10.0MG --- -- - -
Probe Capacitance (Cp): 2.5OpF
Divider Capacitance (Cp): 0.23pF
Standard error (V): 0.134
----.-.--.--.....-.
* Experimental Data
Linear LSQ Estimate
±2a lines (-95% confidence)
Linear Ist sqr coeff (VN): 11.129
Frequency: 300.0kHz to 700.0kHz
Voltage: 1.OOOVpp to 20.000Vpp
Probe Resistance (Rp): 10.OM. .
Probe Capacitance (Cp): 2.5OpF
Divider Capacitance (Cp): 0.25pF
Standard error (V): 0.234
* Experimental Data
Linear LSO Estimate
±2a lines (~95% confidence
20
--b
> IL
Linear Ist sqr coeff (VN): 11.292
Frequency: 300.0kHz to 700.0kHz:
Voltage: 1.OOOVpp to 20.00OVpp
Probe Resistance (Rp): 10.OMD ........ ...... .
Probe Capacitance (Cp): 2.50pF
Divider Capacitance (Cp): 0.24pF
Standard error (V): 0.104
* Experimental Data
- Linear LSQ Estimate
i2a lines (-95% confidence)
Linear Ist sqr coeff (VN): 11.383
Frequency: 300.0kHz to 700.0kHz
Voltage: 1.00OVpp to 20.00OVpp
Probe Resistance (Rp): 10.0Ma.........................
Probe Capacitance (Cp): 2.5OpF
Divider Capacitance (Cp): 0.24pF
Standard error (V): 0.113
* Experimental Data
- Linear LSQ Estimate
.±2 lines (-95% confidence
21,
n
0
cc
15
10
5
15
10
5 5
2
Appendix F
Computer codes and documentation
F.1 The state space model
Provided here is a MATLABTM implementation of the state space model. All the functions provided
here should be accessible to the interpreter. Typing the command
EGENSSRun
will launch a routine to do frequency sweep plots on the generator. The reader is encouraged to
modify
EGENSSRun.m
to also perform power-speed sweep numerical simulations.
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EGENSSRun.m
% Lodewyk Steyn
% 1 June 2005
% Script to run a numerical experiment on the generator device
clear all;
close all;
clc;
%addpath core
EgenLoadGlobVars 10
EgenAssignVars
% Drive conditions
% Do a sweep in frequency at a given speed
Speedkrpm = 250;
%Number of frequency points 20
nptsf = 300;
fminl = 250000;
fmaxl = 600000;
%Drive vector configurations
VA = 1;
V-DMatx = VA*exp(i*pi/180*[0
-60
-120
-180 30
-240
-300]);
%Use a standard resistance model
mtype = 's'
%*********** **** ********* **** ** *** **********
%Some calculations on the drive conditions
fvect = linspace(fmin1,fmax1,nptsf); 40
OmegaM = Speedkrpm*1000/60*2*pi;
%START: Analysis Section
50
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ntestconfigs = size(VDMatx,2);
DATACELL = cell(5,ntestconfigs);
for i = 1:ntestconfigs
wMag = zeros (nph,nptsf);
w-Phase = zeros(nph,nptsf);
P-pphreal = zeros(nph,nptsf);
VD = VDMatx(: ,ii); 60
for i2 = 1:nptsf
%Solve for the state vector
X = EGENSS-Solve(fvect(i2),OmegaM,VD,ntot,C-B,CSr,C-Ee,C-L,L,.
R-C,RL,R-Lp,G,sigma-s,mtype);
[Pvect,PStruct,PBreakdown] = .
EGENSSPout(X,ntot,RLp,L,C-L,fvect(i2),VD,mtype,RC,RL,REglobal);
%Exctract the voltages
wMag(: ,i2) = abs(X((2*ntot+nph+1+2) :(2*ntot+2*nph+2) ,1));
w-Phase(: ,i2) = angle(X((2*ntot+nph+1+2): (2*ntot+2*nph+2) ,l))*180/pi;
%Store the power 70
P-pphreal(:,i2) = real(Pvect);
end
% Assign DATACELL
DATACELL{1,ii} = fvect;
DATACELL{2,i1} = wMag;
DATACELL{3,ii} = wPhase;
DATACELL{4,ii} = VD;
DATACELL{5,ii} = P-pphreal;
end 80
%Set up for plotting
colvect = hsv(nph)*0.7;
figure('color','w');
%Get the frequency peak
[peakl,peakidxl] = (max(DATACELL{2,1}'));
[peak2,peakidx2] = max(peaki);
peakidxf = peakidxl (peakidx2); 90
peakfkHz = DATACELL{1, 1} (peakidxf)/1000;
subplot(2,1,1);
h1 = semilogy(DATACELL{1,1}/1000,DATACELL{2,1});
ylabel('Magnitude (V/V)');
legend('1','2','3','4','5','6');
set (gca, 'yminortick' ,'on')
set(gca, 'yminorgrid','off');
grid on; 100
set(gca,'yminorgrid','off')
for i = 1:6
set(hl(il),'color',colvect(il, :),'linewidth',2);
end
ylimsl = get(gca,'ylim');
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%Plot a line at the peak
hpkl = line([peakfkHz peakfkHz],ylimsl);
set (hpkl, 'color', 'k' , 'linewidth' ,2, 'linestyle',':');
110
subplot(2,1,2)
Phasetemp = DATACELL{3,1}/180*pi;
for i1 = 1:6
Phasetemp(il,:) = unwrap(Phasetemp (ii, :),pi/2);
end
Phasedeg = Phasetemp/pi*180;
% Now get the phases all relative ro phase 1
for ii = 2:6
Phasedeg(il,:) = Phasedeg(il,:)-Phasedeg(1,:); 120
end
Phaselabs = Phasedeg(1,:);
Phasedeg(1,:) = Phasedeg(1,:)*O;
h2 = plot (DATACELL{1,1}/1000,Phasedeg);
ylabel('Phase (^o)');
xlabel('Frequency (kHz)');
grid on;
for i = 1:6 130
set(h2(il),'color',colvect(il,:),'linewidth',2);
end
hlabs = line(DATACELL{1,1}/1000,Phaselabs);
set(hlabs,'color',colvect(1, :),'linewidth',2,'linestyle',':');
ylims1 = get(gca,'ylim');
%Plot a line at the peak
hpkl = line([peakfkHz peakfkHz], ylimsl);
set (hpkl, 'color', 'k', 'linewidth',2, 'linestyle',':');
%Set new position 140
set (gcf , ' Position' ,[360 288 438 582])
set (gca, 'yminorgrid' , 'off '); %,'ylim',[-200 200])
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egenassignvars.m
% Lodewyk Steyn, 1 June 2005
% This script file assigns default values to the global variables
%DeltaR
Delta-R = 10e-6 %Carol, 2Apr03 10um for current Stators
DeltaS = 18.5e-6 %18.5e-6; % Stator oxide thickness
delta = 0.5e-6; % Rotor conductor film thickness
G = 3.3e-6%3e-6; % Airgap
10
% Stator voltage amplitude
V-A = 100;
% Battery voltage
V-bat = 5;
%Number of phases
nph = 6; % 6
% Number of poles on the stator
p = 6/nph*131;
20
% Rotor conductor sheet conductivity
% Stadard value of 5 nanosiemens sheet conductivity
sigma-s = 0.75e-9 % Correlation 2 Apr 2003 Die 6
REglobal = 10e6*eye(6);
% Stator geometry
r-i = 1.011e-3; 30
r-o = 1.87e-3;
%Integration radius
%From study done Jan/Feb 04
% We do a width multiplication
r-int = r-i + (r-o-r-i)/2*0.9;
% Here we can correct for 2 phases
%Interconnect geometry 40
w-lead = 65e-6*6/nph;
d-pad = 500e-6*sqrt(6/nph); % Radius squared
delta-m2 = 0.3e-6;
llead = 3.5e-3;
lbp = 68e-6 + 38e-6;
% wJbp is calculated based on other geometries
lfing = 70e-6;
n-fing = 7*6/nph;
50
R-via = 7; %Via resistance as measured by Lodewyk and Carol
% in Marty's lab
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delta-ielec = 4e-6; % Inter electrode gap
%Ring interconnect geometry
w-ring = 5e-6; % Normally 5um seems to be a large R
r-ring = (r-i+r-o)/2;
delta-ml = 0.3e-6;
Delta-ic = 1e-6;
60
RingRadii = le-3*[1.598
1.548
1.498
1.448
1.398
1. 348];
0'***********************************
% Mechanical variables
r-disc = r-o + 50e-6; 70
r-iftb = 0;
r-oftb = 0.9e-3;
g-ftb = 1.5e-6;
% Assume an aft thrust bearing area based on the old design
% Size it up for the bigger disc jus tbased on
% area ratios. This is maybe totally wrong
ATB-A-fop = (r-disc^2)/((2e-3)^2)*pi*(0.9e-3)^2;
80
% Move this ATB to the outside and recalculate the inner radius to
% give the same ATB area
r-i-fop = sqrt(r-disc^2 - ATBA-fop/pi);
riatb = 0%r-Lfop%0.002914%0;
roatb = 0.9e-3%r-disc%O.9e-3;
g-atb = 1.5e-6;
w-jb = 20e-6;
ljb = 500e-6; 90
e-jb = 0.8;
T-gen = 600;
mu-air = visc (Tgen); % Use Luc's Sutherland model code to calculate air viscosity
% Constants
%Dielectric constants
epsilon_0 = 8.85419e-12;
epsilon-A = 3.9*epsilon_0; %Si02
epsilonB = epsilon_0; %Airgap 100
epsilonC = 3.9*epsilon_0; % SiO2
% Stator conductor properties
rho-ml = 14.6e-8 %(ohm-m) Pt (Matweb)
rho-m2 = 14.6e-8 %(ohm-m) Pt (Matweb)
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% **********************************************************
% Diode properties
110
kB = 1.3806e-23;
q = 1.602e-19;
VTD = kB*T-gen/q;
IsD = le-6;
nD = 1.7;
% **************************************************************************
% State space spcific params
%Number of harmonics to sum over 120
ntot = 13;
% Stator capacitance contributions by the rings
CSr = le-12*[2.47 -0.36 -0.61 -0.60 -0.44 -0.41
-0.36 1.99 -0.37 -0.46 -0.34 -0.41
-0.61 -0.37 2.44 -0.47 -0.46 -0.56
-0.60 -0.46 -0.47 2.37 -0.33 -0.52
-0.44 -0.34 -0.46 -0.33 1.89 -0.29
-0.41 -0.41 -0.56 -0.52 -0.29 2.2];
% External capacitance estimate by FastCap
% This is in fF 130
C-Ee = le-15* [2082.85 -193.74 -571.53 -102.20 -185.79 -101.35
-193.74 2082.73 -101.55 -185.85 -102.00 -571.37
-571.53 -101.55 2259.99 -95.43 -571.61 -78.00
-102.20 -185.85 -95.43 2071.64 -151.89 -571.35
-185.79 -102.00 -571.61 -151.89 2071.65 -95.50
-101.35 -571.37 -78.00 -571.35 -95.50 2259.92];
% Inductor parameters
CL = 1.709e-12*eye(nph);
L = 0.008289*eye(nph); 140
R-C = 1529*eye(nph);
RL = 36.77*eye(nph);
RLp = 1.881e6*eye(nph);
%Backside Capacitance estimate:
CB = 16e-12;
%Source resistance
RS = 1000*eye (6);
%Probe resistance 150
REglobal = 1e12*eye(6);
% ***************************************************************************************
% END: USER INPUT
%************************************************************
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egenloadglobvars.m
% This script defines the global variables for the
% Electrostatic Generator simulation
% Lodewyk Steyn
% Last Modified 29 April 2004
%GGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGG
%GGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGG
10
% These variables are the design variables and are intrinsic to the system
% Dataversion
global EgenGlobVarsDataversion
% Version of the data that is stored in the collectionm of global variables
%GEOMETRIC VARIABLES
% Variables relating to the ROTOR geometry
global DeltaR delta 20
% DeltaR - Rotor oxide thickness (m)
% delta - Rotor conductor film thickness (m)
%Variables relating to the STATOR geometry
global DeltaS r-i r-o r-int
%DeltaS - Stator oxide thickness (m)
% r-i - inner radius of electrode ring
% r-o - outer radius of electrode ring
% r-int - integration radius for a simple integration (26JanO4) 30
% Variables relating to the GAP geometry
global G
% G - Airgap height (m)
% Variables Relating to the TOP LEVEL INTERCONNECT geometry
global w-lead d-pad delta-m2 llead 1-bp w-bp lfing n-fing 40
global delta-ielec
% w-lead - lead width
% d-pad - bond pad diameter
% delta-m2 - Stator top level metal thickness
% Llead - lead length from pad to branch point
% Lbp - length of the branch point part 1
% w-bp - width of the branch point
% Lfing - length of the distribution fingers
% n-fing - number of distribution fingers
% delta-ielec - inter-electrode gap 50
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% Variables relating to the RING INTERCONNECT geometry
global w-ring r-ring delta-ml Deltaic R-via RingRadii
% w-ring - interconnect ring width
% r-ring - interconnect ring mean radius
% delta-ml - interconnect ring metal thickness
% Delta-ic - interconnect ring oxide thickness - between metal levels ml and m2
% R-via - Via resistance 60
% RingRadii - radius of every individual interconnect ring,
% from phase 1 to nph phases
% Strays and tuning caacitors otherwise unaccounted for
global C-stray-ext C-tune
% C-stray-ext - Total external stray capacitance, per phase (pF)
% C-tune - Tuning capacitor to ground, in series with inductors
70
%*****************************************************************************************
% *****************************************************************************************
% Mechanical geometries
% *************************************************************************************
%Variables relating to the disc itself
global r-disc
% r-disc - very outer radius of the SPINNING component -
% %the disc (Doesn't include journal bearing width) 80
% *************************************************************
% Variables relating to the TURBINE SIDE THRUST BEARING (Forward Thrust Bearing)
global r-iftb r-oftb g-ftb
% r-iftb - inner radius of forward thrust bearing
% r-oftb - outer radius of forward thrust bearing
% g-ftb - gap of the forward thrust bearing
90
% *************************************************************
% Variables relating to the GENERATOR SIDE THRUST BEARINGS
% Currently: single thrust bearing
global r-iatb r-oatb g-atb
% r-iatb - inner radius of forward thrust bearing
% r-oftb - outer radius of forward thrust bearing
% g-ftb - gap of the forward thrust bearing 100
% *************************************************************
% Variables relating to the JOURNAL BEARING
global w-jb ljb e-jb
% w-jb - journal bearing width
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% _jb - length of the journal bearing - "disc thickness" (no incl blades)
% e-jb - eccentricity of the journal bearing
110
% Thermal variables
global Tgen
% Tgen - temperature (in K) of the electric generator assuming an isothermal device
% with uniform temperature distribution
% Fabrication variables
global MinStatElecWidth MinIntElecGap 120
% MinStatElec Width - Minimum width for the stator electrodes
% MinlntElecGap - Minimum inter electrode gap
0%
0%**********************************************
% OPERATIONAL VARIABLES
global vtip-syn 130
% vtip-syn - synchronous desired tip speed for the rotor
% used as a first guess for the electrical frequency
%ELECTRICAL VARIABLES
global VA p sigma-s nph omega Q Lgen RLgen omegaQ V-bat phase-case
global RS
% VA - Stator Voltage amplitude
% p - number of poles on the stator (per phase) 140
% sigma-s - Sheet conductivity of the stator
% nph - number of phases
% omega - angular electrical frequency
% Q - quality factor of the inductor in single phase machine
% omegaQ - electrical frequency (rad/s) at which the inductor Q was measured
% phase-case - for special cases of the Fourier expansion
% Can be omitted for the regular cases, but needed for the special ones
% Is relevant for verifying exprimental data etc etc etc.
% This is a number, with number 1 being reserved for the
% "traditional", symmetric, balanced cases 150
% Lgen - inductor values if a perfect inductor is used for the generator
% RLgen - resistance associated with the inductor
% V-bat - Battery voltage
% RS - specifically for the state space models, RS is the source
% ************************************************************
0% State Space related global variables:
global Lglobal CLglobal RLpglobal RLglobal RCglobal 160
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global CSrglobal
global CBglobal CEeglobal
global REglobal
global NTOTglobal MTYPEglobal
% Lglobal C-Lglobal RLpglobal RLglobal RCglobal
% Parameter matrices accosiated with the inductors
% C-Srglobal - Ring capacitance matrix
% 170
% C-Bglobal CEeglobal - Backside capacitance and
% external capacitance matrix
% REglobal - global Probe resistance matrix. Diagonal
% NTOTglobal MTYPEglobal- Number of harmonics for SSpace,
% model type for resistance matrix
180
% ELECTRICAL VARIABLES: FOURIER SERIES
global nvalues nvalues-sc
% nvalues - values for n to use for the complex Fourier series expansion
% default is [1 -1]'
% nvalues-sc - values for n to use in the sin-cos Fourier series expansion
% default is [1]
190
% CONSTANTS, MATERIAL PROPERTIES
global epsilon_0 epsilonA epsilonB epsilonC
global rho-ml rho-m2
global mu-air
global k-B q
% epsilon_0 - permittivity of free space
% epsilonA - permittivity of the stator insulator
% epsilonB - permittivity of the gap 200
% epsilonC - permittivity of the rotor insulator
% rho-ml - resistivity of the ring interconnect metal
% rho-m2 - resistivity of the top level metal
% mu-air - viscosity of the working gas, assuming that all the gases
% are the same
% kB - Boltzmann's constant
% q - Charge on the electron in C
% ****************************************************************
%GGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGG 210
%GGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGG
% *********************************************************
% Old / Obsolete Global variables
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% ELECTRICAL VARIABLES: DIODE BRIDGE
%global VTD nD IsD
% VTD - Thermal voltage of the diodes = kB*Tgen/q
% nD - Ideality factor of the diodes(from 1 to 2) 220
% IsD - Satuarion current of the diodes
%****** ** ******** ***** *** ** ****** ***** ***
% ELECTRICAL VARIABLES: Crystal properties
%global L-mc R-mc C-mc C-ec R-ec
% R-mc - "motional resistance of the crystal
% L-mc - "motional" inductance of the crystal
% C-mc - "motional" capacitance of the crystal
% C-ec - electrical capcitance of the crystal
% R-ec - electrical resistance of the crystal 230
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EGENSSsolve.m
function StateVect = EGENSSSolve(f-e,megaM,VD,ntot,CB,C-SrC_EeC_L,L, .
R-C,R-L,RLp,G1,sigma-s1,mtype)
% **************************************************************************
% State Vect
% EGENSSSolve(fLe,OmegaM,ntot,CB,CSr, CEe, C, L, R-C,RL, Rp,G1,sigma-sl,mtype)
% EGENSSSolve returns the state vector for the electrostatic generator
% state space model at a given electrical frequency and mechanical speed.
% 10
% It reads the following variables:
% f-e: Electrical frequency in Hz
% OmegaM: Mechanical speed in rad/s
% V_.D: Drive voltage - a column vector with nph rows.
% To denote different phases, use complex numbers
% Thus Vo*sin(w*t + phi) will be Vo*exp(i*phi). This is a
% sinusoidal steady state analysis.
% ntot: Total number of harmonics to sum over
% C-B: Backside capacitance. This is determined from the rotor
% backside geometry. (Thrust bearing and journal bearing). 20
% C-Sr: Contribution matrix of the rings. This must be of size
% nph x nph. This is typically generated with FastCap
% C-Ee: Contribution matrix of the external strays. This is either
% computed using FastCap, or determined experimentally.
% CL: Capacitance matrix associated with the inductors. This is
% obtained from experimental fits to the inductors.
% L: Inductance matrix associated with the inductors. This is
% obtained from experimental fits to the inductors.
% R-C: Resistance matrix associated with the inductors. This is
% obtained from experimental fits to the inductors. 30
% RL: Resistance matrix associated with the inductors. This is
% obtained from experimental fits to the inductors.
% RLp: Resistance matrix associated with the inductors. This is
% obtained from experimental fits to the inductors.
% Optional arguments that modify the global variables G and sigma-s
% G1: Optional - airgap (units m)
% sigma-sl: Optional - rotor conductivity (units Siemens)
% Optional resistance model argument 40
% mtype: Resistance model type. See EGENSSRm
% EGENSSSolve also calls EGENSSCSICE to compute the lead contribution to
% the strays. This is a slightly computationally inefficient implmentation,
% but EGENSSCSICEI does not require a lot of time to compute.
% To use this function, a script must be written to comply with the
% EGEN directory structure. Before this function is called, the
% commands:
% addpath core parameters 50
% EgenLoadGlobVars
% should be issued
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% In addition, a command must be issued to assign the global variables.
% The global variables describe the geometry and other parameters related
% to the motor/generator.
% Lodewyk Steyn, 9 December 2003
60
EgenloadGlobVars
if nargin < 13
G1 = G; %!!!!!!!!! Reassign global variable - the gap !!!!!!!!!!
sigma-s1 = sigma-s; %!!!!!!!!! Reassign global variable
mtype = Is'; % Resistance model type
fprintf('\n Warning: Global variables reassigned in E
% The rotor conductivity !!!!!!!!!!
end
if nargin < 14
sigma-sl = sigma-s; %!!!!!!!!! Reassign global variable
mtype = 's';
fprintf('\n Warning: Global variables reassigned in E
% The rotor conductivity !!!!!!!!!!!
end
if nargin < 15
mtype = 's';
fprintf('\n Warning: Global variables reassigned in E
end
GENSSSolve.m');
70
GENSSSolve.m');
GENSSSolve.m');
80
omega-e = 2*pi*f _e;
%Compute the strays:
[C-S1,CEl] = EGENSSCSlCEl;
R-m = EGENSS-Rm(mtype);
% Add the strays due to the leads
CS = CSr + CSl; %Add capacitance matrices
CE = C.Ee + CEl;
% Set up set state matrices
[A,B] = EGENSSStateMatx(OmegaM,ntotC_BC_SR_mC_E,CL LR_CR_L,RLp,G1,sigma-sl);
% Resize the drive vector:
Zf ill = zeros((3*nph+2*ntot + 2) 1)
VD = [Zfill
VD];
GSmatx = i*omega-e*A - B;
%Solve for the state vector
StateVect = GSmatx\VD;
return
90
100
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EGENSS-statematx. m
function [A,B] = EGENSSStateMatx(OmegaM,ntot,CB, C_S ,R-m, C_E ,C- L ,L R-C, R-L ,R-Lp,G1,sigmasl)
% [AB] = EGENSSStateMatx(OmegaM,ntot,CB,CS,R.m,CE,CL, L, R_CRL,RLp,G1,sigma-sl)
% EGENSSStateMatx returns the state matrices for a polyphase electrostatic
% induction generator.
% It uses the following functions:
% EGENSSN 10
% EGENSSIntRdMat
% EGENSSRdMat
% The machine geometry is obtained from the EGEN global variables
% The parameters that are read in are:
% OmegaM: Mechanical speed
% ntot: Total number of harmonics to Sum over
% C-B: Backside capacitance associated with the Rotor floating (F) 20
% CS: Additional stator capacitance matrix
% R.m: Machine effective resistance matrix
% CE: External capacitance matrix
% CL: Capacitance matrix associated with inductor
% L: Inductance matrix of inductors
% R-C: Resistance matrix associated with inductors
% RL: Resistance matrix associated with inductors
% RLp: Resistance matrix associated with inductors
% 30
% G1: Optional - airgap
% sigmasl: Optional - rotor conductivity
% To use this function, a script must be written to comply with the
% EGEN directory structure. Before this function is called, the
% commands:
% addpath core parameters
% EgenLoadGlobVars
% should be issued 40
% In addition, a command must be issued to assign the global variables.
% The global variables describe the geometry and other parameters related
% to the motor/generator.
% Lodewyk Steyn, 8 December 2003
% Define the global variables
EgenLoadGlobVars; 50
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if nargin < 13
sigma-sl = sigma-s; %!!!!!!!!! Reassign global variable
fprintf ('\n Warning: Global variables reassigned in EGENSSStateMatx.m');
% The rotor conductivity !!!!!!!!!!!
end
if nargin < 12
G1 = G; %!!!!!!!!! Reassign global variable - the gap !!!!!!!!!!!
sigma-si = sigma-s; %!!!!!!!!! Reassign global variable 60
% The rotor conductivity !!!!!!!!!!
fprintf ('\n Warning: Global variables reassigned in EGENSSStateMatx.m');
end
%Redefine the global variables
G = G1;
sigma-s = sigma-sl;
70
% Get all the submatrices:
[EBtE_CtU_BtU_CtNT-epsABt,NT-epsCt,N] = EGENSSIntRdMat(r-i,r-o,OmegaM,ntot);
% Define the zero matrices we need
Z_2nNph = zeros(2*ntot,nph);
ZNph2n = zeros (nph, 2*ntot);
Z-nph = zeros(nph);
I-nph = eye(nph);
80
%Matrices associated with the zero terms
One-nph = ones(1,nph);
Z_2n1 = zeros (2*ntot,1);
Z_12n = zeros(1,2*ntot);
Z-nphl = zeros(nph,1);
Z-inph = zeros(1,nph);
NO = EGENSSN(0);
eps-AO= epsilonA/DeltaS;
epsBO = epsilonB/G1; 90
epsCO = epsilonC/DeltaR + epsilon-B/G1;
epsDO = epsilonC/Delta-R;
eBNO = -epsBO*N-O;
CVO = pi*(r-o^2 - r-i^2)*(epsA+epsBO)*(N_0')*N_0;
C-psiO = pi*(r-o^2 - r-i^2)*epsBO*(N_0');
C-RG = pi*(r-o^2 - r-i~2)*(epsBO)*(N-0')*N_0;
OneNCVO = One-nph*CVO;
OneNCpsi = -One-nph*C-psiO; 100
OneNCRG = One-nph*CRG;
RmCpsi = R-m*C-psiO;
%Define the CV and C p matrices
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CV = pi*p*NT-epsABt*N + CS + C-VO;
C-p = pi*p*NT-epsCt;
%Some substitutions
R-Lpinv = inv(RLp);
LReff = L*(I-nph + RL*RLpinv);
Al
A2
A3
A4
if
en
= EBt*N;
= Rm*C_V;
= -R-m*C-p;
= RC*C-L;
Note:
RS is a global variable of source impedances
isempty(RS) == 1
RS = zeros (nph) ;
fprintf ('\nWarning: Global
d
if isempty(REglobal) == 1
REglobal = 1e12*eye(nph);
fprintf ('\nWarning: Global
end
RSCV = RS*C_V;
RSCP = -RS*C-p;
RSCpsi = -RS*C-psiO;
RSCE = R-S*C_E;
%Probe resistance inverse matrix:
REinv = inv(REglobal);
120
variable RS not defined and assumed to be zero in EGENSSStatematx.m');
variable RE not defined and assumed to be 1e12 in EGENSSStatematx.m');
130
% Pack the matrices
A = [Al ECt
eBN-O Z_12n
OneNC-RG Z-12n
CV -C-p
A2 A3
Z-nph ZNph2n
RSCV RSCP
B = [U-Bt*N
Z-inph
Z-inph
Z-nph
-- nph
Z-nph
Z-nph
UCt
Z-12n
Z_12n
ZNph2n
ZNph2n
ZNph2n
ZNph2n
Z-2n1
eps-CO
OneNCpsi
-C-psiO
-RmCpsi
Z-nphi
RSCpsi
Z_2n1
0
0
Z-nphl
Z-nphl
Z-nphl
Z-nphl
Z-2nl
-epsDO
-CB
Z-nphl
Z-nphl
Z-nph1
Z-nphl
Z_2nl
0
0
Z-nphi
Z-nphl
Z-nphl
Z-nphl
Z_2nNph Z_2nNph
Z-inph Z-inph
Z-inph Z-inph
(C-E+C-L) -CL
Z-nph Z-nph
A4 -A4
RSCE Z-nph
Z_2nNph
Z-inph
Z-inph
-L*RLpinv
Z-nph
LReff
LReff];
Z-2nNph Z_2nNph Z_2nNph
Z-inph Z-inph Z_1nph
Z-inph Z-inph Z-inph
-REinv Z-nph I-nph
I-nph Z-nph Z-nph
-I-nph I-nph -RL
-(Inph+REinv) Z-nph -RL];
return
110
140
150
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EGENSSn.m
function Nn = EGENSSN(n)
% Nn = EGENSSN(n)
% Returns the N-matrix associated with the harmonic index n
% for an electrostatic generator with nph phases. Note that nph is defined
% as a global variable in EgenLoadGlobVars.
% EGENSSN uses a lookup function to return Nn. later versions will also 10
% enable explicit integration when the Nn matrices for nph phases
% cannot be found. Until then, an error message will be returned if
% Nn cannot be computed
0%
% To use this function, a script must be written to comply with the
% EGEN directory structure. Before this function is called, the
% commands:
% addpath core parameters
% EgenLoadGlobVars
% should be issued 20
% In addition, a command must be issued to assign the global variables.
% The global variables describe the geometry and other parameters related
% to the motor/generator.
% Lodewyk Steyn, 1 December 2003
%Define the global variables for this function
EgenLoadGlobVars; 30
switch nph % Determine the number of phases
case 6
sqr3 = sqrt(3);
switch n %Determine which harmonic we are at:
case 0
Nn = 1/nph*ones(1,nph);
case 1
Nn = 1/pi*[1/2 1 1/2 -1/2 -1 -1/2
sqr3/2 0 -sqr3/2 -sqr3/2 0 sqr3/2]; 40
case 2
Nn = 1/pi*[3/4 0 -3/4 3/4 0 -3/4
sqr3/4 -sqr3/2 sqr3/4 sqr3/4 -sqr3/2 sqr3/4];
case 3
Nn = 1/pi*[2/3 -2/3 2/3 -2/3 2/3 -2/3
0 0 0 0 0 0];
case 4
Nn = 1/pi*[3/8 0 -3/8 3/8 0 -3/8
-sqr3/8 sqr3/4 -sqr3/8 -sqr3/8 sqr3/4 -sqr3/8];
case 5 50
Nn = 1/pi*[1/10 1/5 1/10 -1/10 -1/5 -1/10
-sqr3/10 0 sqr3/10 sqr3/10 0 -sqr3/10];
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case 6
Nn = zeros(2,6);
case 7
Nn = 1/pi/7*[1/2 1 1/2 -1/2 -1 -1/2
sqr3/2 0 -sqr3/2 -sqr3/2 0 sqr3/2];
case 8
Nn = 1/pi/4*[3/4 0 -3/4 3/4 0 -3/4
sqr3/4 -sqr3/2 sqr3/4 sqr3/4 -sqr3/2 sqr3/4]; 60
case 9
Nn = 1/pi/3* [2/3 -2/3 2/3 -2/3 2/3 -2/3
0 0 0 0 0 0];
case 10
Nn = 1/pi*2/5*[3/8 0 -3/8 3/8 0 -3/8
-sqr3/8 sqr3/4 -sqr3/8 -sqr3/8 sqr3/4 -sqr3/8];
case 11
Nn = 1/pi*10/22*[1/10 1/5 1/10 -1/10 -1/5 -1/10
-sqr3/10 0 sqr3/10 sqr3/10 0 -sqr3/10];
case 12 70
Nn = zeros(2,6);
case 13
Nn = 1/pi/13*[1/2 1 1/2 -1/2 -1 -1/2
sqr3/2 0 -sqr3/2 -sqr3/2 0 sqr3/2];
case 14
Nn = 1/pi/14*[3/2 0 -3/2 3/2 0 -3/2
sqr3/2 -sqr3 sqr3/2 sqr3/2 -sqr3 sqr3/2];
otherwise
fprintf('\n Using Analytical Approach in EGENSSN.m');
Nn = zeros(2,6); 80
m = n;
for ii = 1:6
%Sin term from Maple
Nn(1,il) = 2*((-2*cos(1/6*il*m*pi)^2+1+.
2*cos(1/6*il*m*pi)^2*cos(1/6*m*pi)^2-cos(1/6*m*pi)^2+.
2*sin(1/6*il*m*pi)*cos(1/6*il*m*pi)*...
sin(1/6*m*pi)*cos(1/6*m*pi)))/m/pi;
%Cos term from Maple:
Nn(2,il) = 2*((2*sin(1/6*il*m*pi)*cos(1/6*il*m*pi)-.
2*sin(1/6*il*m*pi)*cos(1/6*il*m*pi)*cos(1/6*m*pi)^2+.. 90
2*cos(1/6*il*m*pi)^2*sin(1/6*m*pi)*cos(1/6*m*pi)-.
sin(1/6*m*pi)*cos(1/6*m*pi)))/m/pi;
end
end
otherwise
fprintf('\n\n**********************************');
fprintf ('\nError - Number of phases not');
fprintf ('\nrecognized by EGENSSN.m. Please define');
fprintf
end 100
return
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EGENSS-rdmat. m
function [E-B,EC,U_B,UC,NT-epsAB,NT-epsC,N] = EGENSSRdMat(r,OmegaM,ntot)
% [EB,EC,U-B,UC,NT.epsAB,NT-epsC] = EGENSSRdMat(r, OmegaM,nharmtot)
% This function returns the r-dependent matrices for the state space
% description of the electrostatic generator.
% It also returns the Fourier coefficient matrix N.
% 10
% It reads in the radial position, the rotational speed and the
% total number of harmonics we are summing over.
% To use this function, a script must be written to comply with the
% EGEN directory structure. Before this function is called, the
% commands:
% addpath core parameters
% EgenLoadGlobVars
% should be issued
% 20
% In addition, a command must be issued to assign the global variables.
% The global variables describe the geometry and other parameters related
% to the motor/generator.
% Lodewyk Steyn, 1 December 2003
%Also define the global variables for this function
% The variables are assigned elsewhere.
EgenLoadGlobVars 30
% Define the sizes of the matrices:
EB = zeros(2*ntot);
E-C = zeros(2*ntot);
UB = zeros(2*ntot);
UC = zeros(2*ntot);
NTepsAB = zeros (nph,2*ntot);
NT-epsC = zeros(nph,2*ntot);
N = zeros (2*ntot,nph);
40
% Determine the internal constants for each harmonic.
% Pack them into the matrices
% Loop through each harmonic
for n = i:ntot
k-n = p*n/r;
U = r*OmegaM;
epsilonBn = epsilonB*k-n/sinh(k-n*G);
epsilonCn = epsilonB*k-n*cosh(k-n*G)/sinh(k-n*G) +
epsilonC*k-n*cosh(k-n*Delta-R)/sinh(k-n*Delta-R); 50
% Submatrices EBn, ECn, U-Bn, UCn
EBn = [-epsilonBn 0
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0 -epsilonBn];
ECn = [epsilonCn 0
0 epsilonCn];
U-Bn = [0 -k-n*U*epsilon-Bn
k-n*U*epsilonBn 0];
UCn = [-sigma-s*k-n^2 k-n*U*epsilonCn
-k-n*U*epsilonCn -sigmas*k-n2];
%Pack into EB, EC, UB, UC 60
E-B((2*n-1):2*n,(2*n-1):2*n) = EBn;
EC((2*n-1):2*n,(2*n-1):2*n) = E_Cn;
UB((2*n-1):2*n, (2*n-1):2*n) = U-Bn;
UC((2*n-1):2*n, (2*n-1):2*n) = UCn;
% **************************************
% Now the NT matrices
epsilonArn = epsilonA*n*cosh(k-n*DeltaS)/sinh(k-n*Delta-S);
epsilonBrn = epsilonB*n*cosh(k-n*G)/sinh(k-n*G);
epsilon-Crn = epsilon-B*n/sinh(k-n*G);
epsilon-ABrn = epsilonArn + epsilon-Brn; 70
%Extract the N-matrices using the function
%EGENSSN
Nn = EGENSS-N(n);
% Pack the matrices
NT-epsAB(: , (2*n-1) :2*n) = epsilon-ABrn*Nn'
NT-epsC(: ,(2*n-1):2*n) = epsilonCrn*Nn';
N((2*n-1):2*n,:) = Nn;
end
% All matrices packed
%Return final values 80
return
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EGENSSintrdmat .m
function [EBt,ECt,UBt,UCt,NT-epsABt,NT-epsCt,N] = EGENSSIntRdMat (r1,r2,OmegaM,ntot)
%*** ************ **** ***** **** * ****** ************** **** ** ***********
% [EBt,ECt,UBt,U-Ct,NT-epsABt,NT-epsCt] =
% EGENSSIntRdMat(rl,r2, OmegaM,n tot, flagl,rintl))
% This function returns the r - integrated matrices for the
% radius-dependent matrices of the EGENSS state space model.
% In uses Simpson's rule to perform the integration, by making a
% parabolic approximation of the functions. 10
% Note: r2 needs to be greater than r1
% It reads in the start and end radii, the rotational speed and the
% total number of harmonics we are summing over.
% To use this function, a script must be written to comply with the
% EGEN directory structure. Before this function is called, the
% commands: 20
% addpath core parameters
% EgenLoadGlobVars
% should be issued
% In addition, a command must be issued to assign the global variables.
% The global variables describe the geometry and other parameters related
% to the motor/generator.
% Lodewyk Steyn, 15 December 2003 30
% Define global variables
EgenLoadGlobVars;
% This flag is defined in the function for now. Later versions
% May add the flag to the input arguments.
flag1 = 2;
40
if flag1 == 2
%Pick a mean radius and mutiply by the width
w = r2-rl;
%fprintf(\n Width multiplication integration');
% Evaluate at r-int, a global variable:
% Error Checking:
% See if r-int is defined. If not, assume a default value for it.
if isempty(r-int) == 1
r-int = r1 + (r2-rl)/2*0.9;
fprintf ('\nWarning: Global variable r-int not defined in EGENSSIntRdMat.'); 50
fprintf ('\nUsing r-int = r1 + (r2-r1)/2*0.9');
end
[EB1,EC1,U-B1,U-C1,NT-epsAB1,NT-epsC,N] = EGENSSRdMat(r-int,OmegaM,ntot);
EBt = E-B1*w;
ECt = EC1*w;
UBt = U-B1*w;
UCt = UC1*w;
NT-epsABt = NT-epsAB1*w;
NT-epsCt = NT-epsCl*w;
return
end
% **************************************************************************
if flagi == 0
% Simpson's Rule:
% We perform a Simpson's rule integration
rm = (rl+r2)/2;
h = (r2-rl)/2;
% Evaluate at r1:
[E-B1,EC1,U-B1,U-C1,NT-epsAB1,NT-epsCl,N]
% Evaluate at rm:
[E-Bm, E-Cm,U-BmU_CmNT-epsABm,NT-epsCm,N]
% Evaluate at r2:
[EB2,E_C2,U_B2,U_C2,NT-epsAB2,NT-epsC2,N]
%Integrate:
EBt = h/3*(EB1 + 4*EBm + EB2);
ECt = h/3*(E-C1 + 4*ECm + E-C2);
UBt = h/3*(UB1 + 4*UBm + UB2);
UCt = h/3*(U-C1 + 4*UCm + U-C2);
NT-epsABt = h/3*(NT-epsAB1 + 4*NT-epsABm +
NT-epsCt = h/3*(NT-epsCl + 4*NT-epsCm + NT-
return
70
= EGENSSRdMat(r1,OmegaM,ntot);
= EGENSSRdMat(rm,OmegaM,ntot);
= EGENSSRdMat(r2,OmegaM,ntot);
NT-epsAB2);
epsC2);
end
% **************************************************************************
if f lag1 == 1
%Gaussian Quadrature
xic3 = zeros (3,2) ;
xic3(1,1) = 0.7745966692;
xic3(2,1) = 0;
xic3(3,1) = -0.7745966692;
% constants:
xic3(1,2) = 0.5555555556;
xic3(2,2) = 0.8888888889;
xic3(3,2) = 0.5555555556;
%equivalent Radii and Jacobians
rG3 = zeros(3,1);
for ii = 1:3
rG3(ii,1) = ((r2-r1)*xic3(ii,1) + (r2+rl))/2;
end
%Jacobian
JG3 = (r2-rl)/2;
80
90
100
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% Evaluate at r1:
[EB1,EC1,U_B1,U_Cl,NT-epsAB1,NT-epsCl,N] = EGENSSRdMat(rG3(l,l),OmegaM,ntot);
% Evaluate at r2:
[EB2,EC2,U-B2,UC2,NT-epsAB2,NT-epsC2,N] = EGENSSRdMat(rG3(2,1),OmegaM,ntot); 110
% Evaluate at r3:
[E_B3, E_C3,UB3,UC3,NT-epsAB3,NT-epsC3,N] = EGENSS-RdMat(rG3(3,1),OmegaM,ntot);
EBt = (xic3(1,2)*EB1 + xic3(2,2)*EB2 + xic3(3,2)*EB3)*JG3;
ECt = (xic3(1,2)*EC1 + xic3(2,2)*EC2 + xic3(3,2)*EC3)*JG3;
U-Bt = (xic3(1,2)*U-B1 + xic3(2,2)*U-B2 + xic3(3,2)*UB3)*JG3;
UCt = (xic3(1,2)*UC1 + xic3(2,2)*UC2 + xic3(3,2)*UC3)*JG3;
NT-epsABt = (xic3(1,2)*NT-epsAB1 + xic3(2,2)*NT-epsAB2 + xic3(3,2)*NT-epsAB3)*JG3;
NT-epsCt = (xic3(1,2)*NT-epsC1 + xic3(2,2)*NT-epsC2 + xic3(3,2)*NT-epsC3)*JG3;
return 120
end
return
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EGENSS.CslCel.m
function [C-S1,CE1] = EGENSSCSlCE1()
% **************************************************************************
% [CSICEl] = EGENSSCSICE()
% EGENSSCSICEI returns the contributions to the CS and CE matrices that
% come from the leads, the branch points and the bond pads. This function
% relies entirely on global variables and thus requires no input arguments.
% CSI and C-El are assumed to be balanced 10
% To use this function, a script must be written to comply with the
% EGEN directory structure. Before this function is called, the
% commands:
% addpath core parameters
% EgenLoadGlobVars
% should be issued
% In addition, a command must be issued to assign the global variables.
% The global variables describe the geometry and other parameters related 20
% to the motor/generator.
% Lodewyk Steyn, 9 December 2003
% ********************************************************************
EGENLoadGlobVars;
% ********************************************************************
% Effective rotor oxide and gap epsilon/delta by considering
% Two capacitances in series 30
Eps-overDelta-R = epsilonB*epsilonC/(Delta-R*epsilonB + G*epsilonC);
% ********************************************************************
% Capacitances
%Bond pad capacitance
C-pad = (pi/4*d-pad^2)*epsilon-A/DeltaS;
40
% Lead wire
% Capacitance (Two components, to top and bottom,
% Top has airgap - oxide removed):
C-lead = epsilonA*w-lead*l-lead/Delta-S + epsilon_0*w-lead*1_lead/(DeltaR + G);
% Electrodes (Geometry only, for the finger calculations)
W-elec-inner = 2*pi*r-i/p/nph - delta-ielec; % Substract electrode gap
W-elec-outer = 2*pi*r-o/p/nph - delta-ielec; % Substract electrode gap
%**** *** ** ** * ****** *** ******** *** *** *
% Branch point 50
% Assume the branch point to be a trapezoid % Not exactly true
% The large width is defined by the stator pitch
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w-bp = n-fing*W-elec-outer*nph + (n-fing-1)*delta-ielec*nph;
%Area of the branch point (for capacitance):
A-bp = 1/2*(w-bp + w-lead)*lbp;
%Capacitance
C-bp = (epsilonA/DeltaS*A-bp) + epsilonO*A-bp/(DeltaR + G)
%*** * ***** **** *** * **** *** *********
% Branch point fingers
% There's a bunch of them... 60
% The fingers are also trapezoids
w-fingl = w-bp/(n-fing);
w-fing2 = Welec-outer;
A-fing = 1/2* (w-fingl+w-fing2)*1_fing;
% Capacitance
C-fing = n-fing*(epsilonA/DeltaS + Eps-over-DeltaR)*A-fing;
% We now have C-pad, Cdlead, C-bp, C-fing, C-ring,
sqr3 = sqrt(3);
70
C-S1 = (C-fing + C-bp) + C-lead/sqr3;
% Make it a matrix
CS1 = CSl*eye(nph);
C-El = (C-lead*(sqr3-1)/sqr3) + C-pad;
% Make it a matrix
CEl = CEl*eye(nph);
return
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EGENSSRm.m
function Rm = EGENSSRm(mtype)
% **************************************************************************
% Rm = EGENSSRm(mtype)
% EGENSSRm returns the resistance matrix of the electrostatic generator.
% It reads the global variavle RingRadii, and also the model
% type to use.
% mtype: Model type. Choices are single 's', which is the default, 10
% or T, for a ladder network. 's' tends to overestimate the
% resistance whereas T will tend to underestimate it. 's'
% assumes that all electrodes see one half the length of one
% half of a ring, according to the Nagle T model. T assumes
% a ladder network, which seems more correct, but has to ve
% verified further, and may give overestimates on the
% generator performance. I have to read more on this.
% (Lodewyk, 10 Dec 02)
% Note: if mtype is set to 0, a zereo resistance matrix will 20
% be returned
% To use this function, a script must be written to comply with the
% EGEN directory structure. Before this function is called, the
% commands:
% addpath core parameters
% EgenLoadGlobVars
% should be issued
% In addition, a command must be issued to assign the global variables. 30
% The global variables describe the geometry and other parameters related
% to the motor/generator.
% Lodewyk Steyn, 9 December 2003
EGENLoadGlobVars
if nargin == 0
mtype = 's' 40
end
%Some geometry
theta-ring = 2*pi/p;
Lrings = RingRadii*theta-ring;
Aring = w-ring*delta-m1;
%Resistance per ring sector
R-ringsectors = 1/Aring*rho-ml*Lrings;
50
%Resistance of the electrodes
%To the outside and the inside
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%at the rings:
w-elec-rings = (2*pi/nph/p - delta-ielec)*RingRadii;
w-elec-r-i = (2*pi/nph/p - delta-ielec)*r-i;
w-elec-r-o = (2*pi/nph/p - delta-ielec)*r-o;
Delta-r = r-o-r-i;
Lelec-outer = r-o-RingRadii;
Lelec-inner = RingRadii -r-i; 60
Relec-inner = rho-m2*Lelec-inner. /delta-m2.
(w-elec-rings - w-elec-r-i).*log(w-elec-rings./w-elec-r-i);
Relec-outer = rhom2*Lelecouter./delta-m2./...
(w-elec-r-o - w-elec-rings) .*log(w-elec-r-o. /w-elec-rings);
%Also add the via resistance
Relecs = Relec-inner.*Relec-outer./(Relec-inner + Relec-outer) + R-via;
alpha-vect = Relecs./R-ringsectors;
switch mtype 70
case 's'
Rsum = R-ringsectors*p/12 + Relecs; %See Nagle Thesis
case '1'
nsum = floor(p/2);
Ra = R-ringsectors.*alpha-vect;
Rsum = Ra;
for ii = 1:nsum
Rsum = alpha-vect.*R-ringsectors.*. . .
(Ra+R-ringsectors)./. . .
(alphavect .*R-ringsectors + (Ra+R-ringsectors)); 80
Ra = Rsum;
end
case 0
Rsum = R-ringsectors*0;
Rm = diag(Rsum);
return
otherwise
Rsum = R-ringsectors*p/12 + Relecs; %See Nagle Thesis
end
Rsum = Rsum + (Relec-outer + R-via)./n-fing; % Current enters through 90
% n fingers of outer electrode
Rlead = rho_m2/wlead/deltam2*1_lead;
w-bp = n-fing*w-elec-r-o + (n-fing-1)*delta-ielec;
w-fing1 = w-bp/(n-fing);
w-fing2 = w-elec-r-o;
R-f ing = rhom2*1_f ing/delta-m2/ (w-f ingl - w~fing2) ...
*log(w_fing1/w_fing2) /n_fing;
Rsum = Rsum + Rlead + R-f ing;
100
%Return the resistance matrix:
Rm = diag(Rsum);
return
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EGENSS-viscloss.m
function [PviscTot,PviscStruct,TviscStruct] = EGENSS-ViscLoss(OmegaM,Gd,G1,Ttest)
% **************************************************************************
% [PviscTot, PviscStruct, TviscStruct] = EGENSSViscLoss(OmegaM,GdG1,Ttest)
% This function computes the viscous losses in the generator at a given
% mechanical speed. It reads in the angular mechanical speed OmegaM, as
% well as the design gap Gd and the actual airgap G1. It returns the total
% viscous power loss, as well as the power lost broken down in PviscStruct.
% TviscStruct are the viscous torques. 10
% Lodewyk Steyn 28 Sept 2004
% **************************************************************************
% Define global variables
EgenLoadGlobVars;
%From Visc.rm
Tref = 273; 20
S = 111; % Sutherland's constant for air
muref= 1.716e-5; % Reference viscosity [N*sec/m^2]
%reassign the global variable
mu-air = muref * (Ttest/Tref).~(3/2) .* (Tref+S) ./ (Ttest+S);
%Now we compute the viscous torques:
%From Luc thesis:
%First let's get the gaps right:
%Movement ofthe rotor in the z-direction 30
delta-z = G1 - Gd;
%Net ftb and atb gaps
g-atbl = g-atb + delta_z;
g-ftbl = g-ftb - delta-z;
TviscStruct.Tairgap = mu-air*pi*OmegaM/2/G1*(r-o^4 - r-i^4);
TviscStruct.Tftb = mu-air*pi*OmegaM/2/g-ftb1*(r-oftb^4 - r-iftb^4);
TviscStruct .Tatb = mu-air*pi*0megaM/2/g-atbl*(r-oatb^4 - r-iatb^4);
TviscStruct .Tjb = mu-air*2*pi*0megaM*r-disc^3*1-jb/w-jb;
40
PviscStruct .Pairgap = OmegaM*TviscStruct . Tairgap;
PviscStruct.Pftb = OmegaM*TviscStruct .Tftb;
PviscStruct.Patb = OmegaM*TviscStruct .Tatb;
PviscStruct.Pjb = OmegaM*TviscStruct .Tjb;
PviscTot = PviscStruct .Pjb+PviscStruct .Patb +PviscStruct .Pftb +PviscStruct .Pairgap;
return
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visc .m
function [mu] = visc(T,fluid)
% VISC - Sutherland's law for viscosity as a function of temperature
% Calculates the viscosity of a fluid as a function of temperature
% according to Sutherland's law.
% Inputs
% T: temperature [K] 10
% fluid: string describing the type of fluid (Default is "air")
% Output
% mu: viscosity of the fluid [N*sec/m^2]
% By: Luc Frechette - 3/8/97
% Modifications:
20
if nargin == 1
fluid = 'air';
end
if strcmp('air',fluid)
Tref = 273;
S = 111; % Sutherland's constant for air
muref 1. 716e-5; % Reference viscosity [N*sec/m -2]
else
error('VISC.M: Unknown fluid'); 30
end
mu = muref * (T/Tref).(3/2) .* (Tref +S) ./ (T+S);
return
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EGENSS-rfields.m
function [PhiB,EBy,EBz,Ymatx,Zmatx] = EGENSSRFields(Statevect,ntot,f 
_e,t,nptz,options1)
% [PhiB,EByEBzYmatxZmatx] = EGENSSRFields(Statevect,ntot,fLe,t,nptz,optionsl)
% This function computes potential and the fields in the airgap, based on a
% State vector Statevect.
% The output is in the y-z coordinate system, computed at the integration
% radius r-int. 10
% Statevect is obtained from the function EGENSSSolve
% The other variables are:
% ntot: Total number of harmonics used to solve for Statevect
% f-e: Electrical frequency in Hz
% t: Time in s. ( This is usually set to 0)
% nptz: Number of points to generate in the z direction. A square grid
% will be generated. The y dimension depends on nph, p and r-int. 20
% options1: Struct with options
% optionsl.npty - explicity specify points in the y direction
% Note: PhiB,EByEBz are all complex matrices, and will vary with time. For
% plots it is suggested to use the real component of these matrices. (They
% are "phasor" matrices)
% To use this function, a script must be written to comply with the 30
% EGEN directory structure. Before this function is called, the
% commands:
% addpath core parameters
% EgenLoadGlobVars
% should be issued
% In addition, a command must be issued to assign the global variables.
% The global variables describe the geometry and other parameters related
% to the motor/generator.
% 40
% The following global variables are used in this function:
% G - Gap
% p - number of poles
% r-int - integration radius
% Lodewyk Steyn 2 August 2004
if nargin == 6
optionsflag = 1; 50
else
optionsflag = 0;
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end
% Define global variables
EgenLoadGlobVars;
% Define the electrical angular frequency
omega-e = fie*2*pi;
60
V = Statevect (1:nph,1) ; %First nph entries
pvect = Statevect((nph+1:2*ntot+nph) ,1); %Size 2*ntot
%Radius:
r = rint;
%Determine the gridsize in the z direction
if nptz >= 2
delta-z = G/(nptz-1);
else 70
delta-z = G;
end
%Detemine the spatial wavelength at r-int
lambda = 2*pi*r-int/p;
% Determine the number of points in y
if optionsf lag == 0
npty = floor(lambda/delta-z);
else
npty = optionsl.npty; 80
end
delta-y = lambda/ (npty-1); %Y gridsize
%Now we have npty, nptz
% We can initialize the field matrices:
PhiB = zeros(npty,nptz);
EBy = zeros(npty,nptz);
EBz = zeros(npty,nptz);
Ymatx = zeros(npty,nptz);
Zmatx = zeros (npty,nptz); 90
%Create the Y and Z matrices
for i = 1:npty
y = (il-1)*delta-y;
for i2 = 1:nptz
z = -(i2-1)*delta-z; %z is in the negative direction
% The problem is defined from 0 to -G.
Ymatx(il,i2) = y;
Zmatx(ii,i2) = z;
end 100
end
for in = 1:ntot %Sum over all harmonics
N = EGENSSN(in) ; %Get the correct n matrix for the harmonic
%Wave number
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k-n = p*in/r;
pvect-n = pvect((2*in-1:2*in),1);
% we're working with
for i = 1:npty 110
for i2 = 1:nptz
%Get the coordinate point
y = Ymatx(il,i2);
z = Zmatx(il,i2);
%Construct Sn and Cn
Sn = [sin(k-n*y) cos(k-n*y)];
Cn = k-n*[cos(k-n*y) -sin(k-n*y)];
%Construct the parts:
SNV = Sn*N*V;
Sp = Sn*pvect-n; 120
CNV = Cn*N*V;
Cp = Cn*pvect-n;
sinhterml = sinh(k-n*(G+z))/ sinh(k-n*G);
sinhterm2 = sinh(k-n*z)/ sinh(k-n*G);
coshterml = k-n*cosh(k-n*(G+z))/ sinh(k-n*G);
coshterm2 = k-n*cosh(k-n*z)/ sinh(k-n*G);
%Add to the fields solutions
PhiB(il,i2) = PhiB(il,i2) + (SNV*sinhterml - Sp*sinhterm2)*exp(i*omega-e*t);
EBy(il,i2) = EBy(il,i2) +(- CNV*sinhterml + Cp*sinhterm2)*exp(i*omega-e*t); 130
EBz(il,i2) = EBy(il,i2) +(- SNV*coshterml + Sp*coshterm2)*exp(i*omega-e*t);
end
end
end
return
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EGENSS-rforces.m
function [T,F,tau23,tau33,tau23v,tau33v] = EGENSSRForces(Statevect ,ntot)
% [TF,tau23,tau33,tau23vtau33v] = EGENSSRForces(Statevect,ntot)
% This is a basic function that computes the AVERAGE stresses and forces of
% electrical origin on the rotor.
% tau23vtau33v are vectors containing the breakdown of the shear stresses
% for each of the harmonics 10
% T is the average Torque, F is the average normal force, tau23 is the
% average shear stress and tau33 the average normal stress.
0%
% Statevect is obtained from the function EGENSSSolve
% The other variables are:
0%
% To use this function, a script must be written to comply with the 20
% EGEN directory structure. Before this function is called, the
% commands:
% addpath core parameters
% EgenLoadGlobVars
% should be issued
0%
% In addition, a command must be issued to assign the global variables.
% The global variables describe the geometry and other parameters related
% to the motor/generator.
% 30
% The following global variables are used in this function:
% G - Gap
% p - number of poles
% r-int - integration radius
% r-i - the innner radius
% r-o - the outer radius
% epsilonB - the gap permittivity (Typically epsilon-0)
0%
0%
% Lodewyk Steyn 28 Sept 2004 40
0%**************************************************************************
% Define global variables
EgenLoadGlobVars;
V = Statevect (1:nph,1); %First nph entries
% Vector of rotor potential sin and cos terms
pve ct = St ateve ct ( (nph+1: 2*ntot+nph) , 1); %Size 2*ntot
%Radius: 50
r = r-int;
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%Detemine the spatial wavelength at r-int
lambda = 2*pi*r-int/p;
%Initialize the torques - we will sum over the harmonics to get them
tau23v = zeros(ntot,1);
tau33v = zeros(ntot,1);
% Our hermitian matrix (I think..) 60
A = [0 -1
1 0] ;
for in = 1:ntot %Sum over all harmonics
N = EGENSSN(in); %Get the correct n matrix for the harmonic
%Wave number
k-n = p*in/r;
uvect-n = N*V; %Get the appropriate u-n vector.
pvect-n = pvect((2*in-1:2*in),1); %Get the appropriate p.n vector. 70
% we're working with
%We will also need the transposes:
uvect-nDag = uvect-n';
pvect-nDag = pvect-n';
alpha-n = k-n/sinh(k-n*G);
beta-n = k-n*cosh(k-n*G)/sinh(k-n*G);
% compute the multiplier of tau23
tau23M = epsilonB*alpha-n*in*pi/4/lambda; 80
tau23v(in) = real(tau23M*(uvect-nDag*A*pvect-n - pvect-nDag*A*uvect-n));
% (Take the real part purely for numerical reasons. We don't want a
% 1E-16 imag component)
tau33M1 = (epsilonB*beta-n^2)/8 - (epsilonB*in^2*pi^2)/2/lambda~2;
tau33M2 = (epsilonB*alpha-n^2)/8;
tau33M3 = epsilonB*alpha-n*beta-n/8;
tau33v(in) = real (tau33M1*pvect-nDag*pvect-n + tau33M2*uvect-nDag*uvect-n...
- tau33M3*(uvect-nDag*pvect-n + pvect-nDag*uvect-n));
% (Take the real part purely for numerical reasons. We don't want a 90
% 1E-16 imag component)
end
tau23 = sum(tau23v);
tau33 = sum(tau33v);
T = 2*pi/3*tau23*(r-o~3 - r-i^3);
F = pi*tau33*(r-o^2 - r-i^2);
return 100
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EGENSSpout. m
function [Pvect,PStruct,PBreakdown] = EGENSSPout(Statevect,ntot,RLp,L,CL,fe,VD,mtype,RC,RL,RE)
% function [Pvect,PStruct,PBreakdown] = EGENSS Pout(Statevect, ntot,RLp, L, CL, fe, VD,mtype, RC, RL, RE)
% This function computes the power input to a generator (negative is
% generation)
% Pvect: Vector of complex powers
10
% Pstruct: Struct data type that contains the per phase real powers,
% the real power sum, the reactive powers, their sum, and the
% power factor
0%
% PBreakdown: Struct datatype with the breakdown of losses in the
% generator
% Note: If PBreakdown is not required, mtype,RC,RL,R_E are not required
% as arguments
% 20
% Lodewyk Steyn 17 August 2004
% Define global variables
EgenLoadGlobVars;
omegae = f-e*2*pi;
iL = Statevect((2*ntot+3*nph+1+2):(2*ntot+4*nph+2),1); 30
VC = Statevect ( (2*ntot+2*nph+1+2) : (2*ntot+3*nph+2), 1);
w = Statevect((2*ntot+nph+1+2): (2*ntot+2*nph+2) ,1);
i-w = iL + i*omega-e*inv(RLp)*L*iL + i*omega-e*CL*(VC-w);
%Now we need to compute VDprime, the voltage
% at the other side of the sense resistor
VDprime = V-D - RS*i-w;
%Power vector 40
Pvect = 1/2*VDprime.*conj (iw);
PStruct.PRealVect = real(Pvect);
PStruct.PImagVect = imag(Pvect);
PStruct.PRealSum = sum(PStruct.PRealVect);
PStruct. PImagSum = sum(PStruct. PImagVect);
PStruct.PFVect = real (Pvect) ./imag(Pvect);
PStruct. PFSum = PStruct. PRealSum . /PStruct .PImagSum;
PStruct.PAngles = angle(Pvect);
PStruct.fiw = i-w; 50
PStruct.VDprime = VDprime;
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if nargout > 2 % We have to compute the loss breakdown
V = Statevect(1:nph,1);
%Rm:
R-m = EGENSSRm(mtype);
if mtype == 0
R-m = R.m + le-15*eye(nph);
end
VR-m = w-V; 60
i-m = R-m\VR-m; %Compute the vector of machine currents
PBreakdown.PR-m = real(1/2*VR-m.*conj (i-m)) ; %Take the real part, for numerical reasons
PBreakdown.PR-mSum = sum(PBreakdown.PR.m);
%RE:
iR-E = RE\w;
PBreakdown.PRE = real(1/2*w.*conj(iR-E)); %Take the real part, for numerical reasons
PBreakdown.PRESum = sum (PBreakdown. PRE);
%RLp:
VRLp = i*omega-e*L*i-L;
iRLp = RLp\VR-Lp; 70
PBreakdown.PRLp = real(1/2*VRLp.*conj(iRLp)); %Take the real part, for numerical reasons
PBreakdown.PRLpSum = sum (PBreakdown.PR-Lp);
%RL
iRL = iL+iRLp; %KCL
VRL = RL*iR-L;
PBreakdown.PRL = real(1/2*VRL.*conj(iRL)); %Take the real part, for numerical reasons
PBreakdown.PRLSum = sum(PBreakdown. PRL);
%R.C
VR-C = VDprime - V_C;
iRC = RC\VRC; 80
PBreakdown.PRC = real(1/2*VRC.*conj(iR-C)); %Take the real part, for numerical reasons
PBreakdown.PRCSum = sum(PBreakdown.PR-C);
%Power loss in inductor
PBreakdown.PL = PBreakdown.PRL+PBreakdown.PRC+PBreakdown.PR-Lp;
PBreakdown.PLSum = sum(PBreakdown.PL);
%Power into the stator
PBreakdown.Pstator = 1/2*V.*conj(i-m);
PBreakdown.PstatorReal = real(PBreakdown.Pstator);
PBreakdown.PstatorRealSum = sum(PBreakdown. PstatorReal);
% Power into the stator resistor 90
PBreakdown.PstatorPlusRmReal = PBreakdown.PstatorReal + PBreakdown.PR_m;
PBreakdown.PstatorPlusRmRealSum = sum (PBreakdown. PstatorPlusRmReal);
end
return
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F.2 Self-contained single-phase single harmonic code
The following is a self-contained code that provides a single harmonic model of the EQS machine.
It has several built-in assumptions on the device geometry, and is limited to the analysis of gener-
ators of the size scale of the device discussed in this thesis, unless those assumptions are adjusted
appropriately.
function [Torque,FN,eff ,Pelec,Param] = EgenAdvEng_V101(r-i,r-o,G,p,Omega)
% [Torque, FN,eff, Pelec, Param] = EgenAdvEng_V101(r_i,ro, G,p, Omega)
0%
% Function to design an induction machine for a given mechanical speed Omega
0%
% Torque - Mechanical torque required by the generator (N.m)
% note: A negative number means generation 10
% FN - Normal force (Pull-in force) of the generator (N)
% eff - efficiency of the generator
% Pelec - Electrical power output (W)
% note: A negative number means generation
% in the generator. This is a structure type variable
% NB Included in this variable is the variable Param.sigma-s, the
% optimal rotor conductivity for the machine in question.
% r-i - inner radius in m
% r-o - outer radius in m 20
% G - airgap in m (Minimum value: 3e-6m) This code will set it to 3e-6 if G<3e-6
% p - number of pole pairs. The maximum number is limited by fabrication
% according to the relation:
% pmax = 2*pi*r-i/nph/(MinStatElecWidth + MinlntElecGap)
% Omega - mechanical speed in rad/s
% What is lacking from this code:
% 1. We are evaluating at an approximate optimum slip based on a mean-radius
% analysis accoring to Nagle thesis. We need to put in a little optimizer to
% fix that. 30
% 2. Axial Pull-in negative stiffness calculation - To check thrust bearing stiffnesses
% 3. Tilt stiffness
% 4: "Magical inductor" - We assume an inductor with a Q of 100, regardless of size
% In reality, we may end up using piezo crystals instead of inductors. But they
% may introduce more stray capacitance
% Lodewyk Steyn 19 June 2003
40
%***************** START: GENERATOR GEOMETRIC VARIABLES *
%Adjustment factors
Pelec-knockdown = 0.9; %"Adjustment factor" to account for:
% 1: Not including all the harmonics in the Fourier analysis
% 2: Imbalances which suck up power.
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% 3: More to be added as we learn more about the machine and its electronics
% during testing
sigma-s-fudge = 1 + 0.2*(1-r-i/r-o); %Adjustment factor for
% the rotor conductivity to put us on the peak 50
Delta-R = 50e-6; %Rotor oxide thickness
DeltaS = 50e-6; % Stator oxide thickness 9 April 03: Assume Quartz Stator
delta = 0.5e-6; % Rotor conductor film thickness
V _A = 300; % Stator voltage amplitude
nph = 6; %Number of phases
G-min = 3e-6; %Minimum Gap
slipOP = -0.15; %Slip at the operating point
%Interconnect geometry - we use the existing 60
% interconnect geometry
w-lead = 65e-6;
d-pad = 500e-6;
delta-m2 = 0.6e-6;
illead = 3.5e-3;
lbp = 68e-6 + 38e-6;
% wJbp is calculated based on other geometries
lfing = 70e-6;
n-fing = 7;
%Ring interconnect geometry 70
w-ring = 10e-6; % Normally 5um seems to be a large R
r-ring = (r-i+r-o)/2;
delta-ml = 0.6e-6;
Delta-ic = le-6;
delta-ielec = 4e-6; %Inter electrode gap
R-via = 7; %Via resistance
C-stray-ext = 8e-12;
% Fabrication variables
MinStatElecWidth = 4e-6; % - Minimum width for the stator electrodes 80
MinIntElecGap = 4e-6; %- Minimum inter electrode gap
Q = 100; % Inductor Q
% Constants
epsilon_0 = 8.85419e-12;
epsilonA = 3.9*epsilon_0; %SiO2
epsilonB = epsilon_0; %Airgap
epsilonC = 3.9*epsilon_0; % SiO2
% Stator conductor properties 90
rho-ml = 10.6e-8; %(ohm-m) Pt (Matweb)
rho-m2 = 10.6e-8; %(ohm-m) Pt (Matweb)
% This is a single harmonic model
% ********************************************************************
%***************** END: GENERATOR GEOMETRIC VARIABLES *******
% ********************************************************************
% Maximum number of poles - test to see if the maximum number of poles 100
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% has been exceeded
pmax = 2*pi*ri/nph/(MinStatElecWidth + MinIntElecGap);
if p > pmax
p = floor(pmax);
f pr int f ('Inn*******************************
fprintf ('\nMaximum number of poles exceeded. Number of poles set to %6.Of',p)
f pr int f (' \n***************************************************~***********'*
end
%Minimum Gap: test to see if a gap smaller than the minimum Gap 110
%has been specified
if G < G-min
G = G-min;
fprintf ('\n\n**********************************') ;
fprintf ('\nMinimum Gap exceeded. Gap set to X11.3e',G);
f print f ( '\n**********************************' );
end
%Preliminary design based on Steve Nagle's Thesis Arguments:
% We have a pole count, a slip and a mechanical speed 120
% For a single harmonic machine
% We get: S = (omega - p*Omega)/omega)
omega = -p*Omega/(slipOP - 1);
%With the slip and the electrical frequency, we can pick a
% "rotor time ratio" such that the torque is maximum
% at the operating point. This will cause the
% machine to be "marginally stable", but this code
% is for optimization purposes only, and will not set
% the final design. 130
Gamma = 1; %p33, Nagle
%This gives us the rotor time constant:
tauR = -Gamma/omega/slipOP;
% Now, with this, we can proceed to calculate an approximate
% rotor conductivity
r.mean = (r-i+r-o)/2;
epsilon-eff = epsilon-B*coth(p*G/r-mean) + epsilonC*coth(p*DeltaR/r-mean);
%Nagle thesis p 32
sigma-eff = epsilon-eff/tau-R; 140
sigma-s = sigma-eff /p*r-mean;
sigma-s = sigma-s*sigma-s-fudge;
% Increase sigma-s just a smidge so we are in the stable regime
% At this point, the generator is defined geometrically and we can
% proceed with the calculation
% Note - the actual desired rotor conductivity as computed here is not the
% optimal one, but this will get us in the ballpark
% A future version of this code will include an optimizer 150
% to find the optimal rotor conductivity. Since we have a
% good guess already, the optimization need not be too time-consuming
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% ********************************************************************
%Run Variables:
niptr = 5; %Number of integration points in r
niptth = 5; %Number of integration points in theta
% *******************************************************************
160
%Initialize the vectors:
%Integration vectors in r and theta:
rVect = (linspace(r_i,ro,niptr))';
thVect = (linspace(0,2*pi/p,niptth)) '; %Theta integration is performed here over a
% sector and then simply multiplied by the number of poles.
% We will perform a single harmonic analysis
% of the electrostatic machine
% We choose the amplitude of the first harmonic
% to be that of the first component of the 170
%Fourier decomposition of the spatial
% excitation. Note, though, that this value is slightly optimistic
% but we include it "as is" to retian consistency with other models
% with more harmonics.
% Also - a proper FEM shows that the amplitude of the first harmonic
% is overestimatedin this way. Once again - only for consistency
n = 1;
A-ntilde = 3/pi;
% ******************************************************************** 180
% Compute the Torque and the current out PER PHASE
% ********************************************************************
% We have to integrate in r and theta to get the torque and normal force
flMatx = zeros (niptr,niptth); % f1 = tau23*r^2;
f2Matx = zeros(niptr,niptth) ; % f2 = tau33*r
i-rVect = zeros(size(rVect)) ; %This is the current per unit radius
%Define the tractions on the grid in r and theta
for i2 = 1:niptr
r = rVect (i2,1);
%Compute Bn1 and Cn1 190
% These are components of the rotor potential.
v-y = r*Omega; % Velocity
k-n = p*n/r; % Spatial wavenumber
C_n1 = epsilonB*sinh(k-n*DeltaR)*A-ntilde*V-A*(-omega+v-y*k..n)/. . .
((-omega+v-y*k-n)*sinh(k-n*G)*cosh(k-n*DeltaR)*epsilon-C+.
(-omega+v-y*k-n)*sinh(k-n*DeltaR)*cosh(k-n*G)*epsilonB+.
sigma-s*k-n*sinh(k-n*G)*sinh(k-n*DeltaR)*i);
B_n1 = Antilde*V-A;
% Current out 200
% From Maple worksheet NPhasemodelWS1_3.mws
% Current induced per unit length of electrode in the A-region
id-r1A = epsilonA*A-ntilde*V-A*cosh(p*n/r*Delta-S)*. 
..
omega*(-1+exp(1/nph*n*pi*i) 2)/...
sinh(p*n/r*DeltaS) /exp(1/nph*n*pi*i);
% Current induced per unit length of electrode in the B-region
id_r1B = epsilonB*omega*(B-n1*...
cosh(p*n/r*G) -C-n1)* (-1+exp(1/nph*n*pi*i) 2)/. .
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sinh(p*n/r*G)/exp(1/nph*n*pi*i);
i-rVect (2,1) = id-r1A + id-r1B; % Add the backside and frontside current components 210
% Rotor tractions There is a shear stress and a normal stress
% The tractions on the rotor (The usual function for this is RotTracFunc)
tau23 = epsilonB*(-1/4*i*(-B-n1+C-n1*cosh(k-n*G))*abs(C-n1*k-n)^2/C-n1/sinh(kn*G)+.
1/4*i*C-nl*k-n*conj(k-n*(-B-n1+Cnl1*cosh(k-n*G))/sinh(k-n*G)));
tau33 = 1/2*epsilon-B*(1/2*(abs(k-n*(-B-n1+C-n1*cosh(k-n*G))/. . .
sinh(k-n*G)))~2-1/2*(abs(C-n1*kfn))~2);
% Get rid of some imaginary numerical artefacts 220
tau23 = real(tau23);
tau33 = real(tau33);
for i3 = 1:niptth
th = thVect(i3,1);
% Compute the Tractions
%Define the functions to integrate
flMatx(i2,i3) = p*tau23*r^2; 230
f2Matx(i2,i3) = p*tau33*r;
end
end
% Integrate, first in r, and then in theta, to find the torque
firintvect = zeros(1,niptth);
f2rintvect = zeros (1,niptth);
%Integrate in r, trapezoid integration
for i2 = 1:niptth
firintvect(1,i2) = trapz(rVect, f iMatx: ,i2)); 240
f2rintvect(1,i2) = trapz(rVect,f2Matx(: ,i2));
end
%Also the current:
Iharmonic-phase = p*trapz(rVect,i-rVect);
%Integrate in theta, trapezoid integration
Torque = trapz (thVect' ,f rintvect);
FN= trapz (thVect', f2rintvect);
% Electrical calculation - Add the strays 250
% Effective oxide thickness for the rings (changed definition 9 May 03)
% This is to be consistent with the fields theory notation
Delta-rings = DeltaS - Delta-ic - delta-ml;
% Effective rotor oxide and gap epsilon/delta by considering
% Two capacitances in series
Eps-overDeltaR = epsilonB*epsilonC/(DeltaR*epsilonB + G*epsilonC); 260
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% Capcitances and Resistances
%Bond pad capacitance
C-pad = (pi/4*d-pad~2)*epsilonA/DeltaS;
% Lead wire 270
% Capacitance (Two components, to top and bottom,
% Top has airgap - oxide removed):
C-lead = epsilonA*wlead*llead/DeltaS + epsilon_0*w-lead*1-lead/(DeltaR + G);
% Resistance of the wire
R-lead = rho-m2*1-lead/(w-lead*delta-m2);
% Electrodes (Only resistance - capacitance is dealt with
% in the fields problem
W-elec-inner = 2*pi*r-i/p/nph - delta-ielec; % Substract electrode gap
W-elec-outer = 2*pi*r-o/p/nph - delta-ielec; % Substract electrode gap 280
R-elec = rho-m2* (r-o-r-i) /delta-m2/ (W-elec-outer - W-elec-inner)*.
log(W-elec-outer/W-elec-inner);
% Branch point
% Assume the branch point to be a trapezoid % Not exactly true
% The large width is defined by the stator pitch
w-bp = n-fing*W-elec-outer + (n-f ing-1)*delta-ielec;
%Area of the branch point (for capacitance):
A_bp = 1/2*(w-bp + w-lead)*1_bp;
%Capacitance 290
C-bp = (epsilonA/DeltaS*A_bp) + epsilon_0*A-bp/(Delta-R + G);
% Resistance
R-bp = rho-m2*lbp/delta_m2/(w_bp - w-lead)*log(wbp/w_lead);
% Branch point fingers
% There's a bunch of them...
% The fingers are also trapezoids
w-fing1 = w-bp/(n-fing);
w-fing2 = W-elecouter;
A-f ing = 1/2*(w-f ing+w-f ing2)*1_f ing; 300
% Capacitance
C-fing = nf ing* (epsilonA/DeltaS + Eps-overDeltaR) *A-f ing;
R-fing = rho-m2*1_fing/delta-m2/(w-fingl - w-fing2)*log(w-fing1/w-fing2);
% **********************************************
% Ring interconnects
lring = 2*pi*r-ring;
A-ring = w-ring*r-ring;
w-elec = 2*pi*rring/p/nph - 4e-6; %4 um fabrication tolerance...
C-ring = epsilonA*A-ring/Delta-rings + epsilonA*(nph-1)*w-ring*w-elec/Delta-ic;
R-ring = rho-ml*2*pi*r-ring/w.ring/delta-ml/12; 310
% Have to divide by 12, Steve Nagle thesis
% *****************************************************
% We now have C-pad, C-lead, R-lead, C.bp, R-bp, C-fing, R-fing,
% C-ring, R-ring, R-elec, R-via
R1 = R-elec + R-ring + R-via;
R2 = R-bp + R-fing;
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R3 = Rlead;
sqr3 = sqrt(3);
XC1 = 1/i/omega/C-ring; 320
XC2 = 1/i/omega/((C fing + C-bp)/sqr3);
XC3 = 1/i/omega/((Cfing + C-bp)/sqr3*(sqr3-1) + C-lead/sqr3);
XC4 = 1/i/omega/((C-lead*(sqr3-1)/sqr3) + C-stray-ext + C-pad);
IXC1 = VA./XC1;
IR1 = Iharmonic-phase + IXC1;
V-R1 = IR1*R1;
V-XC2 = VA + V-R1;
IXC2 = VXC2./XC2; 330
IR2 = IXC2 + IR1;
VR2 = I-R2.*R2;
VXC3 = V-XC2 + V-R2;
I-XC3 = VXC3./XC3;
IR3 = IXC3 + I-R2;
VR3 = IR3.*R3;
VXC4 = V-XC3 + VR3;
IXC4 = VXC4./XC4; 340
Iin-mps = I-XC4 + I-R3;
Vin-mps = VXC4;
%Total machine impedance - size the inductor
Zin-mps = Vin-mps/Iin-mps;
% Note - the capactitive reactance is
% equal to the inductive reactance.
XC-mps = imag(Zin-mps);
L-desired = -XC-mps/omega;
RL-desired = omega*L-desired/Q;
% Let's put a resistor in series such that the "net resistance" 350
% of the circuit is zero
Rload = -real(Zin-mps) - RL-desired;
VRload = -Iin-mps*Rload; % Take note of current direction
% Electrical calculation - Complete
% Electrical calculation - Various powers
360
% Power from the electrical machine.
Pstator = 6*real(1/2*VA*conj (Iharmonic-phase));
PoutEmach = 6*real(1/2*Vin-mps*conj(Iin-mps));
PoutTot = 6*real(1/2*VRload*conj(Iin-mps));
PoutTot = PoutTot*Pelec-knockdown; % Knock down power by a "knockdown factor"
% to account for things that are not explicitly included in the simple model.
eff = PoutTot/Torque/Omega;
Pelec = PoutTot;
370
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% ******************************************************************
% ******************************************************************
%Assign output data to a structure
% ******************************************************************
% ******************************************************************
Param.Pelec-knockdown = Pelec-knockdown;
Param.sigma-s = sigma-s;
Param.VA = V_A;
Param.r-i = r-i; 380
Param.r-o = r-o;
Param. Omega = Omega;
Param.G = G;
Param.p = p;
Param.Delta-R = Delta_R;
Param.DeltaS = Delta_S;
Param.f-elec = omega/2/pi;
Param.L-desired = L-desired;
Param.Q = Q;
Param.C-stray-ext = C-stray-ext; 390
Param.R-neg-mach = real(Zin-mps);
Param.R-eff-inductor = RL-desired;
Param. Rload = Rload; %Series load resistor
Param.Pmechin = Torque*Omega;
Param.Pstator = Pstator;
Param.PoutEmach = PoutEmach;
Param.PoutTot = PoutTot;
Param.PoutTot-beforeknockdown = PoutTot/Pelec-knockdown;
Param.Plost-airgap = abs(Param.Pmechin - Pstator);
Param.Plost-wiring-stator = abs(Pstator - PoutEmach); 400
Param.PlostInductor = abs(PoutEmach - Param.PoutTot-beforeknockdown);
Param.Ploss-fract-airgap = -Param.Plost-airgap/Param.Pmechin; %Checks out to be 1/(1-s)
Param.Ploss-fract-wiring = -Param.Plost-wiring-stator/Param.Pmechin;
Param.Ploss-fractInductor = -Param. Plost-Inductor/Param. Pmechin;
return
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% Lodewyk Steyn
% 30 May 2005
% Script to do a radius and width study on the generator
% Including viscous losses
clear all;
clc;
close all;
% User input
r-i-min = 0.3e-3 % Minimum inner radius 10
w-min = .25e-3 % Minimum width
r-i-max = 3e-3
w-max = 3e-3
%Airgap
G = 3e-6;
npts = 15;
SpeedkRpm = 300;
20
%Solution optimization parameters
welecmin = 4e-6;
wintelecgap = 4e-6;
welecmax = 10e-6;
OmegaMech = SpeedkRpm*1000*2*pi/60;
% Air viscosity
30
T = 600; % Temperature
% Use Sunderland's law to compute the air viscosity
Tref = 273;
S = 111; % Sutherland's constant for air
muref= 1.716e-5; % Reference viscosity [N*sec/m^2]
mu = muref * (T/Tref)~(3/2) * (Tref+S) / (T+S);
% Air viscosity
% Initialize main matrices 40
r-i-matx = zeros(npts);
w-matx = zeros(npts);
% All the "z-value" matrices
eff-matx = zeros(npts);
eff-inclVisc = zeros(npts);
Pelec-matx = zeros(npts);
Pmech-tot = zeros(npts);
p-matx = zeros(npts);
50
for iri = 1:npts
r = r-i-min + (iri-1)/(npts-1)*(r-i-max - r-imin);
for iw = 1:npts
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w = w-min + (iw-1)/(npts-1)*(w-max 
- w-min);
r-o = r-i + w;
%******* ******* **** ******** ****** *** ********* ** ********
% *********************************************************
% % Routine to pick the optimal "p"
nptp = 20; % A different set of points for the optimization 60
nptp-spline = 200; % We use a spline to approximate the function
effivect-fop = zeros(nptp,1);
effvisc-vect-fop = zeros(nptp,1);
p-vect-fop = zeros(nptp,1);
Pwr-vect-fop = zeros(nptp,1);
Pmech-tot-fop = zeros(nptp,1);
Pvisc = -mu*pi/2*0megaMech~2/G*(r-o~4 - r-i^4);
for ii = 1:nptp
welec = welecmin + (il-1)/(nptp-1)*(welecmax - welecmin);
p = (2*pi*r-i/(6*(welec + wintelecgap))); 70
p-vect-fop(il,1) = p;
[Torque,FN,eff-vect-fop(il,1),Pwr-vect-fop(i,1),Param] =
EgenAdvEngVlOl(r-i,r-o,G,p,OmegaMech);
% Efficiency including viscous losses
%Mechanical Power
Pmechtot = Param.Pmechin + Pvisc;
effvisc-vect-fop(il,1) = Pwr-vect-fop(il,1)/Pmechtot;
Pmech-tot-fop(il,1) = Pmechtot;
end
80
%Spline interpolation of a smooth function
p-vect-spline = (linspace(min(p-vect-fop) ,max(p-vect-fop) ,nptp-spline))';
%Interpolations:
effvisc-vect-spline = interp1(p-vect-fop,effvisc-vect-fop,p-vect-spline, 'spline');
effvect-spline = interpl(p-vect-fop,eff-vect-fop,p-vect-spline, 'spline');
Pwr-vect-fop = interp1(p-vect-fop,Pwr-vect-fop,p-vect-spline, 'spline');
Pmech-totf op = interpl(p-vect-fop,Pmech-tot-fop,p-vectspline, 'spline');
%Find the maximum efficiency including viscous losses
[maxeffvisc,maxidx] = max(effvisc-vect-spline); 90
%Define the optimum number of pole pairs to be the largest value found in
%the interpolated spline vector
p-opt = floor(p-vect-spline(maxidx,1));
% Also define the power produced and consumed, as well as the
% Efficiency without viscous losses
Opteff-novisc = (eff-vect-spline(maxidx,1));
OptPwrMechTot = (Pmech-tot-fop(maxidx,1));
OptPwrElec = (Pwr-vectfop(maxidx,1));
% **************************************************************
% Optimal P picked for the given set of radii 100
% **************************************************************
% Reassign matrices:
r-i-matx(iri,iw) = r-i;
w-matx(iri,iw) = w;
% All the "z-value" matrices
eff-matx(iri,iw) = Opteff-novisc;
eff-inclVisc(iri,iw) = maxeff-visc;
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Pelec-matx(iri,iw) = -OptPwrElec;
Pmech-tot(iri,iw) = -OptPwrMech Tot;
p-matx(iri,iw) = p-opt; 110
end % iw
fprintf ('\nCompleted %d of Xd radius evaluations\n', [iri,npts]);
end % iri
%Convert to mm
r-i-matx = r-i-matx*1000;
w-matx = w-matx*1000;
%Plot the results
rWreplotBasic;
%Save data
save(['RWidthStudyI num2str(SpeedkRpm,'X1.Of') 'krpm.mat']); 120
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% This is rWreplotBasic.m
% Lodewyk Steyn 30 May 2005
close all;
Fhl = figure('color','w');
[cl,hl,htext] = contourwlabels(r-inmatx,w-matx,eff-inclVisc*100,12,3,0,12);
xlabel('r-i (mm)');
ylabel('Width (r-i-r-o) (mm)');
Fh2 = figure ('color' , 'w'); 10
subplot(2,2,1);
[cl,hl,htext] = contourwlabels(r-i-matx,wmatx,Pelec-matx,10,0.5,0,9);
title('P{elec} (W)');
xlabel('ri (mm)');
ylabel('Width (r-i-ro) (mm)');
subplot(2,2,2);
[cl,hl,htext] = contourwlabels(r-i-matx,w-matx,Pmech-tot,10,0.2,0,9);
title('P_{mech,tot} (W)');
xlabel('r-i (mm)'); 20
ylabel('Width (r.i-r-o) (mm)');
subplot(2,2,3);
[cl,hl,htext] = contourwlabels(r.i-matx,w-matx,p-matx,10,1.5,0,9);
title('Number of Poles');
xlabel('r-i (mm)');
ylabel('Width (r-i-ro) (mm)');
subplot(2,2,4);
[cl,hl,htext] = contourwlabels(r-i-matxw_matxeff-matx*100,50,3.2,0,9); 30
title('\eta_{novisc}');
xlabel('r-i (mm)');
ylabel('Width (r_i-ro) (mm)');
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function [cl,hl,htext] = contourwlabels(xdata,ydata,zdata,ncontour,nlcoeff ,ndigits,cfontsize)
% [c1,hl,htext] = contourwlabels(xdata,ydata,zdata,ncontour,nlcoeff)
% Plots a contour plot with labels, and ncontour contours, as well as the
% ability to have nonlinear spacing of the contour lines thrugh a nonlinear
% coefficient nlcoeff.
% useful values for nlcoeff is 1-2 10
% ndigits sets the number of decimal places in the contour labels
0%
% lodewyk Steyn, 30 May 2005
datamin = min(min(zdata));
datamax = max(max(zdata));
datarange = datamax - datamin;
datarange = datamax - datamin; 20
npointcontour = ncontour;
contoursvec = zeros (npointcontour);
for ill = 1:npointcontour
%Define the terms in the parabola
yintercept = datamax-datamin;
xvalue = (datamax-datamin)^(1/nlcoeff)*(i11-1)/(npointcontour-1);
yvalue = datamin + yintercept - xvalue-nlcoeff;
contoursvec(ill) = round(yvalue*(10^floor(ndigits)))/(10^floor(ndigits));
end 30
ncolors = 256;
carray = jet(ncolors)*0.7;
[c1,hl] = contour(xdata,ydata,zdata,contoursvec);
caxist = [datamin datamax*1.2];
caxis(caxisl);
set(h1,'linewidth',2);
colormap(carray);
set(gca, 'xlim', [min(min(xdata)) max(max(xdata))],.. 40
'ylim', [min(min(ydata)) max(max(ydata) )1);
htext = clabel(c1,hl,contoursvec, 'LabelSpacing' ,500);
set(htext,'fontsize',cfontsize,'backgroundcolor','w')
nhtext = length(htext);
for ii = 1:nhtext
textvalue = str2num(get(htext(i), 'string'));
textcoloridx = round((textvalue-min(caxis1))/(max(caxis1) - min(caxisl))*ncolors);
set (htext(il) ,'color' ,carray(textcoloridx,:));
end 50
return
